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Abstract

Developing Scientific Lileracy of Grade Five Students: A Teacher-Researcher

Collahorøive Eforl

The goal of this study was to deveþ scieúific literacy of grade five studenfs

in the context of a curricular unit on Weather. To fulfill this goal, a teacher-researcher

team used the C.ommon Knowledge C.onstructionModel (CKC.M), designed by

Ebenezer and Connor (1998), and engaged themselves in a collaborative journey to

develop three notions of scientific literacy--the "$'hd," the 'tow," and the 'lvhy'' of

science.

This was an ethnographic, classroom based study, in which the researcher was

a pmticipant observer of all school endeavors. Tlre data were collected by means of

classroom observations, interviews, students' writterr worlL maps and photographs.

Subsequentþ, the datawere coded to gentrate pattsns and meanings.

Qualitative evidence shows that the CKCI\d and the teacher-researcher

collaboration contribúed to the development of scientific literacy of grade five

students in this particular conteú. Withrespect to the *what'' of science, students

developed an understanding of the concepts and principles of weather, as

recommended by the Manitoba Education and Training. \¡/ith respect to the "how" of

sciencæ, students comprehended that scientific knowledge is: a) partially based on

human imaginæion and creativity, b) tentative, c) socially and culturally embedded, d)

empirical, and e) developed througfu many methods. \ryiür respect to the'trvhy'' of

science, students becarne aware of the intricate relationship ¿¡mong sciencq

technology, society, and environment (STSE).



The findings of this study have implications for teacher education and

professional development. Based on theseresea¡ch findings, the following

recommendations are made:

. Science methods courses should offer instruction about the nature of

science.

o The frculy of scienc€ and education shorfd worktogetherto develop

courses that aim at teaching science subject matter from

multidisciptinary perspective. Most importantly, all pre-service

teachers majoring in elementaqr and middle years education should be

required to take such course(s).

. Science educators and beginning teachers strould engage ín long-tenri,

contemporary collaborative sfudies, which involve working with real

students in authentic classroom situations-
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Chapter L

Background

L.1 Scientific Literacy for All

There is a clear national consensus in the United States that øll elementary,

middle, and secondary school children need to be better educated in science,

mathematics, and technology. That race, languâge, sex, or economic circumstances must

no longer be perrriitted to be factors in determining who does and who does not receive a

good science education. To neglect educating any child in science is to take from that

child an essential education hindering his or her growth for life, and depriving the nation

of talented workers and informed citizens. Such convictions led the American

Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) to initiate Project 2061 (AAAS,

1989). The project aspired to develop a shared vision that would clarify the goals and

purposes of K-12 science education, and provide a long-term, multiphase plan that would

make specific recoÍrmendations for achieving science \iteracy for all.

Project 2061 was organized into three phases. Scienceþr All Americans

(Rutherford & Ahlgren, 1990), in Phase I, served as a starting point for the long-term

reform process, by providing conceptual basis for the recommended changes. The

conceptual frameworks were based on the belief that the scientifically literate person is

"one who is aware that science, mathematics, and technology are interdependent human

enterprises with strengths and limitations; understands key concepts and principles of

science; is familiar with the natural world and recognizes both its diversity and unity; and



uses scientific knowledge and scientific ways of thinking for individual and social

purposes" (AAAS, 1989, p. 4). These ideals of a scientifically literate person apply to all

young people, regardless of their social and economic circumstances, language, race, sex,

and career aspirations. In Phase II, Eenchmarks for Science Literacy (AAAS, 1993)

specified the knowledge, skills, and attitudes to be attained at each grade level,

thus emphasizing what all students should know at the end of each grade. The

recommended conceptual frameworks and tools laid out in theoretical f¡ameworks

documents I and II formed the bases for Phase III, to facilitate the necessary and lasting

changes to produce scientifically literate citizens.

In 7996, the National Research Council (NRC) published the National Science

Education Standards, which reiterated "All students, regardless of gender, cultural or

ethnic background, physical or learning disabilities, aspiration, or interest and motivation

in science, should have the opportunity to attain higher levels of scientific literacy than

they currently do" (NRC, 1996,pp.I-6-7). The goal of the Standards was to create a

vision for the scientifically literate person and guidelines for science education that would

allow the vision to become a reality. This document also spells out the attributes of a

scientifically literate person, who: "can ask, find, or determine answers to questions

derived from curiosity about everyday experiences"; is able to "read with understanding

articles about science in the popular press and to engage in social conversations about the

validity of the conclusions"; can "identi$r scientific issues underlying national and local

decisions and express positions that are scientifically and technologically informed"; is

competent to "evaluate the quality of scientific information on the basis of its source and



the methods used to generate it"; possesses the ability to "pose and evaluate arguments

based on evidence and to apply conclusions from such arguments" (lr{RC , 1996, p.22).

A year after the Standards document was released in the United States, the

Council of Ministers of Education (CMEC), Canada, issued the Pqn-Canadian Protocol

for Collaboration on School Curriculum. This protocol initiated The Common

Framework of Science Learning Outcomes, K to I2.This Framework had a vision that

"All Carndian students, regardless of gender or cultural background will have an

opportunity to develop scientific literacy" (CMEC, 1997,p.4). Specifically, the CMEC

established four foundation statements, which reflect the wholeness and

interconnectedness of learning with an aim to develop scientific literacy.

The first foundation, Science Technology, Society, and Environment (STSE),

envisions that scientifically literate person develops an understanding of the NOS, of the

relationships between science and technology, and of social and environmental contexts

of science and technology. The second foundation, Skills, foresees that scientifically

literate person develops the skills required for scientific and technological inquiry, for

solving problems, communicating scientific ideas and results, working collaboratively,

and for making informed decisions. The third foundation, Knowledge, specifies that

scientifically literate person develops knowledge of theories, models, concepts, and

principles in widely accepted science disciplines, such as life science, physical science,

and Earth and space science. More importantly, scientifically literate persons are able to

use these understandings to interpret, integrate, and extend their knowledge. The fourth

foundation, Attitudes, specifies that scientifically literate person develops behaviors that



manifest appreciation of and interest in science, scientific inquiry, collaboration,

stewardship, and safety, which are required for the mutual benefit of self, society, and the

environment.

Adapting the Pan-Canadian Protocol for Collaboration on School Curriculum,

Manitoba Science Curricula outline five foundations that build scientific literacy: l)

NOS and Technology, 2) Science Technology, Society and Environment (STSE), 3)

Scientific and Technological Skilts and Attitudes,4) Essential Science Knowledge, 5)

Uniffing Concepts (Manitoba Education and Training Ministry, 2000, p.2.3). More

aptly put, global interdependence, rapid scientific and technological innovations, the need

for a sustainable environment, economy, society, and the pervasiveness of science and

technology in daily life reinforce the importance of scientific literacy. The Ministry also

recommends that scientifically literate individuals can more effectively interpret

information, solve problems, make informed decisions, accommodate change, and create

new knowledge.

Since the release of reform documents, science education researchers have been

also attempting to reiterate the specifics of scientihc literacy. When Korpan, Bisanz,

Bisanz, and Henderson (1997) state that a scientific literate person should have the ability

to comprehend, interpret and evaluate information and conclusions, it means they agree

with the notion of developing in students the processes of scientific inquiry. What the

general public needs to know about science (DeBoer, 2000; Laugksch, 2}}};emphasis is

mine) is also alluding to the development of the scientific inquiry processes. The

emphasis of Zeidler,Sadler, Simmons, and Howes (2005) on the possession of



knowledge, skills, and attitudes considered necessary for professional scientists refers to

the characteristics that leamers of science should develop to become scientifically

literate. For Abd-El-Khalick and BouJaoude (1997), "a scientifically literate person

should develop an understanding ofthe concepts, principles, theories, and processes of

science, and an awareness of the complex relationship among science, technology,

society, and environment" þ. 673). To achieve any form of scientific literacy, some

authors point out that language development is important. Lemke (1990) argues for the

development of appropriate scientific vocabulary to read with understanding. Hewson

(2002) considers the ability to read and write, as literacy in its prototypical form, crucial

to achieving any of the aspects of scientific literacy. Anderson (1999) agrees that

someone unable to read and write is unlikely to achieve even a rudimentary level of

scientific literacy for "reading and writing are the mechanisms through which scientists

accomplish their task. Scientists create, share, and negotiate the meanings of inscriptions

- notes, reports, tables, graphs, drawings, diagrams" (p. 973). To reading and writing,

Osborne (2002)has added the necessity of argumentation skills for the development of

scientifically literacy. Without these skills people are like "a ship without a sail" (p.203).

Flower (2000) takes us to another dimension for developing students' capacity to read for

he states that learning to read lay articles about scientific and technological matters

published in newspapers and magazines with reasonable understanding is vital.

' A critical analysis of the reform documents and the researchers notions cited

above points to the following core characteristics of scientific literacy: (1)

interdependencies of multi-disciplines; (2) societal technological, environmental, and



cultural related scientific issues; (3) understanding and use of scientific knowledge in

scientific investigations and problem solving; (4) scientific inquiry processes; (5)

scientific attitudes and dispositions; and (6) global interdependence and sustainable

living. Despite the variations in what it means to be scientific literatg developing

scientific literacy is considered to be a "good thing" (Laugksch, 2000), and has been

identified as a noble goal of contemporary science education worldwide. Scientific

literacy is viewed as a solution to many economical, social, and environmental challenges

of the 21't century (Aikenhead,1997).

Encapsulating the core characteristics of scientific literacy are three fundamentals:

1) "what" of science (concepts, principles and theories),2) "how" of science (rrocesses

of science), and 3) "why" of science (science, technology, society, and environment

connections). The first fundamental principle of scientific literacy emphasizes that a

scientif,rcally literate student understands scientific concepts, principles, and theories.

This refers to the development of the knowledge of science (Ryder, Leach,& Driver,

lggg).Withwhat we know (Hodson, 1993), we may be able to 'ido" or'ttse" science

(Hazen & Trefil, I 991). Doing of science refers to the ability of doing what scientists do

in a specific field of study. In contrast, the "use" of science refers to the ability of

understanding how new advances in the field occur, and what the consequences of these

advances are for citizens. The "use" of science is synonymous with the public

understanding <if science (DeBoer, 2000; Laugksch, 2000). Although for Hazen and

Trefil (1991), using scientific knowledge required to understanding public issues is more

important than doing scientific investigations, the reform documents point to the need for



both the "doing" and "using" of science to developing scientific knowledge in øll

students--to those few who wiil be pursuing science and/or science related careers, and

those majority who will be good citizens.

The second fundamental principle of scientific literacy, the "how" of science,

refers to the epistemology of science, knowledge about science (Ryder et a1., 1999) or

how we have come to know science, or how science is done (Hodson, 1993). The "how"

of science is informed by the history and philosophy, which help us understand that

scientific knowledge is a product of a human mind and is created by a community of

researchers who are open-minded, intuitive, imaginative, and creative (Arons, 1983;

Matthews, 1998). Furthermore, scientific knowledge is tentative, has limitations, and

interacts with society on moral, ethical, and social planes (Arons, 1983; Ramsay, 1993).

These attributes of scientific knowledge are integral to the Nature of Science [NOS]

(Lederman ,Igg2). The understanding of the NOS in tum enables students to "do"

scientific investigations, and consumers (including students) to "use" science in making

wise judgments and decisions on scientific matters that involve careful evaluation of

scientific claims (Zeidler,Sadler, Simmons, & Howes, 2005). The NOS-key to the

development of scientific literacy in school students--will be elaborated in section 1.2.

The third fundamental principle of scientific literacy, the "why" of science,

emphasizes the functional aspects of the scientific knowledge, and reflects the

relationship among science, technology, society, and environment ISTSE].

Understanding of this relationship, in turn, allows people to perceive the world in a

different, more holistic, rather than mechanistic way (Pedretti, 1997). Such



understanding, Pedretti claims, helps people reconsider human needs in relation to natural

resources in an effort to maintain a life-giving and life-sustaining environment.

Understanding the why of science develops the individual's ability to apply scientific

knowledge for personal and societal purposes (Rutherford & Ahlgren, 1990), and leads to

informed decision making and action taking (Aikenhead, 1997; Lederman & O'Malley,

1990; Zoller & Gross, 2001).

Problems and issues proliferate, requiring cooperative effort to preserve the

environment so that resources would last for the future generations. The capacity and

willingness to act environmentally responsible-taking an active role in recognizing

problems, conhibuting solutions, and making decisions about local, national, and global

issues is being scientifically literate (Hodson, 1998). To sum up, the third notion of

scientific literacy involves the development of personal qualities and attitudes, the

formation of one's own views on a wide range of issues, and the establishment of one's

position, contributing to the cooperative effort for the com.mon cause.

1.2 Natures of Science and Trends

Over the past century, as early as the beginning of the twentieth century, an

adequate understanding of the NOS has been recognized as one of the most important

educational goals worldwide for developing scientific literacy. Although the phrase

'1rlOS" was not used, some charactèristics of science were recoÍrmended as goals worth

pursuing in science teaching. For instance, in 1907 , the Central Association of Science

and Math emphasized the processes of science in science teaching (Lederman, 1992).



Dewey ( 1 9 1 6) recommended that understanding scientific method is more important than

the acquisition of scientific knowledge. Jaffe (1938) included the NOS objectives in his

high school textbook. Saunders (1955) described teaching about the NOS as "probably

the most important purpose of science teaching" (p. 21).

In the sixties NOS became "one of the most commonly stated objectives for

science education worldwide" (Kimbail, 1968,p. 62$. An effort was made to shift

science instruction away from the primary focus concerning "What we know?" to an

examination of the question "How do scientists know?" (McComas, Clough, &

Almazroa,l998). For instance, the National Society for the Study of Education (1960)

established two major goals of science teaching; one being knowledge, and the other

being enterprise. Hurd (1960) clarified that students should acquire knowledge of science

concepts and principles as well as learn how that knowledge has been developed, and

how it is used. In England, the Association of Science Education, in its policy statement

on Science and Education, stressed the importance of developing an understanding of the

NOS among school students (Murray, 1963). The International Conference on the

Education of Professional Physicists included, among its recommendations, that the

development of the understanding of the NOS "should be given most serious

consideration in the modemization of physics education" (Brown & Clarke, 1966, p.

t32).

At the end of the sixties and the begiruring of the seventies, several books called

for an inclusion of the NOS in school science curricula. For instance, Robinson (1968)

published TIte NOS and science teaching, and, in the seventies, Martin (1972) published



Concepts of Science Education: A Philosophical Analys¡s. In the eighties, the NOS

gained even greater importance because of the worldwide scientific literacy movement

(Shamos, 1995). During this decade, improving the scientific literacy of the public

became one of the most compelling challenges facing science educators (Lederman &

Zeidler,1987). More recently, the NOS has found a firm place in the major North

American science curriculum proposals and standards that emphasize scientific literacy

(AAAS, 1993; NRC , I996;NSTA, 1991; CME C, lggT). However, there are problems in

regard to (a) whose NOS should be taught? (b) Why teacher/student deficiencies in NOS?

1.2.L Whose NOS Should be Taught?

Science educators, sociologists, historians, and philosophers ofscience attach

different meanings to the "NOS" (Lederman, et aI.,2002). Smith and Scharmann (1999)

suggest that it is probably impossible to achieve unanimity on a list of characteristics of

the NOS since positivists argue with radical constructivists, who argue with empiricists,

realists, feminists, Marxists, multiculturaiists, universalists, instrumentalists, logical

empiricists, and idealists. Furthermore, as pointed out by Suchting (1995), it is fair to

assume that as science grov/s and our understandings of the universe increase, our views

of the NOS are themselves likely to evolve. Although there is no consensus on the matter

(Alters, 1997), science educators agree on several characteristics of the NOS, which are

useful and relevant to the daily lives of K-12 students. Abd-El-Khalick and Lederman

(2000) call these characteristics a 'shared wisdom' about the NOS.

t0



Abd-El-Khalick and Lederman (2000), Lederman et al. (2002) and Schwartz

and Lederman (2002) cltancteúze the NOS in 6 ways, which are accessible to the

students. Accorcling to these authors scientific knowledge is: 1) empirical (based on

and/or derived from observations of the natural world), 2) partially based on human

intèrence, irnagination and creativity, 3) tentative (subject to change), 4).theory-laden

(subjective), 5) socially and culturally embedded, and 6) developed through many

methods. Two other characteristics of the NOS pointed out by these authors are:

distinction between observation and inference, and between scientific theories and laws.

Based on these nafures of science that contribute to tire development of scientific literacy,

the key ones will be deiricted in a conceptual change incluiry rnodel in Chapter trvo.

1.2.2 Why Teacher/Student Deficiencies in NO S ?

Despite concems about,the relevance of science education for nearly a century,

research clearly shows that most K-12 students and their teachers hold naive views of the

NOS (Bencze & Hodson,1999; Duschl, 1988, 1990; Lederman,1992,1999; Lederman &

Latz,1996; Wang, 2001). Many teachers and school science curricula continue to

promote a view of scientific practice that is philosophically congruent with the 1960s and

early 1970s, and, as a result, many students leave school with deficient or distorted views

of scientific inquiry (Bencze & Hodson, 1999). Even students with the most grade

success in,science do not necessarily gtasp fundamental concepts about the NOS

(Cobem, Gibson, & Underwood, 1999). For example, most students and teachers believe

that all scientific investigations adhere to an identical set and sequence of steps known as

the scientific method (McCornas , 1996) and that theories are simply immature laws

11



(Horner & Rubba, 1979). Elements of imagination and creativity from the process of

creating scientific knowledge are excluded (Meichtry, 1992). Overall many teachers

believe that science is a body of knowledge consisting of the collection of facts (Gess-

Newsome & Lederman,l993;Hasweh, 1996; Simmons et al.,1999),and that the goal of

science teaching is to teach these "truths" (Bryan, 2003). Learning facts, hypothesis, and

theories of science seems to be the "cereals" of school science (Duschl, 1994). Any

wonder students believe that science equals absolute truths (Aguirere, Haggerty, &

Linder, 1990; Duschl, 1994; Horner and Rubba, 1979). Consequently, teachers

concentrate their efforts to teach "what" we know without paying any attention to "how"

we know (Hodson, 1993).

That teachers rarely or never go beyond science content in their instruction, and

do not relate content to other domains of scientific literacy to provide a larger context is

also a fair criticism (Cobern, Gibson, & Underwood, 1999). As pointed out by Lemke

(2001), "the most sophisticated view of knowledge available to us today says that it is a

falsification of the NOS to teach concepts outside of their social, economic, historical,

and technological contexts" (cited in Bencze, Bowen, & Oostveen,2003, p. 2). Osbome

and Freyberg (1986), Rutherford and Ahlgren (1990), and Lirur (1998) claim that students

at the elementary, middle and high school levels do not develop an understanding of

science that is useful for their everyday iives. Other studies have suggested that students

do not see how science applies to everyday life (Linn & Hsi, 2000), and that there is very

little integration of science within everyday thinking among students (Cobem, et al.,

1e9e).
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L.3 New Directions for Professional Development

The teachers' lack of understandings of the NOS is clear evidence that

universities do not adequately prepare teachers to face the challenges of their profession.

Consequently, "high quality professional development program" for in-service teachers is

required to achieve the reform goals in regard to scientific literacy movement and

facilitate change in teachers' practice (Supovitz & Turner, 2000, p. 69a). According to

various sources, a high quality professional development progtam should meet the

following criteria:

a) Engage teachers in intense and sustained professional development activities

so that evidence may be gathered to reveal how PD impacts students that they

teach (Weiss, 2002; NRC, 1996),

b) Engage teachers in inquiry models of teaching (Bybee, 1993;Yager,2005),

c) Engage teachers with their students in real teaching tasks in the classroom or

in the field (Darling-Hammond & Mclaughlin, 1995),

d) Focus on the teacher development of the subject-matter and pedagogical

content knowledge (Cohen & Hill, 1998),

e) Ground teachers in the common set of professional development standards,

and show teachers how to connect what they are leaming to specific standards

for student performance (Hawley & Villi, 1999; NRC, 1996).

In his most recent article, Robert Yager (2005) criticizes professional

development prograrns for not meeting the above - mentioned criteria. To him, most
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professional development programs are too short, too general and have nothing to do with

specific curriculum components or day-to-day teaching. He points out that in-service

programs are usually offered during surruner, in the form of summer institutes or one-day

workshops. They happen in isolation from the students, do not parallel real teaching

situations, and focus exclusively on the study of the content without any suggestions on

how it could be used more effectively in the classrooms.

To transform practice, teachers need to immerse themselves as participants in the

inquiry of teaching over a long period of time (McDermott, 1990). Evidence of long-term

teacher transformation was obtained when teachers were residents in the Model Science

Lab during a seven-year study (Harcombe, 2001). Upon returning to their home schools,

teachers had permanently changed their ways of teaching to include inquiry-based

learning within a community. In this progïam, teacher achievement was higher than

expected, including their achievement in science knowledge. Harcombe's (2001)

experimental studies using standardized tests revealed significant increases in students'

achievement in science knowledge. However, professional development undertaken in

isolation from teachers' ongoing classroom duties seldom has much impact on teaching

practices or student achievement (Darling-Hammond & Mclaughtin, 1995).

High quality professional development could be achieved through collaboration.

This type of professional development has gained popularity in recent years, and is seen

as a solution to students' low achievement and both students' and teachers' low level of

scientific literacy. In fact, many.organizations advocate that collaboration of practitioners

from the fields of education, arts, sciences, and public schools is mandatory to achieve
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excellence in science education CNRC; 1996; National Science Board [NSB], 1999;

National Science Foundation lNSFl, 1996).

Several organizations in the United States provide funding for such collaborative

endeavors. For example, in 2001, the federal government initiated Math and Science

(MSP) awards, which are five-year competitive grants, to promote partnerships primarily

between post secondary institutions and K-12 schools with the goal to improve

performance in math and science (NSF, 2003b). The government also offers scholarships

for graduate students and advanced undergraduates in science, technology, and

mathematics who support K-12 science and math education in their research by working

directly in K-12 schools with teachers and students (NSF, 2003a). There is also a trend to

involve PhDs in K-12 science and mathematics education by offering postdoctoral

fellowships (PFSMETE) in science education for recent PhDs in the sciences (NSF,

2003c).

In Canada, partnerships among graduate and undergraduate students in science,

faculty members in science and teachers are also gaining popularity and funding. For

example, there is a nationally recognized Let's Talk Science Partnership Program. The

goal of this program is to improve scientific literacy in Canada through educational

programs, research and advocacy. The mission of the Let's Talk Science (LTS) endeavor

is to develop and deliver quality science education programs to youth in schools and

community settings. The LTS involves graduate students, undergraduate students and

faculty members who volunteer their tirne to share their knowledge of and enthusiasm

for science with Canadian youth. I am one of the coordinators of ttris program at the
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University of Winnipeg. This initiative is supported by the major granting body, the

National Science and Engineering Research Council Q{SERC). This organization also

supports other partnerships of similar nature. For example, in 2005, the University of

Winnipeg has received a grant (I am one on the applicants) in support of a partnership

between undergraduate science students and the Manitoba Children's Museum.

More recently, collaboration among science professionals, teachers, and students

has caught attention of many scholars (Ballone-Duran et a1.,2005;Bartolo & Palffy-

Muhoray, 2001; Caton, Brewer, & Brown, 2001 Stein, 2001). Ovèrall the results of these

collaborative studies indicate that such partnerships can positively influence the

environment of learning science at school and university level. The benefits of such

partnerships include insights into the NOS, improved content knowledge for teachers,

increased communication, and enriched learning experiences for all students (Bartolo &

Palffy-Muhoray, 2001). More specifically, Caton et al. (2001) describe a collaborative

effort among energy science engineers, rniddle and high school students and their

teachers who study energy through inquiry. The results of their study indicate that when

teachers worked with science professionals on science investigations, they developed

interest in science and understanding of science. Additionally, their confidence in their

ability to teach science improved, and most importantly, they were willing to incorporate

inquiry into their teaching. Teachers are not the only ones who benefit from this type of

collaboration. The middle and high school students also developed greater confidence in

their abilities to do science.
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Science professionals working in collaboration with educators developed an

understanding about the new trends in teaching and learning science. The energy science

engineers participating in Caton et al's (2001) study, for instance, reported that they have

developed familiarity with the principles of science education, a better teaching practices,

as well as essential skills and knowledge for disseminating scientific research to

nonscientific audience and their own students. Ballone-Duran et al. (2005) looked at the

collaboration between professors from the faculty of science and those from the faculty

of education as well as teachers and elementary pre-service teachers. Like in the case of

Caton et al's (2001) study, collaboration with educators influenced the practice of the

participating scientists who realized that they should change their instructional and

curricular practices to improve the courses taken by the elementary pre-service teachers.

Those beginning teachers, especially elementary majors, are in the greatest need

for professional development (Bell & Buccino, 1997;Druger & Allen, 1998; Glass,

Aiuto, & Anderson, 1993). It is during the first year(s) of teaching when the teachers

establish many of their techniques and attitudes toward teaching science. If during these

initial years, they develop a belief that science is too difficult, and that they do not have

the ability to teach science, this belief might haunt them for several years during their

classroom teaching, or as a matter of fact, for the rest of their professional lives. Or, if

they, for example, develop a popular habit of sacrificing science on the account of

teaching other subjects, this kind of practice will probably be continued throughout their

career. If, on the other hand, they deveiop a belief that they are competent teachers of

science, they will be willing to try new approaches, redesign their lesson plans, and
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design new ones. Furthermore, they will be willing to adapt to the reform initiatives and

modify the nature of their practice.

In general, collaboration between teachers and university researchers can follow

three models: cooperative, organic, and symbiotic (Whitford, Schlechty, & Shelor, 1989).

The cooperative type of collaboration usually involves short-term projects charactenzeð

by delivery of information from the university to the school. A typical example of

cooperative collaboration would be something like a workshop or summer institute for in-

service teachers. In this relationship, one partner is generally the "deliverer of service"

and the other is the "receiver of service." In most cases, the university educators deliver

and school teachers receive. Such collaboration can operate independently ofany

organizational support and there is no reciprocity in this type of partnership (Whitford et

al., 1989).

Reciprocity and mutual self-interest, on the other hand, are characteristics of

symbiotic collaborations. In this type of collaboration researchers and school personnel

work together to design and implement curricular changes, instructional designs, school

improvement programs, and evaluation systems. Dixon and Ishler (1992) explain that in

symbiosis the attitude is: "I will help you if you will help me." For example, we will give

you something you want (e.g., placement for pre-service teachers), if you give us

something we need for our teachers (e.g., workshops, in-services). Mutual good or

com.mon interests are not typical of this type of collaboration. However, Whitford et al.

(1989) report that common interests are not entirely absent in symbiotic relationships.

They exist, but, are either assumed or are so implicit that their identification and
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nurturance are left largely to chance or to the heroic actions of individuals. Furthermore,

contrary to the cooperative model, symbiotic collaboration is associated with the power

of institutional support. This support might involve, for example, release time, credit or

tuition waver. Sirotnik and Goodland (1988) advise that, although popular, symbiotic

relationships are fiagile and tempor ary andrecommend organic model of collaboration

between schools and universities. Unlike symbiotic relationships, organic model seeks to

identifu an issue that can be owned by both parties and provides for the development of

coÍìmon interests. In this type of collaboration, careful attention is given to identiffing

mutual concerns and interests. The results of such collaboration are also jointly owned

and both parties are equally involved in the collaborative venture. Dixon and Ishler

(1992) warn that this type of collaboration is complex and is built with much time and

effort. In addition, in organic relationships, explicit attention to the identification and

development of common interests would receive the institutional support necessary to

sustain the collaboration.

1.4 Research Questions

A special form of collaboration is between the school teacher and university

researcher inquiring into teaching science. Following the teacher researcher collaborative

model of inquiry (Ebenezer, 199I; McDonald,2004),I, a university science educator

collaborated with a beginning teacher to study about scientific literacy. In this

collaboration, both the teacher and science educator planned and taught a curricular unit.

The collaborative partnership was based on trust and rnutual understanding in which both
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parties were involved in most stages of the collaborative effort. Through collaboration

with science educator, a beginning teacher can leam how to translate the contemporary

philosophy of teaching science that was presented to them in their science methods

courses, if it was the case, into their classroom practice. Through intense collaboration

both the teacher and researcher can develop an urge to reflect upon their own practices.

The educator can see how the philosophy and methodology presented in the science

methods class play out in the field. The teacher, on the other hand, can develop greater

trust in the validity of certain approaches presented in the science methods course, and

willingness to change practice. In this study, I acted not only as a science educator but

science professional as well. Although I am not conducting any scientific research at the

moment, I have a master's degree in science and in the past I conducted research in the

field of aquatic ecology. Presently, I am teaching biology in the Department of Science

and I am actively involved in the LTS program at the University of Winnipeg.

This research study is concerned with the development of scientific literacy of

Middle Years students in an inner city school setting, Winnipeg, Manitoba, based on the

Manitoba science curricula. Prior to embarking on a complex classroom-based study of

this sort, it is necessary to understand their teacher's understanding of scientific literacy.

The study, therefore, explored the teacher's understanding of scientific literacy. The

study then focused on how the teacher develops scientific literacy of all students within

the context of a unit of study on weather, using a teaching model that systematically

incorporates students' conceptions of the subject matter. These broad goals prompt the

following research questions:
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What views of scientific literacy does a grade five teacher hold?

What are grade five students' conceptions of weather? And how do these

relate to their parents'?

How does the teacher deveiop scientific literacy when he incorporates

students' conceptions of weather into the curriculum?

What aspects of scientific literacy are evident when a class of grade five

students studies a unit on Weather?

What are the highlights of teacher-researcher collaboration in the context of

developing scientific literacy?

1.5 Significance of the Study

Prairie View School provided an ideal ground to serve and develop the goal of

scientific literacy of all students. This school has a diverse student body with a big

population of Native and Filipino students, followed by Caucasians, and different Asian

nationalities. There are also students with diverse diagnosed and non-diagnosed problems

and disabilities, such as: abnormal behavior disorder, fetal alcohol syndrome, fetal

alcohol effects, and developmental delay. In addition, the students of this school are of

low socio-economic class and they do not have the same everyday experiences as

compared to the students from wealthier neighborhoods. Due to the fact that the study

was conducted in their classroom, these students had a chance to experience things that

they would not have a chance to do otherwise. Lessons learned about the development of

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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scientific literacy in this classroom with diverse population may be translated to similar

urban school settings in Canaàa and developed countries that value educating the

underrepresented population.

Because Middle Years students encounter a lot of science and technology in their

own lives, it is important that they realize how science and technology interact with and

advance one another. Furthermore, at this time the teaching of science content becomes

more systematic and the students are old enough to be exposed to more detailed

explanations. Moreover, Middle Years students are beginning to understand important

social, economical, political and environmental problems at the local, national, and global

scale and the need to take action in regard to those issues. Bringing awareness to those

issues may develop an attitude of life long learning, informed action taking, and

responsibility to live in a democratic society.

The study provides science teacher educators valuable information in the design

of the science methods courses for educating the elementary pre- and in-service teachers,

to build competency and confidence to teach their students with a goal of developing

scientific literacy.Furthermore, the study points out what kind of courses should be either

recommended and/or required, and more importantly, available to the teachers to prepare

them to proficiently teach the curriculum, be confident in their abilities, and willing to

incorporate new trends and reforms into their teaching. The study is also significant to

other faculties, especially faculties of science, offering specific subject-matter courses for

pre- and in-service teachers. It suggests what kind of subject matter is most valuable for

teachers.
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The study informs schools, school divisions, universities, and other organizations

about the kind of professional development that is necessary for the teachers to help them

with scientifically literacy development.

1.6 Overview of Methodology

In this study I worked with a Middle Years' teacher, Scott Brown þseudonym),

and his Grade 5 students in an inner city school in Winnipeg. The study focuses on both

teacher's and students' scientific literacy and is documented in the context of a unit on

Weather. I selected a unit on Weather, because I believe that the content of this unit

provides an excellent ground for the development of scientific literacy.

In this ethnographic study I was an active participant in all classroom endeavors.

My data collection followed the three primary fieldwork strategies: experiencing,

enquiring and examining--the three Es (Wolcott, 1998). The data were collected by

means of classroom observations, interviews of teachers and students, students' written

work, maps and photographs. To analyze classroom observations, interview transcripts,

and students' written work, I color-coded the information to generate patterns and

meanings (Taylor & Bogdan, 1998). To analyze students' and parents' conceptions of

weather, I used Phenomenography, an anal¡ical tool, to understand the qualitatively

different views of weather (Marton & Booth, 1997).
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1.7 Overview of the Study

In Chapter one, I identiôz the problem as lack of adequate understanding of the

NOS among students and teachers, for it is an integralpart of scientific literacy. As a

result, the problem might also be identified as an insufÍicient level of scientific literacy

among both teachers and their students. Leading to the problem statement, I discuss the

impetus for the development of scientific literacy in a// students, what entails scientific

literacy from the perspectives of various organizations, researchers, and the Manitoba

curricula.

Since NOS is clearly revealed as part of scientific literacy, I discuss whose NOS

should be taught and divagate why there are teacher/student deficiencies in the

understanding of the NOS. Developing students' scientific literacy, first and foremost,

requires building teacher proficiency. Thus, I argue for a teacher-researcher (science

educator) collaboration as the method leading to scientific literacy development.

In Chapter two, I discuss the dèvelopment of the NOS within the context of a

particular content (a unit on Weather), and explain how it contributes to the development

of scientific literacy. This discussion leads to the arguments for adapting a teaching

model, the Common Knowledge Consttaction Model ICKCMJ (Ebenezer & Connor,

1998), that promotes scientific literacy. With a critical analysis of the Manitoba

curricula, and specifically aunit on Weather, Chapter two also discusses how the

teaching model adopted for this study mirrors the NOS.
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Chapter three traces my conceptual growth that led me to this study. This growth

was evident in two ways: l) understanding the tools of ethnographic research, and2)

growing as a science teacher educator. To illustrate the factors that helped me change my

own perceptions about the NOS, I first describe an earlier study that I carried out, in the

199912000 academic year, with a group of elementary pre-service teachers in the context

of their science methods course. To reflect upon my growth as a researcher, I discuss the

lessons I leamed in regard to the qualitative research methodology, especially the process

of interviewing the informants. To describe my development as a science teacher

educator, I outline the circumstances that allowed me to teach the Elementary Science

Curriculum and Instruction course. I also explain how, in collaboration with my advisor, I

co-constructed the elementary science curriculum and instruction course.

Finally, I introduce the present study in which I collaborated with a beginning

teacher, Scott (pseudonym), who was a former students of mine to plan, deliver, and

assess a grade five unit on Weather. I also describe the process of looking for a suitable

teacher who would be interested in and committed to this collaborative endeavor. Chapter

three also entails the methodology I employed in the study. My data collection followed

three primary fieldwork strategies: experiencing (participant observation, field notes),

enquiring (interviews) and examining (students' written work, maps, audio- and video-

tapes, field notes) to seek trends, insights, and meanings.

Chapters four, five and, six answer the research questions. Specifically, in

Chapter four, I analyze my conversations with Scott, which outline his views on scientific

literacy, importance of scientific literacy for Middle Years students, and contributions of
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the unit on Weather to scientific literacy of young children. These conversations revealed

that the scientifically literate student is interested in the subject matter, has appropriate

vocabulary, and possesses an ability to apply the information to other context. In terms

of the importance of scientific literacy to Middle Years students, Scott associated being

scientifically literate with success in their future lives. In terms of scientific literacy in

the topic of weather, a scientifically literate student should display two striking

characteristics, which are eloquence in the vocabulary to carry out meaningful

conversations on the subject of weather and the ability to apply the acquired knowledge

to other contexts. Furthermoro, ffiy conversations with Scott indicated that he was

determined to present a modern view of a scientist.

Chapter five describes how Scott's views concerning scientific literacy and

scientists play out in his teaching of the unit on Weather, using the CKCM. In a story

format, I present his teaching through the first three phases of the model. For instance, for

the Exploring and Calegonzing phase, I present his approach of collecting the ideas of

students' and their parents on predicting and measuring weather. For the Constructing

and Negotiating phase, I describe several representative lessons that best reflect the NOS

leading to the development of scientific literacy of the students. For the Translating and

Extending phase, I describe how Scott and his students apply science into a larger

societal context. In other words, I point out how they make connections among science,

technology, society, and environment (STSE).
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Chapter six concentrates on the last phase of the model, the Reflecting and

Assessing. I assess students' scientific literacy development in the three notions, which

are the "what," "how," and "why" of science. In order to do that, I present the analysis

of selected items of sfudents' work, which are authentic and reflect students'

understanding of the material and scientific literacy development. In Chapter six, I also

present Scott's reflections about our efforts to develop scientific literacy as well as

students' reflections about their own learning in science.

Chapter seven begins with a sunmary of the thesis. I then explicitly answer the

research questions based on evidence. A discussion ofissues pertaining to the

development of scientific literacy and the NOS, the adequacy of the conceptual change

inquiry model for developing scientific literacy and the NOS, and teacher-researcher

collaboration for professional development follows. Implications for teacher education

and for professional development are discussed. Finally, recommendations for further

research are outlined.
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Chapter 2

The Common Knowledge Construction Model

2.L lntroduction

In Chapter one, I presented the various aspects of scientific literacy and the NOS

that are useful and relevant to the K-12 students. In this chapter, I discuss how the

characteristics of scientific literacy and the NOS play out in each of the phases of the

Common Knowledge Construction Model (CKCM), developed by Jazlin Ebenezer and

Sylvia Connor in 1998. The teacher and I used this variant of conceptual change inquiry

model to develop scientific literacy of grade five students in a unit on Weather.

Initially, I introduce each of the phases of the CKCM, and then discuss how a

particular phase reflects aspects of scientific literacy and the NOS. In an attempt to link

scientific literacy, and the NOS with the CKCM, as far as possible, I provide

contemporary and historical examples in the context of the curricular unit on Weather.

2.2The Common Knowledge Construction Model for Developing Scientific Literacy

The CKCM (Figure 2.1) is a philosophically sound teaching model that rs

premised on Marton's "relational learning" (Marton, 1981), Bruner's view of language as

culture's symbolic system (Bruner, 1986), Vygotsky's zone of proximal development

mediated within a social environment (Vygotsky,I978,1986), and Doll's post modern

thinking on scientific discourse and curriculum development (Doll, 1993). This model

acknowledges that children construct beliefs about the world through personal interaction
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with the natural phenomena and through social interaction with others. Within each

phase, learning sciences are appropriately integrated from a psychological perspective,

the history and philosophy point of view, and the STSE orientations (Ebenezer, in press;

Ebenezer & Puvirajah, in press).

The CKCM incorporates four interrelated worlds of meaning making: the

students' world, the teachers' world, the curricular world, and the physical world. It

consists of four interactive phases: 1) Exploring and Categonzing, 2) Constructing and

Negotiating, 3) Translating and Extending, and 4) Reflecting and Assessing. In an

attempt to integrate the foundations and the NOS into CKCM, I first characteize each

phase of the model according to the authors. Then, I show how each develops scientific

literacy based on the NOS, supported with examples taken from a grade five curricular

unit on Weather.

Figure 2.1 Schematic Representation of the Common Knowledge Construction Model

(Ebenezer & Connor, 1998).
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Because the CKCM is directly related to the NOS, it was logical to use this model

to develop scientific literacy of grade five students. One needs to realize, however, that

our purpose was not to test the model. This CKCM has been used by many teachers in the

province of Manitoba, in Canada and in the Detroit area in the USA, however, it has not

been tested empirically.

2.2.1 F;xploring and Categorizing

In the Exploring and Categonzingphase of the CKCM, students' ideas about

natural phenomena and/or views about a socio-scientific issue are first explored and then

grouped into descriptive categories, known as teacher-made categories. These categories

are, in turn, matched with curricular ideas or objectives. Thus, the CKCM uses students'

ideas as conceptual frameworks in further investigations.

In this phase, students' ideas are explored with the use of simple tasks, such as

demonstrations, activities, pictures, diagtams, video-clips. The purpose of this phase is to

find out what students attach to a natural or social phenomena. More importantly, the aim

of this phase is to find out what kind of prior experiences influence students' conceptions

about the natural world. The teacher's task in this phase is to carefully listen to and

interpret those ideas. In other words, the teacher's role is to understand what kind of prior

experiences have influenced his/her students' conceptions about natural phenomena.

Another task for the teacher is to create a positive and supportive environment so the

students are not intimidated to express their ideas openly and honestly. Most importantly,
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the teacher should encourage multiple ideas without judging those ideas for rightness s or

wrongness.

The Exploring and Categonzing phase also reveals that there could be many

explanations for the same phenomenon. When personal ideas are shared in class, they are

exposed or made public for critical, open inquiry. Consequently, students have a chance

to see that personal knowledge, like scientific knowledge, is tentative and flexible for

development and change. Thus, this phase gives students a chance to see the tentative

character of science and realize that it is a sign of strength rather than weakness in

science learning (McComas et a1., 1998). This phase gives students a chance to develop a

beginning understanding that science is a discipline that attempts to explore and explain

phenomena. It clarifies that science is not a discipline that collects facts and truths to be

memorized.

The science education community accepts the idea that students enter the

classroom with their own understandings of the world. Driver, Guesne, and Tiberghien

(1985) explain that students' conceptions stem from everyday experiences, including

play, conversations, and events observed through media. Additionally, students' ideas are

derived from the culture in which they are brought up. Some of the cultural factors that

influence the development of students' ideas are: customs, values, language, religion and

beliefs (Maddock, 1983; Hewson & Hamlyn, 1984). In turn, when teachers know what

their students think, they can implement instructional activities to address their students'

ideas.
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Several studies have been done to investigate children's ideas about weather. The

exclusive purpose of those studies, however, was to identifu students' misconceptions

and the sources of those misconceptions about, rather than providing the opportunities to

challenge them. Henriques (2000) claims that most teachers are far too busy to gather

misconception data from their students and that a list of topic related misconceptions is

useful to be reviewed prior to instruction. For example, she cites Fraser (2000) and

Smith and Ford (1996), who found out that students believe that global warming and the

greenhouse effect are the same thing. These authors report that the possible source of this

misconception is the fact the greenhouse effect and global warming are often mentioned

together in the press, which causes many children to link them and think they are

interchangeable (Henriques, 2 000).

2.2.2 C onstructing and Negotiating

The second phase of the CKCM involves negotiation of new curricular ideas on

the basis of students' prior conceptions about phenomena. In this phase the students

negotiate new curricular ideas with the teacher and their peers. The teacher acts as a

mediator, not a fountain of knowledge, who helps the students gïow intellectually.

The teacher's role in this phase is to assist the young people move from their current level

of performance to the maximum level that they can achieve with assistance (Vygotsky,

1e78).

this phase students learn new content for a particular curricular unit. Thus, this

phase acts upon the first notion of scientific literacy, the "what" of science. Through this
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phase, the students develop an understanding ofconcepts, principles, and theories. In

turn, the knowledge they acquire allows them to use science in their lives and be

informed consumers of scientific information. For example, the grade five curricular unit

on Weather calls for the study of the properties of air (Specific Learning Outcome 5-4-

03). The principles that should be considered in this study include: air has mass/weight

and volume; air expands to fiil space; air expands and rises when heated; air contracts

and sinks when cooled; air exerts pressure; air moves from areas of high pressure to areas

of low pressure. In line with Hazen and Trefil's reasoning (1991), if the student becomes

scientifically literate, he/she would be able to use the knowledge about those properties of

air to understand the weather. For example the student would be able to understand that

different air masses do not mix readily and what happens when the cold and warm air

masses meet along a front.

The Constructing and Negotiating phase of the model also acts upon the second

notion of scientific literacy, the "how" of science. In this phase the students have many

opportunities to see that science is socially constructed. They construct meaning through

negotiation with their peers and their teacher. They collaborate with their peers to

propose and negotiate ideas, design experiments, discuss results, and draw conclusions.

In this process, when the teacher and children become collaborative meaning-makers,

searchers, sharers, and negotiators, they develop an attitude ofcollaborative scientific

inquiry for the construction and validation of knowledge. This process of meaning-

making portrays the tentative and negotiating character (social objectivity) of science.
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By participating in collaborative endeavors, students learn about scientific

inquiry. Specifically, they leam how scientists go about studying the world, how they

communicate with one another, and how they propose explanations for how the world

works. The students negotiate their ideas with the teacher and other students while

scientists negotiate ideas with other scientists andlor graduate and undergraduate

students. This suggests that scientific knowledge is a product of a complex social activity

and dispels the common image of a scientist who works alone or in isolation from other

scientists (McDuffre, 2001). It points out that scientists can not exist in isolation and

effectively contribute to the advancement of knowledge. Furtherïnore, individual

scientist's confidence in new information is not sufficient to be regarded new scientific

knowledge. It must stand up the review and criticisms of fellow practitioners.

Additionally, if the new information can not be verified, it wiil not be accepted by other

scientists. Hence, scientists should be cooperative, willing to share their discoveries, and

peer critique must be encouraged. Most importantly, scientists should be honest and

willing to accept the ideas proposed by others.

The unit on Weather serves as an ideal ground to illustrate to the students the

collaborative aspect of scientific work. Writing a weather forecast, for instance, is a

collaborative effort of many people. One can hardly overemphasize the importance of

collaboration and communication in meteorology. Rapid dissemination of forecasts,

especially severe weather warnings is the vital function of meteorology. In addition to

collaborating on predicting, measuring, analy zing, andthen forecasting the weather,

meteorologists are also actively immersed in other aspects of this field of study. For
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example, they conduct research on potentially hazardous accumulations of pollutants,

global warming, greenhouse effect and acid rain. They are working in close collaboration

with other scientists and non-scientists to offer advice on where crops may most

effectively be grown, how to protect our forests, and how to control flooding.

The collaborative effort of meteorologists could be illustrated by the following

example from grade five curriculum. One of the Specific Learning Outcomes (SLO 5-4-

i2) calls for the study of the technological advances that have enabled humans to deepen

their understanding of the weather and improve the accuracy of weather predictions.

These technological advances are part a worldwide network of information gathering

crucial to weather forecasting. Balloons collect data from high in the atmosphere and

automatically radio the data back to earth. Satellites send photographs of cloud formation

back to the earth. Weather ships are permanently stationed at in specific positions at sea

and send dala to shore stations. Aircraft with instruments in pods beneath the wings, or

attached to the nose cone, fly through storm clouds to measure temperatures, pressure,

winds and turbulence. Furtherïnore, there are thousands of ground-based weather stations

around the world, which collect the local data. A1l of this information is sent to the

weather office where itis analyzed by meteorologists and a weather forecast is produced

and then made available to the public.

Another aspect of the NOS that comes through in this phase of the model is the

imagination and creativity of its practitioners. Both the students and scientists need to be
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creative, imaginative, and intuitive in the process of construction of new knowledge. The

students require these skills to analyze data, draw conclusions, interpret meanings, weigh

alternatives, and make observations. Creativity, imagination, and intuition are also

important attributes of scientists. Predicting, measuring, analyzing and then forecasting

the weather, often requires a lot of imagination and creativity on the part of forecasters,

who make their own interpretations of the available clues. An effective television

forecast, for example, often depends on the broadcaster, who acts as a computer

technician, educator, j ournalist, and entertainer (Phillips, I 998).

The history of how the weather was disseminated in the past points to the

imagination of scientists, collaborative nature of scientific work, and tentativeness of

science. In the mid 1800s, meteorology and forecasting were still in its formative years.

Peopie used to make their own forecasts based on local conditions and accumulated

weather lore, such as: "Red sky at night, sailors delight, red sky in themorning sailors

take warning," for example. The fist scientific attempts to forecast the weather began

with Sammy Morse's invention of the electric telegraph in 1844. For the first time,

forecasters had a tool with which they could relay observations over vast distances to

wam towns in the path of storm and to inform people of sunny skies ahead. In Canada, by

1876, land lines linked all major cities in the east. Compared with today's forecast, they

were short and simple. However, distributing these forecasts was not simple, getting the

word out usually meant sending the latest forecast by telegraph. On receipt, the person in

charge would affange to post, for public inspection, the forecasts in frarned bulletin

boards outside the local telegraph office, post off,rce, school or railway station. However,
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the forecast was often an old news by the time papers were published or signs spotted.

Inevitably, people began to question the reliability of the entire system (Phillips, 1998).

In the 1920s, a technological breakthrough happened with the wireless radio. Like

the telegraph, the radio revolutionized the way weather data were delivered to Canadians.

Information could be gathered frorn hundreds of remote weather stations across the

country and transmitted to isolated logging communities and ships at the sea. In the

1930s, weather forecasts for Canada were issued twice daily by the staff of four

meteorologists. Forecasts were distributed as widely as possible by traditional means, the

daily press and the posting of daily weather maps and bulletins on public buildings as

well as telephone and radio broadcasting stations. During the World War II, Canadian

and American govenìment officials banned the broadcasting and publishing of public

weather information over North America. Following the war, radio became natural

avenue for disseminating weather information, because reporls could be updated so

quickly throughout the day. This continues today. Frequent weather broadcasts are made

daily over hundreds of radio stations. Canadians today call in the dial-a-weather service.

Using high-capacity automatic telephone answering machines, the system responds to 60

million telephone calls a year. With the proliferation of Internet services and users, at no

other time in our history has as much weather information been available to so many

people (Phillips, 1 998).

Although science is a "mixed bag" of history, philosophy, and sociology (Hazen

& Trefil, 1991), it can not answer all of the questions, such as, questions about values,

good and evil, and the meaning of life (Bird, 1998). What science can do, and has done in
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the past, is provide a better understanding of the natural world. Consequently, it rs

important for the students to realize what science can not do and what it does not aim to

do (Machamer, 1998). Probably the most important limitation of science that needs to be

stressed at schools is the tentative nature of scientific knowledge. The students should be

aware that science is changing. This characteristic of the NOS is evident in the Exploring

and Categonzingphase of the model. But, it can be further emphasized in the

Constructing and Negotiating phase.

Through historical examples, students canrealize that scientific knowledge is

tentative. It is never a finished body of knowledge because new ideas are being proposed

all the time. For example, little by little scientists kept on adding to the picture of the

weather that we have now. The Greek philosopher, Aristotle, who lived 384 BC to 322

BC, believed that air, earth, water, and fire were the four elements from which everything

was made (Kuhn, 1957). He also believed that the best way to find out why things happen

is to observe them closely. If one event is always followed by another, then perhaps one

causes the other. This was not the only way of thinking about the components of weather.

In ancient Greece and Rome, for instance, most people believed that weather was caused

by the gods, who could be persuaded to change it and who had the power to do so

(Allaby, 199s).

It was not until about 1600 that air was found to contain gases. Carbon dioxide

was the first to be discovered by the Belgian scientist, Jan Baptista van Helmont. In 1754,

the Scottish chemist, Joseph Black showed that this gas forms part of ordinary air.It was

not until 1894, nearly 300 years after van Helmont's discovery, that argon was identified
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by Lord Rayleigh and Sir William Ramsay. Then, ayear later Ramsay discovered helium,

another ingredient of air, and in 1898 he discovered neon, krypton, and xenon (Allaby,

rees).

After discovering the components of air, scientists started looking into properties

of air. Galileo was the first person to weigh air. Then, a French scientist, Blaise Pascal,

had an idea that the pressure of air is lower at higher altitudes. He imagined that the

atmosphere is like a very deep ocean and that we live on the ocean floor. Thus, the

weight of all the air must press down on the surface and on us. But, if we climb upwards,

the pressure is lower because there is less air above us. In 1648, a brother-in-law tested

this idea for Pascal by climbing a mountain and measuring the air pressure at the top

(Williams, 1999).

Once scientists realized that air is a mixture of gases that they can weigh it, and

that it exerts pressure, they were able to think about air in a new way. But, the question

why we have weather remained. To answer this question, scientists needed to learn more

about water. in about 1800, English chemist, William Nicholson passed an electric

current through water, collected the gasses produced by this procedure and showed that

water is made of hydrogen and oxygen. After knowing about the air and water, scientists

wanted to know how these two elements work together to create the weather. But, before

that, they needed to know more about the warmth we receive from the sun. The

revelation that the earth revolves around the sun answered this question. This idea was

stated by Polish astronomer, Nicolaus Copernicus, in the 16th century and was in
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contradiction with Ptolemy's theory, who suggested that the Sun revolves around the

Earth (Kuhn, 1957).

Then, the German astronomer, Johann Keppler, moved on to describe the path

planets follow as they move around the sun. He discovered that the earth's own axis is

slightly offset in relation to the sun and the axis itself turns slowly about its own center.

At that time, Keppler worked as an assistant to the Danish astronomer, Tycho Brahe, who

asked Keppler to calculate the orbit of Mars. Keppler found it impossible to believe that

the orbit of Mars was circular, which he and Brahe had assumed. He concluded, then, that

all of the planets follow elliptical orbits around the sun. This discovery led Keppler to the

development of his laws (Motz & Weaver, 1995).

Due to those earlier discoveries, today we know a myriad of science facts about

the weather. The sun watms the surface of the earth. Because the earth's axis is tilted,

initially one hemisphere and then the other points to toward the sun, producing our

seasons. Air touches the surface of land and water and is warmed by contact with them.

Warm air rises (cooling ii as it ascends), and draws in cool air to replace it near the

surface. This flowing of air is what we know as wind. Water evaporates in the warmer air

and condenses in the cooler air, forming clouds, which are made from tiny droplets of

water. When these droplets are large enough, they fall as rain, hail or snow. And, the

warmth of the sun provides the energy that sets this entire process in motion (Williams,

leee).
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Ebenezer and Coruror ( 1 998) claim that when historical development of ideas of a

certain scientific topic are integrated into the unit of teaching, students can see that their

ideas often parallel the early scientists' views. They can also realize that scientists had

conceptual difficulties and struggled for centuries, sometime through intellectual debates

and wars, to arrive at plausible models. At the same time, scientists were persistent in

their ideas and it was difficult for them to give up, reject, or discard their ideas regardless

of opposition and evidence. However, it is important for the students to understand that

eventually scientists had to give up their ideas in light on new evidence. Likewise, after

constructing and negotiating new knowledge with the teacher and peers, students will

sometimes need to give up their ideas. However, their conceptual journey begins with

their initial conceptions, which are explored in the Exploring and Categonzing phase.

This experience of constructing, reconstructing, and deconstructing knowledge reveals

that science in both evolutionary and revolutionary in character.

Historical examples can also give students a chance to realize that there is a

difference between theories and laws. Scientific theories are the most important element

of scientific knowledge and play a vital role in its growth (Duschl, i990). It is a coÍrmon

mistake among students to equate theory with scientific fact or to even think that fact is

more important than theory. Both of these assumptions are incorrect. Lederman et al.

(2002)point out several characteristics of theories that differentiate them from laws. For

instance, scientific theories are based on assumptions and point to the existence of

unobservable entities. They are inferred explanations for observable phenomena. They

can not be tested directly. And, they generate future investigations. Laws, on the other
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hand, relate to observable phenomena. For example, in 1660, British chemist, Robert

Boyle published his discovery, which is now referred to as Boyle' law. He noticed that

when the force pressing on air was doubled, the volume of the air was halved. This means

that provided the temperature remains constant, air pressure and volume are inversely

proportional to one another. Then, in 1787 the French physicist, Jacques Aleksander

Cesar Charles discovered that if pressure remains constant, the volume of given amount

of gas increases as its temperature rises. Boyle's law and Charles' law provide a basis for

understanding what happens when air is heated and cooled and when air pressure

increases or decreases. This was a very important step in the study of the forces that

control the weather.

It is important for the sfudents to realize that theories are constructed not

discovered explanations about nature and that laws and theories have different roles in

science. Furthermore, students need to realize that laws theories do not become laws are

that laws do not have a higher status in comparison to theories. Additionally, theories

involve personal subjectivity of individual scientists, who are people and have their

biases like everyone else. Bird (1998), a philosopher, explains that we often assume that

what we see is what is really there. But, he points out that what we see is influenced by

that we expect to be there. What we expect, on the other hand, is influenced by our past

experiences.

This phase of the model also emphasizes the various methodologies emphasized

by scientists. The process of construction of new knowledge requires the students to set-

up experiments, make observations, collect and keep record of relevant data, incorporate
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new computer technologies, test hypothesis, design artifacts, and conduct and analyze

experiments. By doing this, the students reahze that scientists also conduct inquiries by

means of different methods rather than the step-by-step methodology, which is one of the

greatest myths of science (McComas,1996). This myth has been in existence ever since

it was proposed by Karl Pearson (1931) in his book, The Grammar of Science. More

recently, though, it was explicitly stated by American Association for the Advancement

of Science and the National Research Council that asingle method does not exist

(AAAS, I993;NRC, lgg6).Regardless, McComas (i996) claims, that the Pearsonian,

step-by-step method has a firm place in pre-college science textbooks and is explicitly

taught by many teachers. Williams and Stinner (1996) suggest that teachers favor the

scientific method because it can be easily taught at every grade level. It follows

accessible to the students, recipeJike procedure, which includes: observation, hypothesis,

experimentation and data collection, and conclusions.

Although the step-by-step methodology might be followed by scientists, who

conduct their research in the laboratory, it is foreign to others, such as geologists,

astronomers, ecologists, or meteorologists who rely heavily on observations outside the

laboratory setting (McComas, 1996). Consequently, it is important that students

understand that scientific knowledge is gained through many different methods, including

observation, analysis, speculation, library investigation, and experimentation. It is true

that scientists hypothesize, experiment, and frame conclusions, but, there is no specific

sequence of activities that all of them follow at all tirnes.
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A unit on Weather provides many opportunities to illustrate to students that not all

scientists follow the step-by-step scientific method. Firstly, students will have a chance to

realize that meteorology is a science that relies heavily on observation. The students can

see that by analyzing current science of meteorology or by studying historical examples.

By analyzing modern meteorology, students canrealize that, due to present day

technology, scientists are able to watch how the weather system moves and develops,

which requires detailed observations, followed by measurements made at the weather

stations all over the world. By analyzing historical examples, on the other hand, students

canrealize that observations were also important to many of the early discoveries.

Giving another weather related example, Sir Fraancis Beaufort, who is known for

the Wind Force Scale, came up with this scale based on his extensive observations of the

weather. At the age of 13, he began his career as a cabin boy in the British Navy. While

at the sea, he recognized the value of being weather wise and began keeping a

meteorological joumal. In 1805, Beaufort was given his first assignment and the

commander of his own ship, the "H.M.S Woolwich." It was during this time that he made

up a scale, based on description of the wind, to measure the wind force. In 7829, Beaufort

was appointed hydrographer for the British Navy and it was then that the Navy adapted

his ideas and started recording a meteorological journal on every Narry vessel. The Wind

Force Scale now bears his name, the Beaufort Scale, and is still used by meteorologists,

especially at the sea (Allaby, 1995).

Ebenezer and Corrnor (1998) claim that empirical dataplay amajor role in

scientific knowledge development. Through experience, the students come to know how
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scientific knowledge is constructed and how conceptual change occurs. For example, it is

believed that Galileo opened the door to modern astronomy because he was able to

support his observations with evidence, including careful measurements (Motz &

Weaver, 1995). He combined geometry with empirical evidence to explain the Earth's

movement. In 1609, Galileo constructed a telescope and subsequently made several

discoveries. First, he pointed his telescope at the moon and learned that the surface of the

moon is not smooth, but, it is uneven and rough with "mountains and deep valleys"

(Motz & Weaver, 1995, p. 101).

Galileo's observations of the moon contradicted the belief of that time that the

heavens were perfect and unchanging, and that heavenly bodies were perfectly smooth

and spherical (Van Helden, 1985). Next, Galileo looked at the stars and saw many more

stars than appeared to the unaided eye. This observation clashed with the old argument

that the stars were created to help humans see at night (Van Helden, 1985). Galileo also

observed sunspots on the sun. This observation seemed to indicate that the sun, like the

moon, was not perfect. He also noticed that the sunspots moved across the face of the sun

in a regular pattern. Moreover, he described the shape of the Saturn. To Galileo, Satum

was visible as a disk, which seemed to carry bulges around its equator. Now we know

that he was observing the rings of Saturn, which he could not distinguish with his

telescope (Motz & Weaver, 1995).

Like Galileo, Tycho Brahe adapted empirical methods to further scientific

knowledge. He concluded that astronomy needed new observations that should be

gathered over many years to create a satisfactory theory of planetary position. For this he
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needed instruments and built Castle of Heavens, also known as Uraniborg (Walker,

1996). His castle consisted of fully equipped observatories, library, laboratory, shops, and

living space for staff, students, and observers. It was a place where scientists, technician,

and students from many countries could gather to study astronomy (Walker, 1996). Thus,

Brahe's approach to study astronomy was very similar to the one utilized by many

scientists where there is a group effort to advance knowledge in a particular subject area.

2.2.3 T r anslating and Extending

As the title of the phase implies, this phase of the CKCM allows the students to

translate their understandings of science into other contexts, such as technology, society

and environment. Hence, this phase emphasizes the STSE connections. In turn,

understanding of these connections is necessary to live in today's society and to be

considered scientifically literate (Hodson, 2003). This phase, then, acts upon the third

notion of scientific literacy, the "why" of science.

The purpose of an STSE orientation in science education is to teach children

about the "social responsibility in collective decision making on issues related to science

and technology" (Aikenhead, 1994,p.49). This approach has wide support in Canada,

where it appears as a guiding principle in every provincial science curriculum document,

and is considered fundamental to the national Canadian school science curriculum,

Common Fratnework of Science Leanting Outcomes (Council of Ministers of Education,

1997).
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In Manitoba, STSE education is recognized by the science curricula as an

essential component in an effort to develop scientific literacy of the students. The 5-8

Manitoba Curriculum Fratnework of Outcomes, for example, emphasizes that it is

mandatory that students understand the values related to Science, Technology, Society,

and the Environment (Manitoba Education and Training, 2000). One of these values is

appreciation for the importance of sustainable development. To this end, the Manitoba

Curriculum Framework of Outcomes integrates the Sustainable Development Strategy

established by the province of Manitobain 1994. This strategy "considers the needs of

both present and future generations and integrates and balances the impact of economic

activities, the environment, and the health and well-being of the community" (Manitoba

Education and Trainin g, 2000, p. 2.7).

Currently, the STSE education is.of great importance because of the range and

extend of environmental crisis facing us, such as ozone depletion, global warming, land,

air and water pollution, deforestation, and so on (Bencze,2000; Hodson, 2003).

McMurtry (1999) says that we are in the cancer stage of capitalism. Like cancer, our

actions are causing massive degradation to our environment. In light of this

environmental crisis, Hodson (1998) notes that the STSE approach should go beyond

simply learning about the dynamic relationships between science, technology, society and

the environment. To help children find hope, students must have the opportunity to act on

their insight through direct involvement in participatory democracy. In his Teaching and

Learning Science (i998), Hodson argues that the STSE science education must ensure

students acquire the knowledge and skills to intervene in the decision-making process and
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ensure that altemative voices, and values are brought to bear on policy decisions. It is not

enough for students to learn that science and technology are influenced by social,

political and economic forces. They need to learn how to participate and they need to

experi ence participation, Hodson claims ( 1 99 I ).

The Translating and Extending phase of the CKCM answers the calls for the

STSE education. This phase consists of two stages: issue-based, and design process. The

issue-based stage involves identifìcation of an issue þroblem) and extension of that issue

into other disciplines, such as society or environment. Furtherïnore, this phase motivates

the students to become active citizens by encouraging them to take action and by

providing opportunities for them to do so. Suitable action might include conducting

surveys, making public statements and writing letters, organizing petitions and consumer

boycotts of environmentally unsafe products, publishing newsletter, working on

environmental clean-up proj ects.

Those action taking skills are, consequently, associated with the development of

other capabilities, such as: identification and in-depth understanding of the problem,

framing questions, gathering and analyzing data, sharing and evaluating findings,

drawing possible solutions and suggestions, and choosing and implementing actions.

Science educators refer to STSE teaching as "authentic science" or interdisciplinary

science, which places it within alarger societal context (Ebenezer & Connor, 1998). This

kind of teaching allows the students to see that today's society faces numerous problems

and issues, which require collaborative and cooperative effort to be resolved. Solving
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those issues requires imagination, creativity, intuition, and open-mindness of the people

involved in the process.

There are many important environmental issues for the students to act upon within

the curricular unit on Weather. The weather is of enoÍnous social importance in Canada,

in such activities as farming, recreation, energy and transportation. There are many

decisions that the students need to answer on everyday basis. People in Canada probably

experience more weather in one year than most people do in a life time. Canadian

students are faced with making decisions related to weather on everyday basis. Some of

the questions these students need to answer, hence, decisions to make every day are:

What is the wind chill factor? How to dress warmly for school? Will we be allowed to

play outside during recess? Is there a risk of frostbite? Does our family have the

necessary equipment in our car to be prepared for the snowstorm? Science education can

contribute to solutions, firstly by making children aware of those societal problems, and

secondly by helping them to deal with these problems, propose solutions and make

informed decisions.

In addition to making the simple, everyday decisions regarding the weather,

students in Manitoba have a chance to utilize their knowledge of the weather to act upon

a local issue of floods. For example, the Red River Flood of April and May of 1997 left

behind lots of damages to be repaired as well as many decisions to be made and actions

to be taken for the future. It was the most severe flood of this river since 1826, which

caused 28,000 people to be evacuated and 5500 million dollars in damage to property

and infrastructure. Called "The Flood of the Century", the 1997 flood had a probability of
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occuffence of about once in 100 years, and came close to overcoming Winnipeg's

existing flood protection system. Fortunately, Winnipeg was saved thanks to the Red

River Floodway, which was constructed by the province in 1968

(www.fl oodwayeia. com).

In the aftermath of the Flood of the Century, Manitobans demanded increased

levels of flood protection. Subsequently, the Canadian and Manitoba governments

charged the International Joint Commission with reviewing the situation and

recommending options that would increase flood protection for the residents of the Red

River Basin. A variety of local options were considered and eventually the expansion of

the current floodway was deemed to most cost effective way to protect residents. Since

2003, Canada and Manitoba have announced $240 million to begin work on the 5700

million floodway expansion. It is believed that the Expanded Floodway will protect

residents against a flood larger than the 1997 "Flood of the Century," excavate more than

30 million cubic meters of earth to construct the expanded channel, require upgrading and

improvements to twelve bridge crossings, utilities and drainage services, generate

thousands of direct and indirect employment opportunities, result in recreational and

economic development opportunities for local organizations, businesses, communities

and the province. The bottom line is that the fuIl expansion of the floodway will

dramatically improve the quality of life for Manitobans by helping with the security of

residents, improving the environment, providing economic development opporfunities

and establishing an international model for public consultation and community

involvement (www. fl oodwayeia. com).
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Public involvement is a critical element of the environmental assessment process

for the proposed floodway expansion and provides an excellent opporfunity for the

students take ownership and feel empowered in the decision making process. In the next

few years, there will be ongoing opportunities for citizens to receive information on, and

provide their views about potential project effects, measures to mitigate those effects and

various other requirements associated with the project's environmental impact. Thus, in

line with Hodson's (1998) recommendations, the students can be personally involved in

this issue. And, in line with Aikenhead's (1992) vision, the students can understand how

decisions are made at the local, provincial, and national govemment levels in regard to

the floodway expansion project. For example, the students can evaluate the pros and cons

of this development, examine potential benefits and costs, and recognize the underlying

political and societal forces, which drive this developrnent (Aikenhead,1992).

In additions to making decisions in regards to those everyday issues mentioned

earlier, and local decisions in regards to the floodway system, the unit on Weather calls

for action in regards to the global climate change problems. The Specific Learning

Outcome 5-4-18 requires recognition that climates around the world are ever changing

and identifo possible explanations. The examples of the issues associated with this

change include volcanic eruptions, ozone depletion, greenhouse effect, El Nino,

deforestation. Although unable to make exact predictions, scientists believe that our

atmosphere's carbon dioxide level is likely to double over the duration of the 2l't century

(Berger, 2000), which will rise the world's temperature. Thus, an enorrnous amount of

work lies ahead if we are to limit global warming. Fortunately, ordinary people, including
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students, who are deeply committed to this goal can make a difference. They can thereby

change the course of history by making the right decisions, taking action, educating

others and, most importantly, being model citizens themselves.

The issue based component of the Translating and Extending phase of the model

emphasizes several characteristics of the NOS. In addition to being creative and

imaginative in proposing solutions to problems, it forces the practitioners to appreciate

ideas proposed by others, be open-minded and considerate. Additionally, it often requires

the cooperative effort of many to arrive at reasonable solutions to pertinent issues. Hence,

it emphasizes the social construction of scientific knowledge. I reason, however, that the

most obvious characteristic of the NOS that is emphasized in this phase is that science is

socially and culturally embedded. This phase emphasizes that each society faces slightly

different problerns and that science is influenced by the culture and the needs of a

particular society. For example, within the culture of this country, the province of

Manitoba has different societal issues, than the province of Alberta.

Furthermore, the technological and social needs of a society often dictate the type

of research to be conducted. Public attitudes influence the sort of questions scientists ask

when they conduct their investigations, the way they evaluate their data, and the way

those data are transferred to public policy. The current environmental issues, which I

have already presented could be an example of these relationships. For instance, the issue

of the greenhouse effect is probably more important to the governments and scientific

communities of the industrialized than developing countries. It is a difficult and

potentially damaging environmental problem of the present times, and it should be
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confronted by governments and scientific communities. Through their policies,

govemments should make efforts to reduce the burning of the fossil fuels. Scientists on

the other hand, should concentrate their research efforts on finding solutions to solve the

problem. Most impo rtantly,the general public should leam to consume smaller amounts

of fossil fuels. Planting a tree is always a good thing to do, regardless of the greenhouse

effect.

The second component of the Translating and Extending phase is known as the

design process. It involves construction of an artifact based on the information acquired

throughout a science unit. Each of the Manitoba K-8 curricular units specifies the type of

artifact to be designed by means of a several-step design loop. For example, in a grade

five unit on Weather calls for the design of the weather instrument (Specific Learning

Outcome 5-4-05). The design process requires the students to brainstorm possible

alternatives, discuss solution with others, evaluate choices, select the best materials,

engage in debates with others, and communicate information. In order to do that, the

students need to be creative and imaginative, work well with others, open-minded as well

as industries in making choices and selecting the best methodologies to construct

artifacts. Consequently, this phase of the CKCM emphasizes the creative and imaginative

character of scientific knowledge. Moreover, it highlights the social construction of

knowledge and the application of many methods.
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2.2.4 Reflecting and Assessing

In this phase of the CKCM, both reflecting and assessing occur. One needs to

realize, however, that reflecting and assessing are ongoing authentii experiences, which

should be incorporated into each of the phases. The NRC (1996) denotes two assessment

Støndards. The first one stresses that assessments must be consistent with the decisions

they are designed to inform. Secondly, it informs that achievement and opportunity to

learn science must be assessed. Summarizing from the Standards, teachers should collect

information about students continuously, in order to improve their classroom practice,

plan curricula, develop self-directed learners, report student progress, and research

teaching practices (NRC, 1996, pp. 87-89).

Barba (1998) narrates that four basic questions should guide the teaching process

and teacher's reflections on that process: 1) What do my students know? 2) What do I

want my students to learn? 3) How will I help them learn?, and 4) What have they

learned? The CKCM allows the teacher to easily address these four questions. For

example, What do my students know? refers to the ideas that students bring into a

classroom. It focuses on what students bring to the lesson from a developmental

perspective (Driver, 1990). This knowledge is explored and hence assessed in the

Exploring and Categonzíngphase of the model. It may involve questioning, classroom

discussions, concept mapping, simple conversations with the sfudents, semi-structured

interviews, writing and drawing answers to questions, journaling, diagrams, and

portfolios.
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The second question, What do I want my students to learn? involves an

examination of the goals and objectives of the teacher, the school, the school division,

and the curriculum. The majority of these goals and objectives are implemented during

the Constructing and Negotiating phase of the CKCM. In this phase the teacher

negotiates with the students to meet hislher own goals as well as the goals of the school,

division, and curriculum. This is the phase in which the common understanding among

the four worlds of meaning making (teacher's, students', curricular, physical) is achieved.

The third question, How will I help them learn? is a pedagogical question, which

can be answered, based on students' prior knowledge and the science concepts to be

learned. At this point, the teacher is using his/her pedagogical content knowledge (PCK)

to make professional decisions. The PCK refers to a teacher's unique knowledge of how

to create learning opportunities that make particular content more comprehensible to

others (Shulman, 1987). This addresses two aspects, which are: 1) the knowledge of the

topic-specific instructional strategies to teach the subject matter and the 2) knowledge of

learners and their requirements for developing meaningful understandings (Zembal-Saul,

Kraj cik, & Blumenfeld, 2002).

What have they learned? is a reflective teaching question that involves

assessment. All of the phases of the CKCM provide the teacher with many opporlunities

to assess students' knowledge of science as well as their scientific inquiry skills,

behaviors, attitudes, beliefs, and social skills. The Exploring and Categorizing phase of

the model, for example, allows the teacher to assess his/her students' scientific attitudes.

In this phase students realize that there could be many different explanations for the same
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phenomenon and the teacher may assess whether his/her students areready to accept

these different ideas or views. In other words, the teacher will have a chance to evaluate

whether the students in his/ her class are open-minded, non-judgmental, honest, and

appreciative of the ideas proposed by others. This could be evaluated through

observation, anecdotal records, journal writing, and on-going conversations with the

students.

The second phase of the model, Constructing and Negotiating, gives the students

opporfunities to see how scientists go about studying the world, thus, it acts upon the

second notion of scientificliteracy, the "how" of science. In this phase the students are

farnllianzed with the scientific way of knowing the natural world. Consequently,

throughout this phase the teacher has opportunities to assess students' scientific inquiry

skills. The teacher evaluates how the students plan investigations, gather, analyze, and

interpret data, propose answers as well as coÍrmunicate and negotiate the results with

others.

Through this phase, the students have many opportunities to negotiate their ideas

with others and to work in collaboration with their peers, which in turn give the teachers

a chance to evaluate students' attitudes. This is also the phase where the acquisition of

new knowledge occurs. Consequently, in this phase the teacher can assess students'

understanding of newly acquired scientific concepts.and principles (the "what" of

science). This could be assessed through both on-going (formative) assessment and

culminating (summative) assessment strategies. The on-going assessment may include

observations, seiÊassessment, peer assessment, journal writing, checklists, anecdotal
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records, rubrics, interviews, etc. Culminating assessment should be authentic and should

replicate everyday situations Wiggins (1989, p. 703).

The Translating and Extending phase allows the teacher to mostly reflect whether

the students are able to translate the knowledge they have acquired into everyday

situations and technology. The issue-based component, for example, requires

brainstorming possible alternatives, discussing solution with others, evaluating choices,

engaging in debates with others, communicating information undergoing evaluation by

peers (Ebeîezer & Connor, 1998). Hence, in this component the teacher can assess

students' social skills, ability to make informed decisions and implement these decisions,

and leadership skills.

The technology-based component (design process) also develops science inquiry

skills and attitudes as well as social skills, all of which could be assessed by their teacher.

The students are expected to work cooperatively, discuss their ideas with both the teacher

and other students, and value the ideas and contributions of others. For example, for

grade five unit on Weather, students are expected to use a design process to create a

weather instrument. In the process of designing their instruments, the students discuss

possible materials that could be used, and should not be used in their designs. Finally,

they present their designs to the whole class, answer questions in relation to their designs,

and accept criticisms.
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2.3 Chapter Summary

It this chapter I described how each of the phases of the CKCM develops

scientific literacy, based on the NOS. I supported my discussion with examples taken

from a grade five curricular unit on Weather. The Exploring and Categonzingphase

emphasizes that personal knowledge, like scientific knowledge, is tentative and flexible

for development and change. This phase also gives students a chance to develop a

beginning undersianding that science is a discipline that attempts to explore and explain

phenomena. It clarifies that science is not a discipline that collects facts and truths to be

memorized.

The Constructing and Negotiating phase develops an understanding of concepts,

principles, and theories. Thus, this phase acts upon the first notion of scientific literacy,

the "what" of science. More importantly, this phase allows the students to use science in

their lives and be informed consumers of scientific infonnation. The Constructing and

Negotiating phase of the model also acts upon the second notion of scientific literacy, the

"how" of science. It provides many opporfunities for the students to realize that science is

socially and collaboratively constructed. By collaborating with the other students and the

teacher, the students learn how scientists negotiate their ideas with others. This, in turn,

suggests that scientific knowledge is a product of a complex social activity and dispels

the common image of a scientist as someone who is isolated from other practitioners. It

points out that scientists can not exist in isolation and effectively contribute to the

advancement of knowledge.
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The Constructing and Negotiating phase of the model also points out to the

imagination and creativity thal are required to develop scientific knowledge.

Furthermore, it emphasizes the tentative nature of scientific knowledge. Through this

phase students canrealize that science is never a finished body of knowledge and that

new ideas are being proposed on on-going basis. Additionally, this phase illustrates that

science is both evolutionary and revolutionary in character. Moreover, this phase of the

model emphasizes that there are many different methods of conducting scientific

inquiries, that empiri cal data are crucial in the development of scientific knowledge, and

that there is a difference between theories and laws.

The Translating and Extending phase of the model acts upon the third notion of

scientific literacy, the "why" of science. It manifests the STSE orientation in science

education, which is an important goal of the national and provincial science curriculum

documents in Canada. This phase gives students a chance to make decisions and take

actions in regard to many societal and environmental problems at the local and national

level. It empowers the students and gives them hope for a better future. This phase of the

model reflects several characteristics of the NOS. It further emphasizes that scientists

must be creative and imaginative in proposing solutions to problems. It points out that

scientists must appreciate ideas proposed by others, be open-minded and considerate.

Additionally, it illustrates the cooperative effort of many practitioners to arrive at

reasonable solutions to'pertinent issues. Also, this phase of the CKCM underlines that

that science is socially and culturally embedded. And, the design process points out the
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creative and imaginative character of scientif,rc knowledge. Moreover, it emphasizes the

social construction of knowledge and the application of many methods.

The Reflecting and Assessing phase of the CKCM allows the teachers to evaluate

the NOS development and reflect upon their practice.It also allows the students to reflect

upon their own learning.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I trace my conceptual growth that led me to the proposed study.

My leaming is situated in an earlier study that I carried out with a group of elementary

pre-service teachers in the context of their science methods course that accentuated the

contemporary philosophies of science teaching and learning. Having taught biology to

the undergraduates for several years using the "scientific method," I was keen on

knowing how the methods course developed pre-service teachers' understanding of the

nature of scientific inquiry. My interest grew when the professor began the methods

course by exploring her students' conceptions of the nature of scientific inquiry. Before

long, I cornmitted myself to study pre-service teachers' developmental ideas of the nature

of scientific inquiry during their methods course and subsequent practicum teaching. To

reflect upon my conceptual growth from the foregoing study, I report

"phenomenographic results" (Marton, 1981) of pre-service teachers' prior instructional

conceptions of the nature of scientific inquiry, and present a case study that tracks one

pre-service teacher's developmental ideas. My conceptual growth is evident in two

ways: understanding the tools of ethnographic inquiry, and growing as a science teacher

educator.

After recounting my own conceptual growth, I explain the process of looking for

a suitable teacher who would be willing to collaborate with me in my Ph.D. data
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collection. Then, I tell a story of my collaboration with Scott, the public school teacher,

who allowed me into his professional life.

Finally, I explain the methodological frameworks in line with the research

objectives of the proposed study. In addition, I describe the techniques that I used to

collect and analyze data. In addition, I describe the reliability and validity of the study

from a qualitative perspective

3.2 My Conceptual Growth

I completed my bachelor of science and education degrees at the University of

Wroclaw, in Poland. After graduating from the university I taught grade six science for a

period of one school year. After coming to Canada, in 1990, I started my master's degree

in science, major in ecology. After completing this degree, I obtained a job as a biology

instructor at the University of Winnipeg. Since I enjoyed teaching, in 2000, I decided to

do my Ph.D. degree in science education. In the first year of my Ph.D. program, I was

curious to learn what constituted elementary pre-service teacher curriculum and how they

were taught. A science teacher educator at the University of Manitoba told me that the

best way to learn about educating pre-service teachers is to "be there" to observe and

actively participate in a methods course, which emphasized the notion of learning to

teach science. Thus, I audited the methods course that this science teacher educator

taught and with this step I started a collaborative endeavor with the educator, pre-service,

and novice teachers.
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3.2.1 Science Methods Course--Science Curriculum and Instruction (EDU 81.402)

EDU 81. 402 Science Curriculum and Instruction (C & D is a mandatory course

that leads to elementary teacher certification. I attended the C 8LI course throughout the

year, which consisted of 9 weeks in the Fall Term and 9 weeks in the Winter Term. Each

class was I hour and 20 minutes long. The science teacher educator encouraged me to

document the events of the science C 8{.I course as they unfolded. Thus, while in the C &

I class, I took field notes, I carried out document analysis, and I audio taped the

conversations between the science teacher educator and her students and among student

peers.

At the beginning of the Fall term in her first class (September 13,1999), before

she introduced the course, the science teacher educator explored pre-service teachers'

conceptions to find out what meanings they attached to the nature of scientific inquiry

with two questions: 1) What are your views about how scientists conduct scientific

inquiry? 2) What are your views about how elementary science teachers should help

students conduct scientific inquiry at school? Students responded to these questions in

writing. The science teacher educator then used pre-service teachers' initial ideas in her

subsequent lessons to develop the notion of the nature of scientific inquiry. She started

her class each week with pre-service teachers' ideas and linked them appropriately to the

lessons on the CKCM.

To familiari zeherstudents with the CKCM, the science teacher educator first

modeled each phase to the pre service teachers using a unit on Light with research-based
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activities disseminated by Feher and Price (1989), and Price and Feher (1990). At the end

of the modeling of the Exploring and Categonzing phase, a small group of pre-service

teachers was required to teach this first phase to their peers in small groups based on their

preferred topics. At the end of the modeling of the Constructing and Negotiating phase,

another gïoup ofpre-service teachers v/as expected to do peer teaching to practice the

second phase based on the ideas ofa science concept explored and categorized by the

first small groups. Similarly, based on the selected topics, the other two phases were also

peer taught. After every phase of the model, the teacher educator explored and

emphasized the significance of the nature of scientific inquiry and its translation into

classroom science using examples from her modeling and the pre-service teachers'peer

teaching. During peer teaching, the teacher educator circulated among the groups and

picked themes or key words representing NOS to further elaborate on therr at the end of

the class. I noticed that the science teacher educator did not lecture to them about the

NOS, but she sought opportunities to talk about the NOS in the context of pre service

teachers' scientific inquiry.

The science teacher educator often asked the presenter to explain how his/her

presentation relates to the NOS. For example, consider the following conversation

between the science teacher educator (STE) and a pre-service teacher (PT):

STE:, How does your presentatíon relate to the NOS?

PT: Science is changing.

STE: Right on! Sciènce is always changing. But you have to retnetnber that the

core theories took a long time to chønge and it was with great struggles. For
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example, first we thought that the earth was in the center (Class Discussiott

ExcerpL September 20, 1999).

Furthermore, often at the end of a class, the teacher educator had a powerful

statement to the pre-service teachers about science and the teaching of science. For

instance, note the following excerpt:

"You as teachers of science in elementary classrooms are the atnbassadors--the
diplomats. You are representing the scientÌfic community in your classroom. So

keep that in mind and tty to portray the right kind of image of science and
scientísts. If you paint or portray the right image, children will come to lcrtow

what scíentists do. But, if you ask thetn to memoríze a bunch offacts and ask them

to fill in the blanl<s...1s this science? After gradefive they give up science. So, I
hope that you are going to cany out authentic scíence to show thetn how scientific
lorcwledge is generated, how it is established, and how it changes." (Class

Discussíon Excerpt, Science Teacher Educator's Talk in Class, September 20,

r eee).

In the winter term pre service teachers were required to develop a detailed mini-

unit plan to depict the CKCM in a topic of their preference.

3.2.2 P r e-service Teach ers' C onceptualizations of the NOS

This yearly practice of the science teacher educator gave me the opportunity to

assess pre-service teachers'prior-teaching conceptualizations ofthe nature ofscientific

inquiry. When I examined the pre-service teachers' responses, I was ea1er to watch how

these pre-service teachers will transform their thinking about the nature of scientific

inquiry. Hence, I invited the pre-service teachers to take part in a study that would help

me track their developmental ideas of the nature of scientific inquiry. Twenty one (70%)

out of 35 pre-service teachers gave me a written consent to participate in my study. Thus,

while auditing the science methods course I conducted a study entitled Pre-set'vice
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teachers'developmental understanding of the nature of scientific inquiry. In the first step

of my study, I analyzed pre-service teachers' responses to the two prior-instructional

questions mentioned above. I used "phenomenography" (Marton, 1981) to make sense of

the responses that the science teacher educator gathered.

Phenomenography is a qualitative research method which is concerned with

understanding and describing the qualitatively different ways people experience and

comprehend the world around them (Marton, 1981). it involves analyzing the responses

to questions about a phenomenon and grouping those responses into qualitatively

different conceptualizations. In other words, it is a research specialization that aims to

study the different conceptions of a phenomenon. These conceptions are termed

categories of description (Marton, 1981; Marton & Saljo, 1984). Accordingly, each

conception has a how and what aspect. The former relates to the act of conceptualization

and the latter to the meaning of the phenomenon as conceptualized (Marton, 1981). For

example, the "how" in this study refers to the pre-service teachers' conceptualizations

and the "what" refers to the natureof scientific inquiry (a social phenomenon). The

categories are the main results, not the number of people holding a certain conception;

and they are linked to the investigated phenomenon, not to the various individuals. The

phenomenographer maps individual participant's conceptions for analytical purposes

only, but for reporting research results the individual participant's conceptions are not the

focus. The researcher attempts to understand the categories of description and to relate

them to each other and to the whole. The method assumes that there is a limited number

of categories or qualitatively different ways in which the particular phenomenon could be
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understood. Phenomenographic research enables a researcher to map students'

conceptions into descriptive categories and use them in lesson sequences. Finding a

limited number of categories motivates a teacher to use research results in the classroom.

It also gives a teacher the opporfunity to appreciate and account for different

understandings.

Because of her extensive experience with phenomenographic research to

understand individuals' conceptions, the science teacher educator helped me to analyze

the data and group pre-service teachers' conceptions of the nature of scientifìc inquiry

into meaningful categories. We took the following steps to determine the

phenomenographic categories of the nature of scientific inquiry:

1. We initiated the descriptive categories by reading and understanding what

the pre-service teachers are attempting to say.

2. We highlighted the statements that conveyed certain meaning that helped

us to gtoup the responses into categories.

3. We differentiated the following four categories, which describe the nature

of scientific inquiry:

a) Using a systematic and logical approach (n : 16),

b) Discovering by accident (n: 1),

c) Conducting inquiry in random fashion (n:2), and

d) Exploring how and why something works (n:2).
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In accordance with the basic assumptions of phenomenography, the foregoing

categories are not a description of the participants, it is a description of "the outcome

space," of possible ways of thinking about the nature of scientific inquiry. Hence, even if

there is a conceptual representation by one pre-service teacher, it has been taken into

consideration. For the purpose of demonstrating my conceptual growth, in this chapter, I

describe only the most frequent descriptive category: Using a systetnatic and logical

approøch. Seventy six percent of the pre-service teachers were grouped into this

category. Those pre-service teachers considered that scientists conduct scientific inquiry

by means of the step-by-step scientifrc method. This method is similar to the scientific

method explicated at the beginning of many university biology textbooks, which consists

of several steps including observation of a phenomenon, hypothesis, experimentation,

data analysis, and conclusions (Campbell & Reece,2005; Cells and Organisms

Laboratory Manual, 2005). The following pre-service teachers' comments characterize

the first descriptive category:

"scientists conduct scientific inquiry by posing a series of hypotheses which they

then test. Based on their results they either make some conclusions or revise their
previous hypothesis and make more guesses as to how something míght work. "

"It is my understanding that scientists break down taslç into smaller píeces and
test theit" ideas. The testing is done using the scientific method."

" ...scíentific process consists of eight to seven steps including: defining the
problem,þrming a hypotltesis, testing that hypotltesis, collecting data and
running tests, analyzing the datafi'om the tests, forming conclusions, and
comtnunicanng the results of the tests in'scientific objectivity."
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Most pre-service teachers who supported the textbook classic several-step

procedure also believed that scientific inquiry in an elementary school should be "done in

a similar way." Note the following excerpts:

"I believe elementaty teachers should lead their chíldren ín much the same wqt
scíentists inquire - but instead of tlze teacher dictating what should be done ønd
how the students should do it- the student should become the scientist - they

should ask the questions and decide how to find the answers and solve the
problems."

"I think elementary teacheis should conduct scientific inquiry in the same kind o.f

outline as scientists, but even better."

"science teachers should approach science deduction with the same steps as a
research scientist would. By showing our students that any problem, no matter
what the dfficulty, can be solvedwhen approached losicalh)."

Then, I continued my research with seven out of the 21 pre-service teachers who

represented the phenomenographic categories. I video-taped pre-service teachers' oral

presentation during the Pre-Service Teacher As Researcher (P-STAR) conference (10

minutes); examined pre-service teachers' written assignments which consisted of four

detailed lesson plans and an assessment plan; tape-recorded pre-service teachers'

conversations with peers during group work (approximately 50 minutes); collected pre-

service teachers' answer sheets to their midterm exam. In addition to university class

observations and analysis of their þre-service teachers) written work, I individually

interviewed these seven pre-service teachers. Each ofthese seven pre service teachers

was interviewed three times (for about 30 minutes every time): at the beginning of the C

& I course, after the first teaching practicum, and during the second teaching practicum.
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In the following paragraphs, I present the data that I collected for one of these seven pre-

service teachers--N atalia.

3.2.2.1A Case Study of Natalia

Data sources collected from Natalia are in the following chronological order:

written answers to prior-instructional questions collected on September 13 (field notes #

l); audio-taped participation in a group discussion on November 1, 1999 (field notes #2);

audio-taped interview #1 on November ll,1999 (field notes #3); written midterm exam

on Novemb er 72, 1999 (field notes #4); audio- and video-taped P-STAR conference

presentation on January 27 ,2000 (field notes #5); audio-taped interview #2 on February

2,2000 (field notes #6); written final assignment (field notes #7) due on March 6,2000;

audio- and video-taped interview #3 on April 20,2O0O (field notes #8).

To analyze the data, I f,rrst carefully read each set of the field notes and at the

same time I color coded the information to generate themes. Several themes that emerged

from this stage of the study, for example: teacher guided inquiry, student led discovery,

mechanics of teaching, making connections to everyday life, teaching and learning

through senses, scientists as children, importance of verbal instruction, curriculum

assessment, tentative character of scientific knowledge, importance of history and

philosophy of science, the scientific method, and many methods of conducting scientific

inquiry. Táble 3.1 presents presence/absence of the designated themes throughout the

field notes. The presence of a particular theme in a specific set of the field notes is

indicated by a plus sign (+).
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Table 3.1 Themes Constructed from the Pilot Study.

Theme Title Field Notes (bv number)
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

The scientífic method + + + + +
Student led discovet'v + + + + + +
Social construction of lcnowledse + + + + +
Importance of histot'v and philosophv of science + +

Makins connections to evet'vdav life + + +

Manv methods of science vs. the scientific metltod +
Curriculum assessment +

Teacher suided inauit'v + + +

Practícins what was instructed at the universitv +
Motivation + +

Te q c hins/ I ear nins throuslt s ens es + + + + +

Comparison between traditional teaching and teacher
suided inauirv

+

Imoot"tance of the Internet in research + +

Mechanics of teachins and classroom management + + + T

Scientists as children + +
[mportance of the meaninpful verbal insttuction +
Importance of testinp one variable at a time +
Tentative nature of scientifìc theories +
Findins balance between books and hands-on +
Teac lzer' s r es n o ns ib il ities +

At the beginning of the academic year, prior to any instruction in the elementary

science Curriculum and Instruction class, Natalia, like many of her colleagues, believed

that scientists conduct scientific inquiries by means of the step-by-step scientific method.

Consider Natalia's comments :

"It is nty undërstanding that scientists break down tasl<s into smaller pieces and
test their ideas. The testing is done using the scientific method".
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On her midterm exam, Natalia pointed out that "...all throughout our school

career and through texts and media, I have cotne to understand that scientists follow the

scientffic process. " During the f,rrst interview she again mentioned that scientists "...go

through the same process and you reformulate in your mind it is kind of like the scíentific

process. You ltave thought, you come up with a plan on how you are going to figure it

out, you ny ft, if ít does not work well we go back to the drawíng board. If it did work,

you think, great, but maybe now I want to try something else too, what will happen now if

I do that? I think it is the same pt"ocess " . Natalia's thoughts and understanding of the

NOS gradually changed with the progression of the elementary science Curriculum and

Instruction course. During her second interview she summarizedÍhat scientists conduct

scientific inquiries by "...reading, researchíng, talking, and experimenting". Thus,

Natalia's understanding has matured since the cornmencement of the C &.I course. She

no longer believed that the only way to do science is to follow the step-by-step scientif,rc

method. At that stage, she was able to identif,i several characteristics of the NOS. For

example, she recognized that scientific knowledge is tentative by saying thal"...tltings

are always changing. Even if you thínk you have proven something you have to keep

revisiting it to see if it still stands true based on the new inforntation or new things that

have come up in tlte world or something, you ltave to always be revisiting ít to see if it is

still true."

During the second inteiview, she also acknowledged the importance of the history

and philosophy of science as well as the social conskuction of scientific knowledge, two

characteristics of the NOS. Consider the following excerpt: "B),reseat"ch I mean reading,
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constarxtly goitxg and looking at other people's work, things that have been done, papers,

textboolrs in the histoty ønd in tlte present things thøt people have wrítten about. "

During our last interview, Natalia clarified that scientists conduct inquiries

"...through a lot of talking, and experimentíng, and discovering, and meeting with people,

and reading books, and trying stuff out, jusÍ always questioning. " Natalia was also able

to recognize that there are many ways of conducting scientific inquiries, for example:

"...yoLt can not always do it in the same way." She also acknowledged the importance of

the history and philosophy of science in teaching and learning science. For example, she

mentioned that scientists analyze the"...things that have been done, papers, textbook, in

the histoty and in the present, things that people have written about."

Natalia's understanding of how elementary teachers should conduct scientific

inquiries also changed with the progression of the events in her academic year. At the

beginning of the academic year, Natalia likewise theorized that elemenrtary science

teachers should "...give children some options on what they would like to learn about and

together develop a scientific method. " Natalia's midterm exam revealed similar

understanding. Natalia wrote that A...elementaty school teachers need to conduct

scientffic ínquiry in much tlte same way scientists do. In schools, the teachers are guided

by the currículum, however it is still much the same. " During the first interview, she did

not mention anything that would implythat elementary science teachers should also

ufllize the steps of the scientific method. At that time, Natalia stressed a theme, which I

identified as "student led discovery." She believed in giving the,students many
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oppoúunities for their own discovery. Consider the following quotation: "... let tlzem lead

the way, let thetn try and go through the discovery on their own."

After her first teaching practicum, Natalia realized that the "ttae scientific

inquiry " is not necessarily based on the scientific method. During the second interview,

conducted after her teaching practicum, Natalia declared that "...teacher's role is to be

ever vigilan 1... ". She added that A...the role of the teachers is to bring in more

opportunitíes and just keep guiding tlzem, pushing themfotward. " During her last

interview Natalia mentioned that elementary science teachers should conduct scientific

inquiries with their students in a way which is "...vety similar to scientists. " She added

that she would llke "...to allow students opportunities to discover in many dffirent

ways. " She also provided some guidance of what could constitute the many different

ways of school scientific inquiry. Her examples included: searching on the Internet,

learning from other students and guest speakers, experimenting, and discussing.

In sumrnary, I noticed that Natalia's written answers are very different from her

verbal replies. Her written work (field notes # 1 and 4) seems to be very superficial.

Natalia emphasizes the scientific method and student led discovery. Her answers to the

same interview questions, however, are much more meaningful and knowledgeable. For

example, in her last interview she reveals that there are many methods of science. Natalia

admits that "...partially through the course, through reading the text book and the things

we have done in class.., " and through the"...work in the scltools witlt the students..." she

realized that the ...scíentific ntethod does not always work... " and "... tltat a lot of

discovery that they are møking is things that they are leanúng jlom othet'people.... " For
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example, "We have speakers come in and doing things and all of a sudden something is

adding on to their information so "It is not always doíng an experiment."

In her interviews she additionally talked about tentative character of science,

social construction of knowledge, importance of history and philosophy of science, and

practical implications of science, which are the demarcations of the NOS (Lederman et

a1.,2002; Matthews, 1998; Stinner, 2001). Furthermore, she recognizes the relationships

among science, technology, and society, which are the attributes of the scientifically

literate students (Aikenhead, 1997; Hodson, 2003; Pedretti, 1997).

My plan was to trace Natalia's developmental understanding of the NOS

throughout her science methods course, teaching practica, and then to observe how she

translates the knowledge she acquired at the university into her first year teaching

practice. Thus, after completing the first part of the study, I made affangements with

Natalia to observe her and her grade seven students in Georgetown School (pseudonyrn)

located in one of the suburbs, located about 10 kilometers north of the city limits. I made

necessary anangements to visit Natalia's class at the end of the school year, every day,

for a period of one month. The main purpose of my visits was to observe how she

portrays the NOS to her students.

After two weeks of my classroom observations, Natalia decided that she would

like to use the time assigned to science to finish the Frencli curriculum. Consequently, I

had to terminate the classroom observations. While in Natalia's classroom, I assumed a

role of a critical observer who tape records all of the classroom conversations. Bogdan
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and Biklin (1992) would classifu this routine as non-participant observation. I never

offered the teacher any help with lesson planning, class preparation, or teaching. We have

never met to reflect on the lessons either. I also did not feel that I was part of the class or

school community, because i myself have never made any efforts to come into their

worlds or to be seen as a participant of their community. I did not talk to any of the

students or staff members. I am pretty sure that nobody in that school, except for the

principal, knew that there rvas a researcher in one of the classrooms.

When observing the science classes in Georgetown School, I often had a feeling

that the teacher did not have a long-term plan as to how to teach this curricular unit and

that every class was treated as an isolated case. Sometimes I even had an impression that

her students were wasting time. I also observed that she struggled with the content of this

curricular unit. The teachers herself admitted "I felt unprepared, I felt that I did not have

any lotowledge in science, I did not htow what to teach. I was even afi"aid of tlteir

questions. I was totally lost...I was lookingforward to the professional days when I could

meet other teachers and share ideas...." (Teacher-Researcher Intet-view June 20, 2002).

Additionally, she taught science contrary to what was advocated in her science methods

class.

At this point, Irealized that to collect meaningful data,I need to collaborate with

a teacher in every step of the "teachíng" journey: plaruring, teaching, and assessing.
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3.2.3 Lessons I Learned

In this sub-section, I delineate the lessons I leamed as a result of my pilot study.

They are: understanding the tools of inquiry and growing as a science teacher educator.

3.2.3.l Understanding the Tools of Inquiry

The coincidence of Natalia making significant statements about the NOS during

the interview, rather than writing about it, emphasizes the importance of interviews in

qualitative research. Many researchers have discussed the implication of the interviews.

A number of investigations have yielded rich data by using written responses for open-

ended questions in combination with the interview method (Fleming, 1987; Howe, 1985;

Lederman, I999;Lederman & O'Malley, 1990; MacDonald & Bridgstock,I9S2; Ryder,

Leach& Driver, lggg).For example, Lederman and O'Malley (1990) recommended that

the interviews allow the researcher to clarifu the precise meaning of ideas revealed by the

respondent. In my study, I also observed that the follow-up interviews are imperative to

clarifu participants' comprehension of the investigated issues. In my study, for example,

when I asked Natalia to elaborate on her written statements about the scientific method,

she explained "...1 am referring to the process that we were always tauglú in scltool

wltere you have a lrypothesis, you make a guess at what you think is happening, then you

tty - you determine lzow you are goíng to test it, your variables, your dffirent..." Her

oral reply, then, confirmed that she referred to the step-by-step scientific method that, as

reported by Campbell and Reece (2005), consists of observation of a phenomenon,

hypothesis, experimentation, data gathering and analysis, and discussion and conclusions.
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In addition, the interviews can identify the experiences, which have altered each

student's beliefs in the past and/or in the duration of a particular investigation (Lederman

& O'Malley, 1990). For example, when I asked Natalia about the sources of her beliefs

and about any factors that might be responsible for the transformation of her ideas, she

acknowledged the program. She also identified that her teaching practicum played a role

in the development of her understanding. Consider the following statement: "...My views

Itave changed partially through tlze course, through Dr. Ebenezer, through reading her

text book and the things we have done in class, and I have learnt through this year doing

work in the schools wíth the students that the scientific method does not always work that

'o to,t of discovery that they are making are things they are learning by doíng and talking

with other people."

During the second phase of data collection, I myself had a chance to learn a lot

about the qualitative research methodology, especially about the process of interviewing.

If I had a chance to redo the foregoing study, I would have conducted my interviews in a

different manner. Firstly, I would video-tape all three interviews, which would tell me a

lot about Natalia's face expressions and gestures. In this investigation, I only audio-taped

the first two interviews and both audio- and video-taped the third one. Secondly, after

each interview, I would write comments and thoughts about the interview procedure,

Natalia's behavior, topics discussed, conversations that took place outside of the

interview situations, etc. In other words, as recommended by Taylor and Bogdan (1998),

I would keep a detailed interviewer's journal, which I have overseen, in this pilot

study. Thirdly, I would maintain an eye contact and listen patiently without intemrpting
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the informants. I was not aware of that till I started transcribing the tapes. In my field

notes then I wrote:

"As I am transcribing, I reølize that my above statement could have led Natalia to
think that I am satisfied with lter answet" and that it is o.k. to stop answering this
question. While listening to it now, I actually have afeeling that she wanted to
continue but I have stopped herf'om doing that. I think that I rushed Natalia
because I was netryous myself and I wanted to move on to the second question. I
do not think I was listening very carefully. Instead, I was thinking about my next
question. "

I also realized that it is important to transcribe the tapes either immediately or

shortly after audio-taping. When I transcribed shortly after taping, I was able to better

recreate the context what is evident in my field notes which are detailed. For example, I

transcribed the first interview with Natalia shortly after it was recorded and because it

was still fresh in my mind I was able to draw a map of the room in which we were

conversing ( Field notes # 3), and in the Observer's Comments I wrote:

"I tnet with Natalia immediately after her Science Curriculum and Insttaction
Class. We agreed to meet in Dr. Ebenezer's ffice. I wanted to meet there because
Dr. Ebenezer did not use this room at that time. Instead, she was working in her
research office on theþurthfloor. Consequently, it was an uncluttered and quiet
place to talk. Indeed the room was vety tidy. There was nothing on the desk, the
boolrs in the bookcase very well organized. Natalia arrived on titne. She did not
seem to be net'vous or intimidated...I was glad that I have invited Dr. Ebenezer to
this intet'view. Because of her experience with qualitative reseat'ch I wanted her
to be there and show me q proper approach to intet'viewing. If she were not there,
I would have ended our conversation after 5 minutes. I would have concentrated
on the two major questions and would not ltave asked anything else." Dr.
Ebenezer's approach, on the other ltand, has helped me understand that ít ís
important to listen and ask additional questions for further clarification. "

Most of the tapes, however, were transcribed several months after they were

recorded. At that time I had to recreate the context in my mind. It was not always and
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easy task for me, especially because the interviews were not video-taped. As a result most

of my Observer's comments are rather laconic. For example, consider the following

journal entries:

"As I am tr"anscribing I recall that Natalia has not talked smoothly. She paused,
stopped, and rolled her eyes up. To me it looked as she was thinking very
carefully about every sentence slze was saying."

"Natalia was vety comfortable while answeríng thís question. I could feel that she
had a lot to say and that she was vety enthusiastic about this question."

This pilot study also helped me realize how much time needs to be allocated to

the transcription of the tapes. It took me, for instance, several hours per tape. Some tapes

though were easier to transcribe than others. For instance, the transcription of the

interviews went smoothly and much faster than the transcription of a discussion (Field

notes # 2) or aP-STAR conference presentation (Field notes # 5). It was very hard for

me to fully transcribe the discussion that took place after the peer teaching. At some point

in rny Observer's Comments, I gave up and wrote:

"Tlte conversation continues for aboutfive minutes. The students at'e talking
øbout pesticides and lawnfertilizers. However, I can not recognize much. It is
even hørder for me to determine who is talking. After a while the conversation
becomes vety casual, not related to science ot' to the topic, which was presented.
There ís a lot of lauglting and giggling which obscure the conversation."

I could have eliminated some of the above-mentioned mistakes if i had taken the

Qualitative Research Methods for Education (EDU 129.784) course prior to conducting

my study. While taking the course, however, I noticed that because of the experience I
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gained through the pilot study, and because I was in constant dialogue with my advisor I

had a much better understanding of qualitative research methodology than other students

in my class. For example, I was familiar with the ethical issues associated with using

human informants. I knew a lot about interviewing and transcribing. I was aware of

various types of qualitative studies. I was also familiar with data triangulation and data

analysis.

3.2.3.2 Growing as a Science Teacher Educator

Through this study I also grew as a science educator because while I was auditing

the Elementary Science Curriculum and Instruction course the professor asked me to

critically evaluate her approach to teaching. Thus, in each class I wrote my observations,

comments, and suggestions and after each class, we met to discuss the events. I benefited

from this experience during the second year of my Ph.D. program. During that second

year,I was awarded several scholarships, which allowed me to take a leave of absence

from the University of Winnipeg, where I was teaching, and concentrate on my studies at

the University of Manitoba. At the same time, I got an opportunity to teach two sections

of the Elementary Science Curriculum and Instruction course at the University of

Manitoba and my advisor was a-ssigned to teach the other two sections. Consequently, it

was an excellent opportunity for us to co-construct the C &.I course.

We met every Friday to plan the agenda for the next week's class. We decided

that we both would implement our shared ideas into the phases of the CKCM. I liked the

idea of using the model because it characterizes the NOS, as discussed in Chapter two. I
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also saw a correlation between the model and Manitoba science curriculum. In other

words, I noticed how by introducing this teaching model, i can help my students--the

future teachers--to teach Manitoba curriculum in a simple yet innovative way. Also,

because I was going to teach this course for the first time, I knew that if I use the model,

my classes would be organized, meaningful and well structured. We made certain

changes to the previous year's course outline.

We decided to teach the model using grade four unit on Sound. In line with the

first phase of the CKCM, we initially taught the pre-service teachers how to explore

students' ideas. We asked the pre-service teachers to write and draw how sound travels

into their ears. To help them visualize how sound travels we popped a balloon. Then, on

the basis of their responses, we showed the pre-service teachers how to categonze their

own students' answers. In our C &.I class, we were able to categorize our pre-service

teachers' responses into several groups corresponding with the specific learning

outcomes of the Manitoba science curriculum.

In the second phase, we planned a series of lessons to illustrate the specific

leaming outcomes that emerged from our exploration activity. Then, we modeled how to

translate and extend the knowledge into everyday life experiences. In other words, we

were demonstrating how to address the Science Technology , Society, and Environment

(STSE) issues. In line with the Manitoba science curriculum, we planned a lesson on

noise pollution (Specific Learning Outcome: 4-3-12). Finally, to solve a technological

problem, we followed a Design Process to design a musical instrument (Specific

Learning Outcome: 4-3-06). At the end of the course, we concentrated on various
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assessment strategies. I think that our lessons on assessment were very well planned, and

also appreciated by the pre-service teachers. We discussed both on-going and culminating

assessment. However, we paid special attention to the performance-based assessment. To

simulate the hands-on approach to this type of assessment, the pre-service teachers were

asked to circulate among various stations, which we set-up in the laboratory. At each of

these stations they were asked to perform a different task. I also incorporated a video on

grade four performance-based assessment strategies, which has been recorded by the Fort

Gary School Division in Winnipeg.

In addition, the pre-service teachers presented at the Pre-service Teacher as a

Researcher (P-STAR) Conference. For these presentations, students were asked to assess

the Specific Leaming Outcomes of the unit of their choice based on the five Foundations

for ScientificLiteracy outlined in the elementary science curriculum guide. In other

words, they were supposed to evaluate to what extent the curricular unit reflects the five

Foundations for Scientific Literacy. In their presentations, the pre-service teachers were

asked to conduct at least one hands-on activity and state where it fits with respect to the

Foundations.

Additionally, I wanted to emphasize certain important issues in science education.

For example, I wanted the pre-service teachers to understand the principles of science

literacy for all, since it has become a strongly emphasized topic in science education. I

decided to concentrate on the language minority students. As a preparation for this class,

I asked the pre-service teachers to read an article by Spurlin (1995), entitled Making

Science Comprehensiblefor Language Minority Students. To illustrate to the pre-service
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teachers the emotional struggles experienced by the language minority students, I started

the class by talking in Polish rather than English. I gave a l5-minute lecture in Polish on

how to add and subtract in math. Although I wrote everything on the board, I could sense

that some of the pre-service teachers felt uncomfortable with the fact that they did not

understand what I was saying. i also noticed that some of them felt embarrassed when I

asked them to repeat the pronunciation of numbers or mathematical symbols, such as one,

two, three, plus, minus, etc. After, that presentation we had a discussion on multiculfural

science education in relation to the assigned article.

At the end of the first term, Irealized that most of the pre-service teachers do not

have a strong science background and hence laboratory skills and I wanted them to leam,

at least, how to use a microscope. I managed to teach them how to use compound light

microscope, dissecting microscope, and video flex camera. During that class we

concentrated on microscopic techniques. We observed several permanent microscopic

slides and learned how to prepare a wet mount using red onion epidermis and flower

pollen grains.

3.3 Looking for a Suitable Teacher

After conducting the pilot study and teaching the Elementary Science Curriculum

and Instruction I was curious to find out how the CKCM plays out in the school

classroom with respect to theNOS. Specifically, I wanted to get first hand experiencé by

being involved in the planning of the lessons and by witnessing how the lessons are being

taught. In other words, I was interested in a teacher-researcher collaborative effort in
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planning, teaching, and assessment. This time, however, I was eager to work with a

teacher who would actually incorporate the CKCM into his/ her teaching. Additionally, I

wanted to collaborate with a teacher who understands and includes aspects of the NOS

into his/her science teaching. I also preferred working with a teacher-researcher who

understands and is committed to research. I was particularly interested in finding a

teacher who is a former student of mine and who is familiar with the model, since

working with such a teacher would allow me to observe how she/he translates the NOS I

addressed in the C 8{,I class into his/her classroom practice.

Throughout December of 2002,I started looking for a suitable research partner.

I contacted six pre-service teachers of the 200112002 class. Unfortunately, they either did

not have a pennanent contract or were not assigned to teach science. Then, I decided to

contact pre-service teachers whom i taught during the 200012001 academic year hoping

that more of them are teaching by now. I contacted four individuals from that cohort.

Three of them returned either my calls or e-mails. They were all positive and open to my

project and one of them, Scott Brown þseudonym), was able to participate in my study.

He also met all of the criteria I specified in the above two paragraphs. Although, he was

not teaching science this year, he was willing to change his teaching assignments with his

teaching partner from the same school.

I decided to collaborate with only one teacher because it is a long-term, in-depth

project which requires a lot of dedication and hard work from both the teacher and

researcher. I believe that it is impossible to do such an in-dept study with rnore than one

teacher.
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3.3.1 Scott

I met with Scott and his principal, Anna Zahn þseudonym), on December 18,

2003. The purpose of this meeting was to personally talk about ethics and specifics of my

study, and to seek Anna's permission to carry out the project in her school. After that, to

learn more about Scott, I visited him twice in his school (on January 8 and on January

22,2003, See Appendix A for Schedule of events). When I first met Scott, he has been

teaching, on full time basis, for one and half years in the Red River School Division.

Thus, Scott was a beginning teacher and, as mentioned earlier, I believe that such

teachers can benefit the most from the collaboration with researchers. Furthermore,

collaboration with the beginning teacher allowed me to observe how he translates

knowledge acquired in his C &,I class into his classroom practice. Scott's school, Prairie

View School þseudonym) was located in Winnipeg's inner city. His teaching assignment

included Mathematics, Language Arts, French, and Physical Education. Before receiving

this fuli time contract, while still a student at the University of Manitoba, he was offered

a two-month substitute position in the same school division. Thus, he started working as a

teacher in May of 2001, immediately after graduating from the University of Manitoba

with a Bachelor of Education degree.

During our meetings we talked about his background, characteristics of an inner

city school, his experiences in an inner city setting, scientific literacy, and nature of

Middle Years students. I tape-recorded our conversations and then I transcribed them

verbatim. The excerpts, in italic, from our conversations are used throughout this

dissertation. These conversations with Scott further assured me that he will be a good
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research partner. He took time to talk to me and gave me detailed explanations to all of

my questions. I also found it engaging to listen to him and learn about his rich

experiences both as an individual and as a teacher. I knew him as a diligent student. But,

through our meetings, I have come to know him as a person and as an ambitious

professional. For example, Irealized that he has leadership qualities and that as a

professional he likes to be involved in various extracurricular activities. During that

school year, for instance, he was the head of the Social committee, Leadership

Committee, Technology Committee, Safe Schools Committee. He was also a member of

a Budget Committee and a Literacy Committee. In addition, he was the head of the

French Department. Furthermore, he ran Intermurals and coached basketball and floor

hockey. With his teaching partner, he did Problem Solving Challenge and ran the

Jeopardy Club.

His involvement and busy schedule indicated to me that he is not only a

leader but also a hard worker, who likes to be futly immersed in whatever he

does: '7 like to immerse myself completely in whatever I do. So I mean it is not

enoughfor me to be there just on the surface." Scott was also a"teamplayer" as

his principal, Anna, put it. He felt that it was his responsibility to be an active

staffmember.

, Scott was not always such a busy, fully imtnersed person. He mentioned that he

was a much different and rather interesting character while growing up. His "High

School years were not exactly lzis best extracurricular kind of days ". Apparently when he

was attending Junior High and High School he was arather interesting character who had
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a lot of social difficulties and behavioral problems. He admitted that he" had lot of

issues with a lot of dffit"ent people when he was in High School, violent behavior,

number of suspension and stuff. " He was also affected by " severe ADHD" and had a

hard time to focus on anything. He mentioned that he found Language Arts and Social

Studies challenging,but,for some reason, he did really well in Mathematics and

Sciences.

While at the university, Scott started becoming more of the social person. This is

when he started going out, joined different clubs and started doing matxy dffirent things.

(Teacher interview - January 8, 2003). Scott spent the first two years of university on

"finding himself a lot." Eveffiing changed during his third year when he joined Student

Council at the Faculty of Education. After the experiences in the Student Council, he

became the section representative, sat on the committee for hiring the new dean of

education and on the Faculty Council. His GPA also reflected his gradual growth: He

indicated to me:

"My grades whíle tltey were not average were not the best. I belíeve, I
mean now a lot of people would be happy with thesà. But, I mean let be
honest I am somewhat of a perfectíonist. So at the end of my first and
second year my cumulative GPA was around a three, which ís average but

þr me it was kínd of like I can do better than that. My thit'd year I was at a

four and my fourth year I was at a four point three. So, you htow
obviously, you lmow, withfinding myself and becoming more and tnore
involved I expected more of myself and I met those demands ". (Teacher
interview - January 8, 2003).
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In terms of his science background, in high school, Scott took all of the

university entrance sciences, such as: physics, chemistry, and biology. At the

university, Scott, like most other teachers in the elementary stream, completed six

credit hours in sciences. He chose geological science firstly because this course ¿s

most relevant to the elementary and middle years science qurriculum. Secondly,

he chose geological science rather than, for example, any biology, physics, or

chemistry course because in his first two years of university he was very unsure of

the direction he wanted to take and this course was recoÍtmended to him by a

friend, who had taken the course. Natalia took the same course to fulfillher

science requirement and she gave me the same reasons justifuing her choice. I

disagree with both Scott and Natalia. According to me, geological science

prepares the future teachers to teach only two units of the elementary and middle

years curriculum, which are Rocks and Minerals in grade four and Weather in

grade five. My reconunendation would be that the future teachers take a course

that explores science from the interdisciplinary view point, with an aim to foster

scientific literacy and develop critical thinking skills. Such course needs to draw

topics from biology, chemistry, geography and physics. Furthermore, these topics

must be relevant to the Manitoba elementary and middle years science

curriculum. The University of Winnipeg, for example, is taking steps to

implement a multidisciplinary science course, which is aimed at Education and,

Liberal Arts students looking for a general knowledge of science at a qualitative

level. Refer to Chapter seven, section 7 .3.1.2, for discussion of an

interdisciplinary course for developing teacher scientific literacy.
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3.3.2 Inner City School Setting

Throughout this section, I highlight the characteristics of Prairie View

School generated from my conversations with Scott and Anna, which I conducted

prior to my classroom observations. I compare Anna's and Scott's descriptions of

the school with my own perceptions of Scott's class and the school in general,

which came to my mind while being there as a researcher. From my

conversations with the teacher and the principal, I learned that the first thing that

charactenzes Prairie View as an inner city school is the socio-economic status of

the community in which it is located. Kids don't have proper clothing, they don't

have proper food. They also do not have everyday experiences typical for kids

who live in other neighborhoods. For example, Scott mentioned that"many of

them hqve never been on a car trip. "'When I was there, I did not observe lack of

proper clothing. Their wardrobe was simple and inexpensive, they did not were

brand name clothes. But, whatever they wore was appropriate for school and

sufficient for the time of the year. But, I fully agree with Scott that his students

did not have the experiences other children took for granted. For example, none of

them has ever been to the Forks, a weil-known meeting place for tourists and

Manitobans of all ages. The Forks is especially popular among young kids

because of the skating ring, water taxi, biking and cross country pathways, ice

cream, etc. Furtherïnore, Royal Dance Academy, Manitoba Theatre for Young

Children, and Manitoba Children's Museum are located right there.
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Anna, the principal, used the word - poverly - to describe her students' situation.

By poverty, Anna meant not only " lack of money " , but, also " lack of proper skills and

understandings." She explained that because of the lack of money, "many of their

students don't eat or do not hqve wann clothingfor the winter. " Because of the lack of

skills, on the other hand, "the students come to school without usual readiness skills

requíredþr each grade level." For example, younger kids often do not know their name

and address. They are not familiar with books, because they do not have them in their

homes, and nobody has ever read abook to them. They do not know how to properly

hold a pencil and how to draw with crayons.

Anna wanted to improve the situation of the young students in the community.

She believed that the best gift the staff can give their kids is the ability to read, write, and

do basic math, and everything in her school was done with this notion in mind. Her

mission then was to make sure that the students have the basics to move on in life. For

example, she developed a full day kindergarten program. In addition to the kindergarten

program, the school adapted guided reading approach, which involved the students from

the whole school. I wanted to see how it works and decided to participate in one of the

guided reading sessions with Scott's and his colleague's students. It was ran by Scott's

teaching assistant. While sitting there and listening to various students take turns and read

aloud, I realized that indeed all of the staff members are making every effort to help the

students from Prairie View Elementary suiceed in life.

Another characteristic of this school, like any other inner city school, is a very

diverse student population. Both Scott and Anna mentioned that the school has a
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significant Native population from various reserves around the province (about 60%),big

Filipino and Caucasian populations, followed by different Asian countries, such as: Laos,

China, and Vietnam. There were also sfudents from Sri Lanka, Saudi Arabia, and Sudan

attending the school. These students and their parents often did not speak English and

were considered English as a Second Langtage learners (ESL). There were seven

children in Scott's class, whose parents either did not speak English or spoke with an

accent: Nick, Emillio, Ian, Scott, Rose, Han, Matthew. However, all of those kids were

fluent in English and did not require any assistance from the ESL teacher. All of them

spoke without or maybe with a slight accent and except for Nick they did not seem

uncomfortable with the fact that they were from a minority group and that their parents

did not speak English.

Only Nick felt uncomfortable and had a hard time admitting that his parents did

not speak English. A homework assignment was to interview their parent(s) about causes

of flood. For this assignment, the students were required to take the recorder home and to

record their conversation with their parents. All of the students were very enthusiastic

about this assignment, maybe not because they were thrilled about talking to their

parents, but because they got to take the recorder and play with it at home. Nick,

however, kept on making excuses whenever I suggested that it was his turn. For the first

time, he mentioned that his parents won't be home. Then, he said that they were going

away for the weekend and finally, when I approached him for the third time, Sammy just

said: "he does not want to take it home because his parents do not speak Engl¿sl2. " Nick

responded: Yup. Then, I asked whether his older sister can do it but he said that "she is
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too busy applying her make-up, " and insinuated that he "might consider taking it some

other time. " I knew that that was it and never brought up the topic again, but, that

incident made me think about two things. Firstly, it made me think about my own family,

specifically about my relationship with my daughter. I wondered whether my daughter

will ever feel uneasy to admit that she does not speak English at home; Will she ever

pretend that she does? And How will she behave in front of her friends? Secondly, it

made me think about Nick and other kids from "immigrant" homes. For example, I was

presently surprised that Nick who spoke only Laotian at home was so fluent and eloquent

in English. Furthermore, this boy, who did not like science because it was boríng was

very strong academically and achieved great marks, obviously without any help from his

parents. He was a witty boy, always fulI of questions, always ready to fight for what he

considered fair.

This incident with Nick also proves that the school in inner city is indeed involved

in educating citizens, shaping their character, beliefs, and attitudes. I was intrigued by all

of those "immigrant" kids in Scott's classroom and often talked to him about them. Scott

told me, for example, that Nick's parents are working several jobs and are seldom at

home and that the boy spends a lot of time either at school, at his Anglophone baby

sitter's house, or friends' houses, which might explain his competence in English.

The school also has students with diverse diagnosed and non-diagnosed problems

and disabilities, such as: abnormal behavior disorder, fatal alcohol syndrome, fetal

alcohol effects, and developmental delay. To give an example, in Scott's class, there was

Shane who was a cute Aboriginal student who had ADHD. Additionally, Shane was
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emotionally disturbed and required direct supervision of the educational assistant at all

times, including transportation to and from school. He was considered violent to other

students when unsupervised. I really liked Shane and I did not consider him violent. He

always wanted to please, was very interested in our study, asked good questions, and was

always ready to participate and ask questions. Out of all of the students in this class,

Shane was the one who either answered or asked the greatest number of questions. I think

that both Scott and his educational assistant - Grace (pseudonym) showed him that he

can trust them and this helped him to show his better side. He really respected Scott and

sometimes I had a feeling that he was missing a male figure in his life and was treating

Scott as one. Shane only lived with his mother. Actually, toward the end of the school

year, Shane's behavior improved greatly. He was no longer driven to and from school.

They trusted him to walk by himself from school. But, to make sure that he does not pick

fights, he left school five minutes after everyone else and needed to call the school as

soon as he gets home.

Jane was another problematic student. She was academically delayed but, her

specific problems were not diagnosed because her mother refused to get her tested. Her

mother also did not give her permission to participate in my study. Jane was avery

immature, overly sensitive, attention-seeking girl. She constantly wanted to say

something, but it was usually irrelevant. Scott did his best to attend to her needs but,

sometimes it was impossible to assist Jane and to teach the other studerìts. Because of

Shane's and Jane's behavioral and academic problems, Scott had a teaching assistant,

who was founded by the goveffrment. Grace's job was to supervise Shane on fuIl time
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and Jane on part time basis. Thus, Grace was present in Scott's classroom at all times.

Not every teacher had a TA, but, according to Scott every teacher of the Prairie View

requires one. Grace was instrumental overseeing the daily routine. She had her eye on

everyone, not just Shane and Jane. Every morning, for example, she checked if everyone

did their homework and after lunch she always made sure that Timothy made his daily

trip to the office to get his medication. Tim had been diagnosed with severe ADHD.

However, because his mother was a single mom of three and a full time college student,

she did not always remember to give this medication to Tim who, was not able to

concentrate without it. Thus, the principal decided that it would be best to have these pills

in the office to make evetyone's life easier.

Like in any other school, I suppose, there was a whole spectrum of other students

who required extra time and attention of the teacher. There was Han, who required

weekly speech therapy and Charlene and Yolanta, who were academically belated.

Charlene was an Aboriginal student who moved to the city from the reserve at the

beginning of the school year. She was very quiet. I did not see her talking to any of the

students. Yolanta, on the other hand was very talkative, but, she was also immature for

her age and did not behave like a fifth grader. There was also Alek, who could not spell,

Joey who did not do any work, Sebastian who seldom came to school, Daniel who had

many unrelated stories to tell, and Sammy who, was very smart, but, did not bother to pay

any attention.

Like in any other school, there were hard working students who always wanted to

please everybody, including myself. For example, Emillio was very involved,
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enthusiastic and passionate about everything we did. Kristofer was obedient, always had

his homework done on time and wanted to do well at school. His dream was to become a

police officer. Kathy, who spoke French, was industries, witty, quick and good in

everything she has undertaken. Her friend Hanna shared some of those qualities. There

was also Jessica who was smart and passionate about animals. She wanted to become a

veterinarian. Dorothy seemed mature for her age and devoted to school. She was Tim's

cousin, they were very close. She was eloquent and able to articulate her thoughts clearly.

Rose, a little Filipino girl, was another smart girl. She, as Scott put it, was like a

gem in a rough. She was very strong academically, but, it was hard to notice her qualities

because of her obedience and quiet nature. In addition to being strong academically, she

was also a great artist. She really made great sketches for her group's poster and her

journal was also very impressive. Scott told me that she wanted to become an illustrator

when she grows up. But, when I asked her about her future aspirations, she told me that

she wanted to be an inventor. To accommodate the various needs of such a diverse group

of students, the school had to develop various programs and hire professionals whose

assistance is not normally required in other schools. For example, to accommodate the

needs of ESL students, the school had an ESL educational assistant who worked in

cooperation with the resource teacher. In addition, the school employed a speech therapist

to assist students with various speech problems. In Scott's class, Han, a sweet Chinese

boy, had speech therapy lessons orice a week, for two hours. He was indeed very hard to

understand. But, he was born in Canada and he was not considered ESL.
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To help the students overcome their behavioral and emotional problems, the

school modeled acceptable behavior, attitudes, and social skills. According to Scott, the

teachers needed to show their students how to behave appropriately, because "they don't

get it at home. " For example, they taught them that it's polite to say thank you and you

are welcome, or that it is rude to intemrpt while others are talking. Scott and A¡na

explained how it is being done. Consider the following comments by Scott:

"We have ensemble completely dedicated to that. We teach the shill, we
model it for them, we have students and teachers ínteracting in front of
them in a little skid to show them how it works. Like things like please and
thank you, saying hallo back when someone says hallo to 1tou. Things like
how to deal with it when you are not chosenfirstfor a team or you lcnow

ltow to, ltow to cotne and tell somebody the dffirence, of gossiping vet"ses

of, you know, telling. llhat's important to tell to the teaclter, )tou know.
Just things that the kíds aren't gettingfrom home, let you assume
sometimes that they do have, you know basic socíal skills- You lcnow, lets
talk about how you react when somebody is calling you a name verses
going on a rampage and acting violently. So, I mean there are things the
students don't have coming into here and you can't make any
assumptions. " (Teacher interview - January 8, 2003).

I was able to witness how the school models appropriate behavior during a school

ensemble where Scott and physical education teacher, Mr. Boyd þseudonum), were

trying to model the difference between telling and tattling. The message the students were

supposed to learn from the teachers' performance was that we tell when we want to help,

and we tattle when we want someone to get in trouble.

At the time of my research, A¡na was working at Prairie View School for seven

years and she was huppy about the positive changes she has observed in students. At the

beginning of her reign, she needed to spend about 80% of her day dealing with discipline

issues and when I was there she only needed to resolve discipline issues on very limited
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bases, probably once every few weeks. According to Anna, the "classrooms wer"e

completely under control, the teachet's knew what to do, and the students really loved

their school and they loved their teachers, because everybody there was fair, firm and

consistent. " She mentioned that when she first came to Prairie View, she found behavior

and attitude unacceptable and that she, together with her staff, spent countless hours on

changing the culture of the school, teaching social skills and on "drawing some lines in

terms what was acceptable and what wasn't. " To do that, she needed to change the

attitude of the whole community because, as she explained, "there seemed to be afeeling

in the community that they were calling and determining how, what behavior would be

accepted at school. " Consider the following example, which clearly illustrates her point:

"If someone would get into fistfight, if you spoke to parents about it and explained this

was not acceptable in school. They would tell you - "No, that's O.K. because I have told

them that they cøn punch whoever and whatever because they bug us and we don't like

tltatfamily".... And if so, I just said not at school."

Anna's attitude was: "if there ís a problem, it's not my problem or your problem

it's our probletn andwe work througlt it." Thatwas evident when Joey, who happened to

be in Scott's class did not return to school after lunch as he was supposed to. It was not

only Scott's or Anna's problem, but the whole school was involved in finding him and

then dealing with the issue discretely. Apparently, little Joey was easily influenced by

other sfudents and in this particular case e was encouraged by another student from Mr.

Sobolewski's class to stay in his home. As I was told later, that other student was famous

for that.
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In addition to being diverse, the population of Prairie View School is transient.

According to Scott, the Community College located across from the Prairie View School

contributed to the mobility of the community. Scott explained that the "...parents often

move downfr"om the resetnes up north to tøke a course... They sl'tow up thefirst døy of

school, because that's when the parent's stqrt. A lot of parents tend to drop and what do

they do? They turn directly back to family, they move up north and the kids are gone two

weel<s later. Those, of them that stick around leave once their parents at"e done their

program in April or May. They leave, and so they míss the last two months of school, they

go back up north to where their family rs. " (Teacher interview - January 22,2003).

Another characteristic of an inner city school is lack of parental involvement,

which is associated with poor attendance and often poor students' performance. Students

often do not come to school unless the school sends an officer to visit their homes to

further clariff the situation. A¡na suggested that they have adopted this strategy of

sending the offrcer to students' homes to let people in the community know that the

school cares about the students and to make parents responsible and accountable for their

actions. Consider Anna's remarks:

"We don't say why is it that your kid is not ín school, we say such ønd such was

not in school and are won"ied about them. You htow, are thelt at home, and are
they síck, what is wrong with thetn? ...We want to let thefamily løtow tltat we care
if their kids are not here. And secondly, I guess, to create a little bit of
accountability so that the pat'ents lorcw that somebody is going to be lmocking on

'the door if they don't, if we won't hearfrom them." (Principal interview - January

22,2003).

This approach, however, is not always ,.r""essful. Bonny, for example, has

missed more days than he has attended, despite the many efforts on Scott's part, the
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resource department, and the social workers. When I asked Scott to clarify Bonny's

situation, he explained to me that she often visited her family over the weekend and either

did not come back to start school on Monday or came back in the middle or at the end of

the week and in that case Bonny's mother did not believe that it was worthwhile to her

daughter to school.

I did not have a chance to observe the transitory character of the population, but,

parental negligence was obvious in Scott's classroom. Bonny's mother is a good example

of parental negligence. Sebastian's mother did not care either. It was Sebastian's own

responsibility to wake up early in the morning to make it to school on time. He was also

responsible for his little brother, so if the boys felt like going to school they did, and it

was entirely up to Sebastian to either take his brother along or not. Parents also did not

care much about their children's homework. Scott seldom assigned homework because

as he put it "it did not get done anyway." When he did give students homework, he had

to make sure that it was done during the last period of the school day.

Despite of all, Anna was happy with her accomplishments. According to Anna,

her greatest accomplishment was being able to transform the school from being "out of

control" to being "in control, " where the "kids love to corne, the parents love to send the

kids and the stafflikes to be". Her greatest challenge, however, was trying to "deal witlt

irrqtional situations in a rational way". She gave the following example to illustrate her

point:

"Tltere is a gentleman who líves over across the street. And, he is a
senior, he doesn't ltave any children, but one of the things he keeps trying
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to do is to lure kids into his home with candies from our playground. And,
so, tltat is dfficult. When we tríed to explain to him that we are trying to
teach children that, you know, that ís not appropriate behavior. He said
that he will do whatever he wants, and he justfelt that that was ridiculous
that, you htow, we were trying to train the children to not to go to
strangers' hotnes. " (Principal Interview - January 22,2003).

3.3.4 Ethical Considerations

In Decemb er of 2002I met with Scott and Anna, his principal, for the first time,

to discuss the study in more detail. For that meeting, I prepared a first version of the

letters and consent forms, which I intended to distribute to the students,

parents/guardians, teacher, principal, and superintendent. After reading the letters, Scott

recommended that I clariff that students' personal and medical records will not be

accessible to me atany point of the study. He also volunteered to send the letters to

student's homes, once I have them approved by the University of Manitoba Ethics

Committee. My research was approved by the Ethics Committee in February of 2003 and

after that I started gathering written consents of all parties involved in the study.

To get parenlguardian approval, on March 26,2003, Scott asked every child to

take the letter and consent form home and return it on the next day of classes (see

Appendix B for the copy of this letter and consent form) . In the letter, I explained the

purpose, significance and child's involvement in the study. In addition, the parents were

informed that I would like to analyze written work done by their child, such as: science

notebook, and science assignments and tests. Through this letter parents /guardians were

also informed that participation in my study was voluntary and that only those students
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who receive parental permission and give written consent themselves would be audio-

andlor video-taped, or their work wouldbe analyzed. Except for two, all of the students'

parents/guardians gave their children written permission to participate in my study.

To recruit student volunteers, on March 27 ,2003 I visited Scott's grade five class

to explain the purpose, significance, and their involvement in my project. At that time, I

also answered students' questions. Then, I asked the students to read the letter, and if

willing to take part in the study, sign consent form, and return them to their teacher on the

next day of classes (see Appendix B for the copy of this letter and consent form). 411 of

the students signed the consent forms at my presence and retumed the forms to me at the

end of our meeting.

I also received written consent from the teacher, principal, and the superintendent

(copies of these consent forms could be found in Appendix B).

3.4 Methodology

In this subsection, I describe the research design and data collection techniques

and analytical procedures. I also describe Scott's and my collaborative effort of planning

and teaching the unit on Weather.

3.4.L Research Design

This study is of qualitative nature, which Strauss and Cobrin (1990, p.17) define

as "any kind of research that produces findings not arrived at by means of statistical

procedures or other means of quantification." It is a process that results in conclusion
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derived from data gathered by a variety of means, such as observations, interviews,

documents, videotapes, researcher's personal reflections. According to many authors

qualitative studies could be charactenzedby the following features: l) They are field

focused and rely on self as a research instrument;2) T\ey are descriptive, interpretative

in character and rely on the use of expressive language and the presence of voice in the

text; 3) They consist of data which are analyzed inductively (Bogdan &Blklen,19921,

Janesick, 2004; Strauss & Cobrin, 1990).

The researcher is the key instrument in qualitative studies because researchers

enter and spend considerable amount of time in schools, like in the case or my study,

neighborhoods or other locations. Sometimes the researchers use video equipment and

other recording devices and_sometimes they go to the field unarmed. In both cases,

however, the data collected are supplemented by researcher's understanding gained by

being on location.

The data collected are in the form of words or pictures, rather than numbers, and

have a descriptive character (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992).In collecting these descriptive

data, qualitative researchers approach the world with an assumption that nothing is trivial,

that everything has a potential of being a clue that might lead to a more comprehensive

understanding of what is being studied. Bogdan and Biklen (1992) explain that in

qualitative studies nothing is taken as given and no statement is unimportant.

Furthermore, qualitative researchers do not go to the field to prove or disprove

their hypotheses. They develop their theories about what they have been studying after
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spending some time at the field. The big picture takes shape after being there and putting

all of the emerging parts together. The process of data analysis is like a funnel, which

means that things are widely open at the beginning (at the top of the funnel) and more

directed and specific at the bottom. This systematic, inductively derived method is

known as grounded theory (Strauss and Corbin, 1990).

Valerie Janesick (2004) in Stretching Exercises for Qualitative Researclzeru uses

dance as a metaphor for qualitative research design. In her book, the concept of stretching

implies that one is moving from a static point to an active one. In other words, one is

moving beyond the point at which he/she now stands, not by memorizing formulae, but

by relying on his/her intuition. Janesick explains that, just as the dancer must stretch the

body and mind to begin what eventually becomes the dance, qualitative researcher must

use various techniques to collect and analyze data. Like a dancer, the qualitative

researcher must train the mind, the eye, and the soul together. The researcher must use

the mind to ask relevant questions during interviews; the eye to be a careful observer; and

the soul to interpret data. Janesick also writes that by starting qualitative project a

researcher automatically begins a labour-intensive and challenging journey This journey

is similar to a journey of a dancer from warm-up and initial stretches to backbends,

headstands, and other postures that involve the body and mind. Furthermore, a researcher,

just like a dancer, must be fine-tuned at seeing (observation), hearing (interview), writing

(researcher refl ective journal), and conceptualizing.

The researcher, as the only research instrument, is dealing with lived experiences

and must posses the ability to use all the senses, such as sight, hearing, touch, smell, and
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taste to complete the four cycles (Janesick, 2004). Furthermore, after living in the field

with participants over time, the researcher also uses the sixth sense, an intuitive sense, to

understand certain behaviors or situations that emerged from observing or interviewing.

3.4.2 D ata Collection Techniques

Sandra Mathison (1988) in the article entitled Why triangulate? addresses the

issue of validity in qualitative studies. She explains that "good research practice obligates

the researcher to triangulate to enhance the validity of research findings" þ.13). As

suggested by Mathison and many other qualitative researchers (Bogdan & Taylor, 1998

Janesick, 2004; Strauss & Corbin, 1990;Wolcott, 1998; among others),I collected

multiple sources of data, which is referred to as triangulation. My data collection

followed the three primary fieldwork strategies, such as experiencing, enquiring and

examining, known as the three Es (Wolcott, 1998, p.19).

Table 3.2 Data collection techniques (the three Es).

Experiencing Enouirins Examinins

Through observation and.
Field notes

1 .participant ob servations
2. field notes associated
with participant
observations

When the researcher asks:

l. interviews

Using and making records:

1. students' written work
2. maps
3. audio-and video-tapes
4. field notes
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Classroom Ob servations

In this study I was an active participant observer. According to Spradley (1980)

participant observations are undertaken with two purposes in mind: 1) to observe the

activities, people, and physical aspects of situation, and2) to engage in activities that are

appropriate to a given situation that provide useful information. In line with Spradley's

recoÍtmendations, as a participant observer, I purposefully looked for opportunities to

actively participate in various tasks, and I made sure that students saw me as an active

participant.

All classroom interactions, (both large group and small group) were video- andlor

audio-taped. The video camera was directed at the whole class and a recorder was placed

on every group's bench. Subsequently, I transcribed all electronic recordings verbatim.

These transcripts also include comments about the students, teacher(s), school, as well as

my interpretations, hunches, preconceptions, and comments for future inquiry. Hence,

my transcripts consist of descriptive information and personal comments, which are

designated as O.C. for observer's comments (Taylor & Bogdan, 1998).

Interviews

Three times in the duration of the study, I conducted in-depth interviews with

individual students to understand their developmental understandings of science. All

interviews with the students took place at school in a small room next to'the library. The

questions I asked were related to the material studied in class. For example, can you tell

me how, according to your opinion, scientists conduct scientific inquiries.
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I also planned to conduct formal interviews with Scott for his meaning making of

the development of scientific literacy in his classroom. But, it was hard for him to find a

longer period of time to sit down with me and answer all of my questions. Thus, I always

carried ataperecorder with me and captured every conversation we had throughout the

time I spent at his school. Most of our conversations happened either before the science

class, during breaks, or sometimes after school.

All formal interviews with the students were audio-taped, and subsequently

transcribed verbatim. Then, the transcripts were color coded to generate themes.

Students' Written Work

Students' written work, such as: science notebook, homework, assignments, and

tests were collected, photocopied, and then returned to the students.

Maps and Photoeraphs

I took photographs of each group of students, with the weather instrument they

designed, posing in front of the weather bulletin board. I also drew a map of Scott's

classroom.

3.4.3 Data Analysis

1) Field notes recorded after every class were coded and themes v¿ere generated. Like in

my earlier study, I generated patterns and meanings from the collected data by color

coding (Taylor & Bogdan, 1998).
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2) Interview transcripts were color coded and themes were generated. The field notes

contained the following information:

a) An outline of topics discussed in each interview to help me keep track of the

topics.

b) List of emerging themes, interpretations, hunches, striking gestures, and non-

verbal expressions, which I will consider as essential for future analysis.

3) Students' written work was analyzed and color coded to establish themes.

4) Maps and photographs served as a reflective tool to recall episodes such as, the traffic

flow in a classroom, teacher's interactions with the students and other staff members, and

individual student's interactions with the teacher and with the other students, student

faces, etc (Taylor & Bogdan, 1998).

3.4.4 Validity and Reliability

Descriptive validity refers to accuracy with which the researcher is able to report

factual data. In other words, it is concerned with things that can be observed by the

researcher.

Interpretative validity refers to accuracy with which the researcher interprets data.

It is related to accuracy of the interpretations with regard to the participants' intentions,

beliefs, and attitudes. In other words, it is concerned with the subjective meanings of the

events and behaviors of individuals. It relates to those things that carrnot be observed, but,
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can only be interpreted. In my research, to give accurate account of the events that I

observed and to demystify the research process I use ordinary language that does not

distance the reader from what I have experienced (Janesick,2004).

Theoretical validity is concerned with an explanation as well as a description and

interpretation of an account (Janesick, 2004).

Interpretative validity refers to being concerned with the subjective meanings of

the objects, events and behaviors of individuals. It is concerned with those things that

cannot be observed. It is concerned with the accuracy of the interpretations made by the

researcher with regard to the participants' intentions, beliefs, attitudes, and evaluations

(Janesick, 2004).

3.4.5 Unit Planning Phase

Just as dancers who need every step of their performance to be carefully

choreographed, Janesick (200a) believes, that qualitative researchers should likewise

engage in careful planning of every step of their projects. Prior to the planning of the unit,

I dissected the curriculum, based on the similarity of the specific leaming outcomes, into

three phases entitled: l) Wetatlter Forecasts: Dffirent Ways of Predicting and Measuring

Weather, 2) Properties of Air and Clouds, 3) Weather and Climate (SfSÐ. Scott and i

took 4 sessions, total of 28 hours to choreograph the lessons within the unit on Weather.

Our planning started with a "warm up session" on March lI, 2003, followed by an

intense, 3-day session from March 30 to April 2,2003, which coincided with Scott's

spring break. During the first sitting, we generally brain stormed what kind of lessons
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could be done within the unit. We did not, however, write any lesson plans or make any

final decisions as to how to address any of the specific learning outcomes. The second

session was very productive and during this session we managed to write the lesson plans

and homework assignments for the two above-mentioned components. We also planned

the frled trip and talked about the quests that we would like to invite to our classroom.

The last component was planned after we started teaching. Session # 3 took place on

Apnl 21, followed by session # 4 onMay 4, 9, and 13. Planning of the last component

took place in Scott's school, usually during breaks. See Appendix A for detailed calendar

of the planning sesslons.

The primary mode of work between me and Scott was conversation. We were

learni¡rg through talking with each other. While planning the weather unit, we also talked

about the physical set-up of the classroom and the resources that will be beneficial for

both the students and the teacher. Scott took care of all those things. When I arrived on

the first day, his classroom was totally rearranged. It must have been intriguing to the

students to see so many changes. For example, Scott striped everything off one of the

boards for the students to, later on, record their daily weather measurements. On the side

of the room, there were two tables, where Scott placed weather related books. The

individual desks were organized into big tables for each goup to sit around. There was a

red duo tang placed on the desk of each of the students, where they were clipping all

science related materials. ;
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3.4.6Teaching Phase

Table 3.3 lists the Specific Learning Outcomes (SPO), with their descriptions, as

well as the titles, lengths, and dates of the corresponding lessons. Note, that the last

column of the table matches selective lessons with the pertinent phases of the CKCM.

The phases of the model are bolded. The Specific Leaming Outcomes, in the first

column, are listed in the chronological sequence as they were taught. As seen in this

table, there are several lessons that do not have a coffesponding Specific Learning

Outcomes from the curriculum (see steps 5,6,7, and26 in the last column). Although,

these lessons do not have direct connections with the curriculum, we felt that it was

necessary to include them in our investigations for legitimate reasons. For example, the

necessity for the lesson in step five (see it in the last column) emerged from the

exploration activity in the first phase of the model. Specifically, a few students responded

to our exploration question, which was: How people predict and measure weather? that

people use thermometers or other instruments to measure weather. In line with the

CKCM, these ideas should be included in the Constructing and Negotiating phase of the

model. Hence, we included three lessons where the students had a chance to leam how to

use a thermometer, barometer, anemometer, weather wane, and rain gauge (see step 5 in

the last column of the table). Secondly, because students' parents took part in the

Exploring and Categonzingphase, and because they also believed that people use various

instruments to measure weather, we felt that it was necessary to elaborate on it in class.

Thirdly, the curriculum does not require the students to learn how to use any of the

weather instruments. However, it does require that the students use instruments to
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measure weather over a period of time. It also requires the students to use the design process

to construct a weather i¡strument. Furthermore, it requires the students to identiff and describe

components of public weather reports forma variety of sources. In turn, the components

of the public weather report are temperature; relative humidity; wind speed and

directions; wind chill; barometric pressure; humidex; cloud cover' ultraviolet index;

warrn and cold fronts; amount, types, and probability of precipitation. Because of the

above-mentioned curricular requirements we decided that it would be beneficial for the

sfudents to leam how these instruments look like and how they are used to meaningfully

construct knowledge.

Table 3.3 A Sequence of the Specific Learning Outcomes and Corresponding
Lessons on Weather.

Specific Learning
Outcome and Number

Outcome Description Lesson(s) Titte(s)

Phase I

We.ather Forecasts:
Different Ways of

Predicting and Measuring
Weather

5-4- l0 Investigate various ways
of predicting weather, and
evaluate their usefu l¡ess.

Examples: weather-related
sayings, traditional knowledge,
folk knowledge, observations of
the natural environment. . .

1. Students' ideas on how people
predict and measure weather (1

lesson; April 7, 2003) -
Exploring and Categorizing
phase of the CKCM.

2. Vy'eather -related sayings (l
lesson; April 14, 2003) -
Constructing and Negotiating
phase of the CKCM.

3. Plant, animal, and sþ folklore
(l lesson; April I5,2003) -
Constructins and Negotiating
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phase of the CKCM.

4. Aboriginal wisdom (1 lesson;

Aoril 15. 2003).
5. Learning how to use a

thermometer, barometer,
anemometer, weather wane, and

rain gauge (3 lessons; April 8-10,
2003) - Constructing and
Negotiating phase of the
CKCM.
6. Water cycle (l lesson; April
I l, 200s).
7. Lives of: Beaufort and

Celsius - integrating Science with
Language Arts (2 lessons;

scattered over several days).

5-4-12 Describe examples of
technological advances that have
enabled humans to deepen their
scientific understanding of
weather and improve the
accuracy of weather predictions.

Examples: satellites collect data
that scientists analyze to increase
understanding of global weather
pattems; computerized models
predict weather...

8. Preparation for the field trip to
the Envi¡onment Ca¡ada Weather
Office (2 lessons; April 16, 2003)
Constructing and Negotiating
phase of the CKCM.

9. Field trip to Environment
Canada Weather Office (half a
day ; about 4 lessons; April 17,

2003) - Constructing and
Negotiating phase of the
CKCM.

10. In-class summary
technological advances that have
enabled humans to deepen their
scientific understanding of
weather ald improve the
accuracy of weather predictions
(1 class: April 21. 2003).

5-4-05 Use the design process to
construct a weather instrument.

Examples: an instrument that
measures wind direction, wind
speed, rainfall...

11. How to build my weather
instrument? Research (2 lessons;
April23, 2003) - Translating
and Extending (design process)
phase of the CKCM. Ì

12. Building weather i¡struments
(2 lessons; Apn|24,2003) -
Translating and Extending
(design process) phase of the
CKCM.
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13. History behind Stevenson's
screen and building Stevenson's
screen - after school activiry (1
lesson; Apnl24,2003) -
Translating and Extending
(design process) phase ofthe
CKCM.

14. Weather instrument brochure

- integrating Science with
Language Arts (1 class; April 25,
2003) - Translating and
Extending (design process)
phase of the CKCM.

5-4-06 Observe and measure
local weather conditions over a

period of time.

* done over two weeks

Using student-constructed or
standard instruments, ald record,
andanalyze these data.

I5. Mechanics of measuring
weather using our instruments (l
lesson; April 25, 2003).

5-4-07 Identify and describe
components of public weather
reports forma variety of sources.

x done over two weeks

Include: temperature; relative
humidity; wind speed and

directions; wind chill; barometric
pressure; humidex; cloud cover'
ultraviolet index; warm and cold
fronts; amount. types. and
probability of precipitation.

16. Mecha¡ics of reading weathe¡
reports using Environment
Canada web site (1 lesson; April
28,2003).

17. Presentation by the TV
weather anchor (l lesson; April
2s.2003)..

Phase 2

Properties of Air ønd
Clouds

5-4-03 Describe properties of air. Include: has mass/weight and
volume; expands to fill a space,

expands and rises when heated;
contracts and sinks when cooled;
exerts pressure; moves from areas

ofhigh pressure to areas oflow
pressure.

18. Students'ideas on air (l
lesson; April 28, 2003) -
Exploring and Categorizing
phase of the CKCM.

19. Properties of ak (2lessons;
Aoril29. 2003).

5-4-04 Recognize that warm and
cold air masses are important
components of weather, and
describe what happens when
these air masses meet along a

front.

Include: in a cold front the cold
air mass slides under a warm air
mass, pushing the warm air
upwards; in a warm front the
warm moist ai¡ slides up over a

cold air mass.

20. Cold and warm air masses (l
lesson; May l, 2003) -
Constructing and Negotiating
phase of the CKCM.

5-4-l I Contrast the accuracy of
short and long-term weather
forecasts, and discuss possible
reasons for the discrepancies.

Include: long-term forecasts may
not be accurate as weather is a
complex natural phenomenon that
science is not yet able to predict
accurately.

21. Long vs. short-term weather
forecasts (1 lesson; May 2,2003)
- Constructing and Negotiating
phase of the CKCM.
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5-4-14 Explain how clouds form

5-4-15 Identifu and describe
common cloud formations.

Relate cloud formation and
precipitation to the water cycle.

Include: cumulus. cim¡s. stratus.

22. Cloud formation and cloud
fypes (l lesson; Ìl;4ay 2,2003).

23. Station-to- station test (l
lesson; May 5, 2003) -
Reflecting and Assessing phase

of the CKCM.
Phase 3

Weather and Climate
(STSE)

5 -4- | 6 Differentiate between
weather and climate.

Include: weather includes the
atrnospheric conditions existing at
a particular time and place;
climate describes the long-term
weather trend of a particular
region.

24. Students' ideas on ciimate (l
lesson; }l4ay 6,2003) -
Exploring and Categorizing
phase of the CKCM.

25. Weather vs. climate (l lesson;
Ìll4ay 7,2003) - Constructing
and Negotiating phase of the
CKCM.

5-4-17 ldentify factors that
influence weather and climate in
Manitoba and across Canada, and

describe their impacts.

Examples: jet stream, proximity
to water, elevation, chinook...

2T.Facfors affecting weather and

climate (l lesson, May 9, 2003).

26. Accuracy of our weather
instruments (1 lesson; 05.12. 03)

5-4-09 Provide examples of
severe weather forecasts, ald
describe preparations for ensuring
personal safety durìng severe

weather and related natural
disasters.

Examples : tornado, thunderstorm,
blízzard, extreme wind chill,
flood, forest fire...

28. Students' ideas on flood
formation (1 lesson; lll{.ay 12,
2003) - Exploring and
Categorizing phase of the
CKCM.

29. How do floods form? (1

lesson; May 13, 2003) -
Constructing and Negotiating
phase of the CKCM.

30. How to stay safe in case of
flood situation (1 lesson; May 14,

2003) - Translating and
Extending (STSE) phase of the
CKCM.

31. Educating the school
community Translating and
Extending (STSE) phase of the
CKCM:
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a) poster (2 lessons; May 15,

2003)

b) letter (1 lesson: Mav 16. 2003)

5-4-02 Describes how weather
conditions may affect the
activities of humans and other
animals.

Examples: heavy rainfall may
cause roads to wash out; stormy
conditions may prevent a space

shuttle launching; in excessive
heat, cattle may produce less

milk...

32. How did the flood of 1997

affected our lives? (homeworþ -
Translating and Extending
(STSE) phase of the CKCM.

33. Written Test (1 lesson; May
20, 2003 ) - Reflecting and
Assessins ohase of the CKCM.

It took 6 weeks, about 44 lessons to teach and assess the Specific Learning

Outcomes listed in Table 3.3. Like always, during the teaching of the unit, Scott was

accommodating and flexible. For example, I was concerned that we might not have

enough time to finish the unit. Scott, however, was prepared to move periods around and

"borrow time" from French, Language Arts, and recess. Even before we started teaching

the unit, he insinuated that this was "an option" and that he"did not have a problem

doing that. " According to him the only subjects that "could not be touched" were the

two-hour guided reading sessions, because both his and his colleague's students

participated in them.

There were several occasions where we indeed needed to move periods around or

to borrow a little bit of time to finish Science. However, the time that was borrowed from

the other subjects did not affect therealization of the other subjects' curricula. Scott

actually finished teaching ali subjects earlier, and he had enough time to review the

material and prepare the students for the divisional exams. Scott was honest with the
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students and always "paid them back" for the borrowed time. Furtherrnore, the pay back

was usually worthwhile for the students. Consider the following example; "Because

Mrs. Biernacka is here and we want to finish something beþre we move on for the week,

I am going to ask you guys, if it is o.k. with you, to work tlzrough recess ...and if we do a

good job, I am going to take us outside þr the last period today. Is that o.k. with you? "

I was an active participant in all of the school's events. I was always there with

my equipment. If not in the classroom, I was in the library either interviewing the

students or transcribing the interviews. I think that i was able to actively participate in all

of the school's endeavors largely because of Scott' attitude toward this project. His

approach set the stage for me and helped me connect with the students. For example,

Scott always used a plural form while talking to the students about science. He used to

say; "Mrs. Biernacka and I would be teaching you about weatlter" or "Mt's. Biernacka

and I are intet'ested to see what you are thinking about what we do so again you have

permission to write and dt'aw to tts." He also made the students believe that because of

my presence at the school, their classes are more interesting and certain things are

happening only because of my research. For instance, when I brought thermometers from

the university, Scott emphasized that "Mrs. Biernacka was so nice to lent those

thennometers to you so we catt do our experiments today."

I.am sure that because of Scott's attitude towards me and.his constant efforts to

include me in his class, I became trustworthy in the eyes of the students and they were

open to share their work and stories with me. The students treated lne as if I were one of

their teachers. They asked my permission to leave the classroom, asked me questions
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related to their school work, showed me their homework, and they were happy to see me

entering the school through the "day care door". I, on the other hand, complemented their

work, listened to their stories, and sometimes stayed with them after class to help them

with their homework.

I felt that I not only became part of Scott's class but that I also became a big part

of the school community. The other sfudents, especially these from the other grade five

class, must have heard about me from Scott's students. One girl said to me'. "I lonw you,

you are that weather personfi"om Mn Brown's class. Are you coming to our class after

you are done with them ? " I also felt welcome by the principal and other teachers.

Whenever Ama, the principal, saw me in the school she asked about my progress. She

was very supportive and, from the very beginning, saw the project as an opportunity for

the students and for Scott. When I met with her for the first time, to seek her "blessing"

she mentioned that it was: " ... a great opportunity for the students, a great opportunity

for Scott. " Once the project was in full swing, she embraced all of our ideas. For

example, she allowed the students to use the intercom, on daily basis, to make weather

reports, gave us permission to go on the field trip, and supported the guest speakers.

I also think that because of my dedicated involvement in the project, I managed to

sincerely engage Grace, Scott's teaching assistant, in our classroom endeavors. For

example, during the design process of the weather instrurnents, she offered that she and

her husband, who is a carpenter, can build a professional Stevenson's screen to house the

thermometer. She saw this screen in one of my books. She also recommended that after

the study is over, the screen could be placed in the school's play ground as a reminder of
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our study. As promised, Grace's husband donated the wood and pre-measured and precut

all of the pieces for us. Grace brought the pieces to school and pained them with a group

ofstudents, who volunteered to do it during recess. She also brought the cordless screw

driver and nails to assemble it together. We all stayed after class to put the screen

together, and the students really enjoyed the process.

Although, the study was intense, the students seemed to enjoy the material. At the

end of the unit they gave me a laminated poster, where every student expressed their

gratitude and wished me luck in my studies.

3"5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, I have related a story about my experiences as an educator and

researcher prior to conducting the final research project. The chapter outlines that as an

educator, I learned how to design a solid science curriculum and instruction course. And,

as a researcher, I learned what it takes to design and conduct a qualitative resàrch study,

which leads to meaningful data. Furthermore, through all of those experiences, I realized

what the needs of the pre-service and consequently novice teachers are with respect to

their preparation to teach science after they graduate with their degree from the Faculty of

Education.

I also described the.setting where the study was situated, and I introduced the

teacher as a person, professional in an inner city school, and research partner. To

describe the inner city school setting, I described and presented excerpts from my

conversations with the teacher and the school principal, which I compared them with my
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own observations. To introduce the teacher, I analyzed excerpts of our interviews, casual

conversations, and my field notes. I also described the techniques I used to coilect and

analyze data. FurtheÍnore, I presented the events of the pre-instructional and

instructional phases of this study, and I outlined the teacher-researcher collaboration in

each of the two phases.
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Chapter 4

Conversations with Scott about Science Literacy

4.1 Introduction

The study of scientific literacy and enabling school students becoming

scientifically literate caught my interest. After some years of reading about science

literacy, I thought, "It is time to study the concept in a school classroom setting." So, I

decided to collaborate with Scott, a former student of mine. Before I launched into this

collaborative project, I was curious to know Scott's views on scientific literacy, primarily

to find out whether there would be any changes in his views as the study progressed.

Hence, the following three questions pertaining to scientific literacy were put forward to

Scott:

1) Wat do you think scientific literacy is? Or whom do you consider to be a

s c i entifi c al Iy I i ter a t e s tudent?

2) Why is it important to develop scientific literacyT

3) How do you think that the unit on Weather can help the students acltieve

scienti"fìc literacy?

In my attempt to understand Scott's view on scientific literacy, I generated themes

by systematically analyzingthe interview transcripts. Each theme begins with a brief

discussion, followed by an interview excerpt providing supporting evidence. In each

excerpt, the verbal expressions characterizing scientific literacy are highlighted in bold
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letters. I ensured that the meanings as well as the interpretations of the verbal expressions

are delineated. Wherever possible, the interpretations are comected to the literature.

4.2 Scott's Views of Scientific Literacy

A focus of this chapter is to understand Scott's views of scientific literacy.

According to the Conversation Excerpt # 4.1 (below), Scott seems to distinguish the

following three characteristics in a scientifically literate student:

1) A definite interest in the subject area

2) The vocabulary to support understanding

3) A willingness to explore, and apply information to another setting

Each of these characteristics is discussed in more detail in the sub-sections

following the conversation excerpt:

Convers ation Exc erpt # 4. I : Teaclter-Res earcher Convers ation

Beata: I want to lcnow what you think about scientific literacy. What would you
say about a scientifically literate student?

Scott: Ok, well, a scientífically literate student would have to have a lot of
dffirent characteristics in orderfor me to claim that they are
scientifically literate. First of all, they have to have a dejíníte interest in
the subject area. I don't lcnow if it's possibleþr people to be literate in
any area wíthout expressing an interest. Second of all, they definitely have

the vocsbuløry to support whatever you know, like they have to have that
vocabulary to be considered literate. I lqtow that in the curriculum guide
thefirst outcome on almost evety cluster is the vocabulary for that cluster.

After that there's definitely a willingness to explore that. Thís

chøracterizes scíentifically literate students. Noticing the dffirence
between a student tltat will tøke tlte information thøt is presented to them
and apply ít itt ønotlter setting versus a student who sintply øbsorbs the
ínformøtion ønd does not apply that in øny way. Now, I mean, the

research in education will show us, and research in learníng shows us that
when you take the knowledge øcquired in tlte øcquiring phase, and you
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use ít in the applying phøse of every typìcal lesson pløn, that retention of
the knowledge ß a lot hígher. So it is thqt applicøtìon of the lcnowledge

that they acquire within scientific learning, that's what characterizes thetn

as a scientifically literate student. (Teacher - Researcher Conversation,
January 22,2003).

4.2.1 Student Interest in the Subject Area

It is futile to expect the students to become scientifically literate, if they lack

interest in the subject, says Scott. Without the ardent interest and probing minds of men

and women in the past, science wouldn't have advanced to the present stage. Darwin's

keen interest in natural science, and the years he spent delving into the origin of species

resulted in his Theory of Evolution, and his book, On the Origin of the Species in 1859

(Levine & Miller, 2000). The aspect of " interest" as a key element in scientific literacy is

also noted in the curriculum (Manitoba Education and Training, 2000). Evidently, an

interest in learning science unlocks the doors of imagination, creativity and curiosity, as

well as develops a proper attitude towards science (Carin & Bass, 2}}L;Ebenezer &

Connor, 1998; Martin, Sexton & Gerlovich; Tolman (2002). Tolman (2002)for example,

claims that interested minds with a yen to solve problems are responsible for the great

scientific advances of today. If interest is not developed in the student's formative years,

this will impede their life-long learning (Carin & Bass, 2001' Sunal & Sz)rmanski-Sunal,

2003). Thus, based on various sources that support the significance of a person's interest

in science in developing scientific literacy, one can agree with,Scott in that developing

students' interest in science actually leads to a proper attitude towards science.
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4.2.2The Vocabulary to Support What One Knows

Vocabulary development is another vital aspect in building scientific literacy,

believes Scott, agreeing with Bruner's statement (1986) that learners should learn the

symbolic system of science to be part of the scientific culfure. Being fluent in the

language of science enables them to confidently interact with others, and participate in

scientific reasoning and arguments at ease. Attaining scientific literacy involves learning

to talk and argue in the language of science (Lemke, 1990).

Well, the question is, "How are the teachers facilitating such participation in a

class setting?" The Manitoba Curriculum Framework of Outcome encourages the usage

of appropriate vocabulary in scientific investigations (Manitoba Education and Training,

2000.) Nevertheless, the teachers tend to misread the curriculum, and thus get the

students to define the scientific terms listed in the curricular unit, ahead of getting into

any investigations. For example, in my pilot study, the teacher asked the students to

define a list of words given in the curriculum guide in the unit on Forces and Structures.

During her first lesson on this unit, she provided the students with a list of words and

requested them to write down, the definition of each word in their notebook. This kind of

approach is claimed to be one of the most traditional practices developed over the past

century (Barton & Young, 2000). 
L

When pre-service, and novice teachers are asked to teach, they often choose to

define the words first, and then ask the students to classifu the substances according to
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the definitions. Ebenezer and Connor (1998) point out that when asked to teach a model

lesson, the elementary pre-service teachers often preferred to start with the definitions. in

their book, Learníng to Teach Science: Model for the Twenty-first Century, they provide

an example, where a pre-service teacher started a unit on light, by first defining the terms,

" transpareît," " translucent" aÍrd" opaque," to the class, and then presenting them an

activity, where the students are expected to classify the materials based on definitions.

Because of such practice, one can assume that when Scott talks about the importance of

vocabulary, he means- defining the scientific terms before they do any investigations.

This inference is clearly supported with my interactions with Scott. Note what he says,

when I asked him how he taught the unit on Weather earlier.

Convers ation Excerp t # 4. 2 : Teacher-Res earcher Convers ation

Beata: How did you teach this unit before?

Scott: Uh, ooh, it'd be pretty long to sit here, and think about exactly

everything that I did.

Beata: Just give me afew sentences.

Scott: Well, I'd have to say that I størted with u trødìtionøl approøch of
vocabulary, and you lcnow the step-by-step approach. By the end of it, I
found myself getting bored with it, and wondering wlry the students would
evet'wanxt to learn it. And so I took a different approach to it where I try to
think up fun and exciting ways of Ìnspiring the students to really search
their minds for what they htew, and apply that to what we were doing ...
(Teacher-Res earcher Convers ati on, January 22, 2003).

Here, Scott refers to vocabulary teaching as a traditional approach. His statement

indicates, he is aware of alternative ways of teaching too. Further, Scott admits to the fact

that the traditional method could be boring, and as such will not be conducive for the
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students to learn science with much interest. In the following Conversation Excerpt # 4.3,

Scott describes in detail, a different way of teaching, which is similar to what the

contemporary science educator promotes.

Convers qtion Exc erpt # 4. 3 : Teacher- Res earcher C onvers ation

...1 don't lcnow if I told you about a unit we were studying; I guess tlze air
pressure, which is part of the weqther unit. And we had different sized bottles, and
we took a balloon, and we inverted it ínto the neck of the bofile, and they had to
blow this balloon up. You and I lcnow that because the air has nowllere to go,
when they blow on it, it's not going to inflate at all, it's thefoct that air has
volume. Air has properties, and it's the properties of aír piece of the weather
unit. So wlten these students were hying to blow it up, they thought that it was
hilarious that the smallest student in the class, that had the bíggest bottle, could
blow it up effortlessly, while evetyone else wqs turning red in theface. And there
was a hole, I punched a pea-sized hole in the bottom, nobody noticed it at all, and
then we sturted hypothesízing about, what it is about "slte cøn blow harder,"
ønd we started recording the dffirent ideas. And then I said "Ok, now let's look
at the ideas and say, let's say whøt is logicøl ønd what's not." And the kids
themselves deduced, from you htow, "she can't blow harder than him, look at the
size of him. He's got huge lungs" "Ok let's get rid of that." And we did the
process of eliminøtion ønd deduction, and the kids were so into it, and it's
somethíng that wíll stick with them. They will remetnber that. It's somethíng thøt
they can build whøt they know onto it And at the end, we mqde the connection,
that air have property, or air has volume, it's that's a property of air. It takes up
space, oh you, "well of course it takes up þace," and you htow by the end of that
lesson we had them all, I didn't even, you htow usually you sqy you've got a
science journal or something. The kids had theír scíence journøl out, ønd they
were drøwing diøgrams of, and I didn't request iL They just wanted to draw the
picture of it. And so, and, and that to me wqs you lcnow, something, it was a way
of taking sciencef'om tlte "ok, Iet's build a weather vane" to a dffirent level,
that they're going to understønd and apply in tlzeir everyday life. (Teacher-
Researcher Conversation, January 22, 2003).

In the above excerpt, Scott points out to a type of a lesson in science that does not

begin with definitions. Here, he talks about a class he taught during his practicum, where

he allowed the students to participate in an activity on the properties of air. The aim was

to allow the students to observe and learn the properties of air, such as: air occupies a
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space and it has a certain volume. In this activity, Scott had three students of different

heights (tall, medium, and short) blowing air into balloons, which were inserted into the

necks of three transparent bottles of different sizes. The shortest student was given the

biggest bottle, while the tallest one had the smallest bottle. In addition, Scott pinched a

small hole at the bottom of the biggest bottle, used by the shortest of the three students.

He explains that, at the beginning of the activity, the students had a lot of fun seeing the

smallest girl being able to easily inflate the balloon and outperform the tallest boy. He

also observed that the activity sparked students' interest, to find out why this tall boy

"with huge lungs" was unable to inflate the balloon. Driven by curiosity, the students

then proceeded with the "process of elimination and deduction" to understand the

purpose of the, this approach helped the students to conclude that air has volume and the

demonstration. Consequently, this approach helped the student to learn that the air has

volume and it occupies space.

Although, Scott realizes that the students do not learn by merely defining the

unknown vocabulary, he, too seems to have fallen into the trap of providing the list of

definition in advance. One may come to surmise the following reasons for that.

Probably, Scott has learned science in a similar manner, like many other teachers. And,

he is probably misreading the curriculum. In my view, the teachers tend to misread the

curriculum, because the First Specific Learning Outcome, in every science unit in the

Manitoba Curriculum Framework of Outcomes, reads that "students will use appropnate

vocabulary...." in their investigations. For example, in the unit on Weather, the

curriculum states, " the students will use appropriate vocabulary related to their
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investigations of weather" (Manitoba Education and Training, 2000,p.3.20).

Furthermore, the curriculum provides a specific list of vocabulary, consisting the

following words- weather, properties, volume, pressure, air masses, fronts, weather

instrument, severe weather, forecast, accuracy, water cycle, climate, terms related to

public weather reports, and cloud formations. A curriculum presented that way could be

misleading and easily misinterpreted. How can anyone know, what was in the Manitoba

curriculum developers' mind, when they wrote such a statement? Probably, they expected

the teachers to have their students learn the definitions, before they use them in any

investigations. This is why, it is crucial that the science teacher educators clearly define

such statements in their methods courses, and provide justifiable pedagogical meanings

for the teachers.

Following is another conversation I had with Scott regarding the vocabulary

approach. It took place on the first day of our planning, when we debated about how, and

from which Specific Learning Outoonae to start the unit. Our conversation revolved

around the question: When should we introduce the vocabulary?

Convers ation Exc erpt # 4. 4 : Teacher- Res earcher C onvers ation

Scott: We're not going to intt"oduce ideas about weather?

Beata: No.

Scott: Okay.

Beata: That will come out after.
Scott: Alright, good.

Beata Were did you start beþre? Didn't you start here?

Scott: Wlten I did my prøcticum- I started there too. I did - actually what I used
to do was we used to as part of like a - just almost like an activating
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activity, I guess you could say, what we did was we would creøte a title
pøge and on the back of the title page we would create our own
dictionøty, so you would have an "A" section, a "B " section and so on
and so forth, so - and then when - once we got ínto the unit we would go
back and add vocabuløry words -

Beata: We can do that, we can do that too, but see that's agaínst everything she

teaches, if we startfrom the vocabulary. Like it should come -

Scott: No, no, it's not a - let's put all the vocabulary ín thefront, it's - we make
ø page where we can go back and record it so thatfor the purposes of you
know testing or whatever the case may be at the end, they can go back
and review evetything we've I earned. (Teacher-Researcher Conversation,
March.1l,2003).

In the earlier two conversations (Conversation Excerpts # 4.2 and # 4.3), Scott

mentions that from his past experiences, he has come to realize that the students do not

favor the traditional approach of memorizing the vocabulary and there are other ways of

teaching and learning. However, as seen in the above excerpt, Scott looks surprised

when he is told that we are not going to introduce the ideas about the weather, right at the

beginning of the unit. Seeing Scott's reaction, I reassure him that it "will come later," and

inquire, how he usually began the unit in the past. At this point, he recalls his practice

teaching, and tells me that, he often started with the introduction of ideas by creating a

title page and a dictionary of related words at the back of the page. Since, I consider this

introductory activity as an escape mechanism, and totally against such approach, I

confront him by telling, "this is against everything she teaches," referring to my science

teacher educator who originated the Common Knowledge Construction Model. Thus, I

argue the point based on the "expert opinion" (Walton, 1997). Scott, however, defends

his position by arguing that students should create a vocabulary list, for the sake of tests
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and later reviewing. His argument indicates that the tests Scott gives require the students

to remember all the vocabulary they have studied during the entire unit.

4.2.3 Willingness to Explore and Apply Information to Another Setting

Scott's third characteristic of the scientific literacy is the willingness to explore,

and apply the knowledge to another setting, rather than simply absorb the information.

Scott thinks that the ability to apply information is the striking characteristic of a

scientifically literate student. I claim this, because toward the end of the unit, I asked him

if he thinks that our students developed scientific literacy. And he replied that they did,

because the students were able to " apply the acquired knowledge to their everyday

lives," as he expected. However, I presume that the scale of application Scott has in

mind, is not as grand as the one advocated by others in the foregoing paragraphs.

Consider the following conversation:

Conversation Excetpt # 4. 5 : Teacher-Researcher Conversatíon

Beata: You talked about exploratory nature of a student, can you elaborate on
that?

Scott: Yep, for sure. The exploratory nature of students, I believe in fact that
students naturølly ínquìre and that's a big plus for kids. Because you
htow, the younger you are the more your brain wants to lcnow. And as we,
øs we get older ønd older sometimes we lose thøt sense of curiosity that
takes us to the next step. And wíth regards to science thought, I mean, you
see, even in my situation where not a lot of kids warxt to take homework
home, but outside if sornething cøtches theír ínterest, ah, particularly in
science, they wønt to explore it that much furtlter, and tltey take it past,
what we're doing in the classroom. Uh, þr example, there's ríght now,
we're studying changes in matter, and propet'ties and changes in matter.
And one of these students saw the experiment that we did with vinegar and
tlte baking soda, and right øway he took, he asked me if lte could take
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home one of my books that has the experiment listed so he could try it at
home with his parents, and that they could build a volcano with it, and this
is compleîely separatefr"om anything else, but it's thøt explorøtory nature
where they wønt to tøke whøt they've seen ín class and apply it
somewhere else. That's what I mean by exploratory nature. (Teacher-
Researcher Conversation, January 22, 2003).

In this excerpt, Scott talks about the exploratory nature of young students. He

claims that these students possess the natural ability to explore and are usually very

inquisitive. Once their interest in science is sparked, these students, equipped with

information, would embark on exploration to apply their acquired knowledge, he adds.

Scott provides an example, where one student who got so inspired by the experiment they

did with vinegar and baking soda in the class, he borrowed one of Scott's books, with the

listed experiment, to build a volcano with his parents at his house. That is a perfect

demonstration of what happens, when the student's interest is ignited, explains Scott.

Once captivated, the students, equipped with information, enthusiastically venture into

discoveries to apply their acquired knowledge, acclaims Scott.

In the Conversation Excerpt # 4.1, Scott explains that a student who "simply

absorbs the information, and does not apply that in any way" can not be considered as

scientifically literate. In this example (see Conversation Excerpt # 4.1), Scott makes

references to a "learning cycle," which is a one of the methods for planning lessons,

teaching, and learning (Marek & Cavallo, 1997). Depending on the author, the leaming

cycle consists of either three (exploration, concept invention, and application) or four

(exploration, explanation, expansion, evaluation) phases. Marek and Cavallo (1997),1or

example, recommend the latter, 4-E cycle.
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Regardless, of the number of phases, the cycle should culminate with students'

ability to discover new applications for the information that they have acquired.

Accordingly, Scott claims that scientifically literate students have the ability to translate

the knowledge that they have acquired in the acquiring phase of the lesson and use it in

the applying phase of the lesson. Thus, he narrows the application of knowledge to

different phases of the same lesson. He does not seem to associate that application with

making connections on a larger societal and environmental scale. He also states that,

according to research in education and learning, such ability leads to greater retention of

knowledge.

4.3 The Importance of Developing Scientific Literacy

Because of the reform documents' emphasis on the development of scientifically

literate citizens, I wanted to get Scott's opinion on this issue. Before we began teaching

the unit, I asked him about the significance of scientific literacy for the middle-year

students. Consider the following conversation:

Conversation Excerpt # 4.6: Teacher- Reseørclter Conversation

Beata: I would like to htow about why it is important to develop scíentific literacy
in middle years?

Scott: Hntm, that's a good question. Um, I think that a big part of developing
scientific literacy or the importance of it is because, so much of whøt
students will encounter in the future revolves øround scientffic literøcy.
As students get older theír subject at"eas become ntore and more scientific.
Even looking ãt, uh, myself going to university tltere is a science to
education. There is ø science to languøge ørts. There is a science behind
evetything, and wlzen thelt salt there is a science, it means there, tltere is a,

ø wøy of tltinking øbout it, a way of breakíng it dowtt and cltørøcterizing
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everything. Uh, ø wøy of exploring it and piecing ìt together. Like in the
real world, people that you encounter høve developed structure whatever
it is that you are going to be doing scientifically. In a particular way,

students have to be readyfor thaL They have to htow how decode and
how to reød into those sítuatíons, and how to be preparedfor those, and
ltow to behave in those situatíons. (Teacher-Researcher Conversation,
January 22,2003).

Here, Scott associates science with a specific way of thinking.Later on, in another

conversation, he calls it a scientific way of thinking. This scientific way of thinking

involves "breaking it down," "characterizing everything," and "exploring it and piecing

it together." He claims that students need to cultivate this way of thinking, so that in the

future, it will help them "decode and read into certain situations and how to pr"pur" *d

behave in those situations." For Carl Sagan (1993), the notion "science is a way of

thinking" refers to a process of finding about the universe. The quality of the knowledge

about the universe is linked to the quality of the process used to generate such

knowledge. I wanted to get a clearer picture, a more detailed explanation for this

scientific way of thinking. So, I asked Scott to elaborate on his statement. Consider the

following excerpt:

Convers ation Excøpt # 4. 7 : Teacher- Res earcher Convers ation

Beata: So you said that everything revolves around science.

Scott: Mhmm, yep.

Beata: And, you also said that there ís a science to evetything, there is a science
to language øt'ts, there is a science to computers and there ís science to
everything else. Wat do you mean by this scíentific way of thinking?

Scott: For sure, science ís definitely a wøy of thinking. Um, there, there are, um,

now, I mean, granted this all my opinion, um, íf I ltad science, uh,

scientific research on lrcw to substantiate tlùs, ult, it might be a little bit
tnore, uh, you htow, it might be a líttle bit more concrete. But, um, in my
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opiníon, there are definite, um, tltere are definíte different wøys of
thínking. Um, even though sometimes we ask, um, sometimes we ask our
students to think in dffirent ways, and to learn in dffirent ways, I think
that there ß definitely ø dffirence in the wuy you think when you're,
when you're looking at something scientifically.

Beata: Wry?

Scott: (Laughs) I knew the question was coming, and I, and I wasn't sure what I
was going to say.

Beata: Wat is that way of thinking?

Scott: It's hard to chørøcterize. And I, I don't know, you might hnow, høs
ønybody reølly chørøcterized that? Líke høs anybody concretely,
characterized that ín researclt? (Teacher-Researcher Conversation,
January 22,2003).

Scott reiterates in so many words that science is a way of thinking, and that the

scientific way of thinking is quite different from the kind of thinking involved in other

subjects. Nonetheless, he struggles to articulate what he means by "science is a way of

thinking." His statements are studded with many "ums" and "uhs." He tends to laugh,

and answer my question in a fairly general term. He says that scientific way of thinking is

hard to charactenze. He also admits that "he doesn't know", but claims, that I, as a

researcher, might know how to define it. He also wonders, "If anybody has really

characlenzed that?" I do not give up, though, because I really want to get a more detailed

answer. So, I ask him to explain something that he mentioned earlier (see Conversation

Excetpt # 4.6) that "there is science to Language Arts."

Convers ation Excerpt # 4. 8 : Teacher- Res earcher Convers ation

Beata: Ok, so let me go back one step, then.

Scott: Mmhnun.

Beata: Ult, there is, you said there is a science to language arts.

Scott: Mmlurun.
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Beata: Elaborate on this.

Scott: Ok, um, the science to language arts would be um, um, it's tough to, it's
tough to go back and characterize it, but when we look at the way some
students learn, you look back at it and science is concrete, is it step-by-
step. And in language arts, a lot of things are sbstrøct, ønd not concrete.
Um, but the way that we present the information to the students, to øllow
them to leørn it, ís not always abstrøcL Now students will have to,

students will have to leat'n, um, in an abstract way but, for the most part,
everything that we're given is concrete. Um, to a certain extent, I mean,

when you get to university things størt becoming a linle bit more
øbstrsct. But there øre ø lot of things thøt are concrete, and ít's those
cottct'ete things thøt we build upon, to understønd the ubstrøct.

Beata: Ok, so is that scientific way of thinking?

Scott: Mmhmm...

Beata: Step-by-step thinking?

Scott: Yeah, I, I think there's a lol to be said about scientffic process, a step-by-
step. Um, you, I, I mean I can think all the way back to when I wøs uh,
when I wøs a kid. There were certøín procedures to follow, to do a
science project. There was your hypothesis, there was your procedures,
there wøs your materíøls, there was step-by-step-by-step. And, your
conclusions, or results, øt the end Then, you go back ønd visít your
lrypothesís and did we prove or dísprove our hypothesís. And so it's very
logicøl and very step-by-step when we think about science. Um, now, I
know there are abstract concepts ín science, líke it's not a one-wøy
street. It's, science is not completely characterized by concrete, but just as

in language at"ts, there is abstract ønd concrete, in science there's
øbstract und concrete. So I think that, I thínk it is something that we see,

in a lot more areas, um, tltan we really realize. (Teacher-Researcher
Conversation, January 22, 2003).

Scott clarifies that science is more concrete in comparison to Language Arts.

What he means is that science has a certain process that helps the students to understand

the abstract concepts. It is more of a step-by-step process of analyzing the world. He also

for the most part, is concrete andsays that the information given to the students at school,

only later, " once you get to the university, things start becoming a little bit more

abstract." Tracing back to his early childhood years, he tells how science was presented
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in a step-by-step method throughout his school years. He remembers that there were

certain procedures to be followed when doing a science project, and that these procedures

included hypothesis, procedures, materials, results, and conclusions. One could assume

the following two things from his statement.

Firstly, it seems that throughout his science career, he was taught to associate

science with laboratory procedures. He does not seem to realizethat many scientists use

non-experimental techniques to advance their knowledge. For example, astronomy is

based on extensive observation, rather than experimentation. Copernicus changed our

view of the solar system by his mere observational evidences. Like many eminent

researchers, Darwin kept a journal to record all his extensive observations. He hardly

spent his time performing laboratory experiments. Neither did Jane Goodall and Diana

Fossey in their primate studies.

Secondly, Scott remembers that this so called "scientific method," was presented

to him during his school years (Levine & Miller, 2000). However, I wanted to know,

whether he is aware of different methods used by scientists, other than the step-by-step

scientific method he mentioned. So, I asked him about it in the following conversation.

C onvers ation Excøpt # 4. 9 : Teacher- Res earcher Convers ation

Beata: Is every scientist using tlte same method then? :

Scott: That would be a generality. I could, couldn't make that generalization
obviously, becøuse, I mean, there may be some scientists that choose other
wdys, but I tlùnkfor tlze most part, I mean, I tltink most of us work in tltat
way. I nxean, how do I, how do I look at, I mean; I consider teaching to be

a science. I consider what most people do to be a scíentíst. Because, when
you get down to it, we have a certain way of approaching things that is a
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step-by-step manner. I may need to teach these students how to read, and
that's the ultimate goal, but I have a step-by-step process that I use to get
there. I may have to write report cards and that's a goal, but I have a step-
by-step process that I use to get there. Our processes may vary, greatly
sometimes, but I still believe that, you htow, people always follow a
process of some sort, of some way or another. (Teacher-Researcher

Conversation, January 22, 2003).

According to Scott, the step- by- step method is the mainly method used by most

scientists. His response suggests that he doesn't recognize the fact, that different

techniques are being used in various fields of science and that it is almost impossible to

use the step-by-step method in certain fields like astronomy, paleontology, or

meteorology. McComas (1996) states that the notion of "the cornmon series of steps is

followed by all research scientists must be among the most pervasive myths of science"

(p. 11). McComas (1996) further states that, contrary to this coÍrmon belief, scientists

approach science and solve problems mostly utilizing their imagination, creativity,

perseverance and prior knowledge. Furthermore, he explains that the scientific

knowledge is gained in a "variety of ways including observation, analysis, speculation,

library investigation and experimentation" (p.15). He also urges the reader to realize that

scientific investigation is no different from solving apuzzle in any other human

endeavors.

In the above Conversatíon Excerp| Scott says, that "Most of us work in that

way." Also, he points out that this method can be translated to other areas. For example,

he says, that he considers teaching to be a science, because teachers have a certain way of

approaching things in a step-by-step manner, regardless of whether they teach reading,

writing, or write report cards. Here Scott doesn't seem to share the views of McComas
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(1996) by not taking into account, imagination and creativity used by most problem

solvers. Methodical process is what Scott has in mind, when it comes to completing a

task. Scott strongly believes that being able to analyze things by the step-by-step method

would prepare Middle Years students for the future. According to him, the students need

to adopt a certain way of thinking and follow a definite process, regardless of what they

study in the future.

In the next excerpt, I continue my conversation with Scott about the importance of

scientific literacy to students:

Convers ation Exc etpt # 4. I 0 : Teacher- Res earclter Convers ation

Beata: Ok. So then going back afew steps, when I asked you why it is important to

develop scientffic literacy in míddle years, you said " that it is important
because everything the kids will encounter later on, is science." Why else it is
importanÍ?

Scott: Wry else would it be important? Well, um, how do you mean? Like I think, I
think, that's probøbly the tlting that's of greatest importance. The biggest
reason that they need to, that they need to be prepared or scíentíficølly
literate, and not just the vocabulary, but that the need to explore, the way of
thínkíng, the step by step thinking, the uh, and the iust beíng prepøred to
learn in thøt føshion, or for themselves to be organized ín that fashion for
when they become ødults, ønd they start going into the work pløce or to
universily ønd they may ltave the need to creste ønd accomplish. You lcnow,

they're going to need processes by which to þllow. So I don't, I don't lcnow,

like I mean, that's sort ofwhat I was getting at, I don't lcnow tf I, I answered it
enough, but I mean líke that, that one concept though sort of branches ìnto
everything that they're going to be doing in the future, I guess, so. (Teacher-

Researcher Conversation, January 22, 2003).
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In this excerpt, Scott once again emphasizes the importance of the step-by-step

manner of thinking. To me, this method sounds almost like a survival skill for the

students to master, in order to'succeed in their future endeavors. Scott fails to consider

the steps outlined by Pearson (1937) as well as what he has already mentioned in the

Conversation Excetpt 4.8. According to him, a logical process of thinking is what the

students need to develop in order to succeed in their worþlace, university, and

"everything they're going to be doing in the future." His reasoning resonates with that of

Rutherford and Ahlgren (1990) who claim that scientific mind can help people to

sensibly deal with the problems, which they encounter in their day to day life.

4.3.1 Portraying Appropriate Image of Scientists

I was curious to know what kind of mental picture Scott has of a scientist. Hence,

during my second interview with him, even before we started planning the unit, I asked

him about it. The following conversation reveals Scott's perception of a scientist.

Conversation Excerpt # 4. I I: Teacher-Researcher Conversation

Beata: Reseat"ch shows that ín Middle Years students, start to isolate themselves

f'om science. That certain populations start to isolate themselves fi'om
science, because of the typical, stereotypical view of a scíentist. Did you
notice that?

Scott: I don't notice is so much lzere, because we try and get a dffirent image of
what science is, and I think thøt we have to do our best to buíld ø

dffirent imøge of whøt science ís. Um, now let's be honest, I meøn you
and I grew up ín an era where in the mediø, in movies, in books, and
comics, um, scientists or, kids were into science, had ø stigma. They were,
they, tlrcy were um; they were characterized as being loser', the, the not
cool bunch. The anti-ltigh school quarterback, the people who wore
glasses and a pocket protector and ø løb coat all day long. And they were
depicted, but Íhey were depícted tltat way. Um, in, in, our" um, youth when
we grew up. And um, and I think that tltere's a"fair atnount of that that still
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exist today in the media, but here in school, I don't see the students in
this classroom, making thøt connectíon. Um, and, the reasonfor it is
because when we teach science, we try and teach ít more as a life skill,
ønd more as something that you cøn get your hønds into, and become
ínterested in. It's not something thøt the "losers" are good øt in here.
The "cool kíds' in here øre great science leørners. And we're trying to;
we're trying to endorse that. Um, now as the students move up, um, now
this is grade 4/5, as they go into middle school, that stigma, that
stereotype, may um, may, I guess evolve a líttle bit, or may be a little
stronger, as you go in. You lcnow, like if you're good a chemistry, you
lmow, like "well, I don't want to be near you" and that kind of thing. Um,

and there's a lot to be said about the streaming that goes on, particularly
in uh, our division. Um, anybody who is um, who is very strong, um, we
send to the ACE program. Uh, did I speak to this last tíme? Tltere's,
tltere's streatning that happens fi'om ourfives to, so as they move on to the
middle schools, they, anyone who's vety strong in math, language arts,
scíence, evetything across the boørd, would go to tlze ACE program,
which is an, an accelerated learning program, and everybody who's not
would go into the other progr'øm. Now, I think the positive thing about that
is that everybody who ís in the ACE program, will retnain in tlze ACE
program throughout their míddle years, um, and I think that the peer
groups, and the relationships thøt they form ín there wíll sort of combøt
thøt stereotype, about, you lvtow, they, they won't feel that they're being
ostracized or outcast because they are, you løtow, ínto science, and they
like it, and they're good at it. Um, wltereas the other group, it would be

interestíng to see that. Um, I can't speak to it personally, cuz I haven't
taught at that level of science, so I, I'd be interested to see the results of
that. (T eacher -Researcher Conversation, January 22, 2003).

This prior-teaching conversation reassured me that Scott is not going to portray

the stereotypical image of a scientist in his classroom. This conversation is just a preview

of the image Scott modeled through out his teaching. I have given a detail picture of it in

Chapter five. Obviously,

from.books, movies and

Scott must have acquired this stereotypical image of a scientist

television. However, he seems determined to build a different

image in his classroom. "We have to do our best to build a different image of what

science is," he affirms, meaning that whoever is involved in the education of young

people must strive to dispel the media's portrayal of the stereotypical scientist. He also
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claims that he has already started endorsing that in his classroom, and as a result, his

students do not see a scientist as someone who "wears glasses and a pocket protector and

a lab coat all day long." In Scott's classroom the "cool kids" are the great science great

science learners and they are the ones who will be the "future university science majors."

Scott believes, such a positive approach towards science is made possible, because of the

following two reasons.

Firstly, he and his colleagues strive to develop an interest in the subject, and teach

science as a life skill with hands on experience. Secondly, the school supports "these

great science learners" by placing them in the accelerated program (ACE program),

where they, not only thrive academically, but also develop the comradeship with the

peers, which would help them to eradicate the typical stereotypical image. If this is true,

many students from Prairie View School have a chance to choose science as a career

because they are given a chance to see it as an exciting pursuit. Sheila Tobias in her book,

They're Not Dumb, They're Dffirent (1990), argues that many capable students who

have a need for creative outlet tend to eliminate science from their future plans because

of the way it is taught. However, this does not seem to be the case in Scott's school.

4.4 Contributions of a Weather Unit for Developing Scientific Literacy

I asked Scott, how the unit on Weather could help the students to achieve

scientific literâcy. Consider the following conversation:
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Convers ation Excerpt # 4. I 2 : Teacher- Res earc her Convers ation

Beqta: So we will be teaching a unít on Weather. How do you think this unit can
help students in achieving scientific literacy?

Scott: I particularly like the unit on Weather because it's something that is always
ønd issue. Um, you walk into a rootn of people that you lorcw, and thefirst
topíc of conversøtion is the weather. " Boy, cold enough for you out
there? Geez, I haven't seen thís much rain in years!" or thefirst topic of
conversation it's always the weather. And I don't lçnow why, I, I can't
really say why, I don't lçnow. Butfor some reason, the temperatare, the
weøther, o.ur surroundings øre alwøys the topìc of conversøtion ønd for
that reøson I think it's somethíng will get right into. I, I'm, I was so
happy to see, um, during my students teaching, when I first looked at the
curriculums that weather was a part of the grade 5 curriculum, because, I,
I thínk ít's just fabalous that the kids øre able to, study somethíng that
influences their líves, their everyday lives, so closely. I think that, and,
and as før øs, you know developíng the scientific literøcy goes, I don't
think there, we could have picked anything that, uh, that the kids, could
build on that would be better. Um, like I mean one thing that we lmow
about, uh, øbout leørníng ítself, is, um, that kids build on prior
knowledge right? It's the common knowledge constructíon modeL They
tøke what they know ølready, ønd they assocÍøte, ønd they connect, ønd
they leørn, ønd they øssociøte, connect ønd learn. They build that
schema, they you lcnow, and you know we pr"ovide certain scaffildingfor
them while they're doing that and when we remove the scaffolding, we're
hoping that it's built strong enough that it remaíns. Um, now the weather
unit is something thøt they høve ø lot of PK on, they've got ø lot of prior
knowledge ín thøt øreø, uh, ønd so I think thøt it's a greøt way to, foster
that literacy, tlrc exploratory phase. Kids have a tough time getting into,
ønd exploring, øndfully understanding somethíng that they've never
seen before. You lmow research shows us that. Um, now there's something
to be said about curiosíty, uh, you htow they, the kids you know, it can
spørk their interest, but if they've never, if, if ít's something completely
unreløted thøt they've never seen or heard of beþre, it's, ít's tough for
them to tøke it to thøt next leveL Whereas f they've got something, that
tltey've, that they've got something to build on, uh even if it's just "how
cold is it outside today? " "Olx I'll tell you, it was really cold" "Ok, well
let's look at how we measure cold and ltot" And, and that's something to
buíld on. Um, did I answer that in a roundabout sort of way?

Scott says that he is fascinated by the fact we chose the unit on Weather as a tool

to develop scientific literacy. Because, weather has always been a favorite topic for
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conversation, he seems to like this particular unit. And, he was well pleased to see the

unit as apart of the grade 5 curriculum. He thinks that the kids will greatly enjoy as well

as benefit, if they are allowed to study something that closely influences their everyday

lives. Furtherrnore, he thinks, the unit will allow the teachers to build on the students'

prior knowledge, enhance their interest, and thus help them learn the material. At this

point, he recalls the CKCM and envisions how to employ the model into the unit on

Weather. He says that the students "take what they know already, and they associate, and

they connect, and they learn, and they associate, connect and learn." He also adds that the

"exploratory phase is a great way to foster that literacy." I, however, would like to know

more about "that literacy". So, I try asking him again. But, this time, I tend to be more

specific. Consider the following conversation:

C o nvers ation Excerpt # 4. I 3 : Teacher- Res earcher Convers ation

Beata: Mmhmtn, mmhmm. So you are saying that tlte unit on Weather is
something related to their everyday lives, if they're scientifically literate,
what would they be øble to do after we have taught that unit?

Scott: Scientifically literate person, or scientffically literate wíth respect to
weather? Um, by the end of the unit I think that they should have, um, f
think that sometíme we place a little bit too much emphasis, on cet'tain
aspects of the curriculum- We, we emphasize more tltat a y:ou lorcw, that a
student should know ønd understønd, ø børometer ønd be øble to cíte
thst ít's measured in Kilopascøls ønd you lcnow, and when we, when, like
I mean, we ltave to do thøt sort of thing because other things are just to
dfficult to meøsure in øn assessment wøy, where we have to provide a
percentøge. Um, so.we do have to do that hind assessment, andwe do
have to do those kind of activities. But a scientifically literate student with
respect to weather, I would say is somebody who could cürty on a
conversøtíon wítlt you, regarding the weather, uh, and, and htow the,
know ønd meaning.f"Ay use the vocøbuløry thøt's been used throughout
the unít to descríbe what's going on, or wltat they would like to see, or,
or to put it into other conturt So I think that a, a scientífically literate
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student, with respect to weather, would have to be able to do that,
othet-wise, you l*tow, othet-wise what would be the point to having the
student learnt he information? I mean they could, they could know thøt ø
barometer is used to meøsure uh, atmospheric pressure, they could know
thøt it's, uh, that you meøsure it in kilopascøls, but you know, tf you
don't say to them you know, or if they cøn't use thøt in some sort of wøy,
íf they can't øpply it ín some sort of way, then whøt's the point to them
learning it?

In this excerpt, Scott first evaluates the curriculum. He points out, that the

curriculum's emphasis on certain aspects, like what the students should know and

understand, do not necessarily make them literate. He explains, however, why the

teachers follow the curriculum, and teach about barometer and Kilopascals in this unit.

The reason behind this approach is that, it is too difficult to assess the other things on

tests. According to Scott, in the unit of weather, a scientifically literate student is not

someone, who knows that the barometric pressure is measured in Kilopascals. Instead, it

is someone "who could carry on a conversation about weather, and meaningfully make

use of the vocabulary learned through out the unit." In other words, it is the mastery of

the language in a conversation, and the ability to translate the acquired knowledge into

other concepts, which qualifies the student to be literate. Thus, Scott rationalizes,that

there is no point in learning anything, if the students cannot apply the information in

some sort of way.

In this conversation, Scott repeats what he had said much earlier (see

Conversation Excerpt # 4.1) to the question I asked about the characteristic of a

scientifically literate student, in general. He once again stressed the importance of

appropriate vocabulary to converse, and the ability to apply the information in related
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contexts. He affirms that the student's interest in the topic, coupled with his extensive

prior knowledge would provide a profitable fertile ground for any scientific literacy

development (see Conversation Excerpt # 4.12).

4.5 Summary

This chapter entails Scott's views of scientific literacy. From my conversation

with him, both, earlier, and during his teaching of the unit on Weather, three

characteristics emerged as significantly important. They are: a definite interest in the

subject, the vocabulary to support the student's knowledge, and willingness to explore

and apply the information to another setting. All would agree with Scott's view that an

interest in the subject is a defining factor in developing the students' scientific literacy.

History recalls, how great scientific discoveries occurred as a result of one's keen interest

in a specific subject. Usually, the topic, which a scientist or a team of scientists chooses

to study, makes the difference. Since research involves a great amount of time and

intellectual stamina, a deep interest in topic is essential to perform a remarkable job. A

lethargic scientist will never end up in great discoveries. Likewise, a bored student will

rarely become literate in any subject, unless he or she is motivated to take an interest in

the subject. In this case, without an interest in science, a student is not going to develop

the three notions of literacy: "what", "how", and "why" of science, which I introduced in

the first chapter of this thesis.
I

Like Bruner (1986) and Lernke (1990), Scott emphasizes the significance of the

vocabulary, in order to confidently participate in any scientific reasoning, argurnents, and
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decision-makings. However, from our conversation, I infer that Scott places too much

emphasis on learning the language of science. Also, like many teachers, he seems to

misread the curriculum. Manitoba Cuticulum Framework of Outcomes recommends the

use of appropriate vocabulary in investigations (Manitoba Education and Training, 2000).

This statement does not mean, however, that the students are expected to memonze the

words in the curricular unit before hand. Scott's perception explains two issues in

science education. Firstly, the strong emphasis on vocabulary as the only approach

prevents many students from pursuing science in the future, because it does not present

science as an intellectually stimulating discipline (Peters and Gega, 2002). Secondly, this

approach can also, become a barrier in a science classroom, where not all students share a

strong command of the language. This is especially true in many North American, inner

city schools, which are filled with students from immigrant, non-English speaking

families (Hammond,200I; Hewson, Kahle, Scantlebury, & Davies,2001).

The last characteristic of a scientifically literate student, according to Scott, is the

willingness to explore and apply knowledge to other contexts. However, the scale of the

application, which Scott presents, is not as grand as the one proposed by policy makers,

scientists, and science educators, who advocate making connections among science,

technology, society, and environment at large. Scott, on the other hand, narrows the scale

down, to the ability of finding new applications to what have been learned in class. In

other words, policy makers, scientists, and science educators associate such application of

science, with a very popular trend in science education, known as STSE education. Scott,

on the other hand, sees this scientific application, within the frame of the learning cycle.
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Also, Scott and I talked about the importance of scientific literacy for Middle

Years students. He views science as a way of thinking and strongly believes that it is

important for the students to become scientifically literate to succeed in their future

activities. According to Scott, science as a way of thinking, involves a step- by- step

logical process that leads to the completion of specific tasks. He persists in saying that

most scientists follow the same step-by-step process known as the scientific method,

which has been around since it was proposed by Karl Pearson, in 1937.I argue, however,

that this method is mostly applicable to those, who conduct laboratory experiments for

their investigations (McComas, 1996).

Although Scott believes that the laboratory methodology is the approach taken by

most scientists, he has a totally different perception of a scientists. He does not view a

scientist, as someone carrying out experiment in the laboratory with a stack of esoteric

equipments (Howe, 2002.) He knows that this is a stereotypical image, and he even urges

people involved in the science education of young children, to "do their best to build a

different image of what science is", as he does it in his grade five classroom.

We also discussed about how the unit on Weather plays a part in the development

of scientific literacy in young children. According to Scott, in regards to the unit of

Weather, a scientifically literate student displays two striking characteristics; Firstly, the

student is eloquent in the vocabulary, to carry out meaningful conversations on the

subject of weather, Secondly, the student has the ability to apply his or her acquired

knowledge to any other contexts." Otherwise, there is no point in learning anlrthing,"

says Scott.
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Chapter 5

Scott Developing Scientific Literacy in a Unit on'Weather

5.1 Introduction

In Chapter four, I discussed Scott's views on science literacy. Specifically, I

presented Scott's ideas of a scientifically literate student and how he values scientific

literacy for middle years' students. From the interviews I had with Scott, I inferred that

he sees the following three striking characters in a scientifically literate student: a keen

interest in the subject, an eloquent vocabulary building in the language of science, and

willingness to explore and apply the learned facts to another setting. it was clearly

evident that Scott strongly believed in the importance of scientific literacy for the Middle

Years students to benefit future endeavors. As well, Irealizedthat he was determined to

eliminate the stereotype image of a scientist and present a contemporary type instead.

In this chapter, I describe the views of Scott, conceming scientists and scientific

literacy and how they became evident in his teaching of the unit on Weather, using the

CKCM. I concentrate on the first three phases of the model. For the Exploring and

Categorizing phase, I present his approach of collecting the ideas of students' and their

parents on predicting and measuring the weather. My comparisons of their views are

recorded in Table 5.3 and 5.4 and they are discussed in more detail in the paragraphs

following each of these two tables. I have also included a few representative student-

parent interviews. In those interviews, worthwhile expressions are highlighted, in bold
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letters, and interpreted below the interviews. The transcript of an entire student-parent

dialogue is located in Appendix C of this thesis.

For the Constructing and Negotiating phase, I have presented several

representative lessons that best reflect the NOS leading to the development of scientific

literacy of the students. Whenever possible, I have provided the interview or a

conversation excerpt. And within each excerpt, I have highlighted pertinent expressions

in bold letters and given their interpretation just below each excerpt.

For the Translating and Extending phase, I describe how Scott and his students

apply science into a larger societal context. In other words, I point out how they make

connections among science, technology, society, and environment (STSE). In Scott's

classroom, these connections were made in two stages, which involved construction of a

weather instrument and a study of floods, an important societal and environmental issue

in Manitoba and other parts of the world.

5.2 Exploring and Categorizing Students' Ideas

The authors of the CKCM provide good guidelines for exploring children's

conceptual ideas. They recommend the teachers to choose a simple, but related activity,

and provide a conducive environment where everyone's ideas are respected, and

sufficient time is given to understand their conceptions. They emphasize choosing

activities that must reflect the key concepts of the unit. Keeping their reconìmendation in

mind, we started our investigations on exploring students' ideas about the weather. We

chose a demonstration that marked the beginning of the first component of our
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investigations entitled, Weather Forecasts: Different Ways of Predicting and Measuring

Weather (see Table 3.3, in Chapter three for the Specific Learning Outcomes and

corresponding lessons in this component.) At the beginning, we showed a short video

clip, which featured a TV weather anchor, standing in front of a weather map, and

explaining the upcoming weather. To find out the students' thoughts on the prediction

and measuring of weather, Scott asked the students to write down their answer for the

following two questions: 1) How do you think people predict weather? 2) How do you

think people measure weather? He requests them to support their answers with drawings

and reasoning. While the students got down to answer their questions, Scott walked

around the class clarifying some of their questions. Once they completed answering the

questions, he gave them an opportunity to share their ideas with the rest of the class.

Meanwhile, he wrote down their ideas on the board. He made sure not to judge their

understandings. Following is the conversation between Scott and the students during the

exploration activity:

Conversation Excerpt # 5.1: CIøss Conversation

Scott: now is let's start off with our ídeas about how we believe that people
predict the weather. I'm gonna write thetn all down here on the poster so
tlzat we can get a nice big collection about what our classroom lcnows

about predicting weatlter. Okay, yes Jane give me one.

Jane: That they think øbout íL

Scott: Okay so they think about, so tliey think about. Okay well they tlúnk øbout
weøther now, weather whøt it's going to be like, or weather in the pasL

Student: Itt llze past.

Scott: Okay, tltey think about it, okay, arry other ideas? Okøy, utn lan?
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Ian: Um, that they predict weather by the weather in other places and drawing
maps.

Scott: Okay so, by looking at the weather in other places and comparing it to us,

okay, okay so we could say, by looking at weather, in other places, that's
good, okay.

Zoe: I think they use a radar system.

Scoît: A radar system, htnm, ø radar system. Zoe, do you know whøt s rødar
system is?

Zoe: Well sort of.

Scott: Oh sort of.

Zoe: They put like a satellite up there that gets signals that tells them stuff.

Scott: Okay so Zoe is talking øbout a satellite that they put up into outer space
that can, that can attract signals that tells them wltat things are like, could
be. Chris?

Chris: They use a certain type, a type of a map.

Scott: They use a certain type of map, okay so they use, wlty don't we say use

special maps, special maps. Anything else, Charity?

Charity: Umm, They go outside to like see...

Scott: Okay so they go outside, they see what the weather's like now and then
they can predictfor thefuture.

Charity: Ya.

Scott: Okay, so why don't we say look at current weøther conditions, so your
example was, what was your exatnple tlmt you gave there Charity?

Charity: Whatþr?

Scott: Well the example thøt you gave on your paper I was notícíng? You

said they go outside and they look at what the weatlzer conditions are
like now, currently, right and they can predict wltat's going to happen in
tltefuture, so what was your example there?

Charity: Hm...

Scott: Well what was the exømple you just gave rigltt there.
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Charity: Umm, that there are rain showers and that it's clouding, might mean

thøt a storm will come.

Scott: Okay, so what Charíty usedþr an exatnple of tlzat is that it might be

cloudy outside, and so what do you predict might happen?

Student: A thunderstorm.

Scott: A thunderstorm or rain, exactly. So we can look at what's happening
right now to predict what will happen in thefuture. Jessica.

Jessica: They use a satellite signal to like compare weather.

Scott: Okay so I'm gonna put a checkmark ltet'e, right beside that, satellite
signals right, good idea. Peter .

Peter: I think that they use a signal outside.

Scott: Okay, so they might lookfor a signal outside, why don't we put anotlter
check mark besíde sqtellites because tltat's the signals that they're looking

for right, with satellites.

Student: If they look at the sþ....

Scott: Okay, so they might lookþr a signal outside, why don't we put another
check mark beside satellites because that's the signals that tltey're looking

for ríght, with satellites.

Stude.nt: If they look at the sþ....

Scott: Oh okay, so they might, so they might look at the sþ, is there anything
else you think they might look at?

Student: The ground.

Scott: What were you saying?

Student: TIte ground.

Scott: The ground okay, okay so the ground, that's ya that's possible look øt the
ground. And whøt else, what else with the ground?

Student: Tlte trees.
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Scott: Trees or plants, right, trees plants, okay, could be a lot of dffirent things
that people look at to predict the weather. (Class Discussion, April 7,

2003).

The above class discussion reveals how Scott follows the rules of Exploring and

Categonzing, recoÍrmended by Ebenezer and Connor (1998). Firstly, he provides a

positive and conducive environment for the children to freely express their ideas while he

intently listens to every one of them. Secondly, he facilitates a discussion, where every

student's view is respected. Finally, he makes sure that the class understands what each

child is trying to say. For example, when Jane answers, "they think about it," Scott asks

her to be more specific. He wants to know whether she meant, the people's prediction of

weather now, in the future or in the past. It is interesting how he handles Zoe's answer.

When Zoe talks about a radar system, Scott tries to find out, if she really knows what a

radar system is, and then slowly helps her and the class to understand thatZoe was really

talking about satellites that are placed in the outer space to attract the weather signals.

Through his conversation with Charity, he teaches the students that one could predict the

upcoming weather by just observing the natural environment. He, then, ends up the

discussion by saying, "there could be a lot of different things that people look at, to

predict the weather." It is commendable that he does not try to impose judgment on any

of the ideas shared by the students that day.

Soon after.the discussion, I gathered both the oral and written ideas and developed

descriptive categories using Phenomenography, described in Chapter three.

Subsequently, I classified students' ideas on predicting the weather into four main groups

Traditional Knowledge, Technological Advances, Maps, and Toys.
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Table 5.1 presents a list of different teacher-made categories, coffesponding to the

Specific Learning Outcomes from the Manitoba Curriculum Fratnework of Outcomes.

Also provided in this table are examples of students' ideas within each category, the

number of students sharing similar ideas, and the students' representative drawings.

Table 5.1 Students' ideas about predicting weather.

PREDICTING WEATIIER

Teacher-
made
category

Curricular

ideas

Represent
ative
students'
ideas and
#of
students
holding
similar
ideas (in
brackets)

Students' representative drawings

TRADITION
AL
KNOWLED
GE

5-4-10
Investigate
various ways
of predicting
weather, and

evaluate their
usefulness.

Example: folk
and traditional
knowledge.

They look
at the
animals to
see if
bears and
stuff are

hibematin

eQ).
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Example:
observations
ofthe natural
envi¡onment-.

l. I look
at the
clouds and
know how
much rain
we will
ser (5).

5-4-t2
Describe
examples of
technological
advances that
have enabled
huma¡s to
deepen their
scientific
understanding
of weather
and improve
the accuracy
of weather
predictions.

Example:
satellites
collect data
that scientists
analyze to
increase
understanding
ofglobal
weather
patterns.

l. They
use a big
a¡d
powerful
satellite
system to
predict
weather
(8).

2.They
use
computers
(3)

3. They
use radar
(3).
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Example
computerized
models
predict
weather...

2.They
compare
the
weather to
other
places and

draw a
model (2).

¡

MAPS 1. I rhink
some lype
of map
they use
(1) ùwiit

g "co
s-7

TOYS l.I think
that they
fly a kite
to predict
how much
wind there
is (3).

As shown in Table 5.1, Traditional Knowledge corresponds to the 5-4-10 Specific

Learning Outcome, which states that the students will adopt various ways to predict the

weather and to evaluate their usefulness. The curriculum foresees students to predict the

weather in the following three ways: 1) Weather-related Sayings, 2) Folk and Traditional
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Knowledge, and 3) Observations of the Natural Environment. Nevertheless, it is found

that only two students derived his idea from traditional knowledge, and five others based

theirs upon the observation of the natural environment. Those who relied on the latter

seemed to be more specific in their answers. For example, Sammy claimed that by

looking at the clouds, he could guess how much it would rain thal day. And Charity went

on to say, "If there is a rain shower, and it is cloudy, it might mean that a storm will

come." The rest of students were more general in their answers.

My second calegory, Technological Advances, corresponds to the 5-4-12 Specifrc

Learning Outcome. This outcome recoÍrmends the study of the technological advances,

which have enabled the people to deepen their scientific understanding of weather and

thereby improve the accuracy in predicting the weather. The curriculum specifically

recommends the satellites and the computenzed models. Eight of our students thought

that satellites provide useful information in predicting the weather, and two other

students' ideas were related to the computerized models. And, there were also others,

who mentioned about the radar and computers.

Only one student came up with an idea, which fell into my third category - Maps,

which in fact does not have a direct parallel in the curriculum. And, my last category -

Toys, also does not have a corresponding Specific Learning Outcome in the Manitoba

Curriculum Framework of Outcomes. Under this categol!, I wrote down the ideas of

Emillio, Charity, and Daniel. Emillio drew a kite, saying that "people fly kites to predict

how windy the weather is," while Charity drew a picture of her holding a balloon, and

wrote down, "If her balloon flies all over, that will rnean that it is windy." And, Daniel
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drew something that resembled a toy and wrote that "people use mechanical toys to find

out how windy the day is."

Table 5.2 categonzes the students' ideas about measuring weather. It presents a

list of different teacher-made categories, corresponding Specific Learning Outcomes

from the Manitoba Curriculum Framework of Outcomes, examples of students'ideas

within the category as well as the number of students holding similar ideas, and students'

representative drawings.

Table 5.2 Students' ideas about measuring weather.

MEASURING WEATHER

Teacher-made
category

Curricul
ar Ideas

Representat
ive
students'
ideas and #
of students
holding
similar
ideas

Students' representative drawings

INSTRUMENTS
5-4-05
Use the
design
process to
construct
a weather
instrument

Standard
Instruments:
1. They use
a big
thermometer
(4)
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5-4-06
Observe
and
measure
local
weather
conditions
over a
period of
time.
Using
student-
constructe
dor
standard
instrument
s, and
record,
and
analyze
these data.

No name
Instruments:
t. I think
that people
have
measuring
cups (l).

2. People
can measure
the snow bv
using a ruler
(l).

3. A bucket
with a ruler
(t).

l{.

I

I

I

I

I
I

I

I
I

æ l,J t"^

TECHNOLOGICAL
ADVANCES 5-4-12

Describe
examples
of
technologi
cal
advances
that have
enabled
humans to
deepen
their
scientific

l.I think
that tley use
a computer
(t).
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understan
ding of
weather
and
rmprove
the
accuracy
of weather
predictions.

2.They
might have
used
computerS
connected to
a radar
system to
measure
weather (1).

3. Big
satellite and

that is how
they know
that it is
going to
snow (1)

4.I think
that they
have a radar
(l)

5. They take
um a bis
balloon a¡d
it goes up to
the sþ and
after
touching the
weather it
will come
down (l).

f"óR"
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6. I saw
people using
a special
machine (l).

(\'

SENSING THE
ENVIRONMENT

None

People can

feel how
cold it is (3)

'vI
¡

ì
I

¡
!
,

i
t

/
t¿
ì'ï

¡

I
1

t
Í

tî
È/

iì

\

As shown in Table 5.2, I grouped students' ideas about measuring weather into

three major categories: 1) Instruments, 2) Technological Advances 3) Sensing the

F,nvironment. The f,rrst category - Instruments, corresponds to two Specific Learning

Outcomes from the Manitoba Curriculum Framework of Outcomes. The 5-4-05 Specific

Learning Outcome recommends using the design process to construct a weather

instrument. This outcome is closely related to the next Specific Learning Outcome, 5-4-

06, which requires the students to observe and measure local weather conditions over a

long period of time. As shown in the above table, four of our students were quite familiar

with the thermometer, a standard instrument. They were also accustomed to measuring
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devices like a ruler and measuring cups. I have labeled these devices as no-name

instruments, (see third colurnn of Table 5.2).

The second of my categories - Technological Advances, coresponds to the 5-4-12

Specific Leaming Outcome. This learning outcome, recorrunends studying the examples

of technological advances that have enabled people to deepen their scientific

understanding of weather. Though, several technological advances were mentioned by

the students, the computer stood out as the most popular one. It is also fascinating how

the children spontaneously added further information. For example, Rose talked about a

computer connected to aradar system, Steven came up with a radar system, whereas

Peter spoke of a weather balloon, and Daniel, about a special machine.

My third category - Sensing the Environment, was represented by three students.

Even though, this category does not closely link to the corresponding Specific Learning

Outcome, there is an outcome that recommends the observations of the natural

environment to predict weather. Our students' comments, however, were along the lines

of sensing, rather then predicting the environment.

While categorizing the children's ideas, I came to realize two things. First, I came

to understand that not everyone could see the difference between the two questions we

asked. As a result, I ended up with similar categories for both predicting and measuring

weather. For example, Matthew thought that computers were used to predict weather,

while Rose believed that they are used to measure weather. Yolanta claimed that satellites

are used to measure weather, while Jessica illustrated them for predicting weather.
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Consequently,I included the same Specific Learning Outcome (5-4-12) in Table 5.1 and

5.2. Also, I noticed that some students only concentrated on weather predictions and did

not attempt to give any answers for weather measurements. Consequently, the number of

students responding to the fist question (Table. 5.1). does not correspond to the number

of students responding to the second question (Table 5.2).

Secondly, I came to realize that we need to allow sufficient time to process and

interpret the students' ideas. The importance of doing so became evident when I talked to

Dorothy after our exploration class. In class, Dorothy wrote that she does not really know

how people measure the weather, but she could guess, "someone feels a drop of rain on

the body and finds out." To clarifu her written statement, I interviewed her after class.

Consider the following conversation:

Convers ation Excerp t # 5. 2 Student- Res earcher C o nvers ation

Beata: And the other question was - ltow do you thínk people nxeasure weather?

Dorothy: I thínk they take like - if they see a raindrop ønd they go out there ønd
get ø raindrop and then they líke exømine it

Beata: Uh hm, so they collect the raindrop, okay, and how will they examine it?

Dorothy: Utm, they check and see stuff ín the røíndrops if it's going to rain or
not, ønd they would probably just use it to frnd out if ít's goùry to røín
or not, like thís.

Beata: How would they collect that raindrop, like how would tlzey catch it?

Dorothy: They could probably put some buckets outside and then when ít's raining
the water would go ínto ø buckeL

Beata: And then they will take that watet" and wltat will they do witlt it.
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Dorothy: They would just examine it and see if it's going to rain or uhtn, how it's
going to start to rain I think.

Beata: How will they examine it?

Dorothy: They would just... I don't løtow, they would just...

Beata: What do you think?

Dorothy: I don't lmow, just to see if there is any stuff in it that will - that - ltow
rain is - how much rain is goíng to - how much røin wíll be made.

Beata: From that collection which is already ín the bucket?

Dorothy: Ya.

Beata: Okay, good, so will they have a measuring tool there?

Dorothy: Ya, something like a ruler?

Beata: Good. Atrything else?

Dorothy: No.

Beata: And how díd you lcnow about this?

Dorothy: I just thought that maybe they would do that, so I just wrote it down.

Beata: Oh, okay, vety good. And who are they? You said, "I just thought that
they would do that." Vïho are they? Who are the people wlto predíct
weather and measure weather?

Dorothy: I don't htow, probably scientists.

Beata: Okay. Good, very good. Thanl<s. (Student-Researcher Conversation,
Apn|7,2003).

When I first looked at Dorothy's work, both her drawing and written explanation,

I wanted to place her written statement in the Sensing the Environment category, because

of her statement, "people feel rain on their body." When I talked to her after class, she

said that "if they see a raindrop and they go out there, and get a raindrop and then they
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like to examine it." She was not clear, however, how would these people measure the

amount of rain. So, I asked her, how she expects them to collect the raindrop? And, her

response was "probably put some buckets outside and then when it's raining the water

would go into a bucket." Later in our conversation, she mentions that there is "something

like a ruler" in the bucket to measure the amount of rain. After this comment, I decided to

place Dorothy's idea in the Instrument rather than Sense the Environment category. This

situation illustrates that it is important that teachers take time to analyze and make sense

of students' ideas.

5.2.L Exploring and Categoruing Parents' Ideas

To enrich our understandings on how people predict and measure weather, we

invited our students' parents to participate in the study. Furthermore, since one of the

characteristics of the NOS points out that science is socially and culturally embedded, we

reasoned that by incorporating parents' ideas into our study we would be able to

illustrate this feature of the NOS. We asked the children to interview their parents, and

tape-record their conversations. They were told to ask the two questions, which Scott

asked them in our exploration class: 1) How do you think people predict weather? 2)

How do you think people measure weather? Once they have interviewed the parents, the

students were told to summarizetheir parents' ideas in a written format. All of the

conversations are transcribed verbatim, and all of the child-parent interview transcripts

are included in Appendix C at the end of this thesis. Out of the l9 conversations obtained,

16 were recorded between the students and their parents, and three were between the
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students and their siblings. In the latter case, because the parents were unavailable, the

students ended up interviewing their siblings. The following conversation between

Sammy and his mother is an excellent example of parental views about how people

predict and measure the weather.

Conversation Excetpt # 5.3 Sammy intet-viewing his mother

Sammy: How do people predict weather?

Mother: I really do not like being recorded here buL for you Sammy I will do it
and I will give it my best shot. People predict weather in many dífferent
ways. Wen I was a little gir"l growing up on thefarm in Saskatchewan my
parents made us look at the weather. My motherþr example looked at the
clouds, f they were certain shape, then the weather would be sunny and
hot. These clouds were usually fl"ffy and white looking. If they were sort
of rainbows on each side of the sun, they were called sun dogs and in the
winter they would mean a very cold weather. If the ønímals were seen

storing awayfood, it would mean that it will be a very early winter. In the
spring if the birds returned earlier, they evetyone htew thøt the spring is
just around the corner. Other people who sufferfrom arthritis can predict
the rain and snow by the pøin and discomfort ín their joínts. And, people
who predict the weatherfor living are called the meteorologísts. They use

computers ønd other high-tech equipment and certain types of weather
møps to predict storms. Weather can changefrom lzour to hour dependíng
on where you live, no one can accurately predict weather all the time.
Today we have a prediction at ourfinger tips by going on line or
watching a weøther channel, we can get ít ín the matter of seconds.

Technology ltas come a long way since I was a little girl.

Sammy: And how do you tneasure the weather?

Mother: In terms of measuring the weather, people col't use a different types a
gages. For example, ø yørd stick could be stack into the snow to tneasure
the amount of snowfall. An anentometer could be used to meøsure tlte
wind velocity, somefor"mers have a mill that tells tltem the wind
direction. Thet;e are thermometers to measure ltow hot it is. Altnost every
house has one inside and out. Weather statíons use barometers to measure
the børometric pressure in the air. There are certaín figurínes that
cltønge colors for rain, sun, but they are not vøy reliable, etc. (Student-
Parent Interview, April 10,2003).
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Like many parents, Sammy's mother mentions that she does not like being

recorded but, for Sammy she is giving it her best shot. First, she says that there are many

different ways of predicting weather. And, like the grade five curriculum, she separates

these different ways of predicting weather into traditional and scientific. To give an

example of the traditional ways of knowing, she recalls growing up on the farm and

observing the natural environment. She remembers foretelling the weather by certain

shapes of clouds. The fluffy and white ones were bringing sunny and hot weather. The

"sun dogs," on the other hand, were an indicator of a very cold weather. Looking at the

clouds seems to be a very common way of predicting the weather, because it was

mentioned by many parents. None of the parents, however, were as specific as Sam's

mother. Some of the parents, like Dorothy's mother, for example, remembered that there

were certain types of clouds that bring more rain than others. Other parents, for instance

Jessica's mother, just mentioned that they go outside and look at "look at the clouds and

if they look bad there is gonna snow or something, depending on the color." Yet, other

parents, like Anthony's mom go outside and feel and observe the weather, and "if the day

is windy and cloudy, we can expect to have a thunderstorm." Contrary, to Anthony's

mom, Jessica's parent had a different prediction for storms. She thought that when it

"becomes really, really calm where everything seems to be quiet, no wind, there is gonna

be a storm."

Sammy's mother also talks about certain animal's behavior that is an indicator of

a change is weather. She says that "if the animals were seen storing away food, it would

mean that it will be a very early winter." She is not the only parent who mentions
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animals. Jessica's mother who also grew up on the farm said that "when the cows all

huddle together there is gonna be a storm." In the above excerpt, Sam's mother talks

about the fact that "people who suffer from arthritis can predict the rain and snow by the

pain and discomfort in their joints." Tim's mother and Dorothy's mother also mentioned

pain in the joints. Timothy's mother specifically told his son that his grandpa, who

actually has arthritis and suffers from such pain tends to say that "his bones are cold,"

when it is gloomy and wet outside.

To give an example of the professional way of predicting weather, Sam's mother

talks about meteorologists. According to her, meteorologists "use computers and other

high-tech equipment and certain types of weather maps." The high-tech equipment she

mentions might be a satellite or radar, which were also mentioned by other parents.

Furthermore, she says that "technology has come a long way since I was a little girl" and

"today we have a prediction at our finger tips by going on line or watching a weather

channel." The Intemet was not mentioned by anybody else, but, many parents watch TV,

"which has the predictions ready for them". These predictions are done by professionals,

who, as Jessica's mother put it, "can see the direction of the wind, the clouds and the

highs and the lows." Sam's mother also explains that no one can accurately predict

weather all the time.

In terms of measuring weather, Sam's mother also separates the many different

possibilities into more traditional ones, that she probably remembers from the farm, and

more "sophisticated ones," used by professionals. She says, for example, that people can

stick a yard stick into the snow to measure the amount of snow fall. Or, people can use
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anemometer to measure the wind velocity and barometers to measure the barometric

pressure in the air. The same measuring "gadgets," and a few other ones were also

mentioned by other parents. The most common measuring instruments mentioned by the

parents were thermometer, barometer, and rain bucket.

5.2.2 Comparison of Students' and Parents' Ideas

Table 5.3 compares students and parent's ideas about predicting the weather. It

presents a list of different teacher-made categories, corresponding Specific Learning

Outcomes from the Manitoba Curriculum Framework of Outcomes, examples of best

students' ideas within the category as well as number of students holding similar ideas,

and corresponding parents' ideas as well as number of parents holding similar ideas.
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Table 5.3 Comparison of students' and parents' ideas about predicting weather.

Teacher-made
category

Curricular

ideas

Representative
students'ideas
and # of
students
holding similar
ideas (in
brackets)

Representative
parents'ideas
and # of
parents holding
similar ideas
(in brackets)

TRADITIONAL
KNOWLEDGE

5-4-10 Investigate
various ways of
predicting
weather, and
evaluate their
usefuLness.

Example:
weather-related
sayings,

None Red sþ at night
sailors delight, red
sky in the
morning sailors
take warning (3)

Example: folk
and traditional
knowledge.

They look at the
animals to see if
bears and stuffare
hibemating (2).

1. There is a lot of
old wise tales
where like for
instance growing
up on the farm
when the cows all
huddle toeether
there is eonna be a
storm (2).

2. Ifbones ache, it
means it is going
to rain or there is
going to be a bad
weather. The
older the people
get the worst
aches in their
ioints 13).
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Example:
observations of
the natural
environment...

I look at the
clouds a¡d know if
it will rain (5).

LMy mother for
example looked at
the clouds, if they
were certain
shape, then the
weather would be
sunny and hot.
These clouds were
usually fluffy and
white looking. if
they were sort of
rainbows on each
side of the sun,
they were called
sun dogs and in
the winter they
would mea¡ a

very cold weather
(9). 2.They
can feel that the
rain is coming (l).

TECHNOLO-
GICAL
ADVANCES

5-4-12 Describe
examples of
technological
advances that
have enabled
humans to
deepen their
scientific
understanding of
weather and
improve the
accuracy of
weather
predictions.

Example:
satellites collect
data that
scientists analyze
to i¡crease
understanding of
global weather
patterns.

l. They use a big
and powerful
satellite system to
predict weather (8).

2. They use
computers (3).

3. They use radar
(3).

l.They use the
satellite (2).

2.Computer maps.

3. Today we have
a prediction at our
finger tips by
goine on line or
watching a

weather cha¡rnel.

4. They use the
radar.
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Example
computerized
models predict
weather...

2.They compare
the weather to
other places and
draw a model (2).

1. They use

computers and
other high-tech
equipment and
certain types of
weather maps to
predict storms (5).

2. Review the
weather of the
past (l).

MAPS None 1. I think some
type of map they
use (1).

None

TOYS None 1. I think that they
fly a kite to predict
how much wind
there is.

None

AIR MASSES 5-4-04
Recognize that
warm and cold
ai¡ masses are
important
components of
weather, and
describe what
happens when
these ai¡ masses
meet along a
front. Include: in
a cold front the
cold air mass

slides under a

warm air mass,
pushing the
warm ai¡
upwards; in a
warm front the
warm moist ai¡
slides up over a
cold air mass.

None l. They can see a

weather front
coming from
different country
or different
province. They
ca¡ kind of
predict that it will
be coming this
way or something
like that.
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The most obvious difference between the students' and parents' ideas about

predicting weather was the parents' reliance on the "old wise tales" passed down from

one generation to the other. One example of these "old wise tales" mentioned by the

parents, but unknown to their children is the well-known weather-related saying, "Red

sky at night, sailors delight; red sky in the morning, sailors take warning." This folk tale

saying was mentioned by Tim's mother, who explained, "when there is a red sky at night

sailor's delight, means that it is going to be very pleasant the next day or days after. And

when the sþ is red first thing in the morning means that rough weather is on the way.

Many of the parents associated animals' behavioral pattern or people's physical

ailments with the change of weather. Kathy and Isabella were the only two student who

mentioned about the animal behavior. Kathy said, "we can look at the animals to see if

bears and stuff are hibernating." And, Isabella mentioned that if "trees loose leaves,

winter is coming." Their ideas, however, relates more to the changes in the seasons,

rather than changes in the weather.

As shown in Table 5.3, both students and parents believed in observing the

natural environment for the prediction of the weather. But the statements of the students

were found to be more general in comparison to those of their parents. While some

parents were general in their statements like the students, others were more specific in

their explanation, like mentioning the shape and color of the clouds, when it came to the

observation of natural phenomena. Table 5.3 reveals that none of the parents included

any toys in their predictions of the weather. On the other hand, none of the students

associated the prediction of weather with cold and warrn air masses.
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While transcribing the student-parent interviews, I noticed that the students' ideas

on predicting the weather gradually changed as the study progressed. At the beginning of

our study, the students seemed unaware of the traditional practices like animal folklore or

arthritic pain in du*p weather. In fact, they were surprised when they came to know

about them while they interviewed their parents. Consider the following conversation

between Dorothy and her mother:

Conversation Excerpt # 5.4 Dorothy intervíewing her mother

Dorothy: How do you think people predict weather?

Mother: By the øches fu their bones. If their bones ache it tneans it is going to
rain or there is going to be a bad weather. The older tl'te people get the
worst acltes in their joints.

Dorothy: I do not know whøt you are tølkíng øbout. But,...I, we do not lcnow
about that. Like can you make it better so I can understand you?

Mother: O well that is how older people predict weather if their joints are
hurting.

Dorothy: No how peoplefor news líke news people how do they lcnow if it is
gonna rain or not.

Mother: Ooooo....O.K., O.K. I get it now. They have a weather channel where
they go and look on the map and they see dffirent weather patterns they
see the wínd, they see different patterns to winds and weatlter, and this is
how they are able to tell what kind of weather we are having today.
(Student-Parent Conversation, April 7, 2003 ).

In this conversation, Dorothy sounds surprised, when her mother tells about

elderly people experiencing joint pains during damp and bad weather. She in fact, tells

her mother that she could not understand any such things. Equally surprised by Dorothy's

statement, her mother replies, "oh, well that is how older people predict weather if their
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joints are hurting." She gets it only after Dorothy directs her to talk about how the TV

people know that it will be raining.

Table 5.4 compares the ideas of students and parents regarding the measurement

of weather. It presents a list of different teacher-made categories and corresponding

Specific Learning Outcomes from the Manítoba Cuniculum Fratnework of Outcomes.

Also linked are examples of students' ideas within the category, the number of students

holding similar ideas, corresponding parents' ideas, and the number of parents holding

similar ideas.

Table 5.4 Comparison of students' and parents' ideas about measuring weather.

Teacher-made
category

Curricular
ideas

Representative
students'ideas
and # of sfudents
holding similar
ideas (in
brackets)

Representative
parents' ideas
and # ofparents
holding similar
ideas (in
brackets)

TNSTRUMENTS 5-4-05 Use the
design process to
construct a
weather
instrument.

5-4-06 Observe
and measure
Iocal weather
conJitions over a

period of time.
Using student-
constructed or
sta¡dard
insfuments, and
record, and
analyze these
data.

Standa¡d
Instruments:

l. They use a big
thermometer (4).

No name
Instruments:

l. I think that
people have
measurinq cups
(1).

2. People can
measure the snow
by usins a ruler
( 1).

Standard
Instruments:

1. There are
thermometers to
measure how hot it
is. Almost every
house has one
inside and out
(12).

2.Weather stations
use barometers to
measure the
ba¡ometric
pressure in the ai¡
(s)
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3. A bucket with a

ruler (t).
3. An anemometer
could be used to
measure the wind
velocity (3).

No name
Instruments:

4. Farmers have a
mill that tells them
the wind direction
(1).

5. They look
outside and see

how much rain
was in a bucket
(7).

6. Something like
a fan (l).

7. There are
certain figurines
that chanqe colors
for rain, sun, but
they are not very
reliable (1).

TECHNOLOGICAL
ADVANCES

5-4-12 Describe
exámples of
technological
adva¡ces that
have enabled
humans to
deepen their
scientific
understanding of
weather and
improve the
accuracy of
weather
predictions.

l. I think that they
use a computer
(1).

2. They might
have used
computers
connected to a
radar sl¿stem to
measure weather
(l).

2. Big satellite and
that is how they
know that it is
going to snow (l)

3. I rhink rhar they
have a radar (1)

l. It is computer
based now and the
special instrument

is sending it to the
computer (1).

2. People measure
the weather by
sendins t¡e
balloons up and
weather station
which measures
the humidity, wind
speed and
precipitation (1).
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4. They take um a

bie balloon and it
goes up to the sþ
and after touching
the weather it will
come down (l).

6. I saw people
using a special
machine (1).

SENSING THE
ENVIRONMENT

None People ca¡ feel
how cold it is (3).

None

It is noted that both students and their parents had similar ideas in regards to

measuring the weather. As seen in Table 5.4, most of them spoke of standard instruments

as measuring devices. The only difference being, the students could only name the

thermometer, while the parents could come up with other gadgets like barometers and

anemometers. Also, you could note that both the students and parents spoke of measuring

devices, which I labeled as No Name Instruments. Here, the students listed a ruler to

measure the snow, a bucket with a ruler and the measuring cups, whereas the parents

mostly talked about windmill, buckets, changing color of figurines and fan like gadgets.

Only two parents had ideas, which corresponded to the second category of

Technological Advances. Bonny's mother talked about the weather balloons and

Emillio's mother mentioned about computer based instruments. In contrast, more

students came up with the examples of technical equipments than the adults. Also, three

students talked about sensing the environment, while none of the parents mentioned

about anything under this category.
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The student-parent conversations might have had a different tone, if a1l of them

occurred at the same time. But, because I only had two tape recorders, some of the

students interviewed their parents at the beginning of our study, while others conducted

their interviews as the study was well underway. Consequently, the students in the second

group had abetter idea about the various technical instruments used for measuring the

weather. Jessica, for example, interviewed her mother after we have already studied

about the thermometer, barometer, rain gauge, wind vane, and anemometer. Consider the

following conversation:

Conversation Excetpt # 5.5 Jessica intet-viewíng her mother

Jessica: Mom, how do you think people predict weather?

Mother: Well, I think people predict weather by ...well depends who it is. There ís
a lot of old wíse tales where like for ìnstsnce growíng up on the farm
when the cows øll huddle togetlter there is gonna be a storm. It can
become really, really calm where everything seems to be quiet, no wind or
whatever and there is gonna be a storm. I just look at the clouds and if
they look bad there ís gonna snow or something depending on the color of
the cloud and everything. There ís your meteorologists they do øll their
søtellite ímages, ønd that is how they predíct it They csn see the
direction of the wind, the clouds and the híghs s,nd the lows. They htow
wltat they are looking at, I do not, and the weather channel predicts itþr
me. So that is all I have to say about that one.

Jessica: Well, how do you thínk people measure weather?

Mother: They look outside and see how much røín was in ø bucket. I do not
htow.

Jessica: That is exactly it, the røin gauge.

Mother: Look I do not htow that is how I measure it. Look outside the next day
and see how much did it snow..It snowedfour inches. I do not know how
they, they ltøve their special equipment to meøsure iL

Jessica: Instruments.
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Mother: Be technical.

Jessica: What that is what they are called instrutnents.

Mother: O.K. What else do you need to lçtow.

Jessica: That is it.

Mother: O.K. we are done I do not like being recorded here.

In this conversation, we note that Jessica gets impatient with her mother's

answers, which being mostly based on folktales. She tries to tell her mother about the

various weather measuring instruments and also goes onto correct her mother, when she

called the rain gauge as a rain bucket. After interviewing her mother, Jessica told me,"

her mother did not know anything." Her statement only revealed how Jessica perceived

the traditional practices of measuring the weather, such as observing animals' behavioral

patterns. She seemed to trust the modernized technical instruments rather than her

mother's traditional practice. Her mother's unfamiliarity with the modern techniques also

could have contributed to Jessica's perception. However, Jessica wasn't the only student,

who tried to incorporate technical names into the conversations with their parents. Our

little Filipino boy, Emillio, really excelled as a young teacher, when he interviewed his

mother.

Conversation Excøpt # 5.6 Emillio intet'viewing his mother

Emillío: How do people predict weøther?

Mother: Some people cøn smell thøt the raín ís comíng?

Emillio: Like people can sense the moisture in the air, you rneql't.
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Mother: And they can also predict if it is going to be a long sltower or not. And
does not rain in one spot. Sometimes it rains in dffirent spots,

especially here in Manítoba.

Emillío: Ya. Do you lorcw how people measure weather?

Mother: Just like what I told you. Sometimes tltey use these practicøl ítems, like a
bucket. They put it outside and measure.

Emillio: That ís called the røín gauge mom.

Mother: Yes, the rain gauge. And, they will use some kind of wind.

Emillio: That is called anemometermotn.

Mother: Somethíng like øføn. And they put them up on the trees and stffi

Emillio: That is called the weather w(tne.

Mother: And they see the horizon, and they can only predíct not be very sure.
Like they have a special gødget not even in the city, but, also on the
outskirts.

Emíllio: So what you are saying is that they use a special kind of instrument, like
a thermometer.

Mother: I do not know the names of those things.

Emillío: Ya, I understand, I lcnow some. So what you øre saying ís that the
meteorologists predict ít by using computer.

Mother: Ya, il is computer based now and the special insttument ís sending it to
the computer.

Emillio: So you are saying that meteot"ologists measure weather with dffirent
insttaments.

Mother: Yes, even as simple as the weather wane or buckets to put outsíde, maybe
three orfour of thetn in dffirent areas and maybe the bucket that lms
more water will have more rain in tlrc area. Or the one that has nothing
at all must be sunny. So I tltínk thøt is my generøtion's knowledge.

Etnillio: (Laughs), yes rìxom. Thankyou.
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In this conversation, Emillio's mother points out that some people can even smell

the rain coming. To clariff her answers, Emillio enquires whether she meant people

sensing the moisture in the air. Later on in the conversation, his mother mentions about

"practical items, like a bucket," which people use for measuring the weather. By this

time, Emillio had already studied about the different kinds of weather measuring devices

in class, and so he corrects his mother saying "that is called the rain gauge mom." As the

conversation continues, his mother also mentions about people using "something like a

fan, and they put them up on the trees and stuff." And Emillio's response is, "that is

called the weather wane." Evidently, Emillio sounds desperate to hear the names of the

instruments, which meteorologists use for measuring the weather. I guess, he wants his

mother to say the "the right thing." So, he tries to put the words in her mouth by saying,

"meteorologists measure weather with different instruments." She, on the other hand,

presents her "generation's knowledge" that those instruments could be "even as simple as

the weather wane or buckets to put outside, maybe three or four of them in different areas

and maybe the bucket that has more water will have more rain in the area. Or the one that

has nothing at all must be sunny."

Students' conversations with their parents (Dorothy's, Jessica's Emillio's)

provide evidence for gradual development of their understanding of the material. Hence,

their scientific literacy development.
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5.3 Constructing and Negotiating

The Constructing and Negotiating phase of the CKCM involves constructing

meaning using students' ideas in negotiating curricular ideas (Ebenezer &, Connor, 1998).

Thus, students' conceptions that were gathered in the Exploring and Categonzingphase

are the bases for the lessons in this phase. In this chapter, in sections 5.3.1 - 5.3.8, I

present relevant lessons that were planned to construct and negotiate students' knowledge

within the first component of the curriculum. I selected these particular lessons, because

they best reflect the contemporary character of science. To see the titles of the other

constructing and negotiating lessons, refer to Table 3.3, in Chapter three.

5.3.1 Weather-RelatedSayings

The Mqnitoba Curriculum Framework of Outcomes recommends the students to

explore various ways of predicting the weather and evaluating their usefulness (SPO, 5-4-

10). One such example mentioned in the curriculum, is the study of the weather-related

sayings. The other examples include traditional knowledge, folk knowledge, observations

of the natural environment. None of the students made any direct reference to the

traditional ways of predicting weather. However, the students' parents shared a few of

these "old wise tales" with us. For example, when Timothy asked his parents how people

predict weather, his mother recited the common weather-related sayings, "Red sþ at

night sailor's delight, red sky in the morning sailors take warning." She also tried to

explain the meaning of the saying. Other parents talked about looking at the sky and the
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clouds as a way of predicting the upcoming weather. So, we decided to start our

investigations from the study based on the weather-related sayings.

As a homework assignment, we requested the students to inquire about weather-

related sayings. They were required to write down any weather-related sayings, they

already knew or to find out about them from their parents, siblings, and relatives. To

rnake sure that the students understood the assignment, Scott gave them an example of

the following saying: "In like a lion out like alamb," and discussed the meaning of this

saying with the students. Together they decided that it means that it "it is raining hard and

then it turns out to be really nice." The students came up with the following weather-

related sayings: April sltowet"s bring Mayflowers; It is raining buckets; It is raining cats

and dogs; Red sþ at night sailors delight, red sþ in the morning sailors take warning.

At first, they shared their findings with the rest of the students in hislher group, and then

participated in a class discussion, which Scott had encouraged them to do.

In this class, for the first time, I noticed Scott's openness and non-dogmatic

approach to teaching science in this class. Consider the following conversation in regard

to the weather-related saying, Red sky at night sailors delight red sky in the moming

sailors take warning:

Conversation Excetpt # 5.7 Class díscussion

Scott: Is this weather saying øccurøte, can we trust this all tlze time? mat do
you think Hanna, csn we trust ít to be øn accurute prediction of our
weatlter?

Hanna: No.
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Scott: Shane?

Shane: Yes.

Scott: Yø, Emíllío?

Emillio: Maybe.

Scott: No, ya and maybe. I have got three dffirent answers here. Anybody
wants to give me øn answer with an explønøtion. Can we ttast tlzis
though? Is this going to give us the right answer all the timeT Is it goíng
to predict the weather for us, Joseph?

Joseph: No.

Jane: I thínk it will.

Scott: You think it will. So every títne there is a red slqt in the morning then it is
sailors wørning.

Jane: No that means sometimes but not always.

Scott: So, accurate would mean that it is riglzt evety time. And you think that it is
not accurate, right Jane.

Jane: For example sometimes, you can have red shy in the morning and you can
have a good day.

Scott: Ya, ya. That is a good response. So what I am gettingrt"om you guys is that
sometimes it could be right and sometíntes it could be wrong. Is that
what you were sayíng Emillio? Is that what you meant by maybe? So it
could be rigltt, it could be wrong. So, ¿s it accurate. Would it tell us the
right thing all the titne, will ít predict it properly øll the tíme.

Students: No, No.

Jane: Sometimes people say that when it is thundering God is bowling.

Scott: Right God ís bowling, like playing the bowling game.

Jane: And when it ís røíníng angels are crying.

Scott: Hm, interesting it could be true, it could be untrue we do not know. But,
ltang on though. From what you have learned in science in the water cycle
and precipitation could we say thøt we know better thøn thøL
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Nick: Ya.

Scott: When it is raining angels are ctying, hm. We can say that it is unttae
because we do not htow. But, looking at the science of the water cycle,
Iøn whøt would you pick Would you pick thøt ìt is scíence thut makes it
raín or would you pick that it is øngels øying that mskes the røin?

Ian: Science.

Scott: You would pick science, Nick?

Nick: The water cycle.

Scott: We can not say that one way or the other is the ttuth because no one will
ever knowfor sure if the øngels øre oyíng or if they even exísL We do
not lcnow that for sure. That is the thíng, we can not htow for sure, can
we? (Class Discussion, April 8,2003).

The above conversation reveals how Scott negotiates knowledge with his

students. Scott does not act as the knowledge authority, a position highly criticized by

science educators (Aguirere, Haggerty, & Linder, 1990; Duschl,1994). On the other

hand, he acts as a negotiator of knowledge, a position highly valued by science educators

(Ebenezer & Connor, 1998; Hodson, 1993). Note he throws a question at the students,

and then seeks an anqwer from several students. Specifically he asks: "Is this weather

saying accurate? Can we trust this all the time?" He then asks Harma, Shane, and Emillio

for their opinions. Not too satisfied with their one-word answers, he then persuades the

class to come up with some explanatory answers. "I think, it will," answers Jane,

meaning that the saying is an accurate prediction of the upcoming weather. After Jane's

response, Scott reiterates "...every time there is a red sky in the moming then it is sailors

warning." At this point, Jane retreats by saying, " it means sometimes, but not always."

Scott then tries to convince her that if the saying is accurate, it would be right every time.
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Jane grasps the idea and responds by saying that "sometimes, you can have red shy in the

morning and you can have a good day." After negotiating with Jane, Scott asks the class

whether they think, the saying is accurate. Since they have listened to his conversation

with Jane, they unanimously agree that the saying is not accurate.

Jane brings up two other examples, which Scott needs to address. She claims that

if it is thundering - God is bowling, and if it is raining - the angels are crying. This is

something Scott has not expected. So, he keeps quiet for a while and then he says, "Hm,

interesting it could be true, it could be untrue we do not know." Although Scott admits

that no one is quite certain about the saying, whether it is true or not, he asks the class to

recall what they have studied on the water cycle. Thus, he encourages the students to look

at the science of the water cycle and make their decisions on the basis of what they have

learned in the past in the science class. By saying that "we know better than that" and

asking the students to consider the previous study, Scott proclaims that crying angels do

not cause the rain. He doesn't, however, give his students a definite answer. On the other

hand, he allows room for them to have their own interpretations. He ends this

conversation by stating that "we do not know that for sure." Though he claims that there

is not any truth in any of the weather saying, he doesn't say that they are incorrect either.

Thus, Scott presents a very broad view, which covers both intuition and uncertainty.

5.3.2 Folklore

We next organized a class on folklore to investigate the various ways of

predicting the weather. This lesson closely reflects Kathy's and Isabella's ideas. Kathy,
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who loved animals, believed that people "look at the animals to see if bears and stuff are

hibernating." Isabella, on the other hand, said that people look at trees, and if they loose

leaves, it means that winter is coming. This lesson also incorporated the ideas of other

students, who believed that people predict weather by observing the natural environment

such as the type of clouds, color of the sky, or just "being outside and looking." This

study also included the traditional knowledge shared by some parents. Jessica's mother,

for example, told us that there are certain types of clouds that produce more rain than the

other types. Sammy's mother shared that, on the farm, "if the animals were seen storing

away food, it would mean that it will be avery early winter" or "in the spring if the birds

returned earlier, they everyone knew that the spring is just around the corner."

In this class, we had the students circulate among five stations that highlighted

how some people analyze the behavior of plants and animals as well as the color of the

sky to predict the weather. Each of the five stations had a set-up and a description of the

activity and/or observation to do. And, in three of the stations, there was an adult

assisting the students. The first station dealt with plant folklore, and I was present at that

station to show the students how some people use plants to predict the weather. I told

them that many trees show the underside of their leaves when the air is humid because

the moisture softens their leaf stalks, which then bend. I also mentioned that it has also

been reported that dandelions open their flowers only when the air is dry. In moist air,

they remain closed. It is because dry air means fine weather, so by responding to relative

humidity these plants give an indication of the weather to expect over the next few hours

(Allaby, 1995). I had onions at the station and I showed them that some people believe
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that there will be a hard winter if onions grow thick outer skins (Allaby, 1995). Having

onions at the station encouraged me to tell the students about an experiment that my

grandmother used to perform to foretell the weather. Every year, on Christmas Eve,

before supper, she separated the storage leaves of an onion to get 12 more or less even

wedges. Each wedge represented one month of the next year. Then, she put an even

amount of salt, a pinch or so, into each of the onion boats and left them standing around a

home made loaf of bred till the end of the supper. After supper, she exarnined the

appearance of the salt and used that to foretell the weather for the upcoming year. If all of

the salt dissolved and there was water in the onion boat, she predicted that it will be a

rainy month. If, on the other hand, the salt did not melt, she believed that this particular

month will be dry. For us - kids, there was something magical about it and, atthat time, it

also seemed important. One of the older grand kids had to write down all of her

predictions for the future reference throughout the year. My grandma was mostly

interested in the sunÌmer months because she lived on the farm and wanted to know what

the weather will be like during the harvest months.

The second station/table was a research table with weather-related books. At the

third station, students were learning how some people analyze the color of the sky to

predict weather. Sky signs are usually more accurate than plant and animal behavior in

terms of predicting the weather (Allaby, i995). Some are even mentioned in the Bible:

Wrcn it ís evening, it will befair weøtherþr the slqt is red. And ín the morning, it will be

foul weather today: for the slqt is red (Matthew 16,2-3). Scott was positioned at this

station and he talked about some of the sky signs, such as a rainbow, for example. The
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morning rainbow in the west means that the shower is approaching. The rainbow at

sunset in the east means that the shower is moving away and bringing fair weather. A

ring or halo around the moon is often followed by rain. The halo is caused by the

refraction of light by ice crystals in high-level clouds. These clouds often arrive ahead of

a vigorous depression. The bigger the halo, the sooner it will rain.

Station four was allocated for the animal folklore, and Scott's teaching assistant

Grace, was in charge of the station. Allaby (1995) reported that some people believe that

the behavior of certain animals change due to changes in weather. Some parents affirmed

his statement during the interview. For example, Jssica's mother, who grew up in a farm,

mentioned that she believed in folktales such as," if cows huddle together there is gonna

be a storm. It can become really, really calm where everything seems to be quiet, no wind

or whatever and there is gonna be a storm." 'We wanted the students to understand that

animals could respond to changing atmospheric conditions by simply reacting to the feel

of the air around them. In no way, one could infer that the behavioral pattern of the

animals could foretell the weather. For example, bees navigated by the sun, stay within

their hives on cloudy days. They also do not fly against the wind stronger than 25km/h. It

is believed that the house crickets chirp when the rain is approaching. The reason might

be that the chirping is caused by the change of temperature. Field mice are noted to enter

house for shelter before rain, and house mice are supposed to warn about the change of

weather, by squeaking and running around the house. As a general rule, hot weather, can

make large animals uncomfortable and static electricity makes some small anirnals

restless Allaby (1 995).
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The fifth station was at the computer table, where the students could find

information about the weather instruments that they were just about to create in their next

class.

To understand what our students were thinking about plant and animal folklore as

well as the sky signs in foretelling the weather, Scott gave thern an opportunity to first

debate with their peers and then to write down which ones out of all the folklore that they

have seen, they believed to be true, and which ones they believed to be false. Scott,

however, clarified that he is not suggesting that any of them are true or that any of thern

are false. He pointed out that he does not lorcw it himself, and that he wants students'

opinion. He also emphasized that becausewe"do not htow if these things are true or no,

in the nearfuture, we will be going on afield trip to the Environment Canada Weather

Office." He explained that in the office, the students will have a chance to talk to

meteorologists and learn how scientists predict and measure the weather. Scott also

suggested that after the filed trip to the weather office, we will be able to make our own

minds, which meant that we will be able to compare folklore with the scientific ways of

predicting the weather and then "decíde which one is more accurate, because right now

we are not too sure. We think maybe it might be o.k. Maybe it might not be. But, after we

go to the weather ffice, we will be øble to make our own mind."

Throughout this class on folklore, Scott once again displayed the openness to

students' opinions. Never did he attempt to impose any view on his students. Neither did

he suggest that the students would get a chance to see a more accurate way of predicting
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the weather at the weather office. Instead, he told them that after the field trip to the

weather office, "we will be able to make up our own mind."

5.3.3 Aboriginal Story

For our next class, Scott and I decided to incorporate Aboriginal views into our

investigations. We chose Aboriginal perspective, because it has been reported that the

traditional education prefers a curriculum of exclusion, meaning that it is mainly based in

western, middle/upper-class, White males' way of knowing (Atwater,2000; Kyle, 1998).

Thus, students that are not of westem European ancestry are deprived of knowing about

their culture and what their ancestors contributed to the society individually (Bryan,

1996). Furthermore, children who immigrated from countries like Africa, Asia, South

America, as well as North American children have to deal with the conflicting beliefs of

their family, and those they study in the science class. As recommended by Bryant

(1996), we decided to have our lessons to reflect the cultural diversity of the school's

population. As I have already mentioned in chapter three, the Prairie View School had a

significant population of Aboriginal students, and thus it seemed logical to include native

wisdom into our study of predicting the weather. Further, we felt that it was our

responsibility to educate all the children from a national point of view.

I invited an aboriginal storyteller, Mr. Birdie þseudonym) to our class, and he

told us how his people predict weather by looking at the natural environment, which was

in synchrony with the 5-4-10, Specific Learning Outcome and the preceding class on

folklore. At first, Mr. Birdie, in his calm voice, told us one of the aboriginal legends, and
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grabbed the attention of the students. This legend could be read in Appendix D of this

thesis. Fascinated by the legend, the students could not wait to ask him questions. Daniel

wanted to know whether the Aboriginal legends were true, and Mr. Birdie replied, "only

some parts are true and the rest is made up to make kids chuckle." Daniel's question,

prompted Mr. Birdie to explain that in his culture, young people acquire knowledge by

listening to the elders. And, he did that all the time when he was growing up, because

they "...did not have the radio, TV, or music, that was the only way of learning," he said.

And, he added that their "only entertainment was to listen to their grandparents." Now he

uses the knowledge he gained from his elders to tell stories, but sometimes his stories put

the kids to sleep, he jokingly said. I could see that because his calm and tender voice

almost put me to sleep that day.

Mr. Birdie also talked about the four seasons he encounters at his place, way up

north where the winters are longer and colder. There, the summer starts in the middle of

May. In June the willows start budding, and the grass turns green. In July, the geese start

changing feathers but they do not start to fly yet. They just walk, Mr. Birdie said. The

geese start flying in August and by September they fly down South. Soon, the leaves

change color, and it starts getting cold. By looking at these signs in the nature, the

aboriginal people get to know that the season is changing. By the middle of October it

begins to snow and freeze, and the winter begins. December, January and February are

the coldest months. It starts to get warmer by April or May, and soon, the season start to

change again,like a cycle.
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Mr. Birdie explained that the Native People of the North are able to identify the

season of the year simply by listening to the sounds of nature and observing the plants

and animals. He said that they could detect the change in weather by merely observing

certain signs in the nature. For example, if they see the bears waking up from hibernation,

they know that it is the middle of winter. Because the eagles come back from the south in

March, they call the month-Eagle Month. Likewise, April is called the month of the

Canada geese, because the geese return from the south in April. In June, the snow starts

melting, flowers are in bloom, and all the other birds are back from the south. During this

month, robins begin to sing, and the frogs begin to croak, and the weather becomes warrn

and balmy. By July, everything looks green and the berries begin to ripen.

Mr. Birdie also told us that there are a lot of signs by which his people forecast

the weather. For example, if they see the ski dog stands up and wiggle his body three

times on a calm winter night, they would assume that it is going to be snowing the next

day. In May, if they hear the frogs sing, and all of the sudden they stop singing, and a

bull frog starts to make a "row-row " sound, then they would know that the weather is

going to be cold. Also, when they see the willows droop, they know it is going to be

cold... Mr. Birdie also made references to the abiotic factors, such as clouds and sky. For

example, if the sky is very red almost purple red in the morning, just before the sun rises,

it means that it is going to rain during the day. But, if it clears up all of the sudden, it

rneans that it is going to rain first, and then it is going to tum pleasant. If they see the sun

during the day, and also a little bit of cloud followed by a ring, it means that it will rain

during the day and it will be slightly cold too. If the sun is red, it is going to be a waÍn
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morning, and if it turns very yellow, it means that it will be cold the next day. He

mentioned that the elders are knowledgeable in interpreting all such signs. And his

parents taught him and his siblings, how to do the same. He said that his parents woke

them up before sunrise and took them for hunting. It was emphasized to them that they go

hunting at early dawn, because when the sun start to rise, every animal stops moving for

about fwo minutes and they become an easy prey during that time.

Although we were not sure about the topic of Mr. Birdie's presentation, it surely

added an extra flavor to our investigations. His stories approved another way of seeing

things, and brought more credibility to our study on weather-related sayings and

folktales. Furthermore, his presentation embraced both students' and parents' ideas about

predicting weather. Mr. Birdie emphasized that by listening and observing the signs of

the environment, one could predict the weather and have a good sense of the changes in

the seasons.

5.3.4 Field Trip to the Weather Office

After Mr. Birdie's visit, we got ready to plan out our field trip to the weather

office. This field trip surely helped the students to learn about the technological advances

that have enabled people to enhance their scientifìc understanding of weather, and

improve the accuracy of weather predictions. Furthermore, this field trip improved

students'understanding about the variety of equipments used by professionals to predict,

measure, and share the information about weather. Additionally, the presentation given

by a meteorologist related to the many ideas about weather put forward by both parents
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and students during the Exploring and Categonzing phase of the model. Thus, the field

trip enhanced and clarified the ideas shared both by the students and parents.

The students enthusiastically participated in planning of the field trip, by writing

down all they want to see and ask at the weather offrce. Scott asked the students to write

down the questions individually at first, and then to share the questions with their group

and finally to choose the best three questions to be asked at the weather ofüce. And

following are the questions the students chose to ask: Why is rain and snow always cold?

Why is the world twirling in the twister? Are they experts who travel and take videos of

tornadoes? Do tornadoes go over water? How are tomadoes made? Do you use some sort

of maps? How do you know how much rain will fall? Why is the sky blue? Why there is

a tornado? How fast the wind goes in a tornado? Do you believe in folklore? How do

you keep up with everything?

The idea of incorporating questions into science teaching and leaming is in line

with the reform documents, such as the National Science Education Standards CNRC,

1996) that promote inquiry as the central strategy for teaching science. The Standards

suggest that students in K-12 science classrooms develop "both abilities necessary to do

scientific inquiry" and "understandings of scientific inquiry" CNRC, 1996,p.121). And,

according to the Standards, abilities to do scientific inquiry include, among other things,

identifying and questioning. Science educators agree that posing questions is an

important aspect of inquiry. For example, Eielson, Gordon and Pea (lggg,p. 393) state

that inquiry is "driven by questions generated by leamers." Taking their lead from

reform documents and research articles, textbooks designed for science teacher
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education, contain information on inquiry. Although the authors of these textbooks define

inquiry in different ways, they all seem to agree that providing opportunities for the

students to ask questions is an important aspect of inquiry-based teaching (Howe, 2002;

Martin, Sexton & Gerlovich,2007; Peters &. Gega,2002; among others). These authors

suggest that the students conduct inquiries based on their own questions. In our case, the

students proposed questions, but they did not do any further inquiries to find answers for

their own questions. These questions were answered for them at the Environment Canada

Weather Office. Nevertheless, formulating these questions might have motivated them to

learn based on their ideas.

Although I welcomed the idea of giving the students the opporlunity to first

prepare and then to ask the questions at the weather office, I doubted their ability to do

so. Firstly, I thought that their questions might be irrelevant, because they didn't get any

help from us in the wording or the content of those questions. And, secondly, I could not

visualize the mechanics of asking so many questions per group. Although, each group

selected a student to ask their questions, I was rather nervous about them getting shy,

scared or overwhelmed by the questioning process. Scott, on the other hand was quite

confident of his students' competence in handling the questions well. I indeed was wrong

in this matter. To my surprise, they not only came up with very good questions, they

excelled in asking them in a very professional manner. Their performance indicated that

the students were capable of learning and evaluating what is presented to them. This

matter is discussed in more detail later in this chapter.
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Once we arrived at the Environment Canada, we were greeted by a meteorologist

- Mr. Jason Anderson þseudonym), who is well known in the city, since he is often

interviewed by the local media.Later, we listened to his presentation inside the

conference room, especially designed to accommodate school field trips. The

presentation was then followed by a question and answer period, and soon after that, the

students had a chance to meet with other meteorologists. Mr. Anderson started his

presentation by asking if we have any questions about tornadoes. This, of course, led to a

lengthy discussion on tornadoes. I found the talk on tornadoes very valuable. For

example, Mr. Anderson questioned the students what needed to be done, when a tornado

comes, and Isabella at once replied that we need to stay down. Mr. Anderson agreed that

it was a very good idea as long as we stay inside a house. Then he asked what they

needed to do, if they are caught outside in a campground. "Go to the ground," answered

Rose. "Yrp, that is a good idea or lie down in a ditch" - responded Mr. Anderson. And,

then he added that if they are in a place where there are tall trees and bushes, they should

hide in these bushes to stop materials from hitting us. Later, he asked what they would do

if they were in school. Timothy said that he would go downstairs, but Mr. Anderson

wanted him to be more specific. So other students came up with hiding places like,

comer, closet, janitor's room, etc. "Can you go in any corner of an auditorium, for

example?"- asked Mr. Anderson. "No" - replied Shane. Pleased with his response, the

meteorologist explained that if possible, they should look for a small room where there is

lots of protection, such as closets, hallways and washrooms, as long as there are no

windows and cleaning materials
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Another important thing that occurred during the conversation was Mr. Anderson

admitting the fact that even the meteorologists do not exactly know how and why

tornadoes happen. His admission supports what Scott had said of the scientist as

someone, who does not always know the answer for everything (presented later in this

chapter.) During the conversation about tornadoes, Nick asked Mr. Anderson to explain

how tornadoes occur. So, Mr. Anderson, in a very plain and simple language, described

its occurring as follows: "A thunderstormfirst grabs the winds, twists them into a twister,

and then makes the twister spinfaster andfaster, Iíke the movetnents of afigure skater.

Just like thefigure skater, who pulls her hands in and spins faster, the tornado pulls up

the air and stretches it out until it spins fastet' andfastet'. " However, Mr. Anderson

admitted that the meteorologists "do not know the exact answer to this question." He

continued, "aft.eÍ studying and chasing tornadoes, scientists only have part of the

explanation." Then, Joseph wanted to know why tornadoes take place, and Mr.

Anderson's response was that they occur, when there are different directions of the wind

at various layers of the atmosphere, which are then pulled in by the thunderstorm.

However, he concluded that "we do not know exactly."

There was one more situation when Mr. Anderson couldn't give a definite answer.

When Kathy asked him, how the scientists know how much rain will fall, Mr. Anderson

explained that they can either use a map generated by the computer or watch what is

happening in other places to predict what kind of weather system will be moving in their

direction. But, Mr. A¡derson said that forecasting the amounts of rain, especially in the

suÍìmer, is very hard and forecasters usually can't estimate how many inches of rain will
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come out of a thunderstorm, "so it is not cut and dry and sometimes they can only give an

approximate number."

Mr. Anderson patiently answered al1 of the tornado questions, but when the

students started asking about tornado related movies, such as Twister, he cleverly directed

the conversation toward forecast writing. At first, he asked the students whether they

know, how and where the meteorologists get their information to write the forecast.

When Daniel answered they think about it, Mr. Anderson responded by saying, "thinking

is good, but it is not good enough to write the forecast." He looked pleased, though,

when Shane mentioned about the radar and soon he went on to explain how the radar

works like a flashlight. He used simple analogy for them to understand better. It sends out

radio waves, just like microwaves in a microwave oven and then these waves bounce off

or reflect from the snow and rain to come back to the radar. In turn, the meteorologists

make pictures out of the images that return to the radar. Mr. Anderson also told us that

the pictures could be animated or composed into a little movie to see how the conditions

change over time.

Later,Mr. Anderson showed us a computer image depicting a forest with short

trees and asked us to figure out from which part of the country the picture had come. He

gave us just one clue, sayingthat the forest, although very short is very old. Since no one

except Timothy tried to answer, Mr. Anderson started giving us more clues. For example,

he pointed out that there was snow on the ground, for which Daniel responded by saying

that "he had seen such a forest in Winnipeg." Zoe guessed it to be a forest in Ontario. But

neither of them was correct. Since the rest of the class was clueless, Jason told us that the
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image was taken from the Northwest Territories. But, Mr. Anderson didn't seem pleased

with our perfonnance. He told us that scientists look into various clues, and that if the

"students want to become scientists, they need to look for clues." His comment

reinforced another perspective of scientific work. It taught the students that scientists

need to be analytical, and on the look out for clues.

The next instrument that Mr. Anderson described to us was a big weather balloon,

which when fully inflated, is about the size of a big room, like the conference room we

were in. He, then, showed us a special device that is attached to the balloon to measure

humidity, temperature and pressure. Such balloons are released to upper atmosphere,

which is about 25 kilometers high, from about L000 weather stations around the world.

For example, the balloon is sent from The Pas and Churchill, Edmonton, and sometimes

from Winnipeg, usually from the roof of the weather office. Those balloons send readings

by radio to the weather station. Jason also told us that the balloons could be followed

with a tracing device, so the meteorologists know how they move. The students were

eager to know how the meteorologists get the balloons down. Mr. Anderson clarified that

when the balloons ascend above 25 kilometers, they expand, and soon they burst and fall

down. There is a little note on each of the balloons saying, 'this is a weather balloon and

whoever finds it is welcome to keep them.' Mr. Anderson also showed us a few other

instruments, located at the weather station outside of the weather office, and he suggested

us to stop by the weather station on our way out. He also described how these instruments

are used to measure the local weather conditions on the ground, such as temperature,

humidity, wind speed, wind direction, and precipitation.
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Mr. Anderson also talked about "one of the biggest things used by meteorologists-

the computers" and showed us a weather map created by the computer on the morning of

that day. He explained that all of the data gafhered by all of the instruments are put into

the computer, and the computer then calculates what will happen in the future. In other

words, the computer is making a prediction of what the weather is going to look like in

the future. Emillio wanted to know whether the computers are always reliable, and Jason

responded by saying that you can't fully rely on the results of the computer, because they

can be incorrect at times. As such the forecasters often use their knowledge as well as the

information from other reliable sources to accurately predict the weather.

The time to ask the questions that we have framed at school finally came. I

particularly liked the three questions put forth by the groups of Nick, Jessica, and

Matthew. Nick asked if Mr. Anderson believes in folklore. I taught that this was an

excellent question to be asked at this point of our inquiry about the weather, especially

because we have just studied about folklore. Furthermore, it was obvious that the students

were looking for more answers, which had not been provided by Scott. The students still

struggled with the choice between the scientific and traditional methods of knowing.

Scott had not told them that one way of predicting the weather is more accurate than the

other, or that the scientific way of predicting is found to be right, while the rest, we have

studied were wrong. Even Mr. Anderson could not give us any definite answers.

According to him," scientists only have part of the explanation." And he also implied

that many of the folklore are found to be right.
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To support his point, Mr. Anderson used the same weather-related saying that we

studied in class: "Red sþ at night sailors delight,...." More importantly, he explained

why we have the red sky at night. He pointed out that red sky at night, means that the

weather system is moving away. And, when the weather system is leaving, the clouds are

leaving as well, thus the sþ is gradually clearing, and the sun is shinning into the clouds

turning them red. In the moming, on the other hand, the weather system is coming

towards us and the red sky would indicate clouds coming towards us. Mr. Anderson

added that this phenomenon could be traced back to 2000 BC where we can find out that

the Babylonians actually had similar folklore. The Babylonians apparently did not say red

sþ at night, instead they used to say something that sounds like, "When the sþ is

glowing red, the gods will look favorably on the day or something like that, the same sort

of thing."

Jessica's question was also related to our study offolklore. She asked Mr,

Anderson if he believes in Wee Willie- the ground hog. She brought it up because we

talked about Wee Willie in our first class on the weather-related sayings. During that

class, Scott had told the students that ifthis animal comes out ofhis hole on Ground Hog

Day, which is Feb ruary 2nd and sees his shadow, he gets scared and goes back into his

hole. Ifthis happens, people say that we are going to have six more weeks of winter,

And, if he comes out and does not see his shadow and gets scared and goes back in that

we are going to have an early spring. Mr. Anderson responded to Jessica's question by

saying that it "depends on where we live." Apparently, in Alberta he is only right about
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30Yo of the time but in Ontario he is right about 55o/o of the time because Ontario gets

more of a cloudy weather.

Matthew asked another interesting question. He asked Mr. Anderson, how he

manages to keep up with everything, and Mr. Anderson replied that he and the other staff

members "often take courses and that they are always studying stuff." He also suggested

that"it is hard to keep up with everything because there is so much new stuff coming in

all the time." This comment, which related to the professional development, added yet

another angle about scientist's work, something that the students would not have realized

if they had not heard it from Mr. Anderson.

Next, we went to see the forecasters at work in the weather office. Up to this

point, we were inside the conference room. Because we were allowed to spend only a few

minutes in the office, we did not really have a chance to talk to anybody there. Already

we have taken l.5hours of Mr. Arderson's time, and as such we understood why \ /e were

not allowed to talk to other meteorologists at the office. Jason briefly told us how things

work at the place. He introduced Sarah þseudonym) and Michael þseudonym) and said

that they are responsible for writing the forecast. Then, he directed our attention to the

number of computers with display screens) bringing in information that is updated every

minute, and how the data are finally converted into a voice. It is this voice that is heard

when people phone the weather office for information or when they listen to the weather

radio.
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5.3.5 Teacher Reiteration of Mr. Anderson's Talk

Because Mr. Anderson gave students an incredible amount of information, Scott

felt that it was necessary to follow up on the field trip, making sure that the students

clearly understood how meteorologists predict and measure the weather, and more

importantly what is involved in writing the weather forecast. Considering that,to be a

greatidea,I let Scott plan the entire lesson. The book, he used is Weather Forecastingby

Gail Gibbons, which outlines the life of a meteorologist in an interestingly illustrated

story format. Instead of reading out the story to the class, Scott used the book to show

how certain weather instruments look like. Scott told me that he particularly liked the

book, because the major meteorologist depicted in the book was a female. His comment

indicated that he is trying to teach according to the principles of multicultural science

education. This type of education requires the teachers to look for appropriate resources,

which would promote science education of all students regardless of their sex and ethnic

background (CMEC, I 997; NRC , 1997; NSTA, 1991). By choosing this particular book,

Scott declared that female students have equal opportunities to do well in science as well

as pursuing careers in scientific field in the future.

In a calm and quiet environment, Scott gathered the students to sit on the carpet at

the front of the class and told them that he wanted to summarize all that they learned on

the field trip. "Just to make sure that you got everything," were his exact words. Consider

the following conversation :
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Conversation Excerpt # 5.8 Class discussion

Scott: Can anyone remind me who the meteorologíst ís ønd what they do? Who
is it and what do they do. Who can explain to me who that is and what they
do?, Shawn, could you tell me who it is?

Nick: How to predict and measure weather.

Scott: How to predict and measure weather, good. So, øre they just ø regular
person like me and Zoe? Is Zoe a meteorologist because she likes to
predict weather? i

Students: No.

Scott: l\/hat is special qbout them? They are what kind of person? Peter?

Peter: They know how to use a thermometer.

Scott: O.K. So Peteruf you take a thermometer outside, you are a meteorologist?

Students: Hø, ha ha.

Scott: Wøt makes them special, why øre they meteorologists? Chantel?

Chantel: They are scientists,

Scott: They are scientists, right. So we are training right now through our
learning to become scientists to think about these things how a scientist
would. That whøt scíence is sll ubout: leørníng how to become ø better
scientisL Now, we haveþcused a lot, at the very beginning we asked
you guys to write your ideas øbout two things. Nick mentioned them just
a second ago. There were two things we wanted you to concentrate on.
Something weather, something weather. Give me one of them please,
Jessie?

In this excerpt, Scott asks the students to remind him who meteorologists are, and

what they usually do. Nick replies to Scott's question by saying that meteorologists are

people who predict weather. This is not the answer Scott is looking for. So, he

sarcastically asks if Zoe, one of the students, is a meteorologist because she likes to

predict the weather. Then, Peter replies that meteorologists are people who know how to
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use a theilnometer. Scott is not satisfied with Peter's answer either and tells him that we

have studied in class how to use thermometers but, it does not make any of us a

meteorologist. In other words, he wants to know what sets them apart from other people.

Finally Chantel comes up with the answer he is waiting for. She says that meteorologists

are scientists. At this point, Scott tells the students "through our weather training, we are

learning to become scientists and to think about weather how a scientist would." He also

comments that," science is about learning how to become a better scientist."

Next, Scott chooses to talk about what scientists, specifically meteorologists do.

So he first asks the students to tell hirn, what they think the meteorologists usually do.

Because we put so much emphasis on predicting and measuring weather, it is not

surprising that the students tell him that meteorologists measure the weather. Consider

the following conversation :

Conversation Excetpt # 5.9 Class discussion

Scott: O.K. Wat do meteorologists do?

Peter: They predict the weather.

Scott: O.K. one of tltem was predicting and what was the other one?

Titn: Measure.

Scott: So right now, we have looked at how people measure tlte weather. Vflhat

are some of the instt'utnents that we looked at that people use to measure
the weather. I love the hand that I am getting up in the air. It reølly shows
good participation. Give me one, please, Zoe?

Zoe: A rain gauge.

Scott: Good.
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Dorothy : A thermometer.

Scott: Thermometer, for temperature, right.

Student: Barometer, Sammy?

Sammy: Anemometer

Scott: Good.

Sltane: Did anybody say thermometer 
,

Scott: Someone alt'eady said that. Do you have something else?

Danny: weather balloon

Scott: Sure, we can use balloons. Think about the rooster, Zoe?

Zoe: Something.

Scott: Something, something.

Zoe: Something that starts with a "V".

Scott: a "v", ya. Peter?

Peter: A wind mill.

Scott: Not q wind mill but a wind vane, an wind vane that turns with a wind. So
those are the things that people use to measut"e weather. One more still,
Emillio?

Emillio : Stevenson screen.

Scott: Stevenson sct"een. Does it measure the weatlter?

Students: No, it protects.

Scott: It protects something. What does it protect?

SÍudent: Thermometer.

Scott: Ya riglú. And I tltink in some instances an ínsttantent that measut"es
humidity. Right, but we are not going to cover ít right now. We will just
stick to the ones we have done already. Wrut else?
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Nick: A balloon.

Scott: The big balloon. V[ho was that who wøs tølkíng øbout the bíg balloon
earlier about two week ago when we were exploring our ideas. Was that
you Peter talking about the big balloon that they send up. So, tltere you
go. Peter's prediction was confirmed they do use a big balloon to measure
it'

, In this conversation, Scott and the students list the instruments that they have

learned about, and seen on their field trip to the weather office. This information will be

used later on, when the students construct their own weather instruments and leam how

to use them to measure the weather for a period of time. Also, the purpose of this

conversation, I think, was to once again reinforce students' ideas that were proposed

during the exploration activity. For example, at the end of this conversation, Nick

remembers that scientists use a weather balloon. Scott agrees, and tries to recall the

student who talked about big balloon during the exploratory activity two weeks earlier.

Then, Scott remembers that it was Peter, who mentioned about the balloons and he

affirms Peter that his answer was correct.

The next point on Scott's agenda was to reinforce how meteorologists predict

weather. Consider the following conversation.

Conversation Excerpt # 5.10 Class discussion

Scott: So, have ewe done a lot of work on ltow we measure. So, now I want you
teach you guys directly on how we predict andforecast weatlter. How
scientists do thaL You saw a lot of it on Thursday when we went on a

field n'ip. Wat of things do the scientísts or díd Mr. Anderson said that
they use. And rementber these øre things thøt studettts in our
cløssroom said, O.K. Charity?
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Charity: I do not remetnber.

Scott: What do they use to predict weather in thefuture though? Wat kind of
things did he talked about Tim?

Tim: I forgot.

Scott: Youforgot. Remember they use certaín instrunnents to predict what is
gonna happen?

Nick: They use rødør.

Shane: That besm thìng.

Scott: That beam thing. Are you talking about the laser that bounces and comes
back? Thøt is rødar. It sends a beam and it comes back and tells you what
it looks like, Hanna?

Hanna: A map.

Scott: Right, they use weather maps. I am going to put weather maps, which are
dffirentfrotn the normal maps. Remember the maps he gave us. Does
they look like your averqge, evetyday maps?

Students: No, not really.

Scott: No, Zoe.

Zoe: They use those maps, they look at them and compare.

Scott: So that is how they use the weather maps, the temperøtures on other days,
and other places. So, here what they do with the weather maps is they
would look at the weatlw here in Manitoba and they might look at the
weøther ín Sasch. If it is really hot here in Regina and it is kind of cold
here in Winnípeg and the weather system is movíng this way. What kind of
weather can we expectfor tomorcow?

Títn: lïlarm.

Scott: Wanner weatlter, rigltt. If ít is hot ltere and cooler here, well the air
systems are bringing us the ltotter weatherfor tomorrow. So this is how
tltey use ntaps and locations for other places and temperatures is there to
predict wltat we are goíng to have the nexî time around. Does ever))one
pretty muclt understand that? Is there anotlter one that we use?
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Alek: Søtellites.

Scott: And how do those work? Does anybody remember what lze said how
satellites work? What do satellites do for us. Remetnber satellites are way,
way up. Let me draw it for you. And where is thøt søtellite if you know?

Rose: Up in the air.

Scott: Way, way up there, we do not have satellites I0 feet above the ground.
What is the point?

t

Shane : We do have dishes

Scott: A, you are talking about satellite díshes. Very clever Shawn, very clever.
But, what do you tltink those dishes communícate with?

Students: Right here.

Scott: Thør is ríght, they comtnunicate with these ones to dit'ect the signals back
andforth.. Right they capture the signal tltat is comingfrom outet" space
and that is how you can cornmunicate around the world with no power
lines. So for now these satellites here are up in the space. I will draw afew
stat's around just so you htow. But, whøt does the søtellite do for us. We

lcnow it is in space, we htow it is a piece of machinery. Wat does ít do for
the scientist? How do scientists use it to predict the weather? Peter?

Peter: Líke telling whøt the weøther is goíng to be líke.

Scott: O.K. satellite. Hallo, satellite what the weather is going to be like
tomorrow.

Students; Ha, ha, ha.

Scott: Hi there Peter. This ís satellíte speaking. I am gonna to tell you that
tomoruow is going to beplus I0. How does it tell us? Wat does it do?
Wat does the satellite do? It does not tell us anything. We look at
something and it gives us information, but what does it give to us.

Dorothy: It lets us comtnunícate.

Scott: Yes, it lets us communicate with eaclt other. But, what does it do for
weather, thouglt? Kathy?

Daniel: It sends that signal tlting.
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Scott: So we take a signal from the satellite, Tt"avis?

Tim: It tøkes pictures, it drøws sometlúng líke ø møp.

Scott: That ís whøt I wøs lookíng for. Thank you. It takes pictures from outer
space lookíng down andfrom looking at those pictures ovet" time.
Retnetnbet" how he showed us on the computer that you can click on a
button and it would sltow you each one and how the weather system was
moving. All the pictures that they tookfro the satellíte. He was saying thís
one was taken then tlùs one was taken, then this one, then this one and this
one. And when you put them all together?

Ian: You have a map.

Scott: It becomes a map and ít shows you how the weather is moving, right
across the same piece of land. O.K. So that is how satellites work and that
is how we co.n tell remember this here. Ok. So are the weather maps and
satellites us e togetlter?

Students: Ya, no.

Scott: They øre used together because ltere you ca.n søy on the søtellite, the
satellite showed us that thís weøther system ís moving this way and then
thís is how we get this right here, we draw it on ø weuther møp sayíng
O.K. That systetn is moving that way and it used to be hot here so hot
weather is coming towards Winnipeg. Pretty neøt how they use that, right.
Is there anything else that we use?

This conversation emphasizes that it was a great idea to go through all the

information gathered on the field trip. When Scott first asks the students, what kind of

instruments the meteorologists use to predict weather, two students admit that they do not

remember. And, Shane talks about a "beam thing", which Scott identifies to be a radar.

Then, they start talking about how weather maps are used to predict the upcoming

weather. When Alek mentions about the satellites, Scott wants to know how they work

and where they are located. Peter's answer that they are "like telling what the weather is

going to be like," does not satisfu Scott. He wants him to be more specific, so in a cynical
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manner, he says, "O, hi there Peter. This is satellite speaking. I am gonna tell you that

tomorrow is going to be plus 10." Finally, Timothy comes up with the expected answer

by saying, "it takes pictures, it draws something like a map and those pictures can be seen

on the computer." And Ian adds that a map is charted when all the pictures are put

together. Satisfied with the answers, Scott points out that both the satellites and weather

maps are used together for forecasting the weather. While the satellites show the

movements of the weather system, the map displays their positions.

In this class, Scott also explained how computers are used to predict the weather.

He talked about computers in relation to the radar. Specifically, he explained how the

radar sends the laser beam up and the signal is then sent back with certain data such as

information about the clouds. During the conversation, Peter had a great question. He

wanted to know what happens if laser beam does not hit anything. Consider the following

conversation:

Conversation Excerpt # 5.11 Class discussíon

Peter: What happens to the radar when it is send up and there is nothing.

Scott: Good question. Did you guys hear tltat. Joey. Did you hear tltat. Can you
repeat the questionfor me. Peter asked a question about radar, do you
lcnow what it was? Whøt was the question Shane?

Shane: What would happen if it got shot on tlte air and there are no clouds, would
it hit something, would ít turn around, what would happen to it?

Scott: Remember, when Mr. Anderson wss tølking about radar and he saíd that
it will tell you íf ìt ís reølly cloudy, íf ít is raíning high up in the øír
becøuse sometimes ít is røíníng øtd we do not get ít till later on because
ít takes time to føll and so they cøn øctuølly tell us thst ít is goíng to røín
ín øbout an hour. They could tell us that. If there is no clouds at all in the
slqt, what did he say? It is a cleør day, right. Wat did he say that they
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often see on tlte radar, the rqdar always picks up all of these little things
in the summer time, ok, Dorothy?

Dorothy: Mosquitoes.

Scott: Right, it makes it look like big clouds but it is just a big cloud of
mosquitoes. So he said that sometimes ít can hit other things. And you
htow my guess would be Peter is that wltenever they send up a laser
beam, it ølways híts sometlùng.

Scott: (continues): And you htow Peter my guess would be, now I can not tell you
Peter for sut"e because I am not a meteorologist and I do not lcnow for
sure. But, my educated guess would be that íf it sends up a laser beam,
Peter and it does not hit anythíng it does not come back and so the
computer sqys o completely clear døy, right. It díd not hit anything so it
does not send any message back so what the screen is going to look like on
the radar system?

In this conversation, Scott tells Peter that he does not know for sure what happens

when the laser beam does not hit anything. But he said, his educated guess would be that

if the laser beam does not hit anyhing and thus does not come back, the computer,

possibly predicts a clear day. Scott's choice of words, such as, 'educated guess' was

purposeful. He used the same words in other situations, when he was referring to

scientist's work. Johan Stern, a TV weather anchor, who later visited our classroom, also

used the same wording. Even Jason Anderson at the weather office, also told us that the

forecasters can not always rely on computers, and as such sometimes they must use their

knowledge and information from other sources to write the weather forecast.

Scott also asked the students if they remembered seeing the lady meteorologist in

the weather office. He was referring to Sarah. Consider the following conversation:
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Conversation Excerpt # 5.12 Class discussion

Scott: We are going to go back right away and we actually have I5 minutes. I just
used the book. Actually maybe I will show you another picture before we
go back. Do you remember seeíng the lødy ín the office there? She is a
meteorologist and what she was doing, you noticed how they had three
dffirent computers infront of them. Actually they hadfour screens in

front of each of them, right.

Student: And they had a big T.V. 
i

Scott: And they had a big T.V. right. So, and you are rigltt because they make that
information that goes on 7.V.... So, with all this infurmation that she has
what will she do with that? First she types ít up on the computer and she
sends it to probably a computer web site, right and that web site is what
tells us on our computer wlzat the weather is like. When we get aforecast
on a computer or 7.V., right the T.V. you were watching theforecast on
Jessie. Remember the environment Canada, the red and green or the have
the blue and green and it switches colors once in a while. That
environment Canada, they put the ínformation infor that all the time. So,

here and the other thing is she is recording her voíce and she will
probably send that out to all the radio stations around here and then they
will play that on the radio and that is where the weather comes f'om on
the radio. So, meteorologist job ís really two things, or three things to
tneasure the weather, to predict the weather, and to...

Students: Share.

Scott: To share the weather with us, yes you are right.

This conversation took place at the end of the class, and I thought it was an excellent

move of Scott's to summarize allthat is required for forecasting the weather. Scott explains to

the class that the lady meteorologist, whom they saw at the weather office, works amidst

computers and a big TV, so that she could use the available information to predict the weather

first, and then to write the forecast, which could be later recorded and sent to the local radio

stations. Here, Scott points out that the meteorologists predict, measure, and share the

information with others. From Mr. Anderson's presentation, the students also learned that the
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meteorologists share the information with the meteorologists in other weather offices in the

country, before reporting it to the general public. Thus, contrary to many publications criticizing

teacher's portrayal of a science as a solitary endeavor (Hewson, Kahle, Scantlebury, & Davis;

2001; McDuffie, 200I; among others), our students had a chance to learn that scientists are in

constant communication with other scientists in the field.

Soon after the class, Scott told me that, he particularly mentioned about Sarah, the female

meteorologist working with a number of high-tech instruments and doing an important job, so

that the students understand that gender doesn't stand a barrier in doing such jobs. It's

commendable that Scott exhibits an open mind, and shares the vision of American Association

for the Advancement of Science (1993), National Science Teachers Association (1991) and the

Council of Ministers of Education, Canad a (1997)in regard to scientific literary development.

Among other things, these organizations urge the teachers to expose the children to all career

opportunities in the field of science, engineering, and technology. If we follow McDuffie's

(2001) reasoning, which states that the teacher's attitudes flavor the classroom and affect

students in profound way, it is fair to reason out that Scott's attempt would have encouraged the

female students in the class to consider careers in science in the future.

5.3.6 Visit by TV Weather Anchor

The interpretation of what meteorologists do was reinforced by the visit of

Johan Stern, a TV weather anchor. During his visit, he initially explained what he

does as a weather presenter. In a simple and understandable language, he

explained that he does a lot of computer work, and that the computers are very
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important for what he does. He told us that he spends much of his time in the

graphics department, where he compiles various images. For example, he puts

together the picture of the sun and the cloud and makes the rainfall. This visual

image is presented to the public so that they could know what the weather is

going to be. In his words," his job is to make the weather understandable for the

folks at home." I really liked what he said about forecasting: "...þrecasting is a

little bit like looking into a aystal ball and trying to predict thefuture and it's not

vety easy at all. It's hard to tell if thefuture is exactly right. That is why a

weatherforecast is reølly an educated guess. " To confirm his point, Johan said

that sometimes the forecasters in Winnipeg might predict the next day to be a

mainly sunny day with a temperature around 16 degrees Celsius. However,

somebody else's prediction on a different television station might be that it is

going to be 18 degrees. He tried to explain that he and his colleagues do not just

sit at work and try to guess the weather. Instead, he said, "it is scientific educated

guessing," because they are using science, satellite, radar,computers, computer

models. Also, he said that they use various kinds of data and records from the past

so that they could estimate what the weather would be like in the future.

The students also had a chance to ask him questions. Because we did not

really know the topic of Johan's presentation, they did not prepare the questions

in advance. Consider this following conversation to understand the type of

questions students asked:
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Conversation Excetpt # 5.13 Conversation with weatlter anchor

Dorothy: Do you belíeve in folklore?

Mr. Stern: Do I believe infolklore? I readfolklore and I don't mind reading it, I
don't know íf I believe in it, I guess ít depends on the folklore. Tlzere at"e

always, but not alwøys but vety often there are some science behind

folklore. Do you have any for me?

Student: If onion grows thick, the weather will be severe ìn the winter.

Mr. Stern: Is that right, you see thet"e is probably some science to that right,
because it's líke the vegetøbles over all of time have probably used to
protecting themselves in winter and that sort of thing and maybe the bark
on the tree ís a little thícker in a particular year and then it snows harder
or something like that, there could be some science to that. Wo has not
asked a question? Okay go ahead.

Alek: Whøt øbout red slcy at night søilors delight, red sþ in the morning søilors
take wørning.

Mn Stern: Thønk you, yø I do. There is some scíence in that though. What
kind of science. Let's see if I can remetnber how to explain this. So a red
sþ at night sailors delight which means that the weatlter is going to be
nice the next day. So if the slqt is setting in the west, and its red, remember
its clear skies that are the ones. Generally our weather moves across
Canadaf'om the west, so if there is cleør shies ín the west then we will get
good weather, however red slry in the morning, sailors wørníng. Lets see
now, that means that if tlte sun is rising ønd it is really red, we are looking
at clear skies in the east, which means tltat clear weather has passed us so
that is why .... and there ís a reason why the sun is red when it goes over
the horizon too.

At first, Dorothy asks him about his opinion on folklore. Mr. Stem's

silence made me guess that he was not prepared for such a question. But soon, he

composes himself and replies that it depends on the type of folklore and

somewhat agrees that there is often some science behind the folklore. He asks the

students to give him an example of foiklore. Dorothy asks, then, whether it is true

that the weather is going to be severe in the winter, if the onions grow thick skins.
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Mr. Stern must have seen some science behind this belief, because he answers

that the vegetables probably develop mechanisms to protect themselves in winter

by growing thick skins. He also says that, if the bark on the tree is found thicker

in a particular year, it usually snows harder. Dorothy's question indicates that the

students still struggled between the traditional and scientific way of predicting the

weather.

Then, Alek asks Mr. Stern, if he believes in the saying, "Red sky at night

sailors delight, red sky in the morning sailors take warning." Like Mr. Anderson

Mr. Stern too admits that he indeed believes in this one. He explains that the red

sky is usually associated with the clear sky. Thus, if the sky is setting in the west

and is red, we can expect to get a good weather in the morning, because generally

our weather moves across Canada from the west. However, he says, "red sky in

the morning, sailors take warning" means that if the sun is rising and it is really

red, we are looking at clear skies in the east, which means that clear weather has

passed us and we can expect bad weather. Alek's question also indicates that he,

and probably the rest of the students are still wondering which method to believe.

5.3.7 Long Versus Short-term Weather Forecasts

In line with the 5-4-ll Specific Learning Outcome our students did a comparison

of short versus long-term weather forecasts. Specifically, this outcome requires to

contrast the accuracy of short- and long-term weather forecasts and discuss possible

reasons for the discrepancies. At this point of our investigations, we akeady knew that
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scientists use weather instruments, computers, satellites and radar to predict the weather

in the future. In this class, on long versus short-term weather forecasts, Scott wanted the

students to decide which of the two types of forecasts were more accurate. It was also

important that the students provide an explanation for their reasoning. This activity was

first conducted individually, then in groups? which was then followed by the whole class

discussion. For this lesson, on one Sunday, Scott printed off the five-day forecast for that

particular week. Over the same week, our students recorded what the weather was

actually like. To do this, they visited the Environment Canada web site and also took the

readings with the instruments, which they designed by themselves. The following

diagram compares the predictions made by our students with those of the scientists in that

particular week.
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It is to be noted that not all the students clearly understood what they were

expected to do in this exercise. Shane, was the first one to admit that he was not sure

what he was supposed to do. Scott then tried to explain with examples: "Shane, for

example, the scientists said that on Monday it was going to be clear with a low of -3 and

a high of 9. We recorded partly cloudy with a low of -7 and a high of 8. On Tuesday,

they said it would be sunny, low -7 and high 16, we recorded partly cloudy, a low of -4

and a high of 12. Your job is to decide if the scientists were actually right when they

gave us this forecast for the week." Shortly after Scott's explanation, the students started

working on the assignment, and it is remarkable that they not only drew good conclusions

but also gave reasonable arguments for their thinking. Their overall conclusion was that

long-term forecasts are less accurate than the short-term forecasts. I particularly enjoyed

the discussion between them and Scott. Consider this discussion, below:

Conversation Excerpt # 5.14 Class discussion

Scott: So what do you think Chantel?

Student: Not vety accurate.

Scott: You think that it is not vety accurate, why is that? CaLn you show me why?

Student: I do not ltnow.

Scott: lïhat in ltere did you see that tells you that it's not very accurate? Hutn

Student: I am not sure.

Scott: Wtat's your opinion Kathy?

Student: I tlzink tltey are pretty accurate because ya, they are noî off by much
and they say clearing,... ...clearing up.

Scott: Hutn, hum.
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Student: ...and ....... Monday,.".. And they were only one off with the high.

Scott: Okay.

Student: These ones they are higher and these ones an.e lower with a low of -4,
Jane?

Student: I think that they are not accurate at all?

Scott: Why do you think that there is such a dffirence between what they
predíctedfor the week and what was actually recorded?

Jane: They do not lcnowfor sure what is going to happen and they are not always
correct because they do not lcnow evetything.

Scott: Okay, so Jane, your answer is right along the lines that I was looking. You
guys, becøase we are notfortane tellers, as Sammy søid, and we øre not
god, we don't know for sure whøt is going to happen, so when the
scíentísts predict wltat they thínk wíll høppen, okøy, they cøn't be 100%
con'ect the whole tíme, thøt's why there is that difference.

Student: They just lie.

Scolt: No they don't lie Charity they give their best guess, and thøt's what s
prediction is right? W'e make predictions all the time, but it's our best
guess, we don't know for sure. Tltey predicted the sunny days though
didn't they. That's pretty good because they can see the søtellite clouds
coming in right. So something's are easier to predict than others right?

In the above conversation, it is remarkable how Scott cautions the students not to

consider the scientists to be fortunetellers or those who come up with false predictions.

Instead, the scientist's job is to interpret the data to the best of their ability. By saying so,

Scott also implies that scientists are regular people and there is nothing odd or

unexplained about their work. Scott's comment that scientists are neither fortunetellers

nor gods dismisses the distorted image of a scientist as someone who is enigmatic,

strange looking and whose work, like fortune telling is mysterious and secretive (Barman,

1997;Fl|ck,1989; Kahle, 1989; McDuffie,2001; Rosenthal,1993). As recornmended by
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Mason, Kahle, and Gardner (1991) Scott encourages the students to consider scientists as

regular human beings, who interpret the datato the best of their ability.

At the end of this class, Scott summarized that "people often have this ídealized

image of a scientist as sotneone who htows everything." However, he wanted his students

to understand that science is not absolute and that scientists do not have all of the

answers. His intention became apparent during our field trip. Consider one more

comment that he made at the end of this class: "You guys, a lot of people look at

scientists and say, wow, they are very smart people, they must have all the answers. They

don't". Scott's teaching approach, contradicted the very many claims of authoritarian

view in which scientific knowledge is presented as absolute truth and as a final form

(Duschl, 1988; Lederïnan, 1992; among others). His teaching, on the other hand,

exemplified that scientific knowledge is not absolute and final.

5.3.8 Just a Note to Say Thank You to the Experts

On many occasions, Scott emphasized that scientists are neither dogmatic nor do

they have all the answers; instead, they just interpret data to the best of their ability. At

the same time, he also suggested that they are experts in their field of study. This came

about when the students were writing thank you letters to the people who helped in their

study of the weather. They did this after our field trip to the weather office and after the

visits from Mr. Birdie and Mr. Stem. Soon after Scott asked Zoe to distribute the

handouts titled, Just a note to say tltank you, to the class, the students were encouraged to

write the thank you notes. Consider the following conversation:
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Conversation Excerpt # 5.15 Class discussíon

Scott: Zoe, could you please read the title of the paper I have just placed on you
desk.

Zoe (reading): Just ø note to søy thønk you.

Scott: Whøt do you think tltis is going to be for? What do you thínk this going
to be for, whst øre we goìng to do on thís pøge? Sltsne?

Student: Write to Miss Biernacka.

Scott: Write to Miss Beata, well ya, we could write to Miss Beata, okay but there
are some people that we need to thank even more than Miss Beata, even

though she is doíng a lot of hard work with us, okay. There at"e certain
people that don't have to be here, and they come here, okay. Nick?

Nick: Mr. Bírdie.

Scott: Right, so we could write a thank you letter to Mr. Birdie. There is one
more person though that shøred the expertise with us ønd spent ø lot of
their time teøchíng us øbout weøther. Does anybody have any other ideas
about that?

Student: Mr. Anderson.

Scott: Mr. Anderson, rightfi"om the weather ffice, and there is one more person
coming this afternoon.

Student: Mr. Stern

Dorothy: He's on CKY.

Scott: CKY, he's the TV meteorologist guy. You might choose to write to Johan
Stern, you might choose to write to Mr. Birdíe, and you might choose to
write to Mr. Anderson.

Scott: Okay so who are we writing to here?

Student: Mr. Johan Stern.

Scott: Johan, okay do you guys have the reason wlry you are going to write to
him?

Student: .....cause he's funny.
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Scott: Just becøuse he isfunny.

Student: I picked Mr. Anderson.

Scott: llhy did you pick Mr. Anderson......?

Student: Becøuse he knows s lot about the weøther.

Scott: Hunt, okay, thøt's could work. Okay, Rose how about you? Hang on, hang
on, I'm actually interested in hearing what Rose has to say, wltat's your
opinion there Rose, who would you pick to write to?

Rose: I do not lcnow.

Scott: Mr. Andersonfi'om the weather ffice, Mn Birdie, out'expert on
aboriginal tales andfolklore, or Mr. Stern, the TV weather man.

Student: I am not sure.

Scott: You don't lmow yet. Ok, Alright, ah, three,.....two, one, active listening
please. Alright, so as I was walking around, it seemed to me that, it
seemed like certain groups had dffirent ideas, for example one group .:

decided that they wanted to write to Mr. Anderson, okøy and the reason
wøs becuuse they thought thøt he spent the most time wìth us ønd
brougltt us into his office und hís workpløce ønd he spent a lot of tíme
showing us exøctly what we needed to see about weather, okay. Another
group was thínkittg, well møybe Mr. Birdie wøs the best choice becøuse
Mr. Bù'dìe cønte ìn ønd sltowed us ø lot about aboriginøl tøles ønd
folklore and we reølly dídn't know ct lot aboutfolklore, yø, in fact, Mr".

Lister, Miss L. and Miss Beatø were øre not experts on folklore so we
dídn't have a lot to shøre, but Mr. Birdie díd So, he kind of brought
something to our reseørch thøt we don't really know øbout olc, and then
there is Mr. Stern, who we don't know whøt he is bringing this
øfternoon but we know lte ís ø TV weøther man, we know he is very busy
ønd very ímportønt, ønd he is sltaring some time wíth us and thøt's
greøt. Okay, so .... Yes you may. Nick could you take all three down there?
Alright.

In this conversation, Scott stresses that there are certain people who need to be

thanked for their willingness to share their knowledge about weather with us. The

students enthusiasticaliy reply that they would write a thank you note to me. So, Scott has
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to explain to them that there are others who deserved more, because of the time and

knowledge they volunteered to share with us. He makes them understand that neither he

nor me are experts in the field as such they need to consider writing to experts like Mr.

Stern, Anderson or Birdie. By pointing out that they were experts in the field, Scott

instills the idea that scientists and scientific work are trustworthy. So far in our

investigations, the students were learning that scientists do not always know everything. I

think that it is also important for them to realize that scientists are not careless people,

who try to do their work by just guessing.

Scott wanted to make sure that the students understood, who an expert is. Later

on, during the construction of the weather instruments, an opporrunity came up for him to

clarify this matter. Jessica was working on the design of Stevenson's screen in which she

glued popsicle sticks to make the legs for the body of the screen. Siùce she was quick and

meticulous in making the two legs perfectly and being able to show the rest of the class,

how to do the other legs, Scott pointed out that Jessica is an expert in doing this particular

task. Immediately Emillio, who was assisting Jessica in this project, responded that Scott

too is an expert as a teacher. Doubtlessly Emillio's statement was a compliment to his

teacher. Yet, Scott made him as well as the class understand that as far as teaching the

grade five class, he could be considered as an expert, but he was not an expert in any

other areas.
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5.4 Translating and Extending

The Translating and Extending phase of the Common Knowledge translates and

extends students' understandings of science concepts to real world problems. For science

educators, this type of education addresses students'ability to make connections among

science, technology, societ¡/, and the environment (STSE). Science educators refer to

STSE teaching as "authentic science" or interdisciplinary science, which places it within

a larger societal context (Ebenezer & Connor, 1998). The Translating and Extending

phase consists of two stages: design process and issue-based teaching. The design process

connects science with technology (ST) and involves construction of an afüfac| based on

the information acquired throughout a science unit. Thus, it allows the students to see the

practical application of scientific knowledge. The issue-based teaching, on the other

hand, involves identification of an issue þroblem) and extension of that issue into other

disciplines, such as society and environment (SE). Thus, it allows the students to see that

scientific knowledge is used to investigate and offer plausible solutions important to

societal and environmental issues in today's world.

5.4.1 STSE - Design and Evaluation of Weather Instruments

In line with the 5-4-05 Specific Learning Outcome, our next project was to use

the design process to build the assigned weather instruments. To build these instruments,

each group of student conducted research, planned out how to build the instrument,

selected appropriate resources, drew out a prototype, and finally constructed the

instrument. They also wrote down a description of what and how the instrument supposed
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to work. Each student, on the other hand, documented the process of building the

instrument in the Weather Instrument Brochure. The construction of the weather

instruments required the collaborative effort of all the members in the group and this

offered Scott a chance to emphasize ofl the benefits of sharing and collaboration within a

goup. Consider the following cornment to one of the groups:

Conversation Excerpt # 5.15 Scott's comtnent

Scott: Kris, I want you to think what lcind of materials you would use to build a

wind wane. Your friend, Jane, already suggested Popsicle sticks. But,
Sammy said that he got a better idea. Some of you cøn have yet other ideas,

which you might wønt to negotíøte with your friends before you decide on
yourfinal group design. Every member of the group needs to draw his own
ídea and bríng that idea back to tlte group for final negotiøtíon.
Everyone's effort all together should pr"oduce a really good result."

Here, Scott suggests, "Everyone's effort all together should produce a really good

result." He emphasizes that if the group wants to arrive at a mutual understanding, they

need to caref,rlly listen to everyone's suggestions and negotiate with the others in the

group before deciding on the final design. In other words, he tells the students to

negotiate their ideas with others in a mature and democratic manner. I believe that

working on such group projects make us want to say, "we are learning how to become

better scientists." Certainly it gave an opporlunity for the students to understand the

concept of sharing and collaboration among the scientists. Furthermore, it made them

realize that science is a collaborative endeavor, and that scientific knowledge is created

and enhanced by a community of researchers. An individual scientist's confidence in

some new information is usually considered to be insufficient to be regarded as new
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concept or scientific knowledge. It should stand up to the criticisms and reviews of

fellow scientists (Machamer, 1 998).

The "home made" weather instruments, made by the students were used daily for

two weeks to measure the following components: wind direction (wind vane), wind speed

(anemometer), sky conditions (our eyes), and precipitation (rain gauge) lSpecific

Learning Outcome: 5-4-06l.In fact, we took the activity a step fuither than what is

required by the curriculum. Not only did our students used the instruments to measure

certain weather parameters, but they also compared their data with those obtained by the

scientists, using modernized scientific weather measuring equipments. This comparison

allowed us to assess the accuracy of our homemade weather instruments. At first Scott

asked the students to check whether their instruments were accurate or not, and to give

the reason for their assessment. In order to do this, the students needed to compare their

readings with those of the scientists. In other words, readings obtained by "home made"

instruments versus readings of the professionals using scientific instruments. The

students were able to do this comparison because they have kept a record of their own

measurements and of those recorded by the meteorologists.

Because many of the students could not properly understand what accuracy really

meant, Scott had to spend some time explaining it to them. He told them that while our

class was recording the measurements of weather for two weeks, using the "home made"

instruments, the scientists too were recording similar measurements with their

instruments. He asked the students to check whether their readings corresponded with

those of the scientists. if they found them to be similar, he told them that they could
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conclude that the instruments they designed gave accurate readings. If not, the

instruments should be regarded as faulty or inaccurate. Scott gave them time to check out

the readings and to conclude, as a group, whether their instruments were accurate or not.

He also asked them to write a short summary on the accuracy of the designed instrument.

Although, each group made only one instrument, in this activity, they were asked to

evaluate the accuracy of ail the instruments made by the class.

After the group interaction, the whole class gathered to share their findings. The

class found out that most of their readings were not accurate. Mathew's reasoning was

that it was because "the meteorologists had a lot better instruments". Scott agreed with

Matthew's reasoning, and clarified that our "data were not as accurate as theirs because

in most cases, except for the thermometer, we did not use professionally constructed

instruments." Although our data were significantly different from those collected by the

meteorologists, it was hard for some of the students to admit that. Students' job was to

evaluate the accuracy of all of the "home made" designs the class made. It was evident

that the students found it easy to criticize the instruments done by other groups but when

it came to their own, they found it hard to disqualify the design. For example, Kristofer

was very defensive of his group's wind vane. He insisted that his group's vane was pretty

accurate. According to him the measurements were close enough considering the fact that

his group's "vane was on the ground, while the one at the weather station he saw on our

field trip was not." Even after the class went on to discuss about other things, Kristofer

still focused on his weather vane. Scott took advantage of Kristofer's attitude and used it

as an opportunity to mention to the other students that Kris's attitude is known as passion.
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He pointed out that scientists are usually passionate about their work. Specifically, he

said that "scientists are usually very passionate about their research and they can't get

their own ideas out of their heads."

Anemometer was the instrument, which gave us the worst results, because as

Kathy put it, "every day we were a little bit off from the scientists." The lively discussion

about the anemometer gave Scott an opporlunity to help the students speculate what kind

of factors could have affected students' readings. In other words, Scott wanted the

students to express their views. Consider the following class discussion:

Conversation Excerpt # 5.16 Class discussion

Scott: Can you think of anything else about the anemometer that might have

affected our results?

Han: Ya, Ours is made of cardboard so, it made it, we made it too hard.

Scott: Okay, so you thínk the cardboard is too heavy to be pushed by the wind?

Han: Ya.

Jane: ...1 don't think that the pencil is too lteavy.

Scott: So you think the pencil is too heavy too? Oh, ya, it could be. What else do

you notice about the anetnometer? Do notforget tltøt you have to expløín
why-

Nick: Oh,I høte those why questions.

Scott: So, do you also think that it is inaccurate?

Student: Ya.

Scott: Okay, wlzích rneans not accurate and the reason she gave was because our
Íneasurernents were offfrom the scientists measuretnents are. Did anyone
have a reason to explain wlry they tlùnk your tneasurements were offi
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Okay, this group ovet" het'e had a good idea, Matthew whøt was your
reason for the ønemometer not being øccurate?

Matthew: Hum, we were a lot offbecause the pencil was too heavy.

Scott: Okay, so he thought that the pencil was too heavy to be pushed by the wind.
The cardboard and the pencil were too heavy, it wasn't an accut"ate
reading. So anlnuay our anemometet" was inaccurate, I would agree with
you, Emíllio?

Emillio: All the insfiuments were not vety accurate because we had a dffirent
angle, because they are at theforks and we are here in Prairie View
School.

The above conversation reveals how Scott negotiated ideas with his students.

Scott does not tell the students whether their reasoning is correct or not. However, he

sees the importance of finding the reason for their decisions. He was not satisfied with

"what" the students were thinking; he also wanted to know "why" they came to such a

conclusion. During this conversation, a comment like Nick's, "I hate those why

questions," indicates that the students always faced Scott's "why?" question. Such

approach of Scott's only reflects how seriously he has taken his teaching, and how

important it was for him to know that the students have understood the lessons. More

importantly, Scott's approach fulfills the plea of many science educators, who would like

to see the teachers placing greater emphasis on the understanding of the subject rather

than merely memorizing the facts (Gallagher,Iggl; Lederman ,1gg2).It is commendable

that Scott, a novice teacher who was teaching science for the first time in his career had

ventured into a contemporary approach, rather than a traditional method of teaching

science by memorizing facts.
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Scott's final summary on the topic was excellent. Consider his summary: "...We

found out, as good scientists would, that you need to be able to look at your own work

and say, am I, is it working properly or do I need to fix something okay, and that's really

what I want you guys to get fi"om all of this okay. I mear't, we could be studying weather,

we could be studying changes in matter, we could be studying simple machines, and it

doesn't matter. Thefact is, that scientists when they invent and they research and they

create, tltey qlso test and assess and then make changes and they keep doing that over

and over again until they get something that is accut"ate ... . "

I particularly liked the part, which implied that good scientists look at their work

criticaily. Scott made sure that his students understood that the scientists test and evaluate

their work critically. In the next activity, he encouraged the students to critically evaluate

their designs and to discuss how to improve the accuracy of the instruments. At first, the

students discussed the matter within the groups, and then each student separately wrote

down the things needed for improvement. In regards to the anemometer, Rose wrote that

she "would change the anemometer to be more accurate by changing the piece of

cardboard and put a piece of metal instead because the pencil and the cardboard were too

light."

5.4.2 STSE - Issue-based Teaching

To illustrate the connection between science, society and environment, for the unit on

Weather, the Manitoba Curriculum Framework of Outcomes requires the students to study

natural disasters (Specific Learning Outcome: 5-4-09). Specifically, the curriculum requires to
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provide examples of severe weather forecasts and describe preparations for ensuring personal

safety during severe weather and related natural disasters. The curriculum gives the following

examples of the natural disasters: tornado, thunderstorm,blizzard, extreme wind child, flood,

forest fire. We wanted to make our study of weather very effective. So we decided to achieve

this goal by making our study relevant to the local needs and concerns. Because of the location

of the city in the Red River Valley, we decided to concentrate on flooding. At first, the students

were shown the clips from the video, The Flood of the Century. This video documents the flood

that happened in the Red River Valley in 1997, and it helped the students to think and explore

the reasons for flooding. The students wrote their ideas and then shared them orally with the

whole class. Scott recorded all of their ideas and then, in subsequent lessons, he used them in his

teaching. Students' reasons for flooding fell into two categories: Precipitation and Sewer

Backup.

Since our students' parents experienced the flood of I99l,we decided to involve them in

this part of investigations as well. In addition to seeking their opinion on how floods form, we

also wanted them to give us their view on how people need to be prepared for possible floods.

And, most importantly, we were interested in their personal involvement and experiences with

the last flood. So, the students were asked to interview their parents to find out answers to the

following three questions: 1) How do you think floods form? 2) How should people be prepared

for a possible flood? 3) How did the flood of 1997 affect your life and the lives of people you

know? After interviewing their parents, the students were asked to write a written summary of

parental ideas.
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Parents' answers to the first question were grouped into three categories: Precipitation,

Overflow of water bodies, and Precipitation and overflow of water bodies. Table 5.5 illustrates

the three categories of parental ideas and provides an example of representative idea followed by

the number of parents proposing this idea (in brackets).

Table 5.5 Parental reasons for flooding.

Category Representative idea

Precipitation My mother thinks that floods are caused by
heavy rain storms and melted snow, and
river flooding with water: (10)

Overflow of water bodies My mother says that floods form when
river is overflowed. (1)

Precipitation and overflow of water bodies My father thinks that floods are formed by
excessive rain fall, and it backs up the
sewer, and the dams can not take it. And it
can't take the water causes it to flood. Floods
can also form bv snow meltins too fast. (1)

As shown in the above Table, there were ten parents who believed that floods are

caused by heavy precipitation either in the form of rain or snow, which then leads to the

overflow of water. Only one parent, Hanna's mother, believed that floods are caused by

an overflow of the water bodies. And, one parent, Kristofer's father, thought that floods

are caused by a combination of heavy precipitation which leads to the overflow of waters,
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which in turn causes damage to the dikes and flood ways. Note, that not all of the

students got a chance to interview their parents, hence, we only had 12 responses.

Sammy's mother's answer to the second question, How should people be

prepared for a possible flood? best summ anzesthe nature of parental ideas. She said that

'þeople should be prepared by sandbagging their properties and trying to get extra food,

generators for electricity, keep extra clothing and candles for warmth and for seeing in

the dark or move to higher ground before the flood comes." This answer suggests that

certain materials and activities are required to survive the flood situation. The list of

necessary materials included: water pump, sand bags, boat, generators, life jacket,

candles, food, water, and clothing. The list of activities included: sand bagging, digging

ditches, cleaning garbage from sewer, getting to higher ground, and protecting personal

belongings, love ones, and pets. In addition to being involved in the activities to save

their personal lives, the parents also saw the need to volunteer their time to help others

save their properties. These volunteering activities involved sandbagging and digging

ditches. Peter's father, however, told his son that all of the above activities are

"unnecessary unless people have insurance." According to him, "buying insurance is the

best preparation because you can not do anything, you can not change the weather, you

can not have 1000 sand bags sitting on your lawn waiting for the flood, can you?" I guess

not.

Scott and I were rnostly interested in the answers to the third question. We wanted

to know whether the parents were involved in saving the city of Winnipeg from the flood

of 1997. We were hoping to hear some powerful stories. Most of the parents who were
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interviewed said that they were "involved in sandbagging to help others protect their

property." None of the parents, however, had any heroic stories of their particular

involvement or about any damage that the flood caused to their property. Kristofer's

mother was the only parent who was able to share a personal incident that happened

during the time of the flood. She told Kristofer that she remembered the flood of 1997

because this was the time Kristofer's grandpa died. She particularly remembered the

snowstorm the night before that prevented her from going to the hospital.

One of the important goals of STSE education is to provide opporlunities for the

students to acquire the information and decision making skills. It is found that these

skills, in turn, are associated with the development of other potentials such as:

identification and in-depth understanding of the problem, framing questions, gathering

and analyzing data, sharing and evaluating findings, drawing possible solutions and

suggestions, and choosing and implementing actions (Ebenezer & Connor, 1998;

Pedretti, 1997; Alkenhead, IggT).These skills also make a person scientifically literate.

To develop the decision making skills in our students, Scott presented the students with a

written Newsflash, which informed them of the high alert flood watch for the city of

Winnipeg, and also about the nearby cities, which are already underwater. This news also

informed that the floodway would not be sufficient to protect the city against the current

heavy downpour of rain.

Soon after the showing of the Newsflash, Scott presented a situation, which

required the students to decide on the items, they would choose to survive the flood. The

scenario was that soon after the people heard the Newsflash, they saw through the
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windows that the streets are getting flooded. Their basements were already underwater,

but the upper levels of their home were still fine. The people needed to get to the roof to

be safe and to be rescued. Since the water was moving in very fast, the people had time

only to grab 10 items before their main level gets flooded. The question was, then," What

10 items would you bring to the roof as a flood survival kit and why?"

As usual, Scott gave the students enough time to negotiate the situation with their

group members, before presenting their choices and reasons for their choices to the whole

class. The following class discussion presents the items, which I highlighted in bold

letters, that the students decided to include in their flood survival kit:

Conversation Excerpt # 5.17 Class discussion

Scott: Okay, whiclt group would like to share with me theit I0 items that they
chosefor theirflood sut'vival kit. Hum, let's go with group #5.

Zoe: Four boxes of cereøl because it will not spoil. Dry clothes to change,
three bottles of clean wøter so you do not get dehydrated, a backpøck to
store things, a blønket to keep you warm, bøtteries for øfløshlight ønd
fløshlight to send SOS.

Scott: Okay.

Charity: Lucþ thing, for good luck, okay.

Nick: Blanket to keep dty.

Scott: Blanket to keep dry. Emillio, how wqs your groups results? Did you all
manage to agree on one, okay then let's hear that listfi'ont this gt.oup
then?

Student: Nonperishøble foods so they will not spoil.

Scott: What do you mean nonperishable?

Student: Like what can't perish or get rotterx.
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Scott: Okay, good, good, yup.

Student: First øid kit, so we can...if somebody gets hurt, and water jug so we
won't be dehydrated, clothes so we won't be cold, old clothes.

Scott: Okoy.

Student: Inflatable mattress so we can sleep on, books to keep us busy, flashlight
to see in the dark, extrø pair of shoes, just in case our shoes are wrecked.
Batteriesforflashlight and a life jacket just in case one of usfalls into the
wøter.

Scott: Hum, I noticed that you, I noticed that this gt"oup here and this group, they
both had water so we don't get dehydrated, I ant kind of wondering about
thefact that you an"e surrounded by water in theflood?

Etnillio: Ya but it's very muddy.

Scott: Dir"ty muddy water, okay, so you are saying it's not really ù-inkable then.

Student: No.

Scott: So you got to bring clean water then. I noticed that Zoe said three bottles
of clean water ríght. Alright let's hear Jessica's list here.

Student: A weel<s supply offood to eat, clothing to wear, matches for SOS,

fireworl<s for SO,S, cell phonefor emergency calls, aid kitfor is someone
gets hurt, gazebo for shelter, fishing device, I0 days supple of water to
drink, a red blanket to keep warm and also for SO,S.

Scott: To keep warm and SOS, what do you mean the blanket and SOST

Student: The red blanket.

Scott: Oh, the red blanket, okay. So a red blanket is a good thing to wave so the
people can see youfrom the sþ, that's what you nxean. I øctually liked
this groups approach too. I mean this group wøs tølkíng about the
sur-vivøL, rìght, it definitely is good things to sut vive whíle you were
there, until someone comes. This group thought more along the línes of
how øre we going to get help if someone is coming around, okay how øre
we goíng to signøl them down. They havefireworks, they have ruatches to
creale afire or smoke signal, they have a red blanket. Wmt's that?

Student: How would you set up a gazebo on your house?
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Scott: A gazebo, well I think that what they meant was a gazebo tent probably, or
something that would cover you, right, maybe a parasol, like a beaclt
umbrella or, something, is that what you guys meant? Jessíca is that what
you meant by gøzebo, somethíng that would cover you, shelterT

Student: Yes.

Scott: Yes Dorothy?

Student: I don't think they should hsve a week's sapply offood becøuse whøt
høppens tf you eøt ít øll ønd you høve nothing left?

Scott: Okay, so you don't think they should have a l0 day supply offood, well it's
a good opinion to have, but maybe they have a l0 day's supply offood and
they ration it out to tltemselves, ltey, there's that word that I used eat"lier
this year, okay, ration. They ration it out to thetnselves. So that they are
only eøting like a quarter of wlzat you would normally eat, so it lastfor 40
days instead of 10, ríght. It's possible, that's there ideas though. I am

finding it interesting though Dorothy thøt you are thinking in your mind
øbout whether or not tltøt ís a good ídeøfor you ønd whether you would
do that or not. This group here, Jane?

Student: Telephone so you can phone people.

Student: Huge wøtet" bottle to last I0 days, life jacket to ..., sleeping bags to sleep
in, my cøL

Scott: Your cat, okay.

Student: so he won't die, a blanket to cover up with, clothes to change in.

Scott: Flashlight and what? Okay I guess that is the end. Peter? I guess this
group had dffirent ideas so Peter?

Student: Cell phoneþr rescue.

Scott: There's that cell phone again right, that callingfor help idea, okay.

Student: ... -fo, drinking, some not perishable.

Scott: Nonperishable food okay.

Student: Life jøcket sleepíng bagfor sleeping, clothes in casewe
get wet.
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Scott: Okay.

Student: Flashlight to see in the dark. .......tooth brush....

Student: Afirst aide kit if youfall off the roof, and medicine to get better when
you are sick.

Scott: Okay, good. So I notice that evety group is basically thínking sbout what
we need as human beings to sut'vive. There was a lot of groups that said
nonperishableþod items, clean drinking water, first aid kit and medical
supplies such as pills and things that we would need, okøy and there ís
one other thíng thøt we need øs humøn beings that too often people

forget about, okay. ll/e need entertøinment, we need somethùtg to keep
our mind busy or we go crszy, seriously, intagine being stranded on a
roof all by yourself, even if you have food and water to help you sur-vive,
you can't move off the roof, you have nothing to do, no one to tølk to,
nothing to entertain you, image being like thatfor 20 days, okay. It gets to
you. (Class discussion, lliday 14,2003).

As indicated by Scott, the items selected by the students could be grouped into

two different categories. One group of students decided to select items that will help

them survive until someone comes and rescues them. The items selected by this group

included nonperishable food items, clean drinking water, first aid kit, clothes, shelter, and

medical supplies. The other group of students thought more along the lines of drawing

attention to get help and to be rescued. Their choice of items included flashlights,

matches and red blankets, which are required to send signals to the rescuers. Scott added

one more important item to the list by saying, " something to keep our mind busy or we

go ctazy."

Another important goal of the STSE education is to empower the students to take

action when it comes to a particular societal issue. Such action could be done through:

education, letters and petition writing, posters, brochures, etc. (Ebenezer &. Connor,
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1998). Our students decided to choose posters and letters for this purpose. Their group

project was to create a flood-warning poster to inform the rest of the students in school

about the dangers of floods. And they posted their work on the walls around the school'

Scott suggested that their posters should warn of the danger the floods could do to people

and their property, as well as provide necessary information on how to get prepared in

case of a possible flood. An example of one of the students' posters is given below, in

Figure 5.1. The whole view of the poster is followed by isolated images from this poster.

Figure 5.1. Flood warning Poster.
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In addition to the posters, each student was asked to share his/trer knowledge

about floods with others in the community. The students chose to write a letter to a

student in another class or to a staff member. In that letter, they wrote about the dangers

of flooding, when to expect such flooding in Manitoba, why people need to be on the

look out for the floods, and how to be prepared at home for any possible flooding. Note

the following excerpt from a letter written by Rose:

Dear Grade One,

I am wríting to you about floods. We have to look out for floods in our city,

because it ís located between tlze Red River Valley and if it rains too much, tlze

river will get overflowed, and it can create aflood...One of the dangers offloods
ís floods can wreck ltornes, and people can loose their ltomes, belongings, anil
even pets. We can prepare for a possible flood at home by having a flood survival
kit. Some of the items that should be in aflood survíval pack are: non-perishable
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food, first aid kit, a big bottle of clean water, clotltes, inflammable mattress, and
other items.

Throughout our study of floods, the students had a chance to observe and

probably develop the principles of sustainable living such as stewardship and global

responsibility, or as one of the students put it, "good sportsmanship." The students were

able to witness good sportsmanship in three different ways. Firstly, it,was through the

documentary video on the flood that happened in 1997. Secondly, Scott told them about

this flood, and how he personally attempted to help in saving the city during that period.

He was in grade twelve atthat time and he took active part in the sandbagging and, thus,

helped saving the city from the floods. The story of his involvement, which he shared

with us, truly made a great impact on the students.

Lastly, the students interviewed their parents to find out how they were involved

in saving the city of Winnipeg and how the flood of 1997 affected their lives. Parental

involvement indicated responsibility for local issues.

5.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, I reported how Scott presented the NOS through the first three

phases of the CKCM. His determination to eliminate the stereotypical image of scientists

from the students' minds displayed how truly he desired his students to have a clear

picture of science and scientists. He clearly presented what scientists do and how they

conduct their investigations. In his portrayal of the scientists, Scott made sure to point out

that scientists are neither magicians nor dogmatic people with absolute answers. Instead,
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he frankly acknowledged that scientists might not have answers to all the questions. In

other words, his teaching approach contradicted the very many claims that predominantly

promoted an authoritarian view of the community of science. Further, at the weather

office, Mr. Jason Anderson's acknowledgment of not having "a cut and dry solutions to

all the questions" reinforced what Scott tried to instill in the students'minds. The

students also had a chance to learn that the scientific knowledge is limited. In this

curricular unit, the students realized that the weather is constantly changing and not even

the scientists with their powerful and modemized instruments could accurately predict

the weather all the times. Furthermore, Scott made is clear to the students that scientists

have investigative minds, look at their work critically, frame questions, and propose

solutions.

Also, by organizing a field trip to the weather office, Scott gave the students an

opporfunity to meet some scientists there and to see what they do at work. As a result,

Scott enhanced the curiosity of the students and opened the possibility of them pursuing

scientific careers in the future. Seeing the female meteorologist at work amidst high-tech

instruments surely must have instilled a desire in the female students to consider a caÍeer

in science in the future. Thus, Scott's teaching approach demonstrated that he tried to

teach according to the principles of multicultural science education. This type of

education requires the teachers to look for appropriate resources, which would promote

science education of all students regardless of their sex and ethnic background (CMEC,

1997, NSTA, 1991). In this situation, by choosing to use that particular book, Scott
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suggested that female students have equal opportunities of achieving well in science and

furthermore pursuing science careers in the future.

In the last 35 years, it is reported, not much progress has been made toward

achieving equity in science education. For example, Hewson et al. (2001) report that

differences continue to exist in the access, retention and achievement of students

depending on their culture, gender, race, and/or socioeconomic status. Dale Baker in an

afücle in the October 2002 issue of the Journal of Research in Science Teaching poses a

question, "Where is Gender and Equity in Science Education?" To answer this question,

she reviewed articles that appeared in the Journal of Research in Science Teaching,

starting from the first article, which was published in 1971. In summary, Baker hopes that

the new century brings a broader awareness of the importance of gender and equity, and

she leaves it up to the reader to answer the question, "'Where are gender and equity in

science education?"

It was such a pleasure to see Scott, a beginning teacher with a right disposition

toward equity in science education. Scott's good attitude toward equity in science is very

valuable considering the age $oup he was teaching. I particularly emphasize the age,

because research has shown that most students around this age have a tendency to either

develop an interest in science or shy away from the subject. For example, in the 80's,

many researchers reported that in the middle school, female students begin to have

negative attitudes toward science. Obviously, such a negative attitude prevents them to

seek any scientific careers or to see them as scientists in the future (Fennema & Peterson,

1986; Grant, 1983, Kahle & Lakes, 1983; Meece,1984; among others). Similar claims
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were also made more recently. For example, in 2003, Jayaratne, Thomas, and Trautmann

cited Andreman and Maehr (1994), Eccles (1997) and U.S. Department of Education

(1998) reported that in the middle schools, or at the beginning ofjunior high schools,

girls' perception of their abilities begins to decline (more than that of boys).

Consequently, they tend to express little interest in science. Since this is the time they are

faced with various choices in the curriculum, they struggle to choose or not to choose

science subjects in the middle school.

Once in high school, the segtegation becomes even more obvious and the girls do

not see themselves as being the "scientists" fype (Carlone, 2004).It is particularly evident

in the so-called hard science subjects, such as physics and chemistry (Carlone,2003;

Haussler & Hoffmann,2002). Schulenberg, Goldstain, and Vondracek (1991) explain

that potential recruits may believe that a successful scientist must be a genius, enjoy

working alone, and have a limited kind of social life and they do not want to choose this

lifestyle.

Scott also made sure that his students understood the processes involved in the

construction of scientific knowledge. He mentioned to the students that through their

investigations of weather, they have learned to "become better scientists." This training

process to become better scientists was mostly evident in the way the lessons were

structured. Scott provided many opportunities for the students to share their ideas with

others as well as respect the ideas proposed by others. Certainly it gave a chance for the

students to understand the concept of sharing and collaboration among scientists.
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Furthermore, Scott helped the students understand that scientific knowledge is

used to investigate and offer plausible solutions to solve societal and environmental

issues in today's world.
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Chapter 6

Assessment of Scientific Literacy Development

6.1 Introduction

Chapter six focuses on Reflecting and Assessing, the fourth phase of the CKCM.

The purpose of this phase of the model, in line with the National Standards, is to provide

feedback to teachers, so that they could make necessary adjustments in their teaching,

and to allow students to assess for themselves, how well they are meeting the

expectations of the teachers (NRC, 1996). In line with these two National Standards on

assessment, Chapter six first presents Scott's reflections on his teaching of science that

focused on developing scientific literacy. Following which students'development in

scientific literacy is presented.

Through my on-going conversations with Scott, I was able to gather his reflective

thoughts on our efforts to develop scientific literacy of his students. Through various

methods, I was able to assess students' development of scientific literacy in terms of the

three notions ("what," "how," and "why") presented in the first chapter. To assess

students' understandings of the "what" of science, i evaluate their knowledge of the

principles and concepts of weather, outlined in the Manitoba Curiculum Fratnework of

Outcomes as well as their ability to use that knowledge in out of classroom contexts. To

assess students' understandings of the "how" of science, I evaluate their understandings
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of the NOS. And, to assess students' understandings of the "why" of science, I evaluate

their ability in making the science, technology, society, and environment connections.

The evaluation of students'understandings of "what," "how," and "why" of

science is based on my conversations with Scott and his students, selected pieces of

students' written work, students' conversations with others, and selected questions of the

performance-based and written tests. The test items I analyzed correspond to the lessons I

presented in Chapter five. In presenting the assessment conversations, I highlight, in bold

letters, the worthwhile expressions in each excerpt, and then provide interpretations of

these expressions below each excerpt.

6.2 Scott's Reflections on Scientific Literacy Development

Many authors postulate that reflective approach should be an integral part of

every teacher's classroom practice (Abell &.Bryan,1997; Clift, Houston, & Pugach,

1992; Shepard, 2000; Zeichner,1999; among others). A "good teacher" is a reflective

teacher, one who inquires into his or her thinking and practice with an eye toward making

improvements (Zeichner,1999). Teachers need to reflect on their work, look at their aims

in relation to the outcomes, be open-minded about children's potential and make

judgments about whether the activities of a particular lesson or series of lessons were the

best possible ways of helping children learn (Shepard, 2000).

Ebenezer and Connor (1998) incorporated the Reflecting and Assessing phase

into the CKCM to stress the importance of reflective practice in science education, and to

encourage teachers to critically evaluate their teaching. These authors claim that
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professional growth both in pre-service and in-service education can be achieved through

the adoption of responsibility for one's own actions and through the analysis and critical

evaluation of one's own practice. There are different methods of reflective practice.

These methods include action research (Cornett, 1995; Zellermayer, 1990), case studies

(Wallace & Louden, 1992), portfolio generation (Barton & Collins, 1993; Peterson &

Peterson, 1991;Wade & Yarbrough, 1996), personal journal writing (Bolin, 1988; Holly,

i989), dialogue joumal writing (Zulich, 1992), research (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1999),

and reflecting with the "other" on electronic platform (Ebenezer, Lugo, Biernacka, &

Puvirajah, 2003).

As Scott's science educator, I encouraged reflective practice in his methods

course in the form ofjournal writing. And, when I collaborated with him during this

research project, I wanted him to reflect upon his practice. This time, however, I chose

face-to-face dialogue as a preferred method of reflective practice. Through my continuing

conversations with Scott, I desired to find out what he thought about our efforts to

develop scientific literacy of his students. By talking to Scott, I have moved away from

this individualistic notion of reflection, and i have shown him that reflective practice can

also be mediated and enhanced by others, which I think, is important for beginning

teachers. Furthermore, I hope, that by conversing with him I encouraged him to start a

journey as a reflective science teacher. Consider the following conversation:

Convers atio n Excerpt # 6. I : Teacher- Res earcher C onvers ation

Beata: Wat about our major goø1, whiclt is developntent of scientífic literøcy.
Are we doing it, according to your understandíng?
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Scott:

Beata: Um-hmm.

Scott: Informally.

Beata: Yeah.

Scott: I didn't ask them to write anytlzing down.

Beata: Yeah.

Scott:

Beata:

Scott:

Beata:

Scott:

Beøta:

Scott:

Beata: Um-hmm.

I think ,!e øre doing a greøt job. I think the kids øre reølly picking up ø
lot, in fact I don't lcnow if I told you that the otlzer day that I asked the
students, how they thought their learning was going...

How they thought their learning was compøred to how it normølly is,
how they øre enjoying it compared to whøt it normally ís. And I said íf,
you htow this isn't an indication whether you like me better or whether
you like the other teacher better I said how do youfeel about science on
the whole, tlzey raised their hands, most of them røised their hands
søying tltøt tltey, that they were leørning ø lot more.

Utn-htntn.

Two kids learned, actually I did tell you this beþre. Yeah. Two kids raised
their hands and said ...but they leanted the satne.

It does not møtter if they are leørning more or less. VWøt I wønt to
know is whether they øre leørning in the mode of the NOS, whether they
are really understøndíng the true NO,S.
I thínk they are becøuse tee øre presenting it thøt way to them.

ok.

Everything thøt I do in tlte classroom ìs through the NOS and that's
what I'm trying to bring ...-fo, example you brougltt up the situation witlt
Peter, asking that question, and me telling them tst I don't huve all the
ønswers.

And tltst's true, scientists do not ltuve all tlte unswers. Another thing,
Jason Anderson said that as scientist, we don't htow for sure, we don't
Itave all the answers; we are researching to find out. The vety process
tltøt we øre doing, tlte desigtt process, rese,ørching is tlte NO,S.
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Beata: Um-ltmtn

Scott: Plotting, revíewing, constructing ønd then evaluøting.

Beøtø: Evaluatíng.

Scott: TIte whole process that we øre followíng and everything thøt we are
doing is the NO,S.

Beata: Hmm.

Scott: And we are tryíng to teøch thøt indirectly.

Beata: Yeah.

Scott: You can directly teøch the NOS. You lcnow you can directly teach the
NOS in ø university coarse.

Beata: Wry?

Scott: But you cøn't with kíds, it something thøt ìt needs to be øcquired
through experience.

Beata: Now, do you think that they are developing scientffic literacy?

Scott: I thínk thøt they are developing ít a lot further than they wouldn't have
tltey been using the modeL

Beata: Ok, why do you think that?

Scott: Becøuse my kids have the tendency to leørn everythíng just that whut's
on the surface.

Beata: Utn-htntn.

Scott: For example when we do a, like math, rigltt now they are having a test on
shapes.

Beata: Um-hmm.

Scott: Geometric sltapes, 2-D, and 3-D solids, and things líke that so, they can
learn but ít looks like, they can leat'n what the natne ís, but tf you ask them
to you lcnow, to describe and see the slmpe in the world, or you ask them
about to manipulate the shape or to be creative and use the shape ín a
certain way, they would have a dfficulty doing that.
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Beata: They do?

Scott:

Beata: Um-hmtn.

Scott:

Beata:

Scott:

Beøta:

Scott:

Beata: Um-luntn

Yeah, it's the abstract concept that they don't get, and to be
mathematically literate wíth the sense to 2-D, 3-D solid and geometric
shapes ...they wouldn't be able to do this type of thing.

Beata: Um-hmm.

Scott: In thqt...so I meøn generally they tend to pick up just the surfuce stuff,
but for some reason, common knowledge construction model, this kids
øre reølly understønding snd internølízing the stuff that we are teøching
them about weuther. wíthstanding a few selective people ...who no
matter whøt method you use are not gonnø get iL

Beata: Um-hmm.

Scott:

So, normally my kids tend to leørn things on the surføce, what they need
to get by on the tesL Rigltt?

ok.

So, ønd you see thøt in your assessment, because u)e øssess not just for
the surføce stuff but also for the you know, abstrøct thinkíng and the
øbstrøct concepts that they need to understønd to be fulty literate...

That she's got it, you htow she understands, so... Not only that but who,
Matthew the other day, wlto, but he is usuølly right on the surface kind
of person, he'll get everything on the surføce abstract concepts forget iL

Um-hmm.

And we were stønding at the bøck there, whøt ¿'s thst cølled,
"Anemometer" ønd he could tell me right øwøy, qnd whøt is used for, ,,
meøsuring wind speed", but the thing ís though yoa could tell this kìds
that thøt's an snentonteter but for them to understønd how it works is øn
øccomplisltntenL

And for them to understønd you know, what it,s nteøsaríng, tltøt's
definitively beneath tlte surface, and they can do that.

Scott:
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Beata:

Scott:

Beata:

Scott:

Beata:

Scott:

Beata:

Scott:

I noticed that, I noticed that, that they are so enthusiastic and that they all
use it to try and ...

I'd say right now I would consider my kíds semí literate, with respect to
weøther.

Um-hmm.

The only reøson why I søy semi is because we hsve not yet covered how
they øctuølly go ønd take the ínformøtion ønd øpply it by themselves.
They wíll know it when they start plottíng, their own dø,tø ønd report
And, analyze it so riglú now do they understand how we measure and
predict weather? Yes they do.

Yeah.

They undet"stand how the two of these, and things like that. We høve ølso
covered umm, the føct thøt weøther affect us in our daíly líves ønd they
have shown me thøt they understønd thst through, through, you know
the kids coming and telling me, "Yeah I checked the westher forecøst,
that's wlry I'm weøring my shorts", ønd thing líke tltøt...

Um-htntn.

So we ltsve done ø good job so før, through the model, of lettíng the
students ínternølíze this ønd møke ít their own, it's somethíng thøt they
cøn now use in their lives. (Teacher-Researcher Conversation, April 25,
2003).

In the foregoing conversation, I ask Scott about his views on our efforts to

develop scientific literacy in the students. He seems to be satisfied with our method, for

he tells me that "we are doing a great job." However, at this point, Scott tends to focus

mainly on the students'achievement of learning the concepts and principles. According

to Bereiter and Scardamalia (1987) this would be classified as low literacy and Hazen and

Trefil (1991) would see this as the ability to "do" science. We should strive to develop

high literacy in students by building their capacity to apply scientific knowledge to

everyday life problems that they might encounter.
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Scott also seems to associate the development of scientific literacy with

enjoyment. He even tells me about an informal survey, which he did to check whether the

students were enjoying what they did in class. Through that survey, he specifically

expected to find out whether the students were leaming more, less or the same, in

comparison to the previous units studied that year. Scott mentions that when he

questioned the students, most of them raised their hands to say that they were leaming a

lot more in this unit. Only two kids said that they were learning the same.

Since I was more interested in a high literacy level, I explain to Scott that

students' enjoyment of doing the study is not as important as their understanding of

science. When I ask his opinion on this matter, he reassures me that everything that the

students do in the class relates to the NOS. He, then, talks about the contemporary image

of the scientist he tried to present and how, through examples, he made it clear to the

students that they can't expect the scientists to have all the answers. Then, he goes on to

say, "The whole process that we are following and everything that we are doing is the

NOS." He includes research and design into this scientific process. He points out that we

are trying to teach science "indirectly."

According to Scott, the NOS could be taught directly in a university course, but

l

not in a grade five classroom. At this age, he says, the students can only acquire the

understanding "through experience." His statement indicates that Scott believes in an

implicit, rather than explicit approach to teaching NOS. Some researchers would disagree

with Scott in this regard. For example, Abd-El-Khalick et al. (1998) and Driver et al.

(1999) believe that explicit approach is more effective in helping leamers achieve
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adequate understandings of the NOS. These authors, as well as Lederman et a1., 2001

claim that this understanding should not come as a by-product of teaching science.

As the conversations continue, Scott acclaims the CKCM for the students'

scientific literacy development. Curious to know what made him think so, I ask him to

explain why he believes that the model helps the students with the scientific literacy

development. At first, he talks about his students' learning habits. Then he tells me about

his students having a "tendency to learn everything superficially." It means that the

students are capable of memorizing certain concepts, but, they are unable to apply them

into other situations. To illustrate his point, he explains how the students tend to be good

at learning the geometric shapes of objects and memorizing their names, but they are not

so good at being creative or use the shape in a certain way. In other words, he means that

the students have difficulties with abstract thinking. He claims that the CKCM, on the

other hand, helps his students "understand and inte.rrralizethe stuff that we are teaching

them about weather."

At this point of the study, Scott considers the students to be "semi literate" in

regard to the study of weather. He thinks that the students did not have enough

opportunities to "take the information and apply it by themselves." According to him,

when the students start using the instruments to measure the weather, and use the data to

make the weather report for the school, they will get the opportunity to apply the

information. Holever, Scott says that he is pleased to see his students making the

connections between science and their daily lives. For example, he says that the students

usually tell him that they choose to wear shorts to school, if the weather report predicted
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a warm and sunny day. Scott affirms me that the CKCM has helped him do a good job in

"helping students íntemalize the information" and to be used later in their lives.

Scott's conclusion suggests that the students are trying to assimilate what they

have studied (concepts, principles, and theories) into their everyday life. The student

telling, "Yeah I checked the weather forecast, that's why I'm wearing my shorts," is an

evidence of that, states Scott. The fact that the students watch the weather channel before

making a decision about what to wear, confirms that they are trying to practice what they

have learned in class. One can only hope that the students will continue to do so in the

future too. In other words, the students have developed the ability to use science, without

formal instruction (Aron, 1983).

Whenever I had an opporfunity, i asked Scott about the students' overall progress.

When I talked to him about it shortly after our study on folklore, he sounded very

pleased. He told rne that ever since we started the study, he had noticed a difference in

children's attitude towards science and learning. He was happy to point out that even the

students who showed no interest in school-work or were weak in their studies, started to

exhibit interest and enthusiasm towards learning now. For the first time, the students

were able to take science out of the classroom and apply it to their daily lives. In the

following conversation, Scott gives an example of one such student.

C o nv er s ati o n Exc øp t # 6. 2 : T e ac h er- Res e ar c lter C o nvers at ío tt

I was just going to say that, mruntn, I've had a few incidents where the

kids take it beyond where the teachers is itt class, Iike it was Joqt this
morning who started øying to me really about covering enough ground
because he is not the brightest kid acadenùcally, Ite doesn't do vety much

Scott:
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Beata:

Scott:

Beata:

Scott:

Beata:

Scott:

Beata:

Scott:

Beata:

work, but once in ø whíle he søys something møybe he wøs really pøying
øttentíon.
Did he say anything related to weatlter?

Yeah because yesterday it was related to it, yesterday we had att assembly.

Yes.

And I, there wøs ø little spider crøwlìng øcross the floor øttd I stepped

on it, and todøy when it størted røining he cøme to nrc ønd søíd

rementber when you stepped on the spíder yesterday, díd that ntøde it
røin. I said Oh, I said really, he goes yeah, that's weather folklore, he

saíd.

Realllt?

Ya.

That's great.

And it høs nothíttg to do with aptítude either, he reads at a grade five
level, and he is in gradefour.

(Jm- Iuntnm (Teacher-Res earcher Conversation, April I 8, 2003 ).

In this excerpt Scott talks about Joey, who hardly showed interest in any of the

subjects from the beginning of the year. Surprisingly, during the study of weather, he

started to pay attention in class. Once, he noticed Scott accidentally stepping on a spider

that was crawling on the floor. When it rained the next day, Joey connected the spider

squashing incident with the rain, and told Scott that it was probably raining, because

Scott stepped on the spider on the previous day. "That is weather folklore," proclaimed

Joey. Scott also told me about Charity, who showed immense interest in the study of this

unit. She shared with Scott, how she enjoyed watching a girl dancing in an Aboriginal

program on the television. According to Charity, the girl looked very strong and powerful
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when she was dancing. In her words," as if she had a little man living inside her and

dictating her all the moves." It is interesting how Charity associated this little strong man

with Chakapish, a character in the Aboriginal legend, which Mr. Birdie told us when he

visited our class. This legend could be read in Appendix D.

The above two examples illustrate how we were able to motivate students' interest

t'
in science and help them develop a positive attitude towards the subject. I hope our

efforts and intention would result in producing independent and enthusiastic learners of

science, who do not completely rely on the formal instruction of the subject.

6.3. The Development of "'What", o'Ho\il", and "Why" of Science

In this section, I provide evidence of students' development of the "what," "how,"

and "why" of science.

6.3.1 The Development of "\ilhat" of Science

To assess students' understandings of the "what" of science, the understanding of

concepts, principles, and theories related to weather, I analyze: student-researcher

interviews, station-to-station test, written unit test, selected items of students' written

work, students' weather report, and students' conversations with others.
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6.3.1.1 Students-Researcher Interviews

On April 21,2003, two weeks into the study of the unit on Weather, I conducted a

group interview with students - Rose, Bonny, Ian, Dorothy, Timothy, Nick and Shane.

The purpose of this interview was to find out how closely they paid attention to the

subject and their analysis of it. I was also curious to know if they could assess,their own

progress. So, I asked them to compare their pre-instructional views with the current ones.

I requested them to compare the statement they had written in their notebooks on the first

day of the lesson, with their present understanding of the subject. Consider the following

conversation related to the question, how do you think people predict weather?

Conversation Excerpt # 6.3: Researchet"s Intet'view with a Group of Students

Beøta: Now, I would like you to turn the pages ín your book into the first page
. and look at what you wrote. Then, I would like ltev to tell tne if your

thinking has clmnged now.

Beata:

Dorotlty:

Beata:

Dorothy:

Beata:

Dorothy:

Beata:

Dorothy, what did ltou say about predictirtg weather?

I said that people go out and look at tlte weather, I øctuølly søid that they
dríve ø car and pt'edict how it would be in a døy or two. My reasolx wls
that I did not htow, because nobody ltas told nxe, so I just guessed.

And, what would you salt r'¡stu if I had asked you tlùs question?

That tltey use conxputer, rødør, bat not by cør.

But, did you reølly nrcan thøt they use ø cør to do thøt or did you nxesn

tlrat they observe?

Tltey can go outside and look.

l44taî about you lan?
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Ian: I said that they predict by lookìng whøt the weøther is like in other
places.

Beata: Were you correct?

Iaq: Yes und no. Yes because Mr. Brown drew us a nx&p ønd showed that the

weather is moving, and Mr. Stern also søid tltaL

Beata: Would you say the satne thing now after studying tlte weather with Mr.
Brown in vour sciettce lessons?

Ial: Yes. I th'ought øøbout thøt beecause I saw on T.V. thøt people predict in
the søme wøy for other thíngs, for example waves'

Beata: Shane: Wtat did you salt?

Shane: People look øt moísture, because if there is moisture in the seø, it goes

to the clouds ønd there is røín. And, I htow because people tell me, like
my brother did it for ltis science fair project.

Beata: If I had asked you now, Itow people predict weatlrcr, would you say?

Slzøwn: I would søy the søme tlúng. Moisture ølways goes into the clouds.

Beata: Are there any other ways of predictíng the weøtlter.

Shane: Yes, there øre also søtellites ønd computers.

Beata: Rose, what did you saY?

Rose: That they use big sutellite system. And, I wøs ríght except thut I did nol
søy thøt the søtellite is ín outer space.

Dorothy: So now you kttow.

Rose: fes. (Students- Researcher Interview, April 21,2003).

The above conversation shows that the students are able to acknowledge their

prior conceptions of predicting the weather. During our exploration activity, Dorothy had

written, "people drive a car and predict how it would be in a day or two." And, she admits
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that she had come to realize people use computer and radar to predict weather, but, not a

car. Later, she agrees that a car could be just a vehicle of transport for observation

purposes. Ian wrote, "they predict the weather by looking what the weather is like in

other places." He claims to be right in his view, because the map Mr. Brown (Scott) drew

showed the movements of the weather. He also points out that Mr. Stern, the TV weather

anchor who visited our classroom, also talked about the movements of the weather (see

Conversation Excerpt # 5../3) and so did Mr. Anderson, when we visited the Environment

CanadaWeather Office.

Shane sticks to his original view of looking at the moisture content in the clouds

for predicting the weather. According to him, "the moisture always goes into the clouds."

But, he is also aware of the fact that satellites and computers are being used for the

purpose. Rose's perception seefits to be right from the beginning, for she knew on the

first day itself that a big satellite system being used for predicting the weather. But she

agrees that she did not mention earlier about the satellite being in an outer space.

To assess students'understanding of the topic, I put forth the following questions

at the end of our conversation: t) What have you learned that you did not know before?

2) V¡hy is weather irnportant to people? 3) What kind of occupations rely on weather?

The students' answers, written verbatim, are presented in the following table.
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Table 6.L Students' responses to researcher's questions about weather.

Student's Name What have you learned
that you did not know
before?

Why is weather
important to people?

What kinds of
occupations rely
weather?

Bonny

I learned that the wind
aiways moves from high
pressure to low pressure.

I am not sure. The meteorologists

Rose

I learned a lot at the
weather office.

Rose: Because they can
plan ahead of time.

Beata: What do they
plan ahead of time?

Rose: Like if they are
going somewhere, like
to the beach.

Beata: What about
people other than
meteorologists?

Rose: It is important to
farmers.

Beata: Why:

Rose: Because if they
know the weather, and

they want to plant
something, they can do

it before it is going to
rain.

Timothy

Tim: I leam about that
laser thing that shoots to
the sky.

Beata: What is the name
of that thing?

Tim: Rada¡.

People can plan ahead,

if they know what the
weather is going to be
like?

Tim: The army.

Beata: In what sense?

Tim: So they can look at
the weather and if it is
sunny, they can prepare
and take their stuff. Yes
because if it is like
foggy they can go for
ambushing and if it is
stormy, they would go to
the bankers.
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Ian

I learned that ai¡ has

friction.
They can plan what to
do.

People who work
planes, like pilots.

at

Dorothy

I learned how to protect
myself from tornadoes.

Because when people
would like to go for a

picnic or something and

they find out that it is
going to rain, they cän

change thei¡ mind.

Or, if there is tomado
coming their way, they
could be warn and
prepare themselves.

I know who needs to be
aware of the weather!
Like the people who
work at camps, like
those boys camps. Like
the teachers there.
Because they might be

on a field trip and they
might f,rnd out that the
storm is coming so they
would need to find
shelter.

Shane

About the ìnsfrurnents, like
anemometer and barometer
and stuff. I only knew
about the thennolneter.

I do not know. Shane: Like people who
look for bears.

Beata: A¡e there people

who specifically look for
bears?

Shane: Ya.

Beata: And do you know
what their name is?

Shane: Like a vet.

Beata: Kind of. A
veterinarian is like an

animal doctor. If the

animal is sick, it is taken
to be seen by a
veterinarian. But, have
you heard about
zoologist or ecologists.
Their work might
actually involve tracking
animals.

Shane: Like my uncle
needs to go to Alabama
or somethins. but. he
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does not want to go
because of SARS.

Beata: But, SARS does
not have anything to do

with the weather.

Shane: But he will have
to drive there with a

track and if it is raining,
he will not go.

Beata: O, if he wants to
drive there, the weather
is very important, yes.

Nick

That air has mass. It was
my favorite thing.

They can plan what to
do.

Maybe people who do
not have a ca¡ and ride
their bike to work.

From the above Table, it is evident that the students realized that they were

leaming a lot of new information. Bonny acknowledges that the wind moves only from

high pressure to low pressure, and Ian speaks about air having friction. Rose agrees that

she has gathered a lot of information at the weather office. Timothy mentions about the

radar, and Dorothy proudly tells that she has learned how to protect herself from

tornadoes. Nick states he has learned about air friction, while Shane admits that instead of

knowing about just one instrument, the thermometer, he has come to know about various

weather other instruments.

In regard to the question, "Why is weather important to people?" the students

replied unanimously that knowing the weather forecast is important to people, because it

helps thern to plan their activities ahead of time, and to protect them from severe weather
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conditions, tornadoes, for example. The students were enthusiastic, when it came to

listing the occupations that rely on weather. As shown in Table 6.1 (above), Bonny

mentions that weather is important to meteorologists, which was somewhat a logical

conclusion at this stage of our investigations. Since I was more interested in finding out

the student's ability to translate his/her acquired knowledge to contexts other than

meteorology, I ask Rose (see last column of the above table) to think of people other

than meteorologists. It is interesting that she names the farmers, whose activities are more

or less dictated by the weather. In a way, her answer sounds correct at this point. When

Timothy talks about the army, I ask hirn to clariff his answer, so that others could

understand his reasoning for choosing the army. So, he explains that the army would get

inside the bunkers if they foresee a storm coming, but they could take off their "stuff' on

fair and sunny weather. Ian, whose answers were always laconic, says that weather is

i.mportant to "people who work on air planes, Iike pilots." Dorothy seems to see the

matter in a different way, for she enthusiastically blurts out, "I know who needs to be

aware of the weather!" And she mentions that the teachers, especially those who work at

camp, rely a lot on the weather for planning out their activities. It is quite unclear; when

Shane answers that the weather is important to those who look for bears. Unable to guess

whether he means the ecologists or the zoologists, i ask him whether he could name the

people who look for bears. When I learn that he refers to a vet, I feel that I need to

explain to him thal aveterinarian is an animal doctor, and then inquire whether he has

heard of zoologists or ecologists before. But, Shane quickly changes the topic and starts

talking about his uncle, who does not want to go to Alabama because of SARS. I

considered this information irrelevant and try to tell him so. But, he explains that if it is
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raining, his uncle will be reluctant to drive his truck all the way to Alabarna. Well, I must

admit that I had to agree with Shane in this case. And, when Nick points out that the

weather is important to people who do not have a car, but ride their bike to work, I had to

agree with him too.

6.3.1.2 Station-to-station Test

Our students wrote the station-to-station test on May 5, 2003, after they had

finished studying the major part of the unit. The test consisted of 15 items. With their

test booklets in their hands, the students circulated among the 15 performance-based

stations, which Scott and I had set up in the school gym. Because of the time constraints,

students needed to move around in groups of five, but once they were at a station, they

were given suffìcient time to cornplete the task individually. The goal of this station-to-

station test was to give students an opportunity to observe and manipulate objects that

were used during our investigations, answer questions related to set-ups, and carry out

short investigations.

The policy of the Red River School Division is to introduce tests in grade five,

thus, Scott's students were quite used to writing tests. However, they were not familiar

with the performance-based type of tests. Since this kind of test is new to them, I was

keen to find out about their opinion, and as such I talked to few students after the test. To

my relief, they were all positive in their answers and found no problem in answering the

questions. As Nick put it, "the test was all that weather stuff they did in class with Mr.

Brown." He also told rne that one of the reasons why the test was easy is "because we
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have been doing a lot of demonstrations that helped him leam and we worked hard on

everything." Dorothy had totally different reasons for liking the test. She liked the test

"because she could move, had a lot of space to write," and, most importantly, "it was

harder for the other students to copy from her, since there was nobody sitting right beside

her." Ian also iiked the fact that he could move among the stations, "somehow his body

liked that."

In the following paragraphs,I analyze students' answers to 3 questions of the

station-to-station test. I reason that these questions are authentic because they require

students to apply their knowledge and reasoning to situations they "encounter in the

world outside the classroom, as well as the situations that approximate how scientists do

their work" (NRC, 1996, p.78). In the following paragïaphs,I analyze students' answers

to these three questions. The rest of the questions of the station-to-station test could be

seen in Appendix E.

Question #1

On this webpage, you can see that scientists have taken pictures of weather.

a) Wat insttument did thelt use to get these photographs?

b) Look at ltow the weather is ntoving in tlùs picture. Wltat kind of weather do you

expect here in Winnipeg in tlrc nearfuture?

At this station, we placed the computer, which the students have been using to

record the weather information, and write the weather forecast. To answer the question,
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students needed to demonstrate their skills to: a) use the cornputer to access the satellite

imagery, and b) to analyze the satellite imagery to predict the upcoming weather. This

question, not only tests the students knowledge of the satellite as one of the measuring

device used by meteorologists to predict the upcoming weather, but, also to test their

ability to interpret the information to predict the upcoming weather. The ability to

forecast the weather, in turn, reflects the development of scientific literacy in the "what"

notion. This notion stresses that scientifically literate students need to develop knowledge

of scientific facts, concepts, principles, laws and theories (NRC, 1996) and the ability to

use that knowledge in everyday life to make informed decisions (Hazen & Trefil, 1991).

In this case, on the bases of satellite imagery, the students were supposed to predict the

weather for Winnipeg. Since the imagery showed clear sky, we were looking for a

question along those lines. This question reveals to students that there are various

sources where they can obtain scientific information. It also emphasizes the need to study

science to be informed of consumer facts.

Question #2

Name the weather insttutnent that you see in tlte drawing and explain how this

instrutnent works using pictures and words.

At this station, we placed a picture of the radar system. The students needed to: a)

identifu the instrument shown in the drawing, b) demonstrate their understanding of how
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this instrument works. This question, thus, tests not only students' ability to recollect the

information, they had acquired both in class and on the field trip, but, also to demonstrate

their ability to use this information to explain how this instrument works. This question is

in line with Hodson's (1993) recommendation to teach not only what we know but, also

how we know.

In this question, we were looking for an answer similar to the one given by

Jessica, who wrote that "it is radar, which shoots up a laser and when it hits something it

sends a signal back saying there is clouds or something coming. If the laser does not

come back, the scientists will

know the sky is clear." And, the satisfactory picture to support this answer looked as the

one by Ian, shown below:

Question #3

Do you believe in Folklore? Explain why or wlry not?

As described in Chapter five, in section 5.3.2, we spent a significant amount of

time talking about various ways of predicting and measuring weather. We talked about
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plant, sky, and animal folklore as well as weather related sayings. I noticed, though, that

for a long time, the students could not decide whether to believe in folklore or in

scientific rnethods of knowing. For example, during our field trip to the Weather Office,

Nick asked Mr. Anderson, the city meteorologist, whether he believes in folklore. Even

when Johan Stern, the TV anchor, visited our classroom, he was asked the same question

by another student (See Conversation Excerpt #5.13). I also noticed that at the beginning

of our investigations, the students had a hard tirne accepting the "the knowledge of their

parents' generation" about predicting and measuring the weather. For example, when

Dorothy's rnother, in Conversation Excerpt # 5.4 tells her daughter that people can

predict weather by the pains and aches in their joints, Dorothy, unable to grasp what her

mother was talking about, requests her mother to tell about some professional way of

predicting the weather. Emillio and Jessica are also dissatisfied with their parents' ideas

about traditional ways of predicting the weather (see Conversation Excetpts # 5.5 and #

5.ó, respectively), so was Hanna in the Conversation Excerpt # 6.5.

For question 3 stated above, we received a variety of answers. A group of

students, including Nick, wrote that they "do not believe in folklore because it is just a

saying. I just know that it is just not true, it is just an old thing that they say." Another

group too declared their disbelief in folklore, but they tried to be specific and support

their answers with suitable examples. Rose, for instance, wrote that she does "not believe

in folklore because like in animal folklore, a cat might just be stretching instead of cats

stretch all the way can predict or measure weather." There were also students, like

Jessica, for example, who were undecided and wrote "no and yes, some of it is true and
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some is not, hard to tell." Only a few students wrote that they "believed in folklore

because it is often true." Hanna, was the only one in that group of students, who believed

the folklore to be true, and provided an example to support her answer. She wrote that she

does believe in folklore "because the saying about ground hog day my grandpa told me it

was real and I believe him! Why, I do not have a clue but I just do believe him." It is

probably worth mentioning that Hanna was one of those students who, in conversation

with her mother (see Conversation Excetpt # 6.5), expressed a view that indicates to me

that she believes in scientifi a way of knowing rather than in folklore. She bluntly told her

mother that she was not interested in some idea that involved sticking the broom in the

snow to see how much it equals.

In the process of analyzing students' answers to the folklore question, many

thoughts came to my mind. Irealized, at grade 5 level, students mainly rely on the

information provided by the teacher. During our study of various ways of predicting and

measuring weather, Scott did not provide the students with any def,rnite answers. Instead,

he allowed them to make their own interpretations. As a result, some students, who see

the teacher as an authority on the subject, were unable to make up their minds. Since the

teacher did not provide definite answers, some students based their answers on the

opinion of the trustworthy adults, whom they have met during this study. For example,

Timothy wrote on the test that he did not believe in any folklore other than "that saying

about the red sky." His answer reflects what he had learned from the two meteorologists,

Mr. Anderson and Mr. Stern. When we met Mr. Anderson at the Weather Office, he told

us that he believes in the "Red sky at night..." and Mr. Stern also said that there is a lot
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of truth in this particular saying, for it could have some scientific explanation (see

Conversation Excerpt #5. I 3).

6.3.1.3 Written Test

The written test, comprising of long answer-type questions, was written after we

had finished our investigations on weather. in this section, I analyze the answers to three

questions because, I believe, that they are authentic and that they reflect students' ability

to use their knowledge of the weather (Hazen & Trefil, l99l). See the rest of the

questions of this written test in Appendix F.

Ouestion #l

Wy do you tlzink that the measuretnents that we took with our weather

insttaments were dffirentfr"om those that scientists took?

This question relates to the lesson on the Design and Evaluation of

Weather Instruments, described in Chapter five, section 5.4.1. It reflects students'

ability to use their knowledge in analyzing the data and drawing out conclusions.

It aligns with science educators' and science education organizations'

recommendations that state scientifically literate people should be able to analyze

information and draw conclusions (Ebenezer & Connor, 1998; CMEC, 1997;

NRC, 1996;Malthews, 1998; among others). The question required the students

to speculate the probable reasons for the discrepancies between their

measurements and those of the meteorologists. Hence, in line with Hodson's

(1993) advice, it motivated the students to explain the discrepancies. Most of the
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students were able to draw relevant conclusions. Some, like Kathy, for example,

explained that the discrepancies occurred because "our instruments were not

professional ones, but the instruments that the scientists used were professional."

Like Rose, the majority of the students within this category, tried to reason out,

"We built our weather instruments out of things like cardboard, pencils, and other

things, while the scientists' instruments were made of things we do not have."

Some students focused on the design of their instrument and atternpted to explain

why the device failed to work. For example, Alek, wrote, "The base of the

weather vane was too light, and not stable enough to give good readings." Also,

he wrote, "Next time he would use a base made of metal, not a paper plate." Zoe's

answer was similar to Alek's. She concluded, "Our instruments were not sturdy

enough and some of them were not even outside." Because the rain gauge is made

of glass, and consideredhazardous to young kids, they were allowed to leave the

device only once outside.

Question #2

How do floods fornt and what should people do to prepare for possible flood?

This question relates to our study of floods, which I described in Chapter 5,

section 5.4.2. The question consists of two components. The first part requires students to

recall the information on flood formation. The second part, on the contrary, requires

students to apply their acquired knowledge in science and make informed decisions in

their everyday lives. Hence, this question responds to the call of many science educators
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(Rutherford & Ahlgren, 1990; Aikenhead,1997; Lederman & O'Malley, 1990, Zoller &

Gross, 2001).

The list of students' Íecommendations closely paralleled the discussion that took

place in class, which I have presented in Chapter five, in section 5.4.2 (see Class

Discttssion in Conversation Excetpt # 5.17). ArÃthose recommendations could be

grouped into the following three categories: a) gathering items that could increase the

chances of personal survival, b) helping others, and c) ensuring future welfare. The list of

personal items that the students listed for this question included: first aid kit, cell phone,

medicine, water, enough food, emergency bag, boat, sleeping bag. The list of different

ways to help others involved: building dikes, sandbagging, putting plastic around their

house. Only Peter came up with a suggestion, "People need to get insurance for the

future." Peter was the one who mentioned a need to purchase insurance in my interview

with him conceming what people need to do to be prepared for.

Question #3

Look for the weather forecast below :

i ', F¡iday ,' , i
.-' -' -___-' _--_ -_- --------------__ - :ir

-.-:': L-/

i Cloudy 
ij Low-loC I

ì Hietr tç'c 
ì
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How do you dt"ess for this dalt? WhY?

What advice would you give to people so that they can plan their day ouÍ

for this day?

This question also requires students to use their knowledge to derive informed

decisions. At f,rrst, we asked students to justif, their choice of clothing for any parlicular

type of weather. Then, we asked them to take advantage of their knowledge and advise

others about the weather, so that they too could plan their daily activities accordingly.

And, Sammy's answer typifies the students' ability to choose proper clothing for any

particular weather, for he wrote, "'Wear short sleeve shirt and pants, because it might be

cloudy in the morning, and then wafTn up later," Even Sammy's advice of, "Do not make

plans too big because it is cloudy and it could rain." gained a mark, for the second part of

the question.

6.3.1.4 Selected Items from Students'Written Work

We asked students to document the design process of their weather instrument in

the form of a brochure (see a copy of this brochure in Appendix G). In addition to

drawing the instrument, and providing the step by step instruction for how to make the

instrument, they were asked to give a detailed description of the gtoup effort and how the

instrument measures weather. In this assignment, students were expected to demonstrate

their capability of seeing the practical use of their knowledge. Many students wrote good

essays, describing how the particular instrument worked. Kristofer's description of the

weather vane clearly indicates that he understood how his instrument worked. And, he

a.

b.
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was able to justify his choice of materials too. Consider the following fragment from

Kristofer' essay (written verbatim) :

"Our insttannent is called the weather vane, it spins around, and if it points ott

north the wind is comingfi"om north. lle used cardboardfor the tail, and tlrcfi"ont

arrow because paper would be to light .... "

To get a feel for the type of explanation we were looking for (the whole essay is

included in Appendix G). After students designed their instruments and used them to

measure weather for two weeks, I talked to them to find out how they would improve

their design. Consider the following conversation with Kristofer and Rose:

C o nvers ation Excerpt # 6. 4 : Students' - Res earchet' Co nvet s atiott

Beata: Okay. If you were to design this insttutnerxt once again, would )tou do

atqttþivxg dffirently?

Kt'istofer: LIh, maybe tty to use metal and stuffirtstead of plastic attd paper and
all that.

Beata: Oh, is that right, metal instead of plastic and paper. Metalfor what?

Kr"istofer: For the stand part and the par"t where it holds tlrc arrow and the tail.

Beata: Uh lun.

Kr"istofer: And then the bottom of (inaudible) probabllt pr.ú like cardboard or
something, so it doesn't break as easily.

Beata: How would you improve the insttament you built?

Rose: I think we would use líke sometlting like we would put some weight ort

it, ønd we would put sonte heøvy things on it so it would be more
accurøte.

Beata: (Jlz hm. We would put some heat1, tltings on it - where exøctly would
you put it on thøt ønemonteter?
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Rose: Like the alxemomeîer we just used a pencil, so we might use like a

metøl ø smøll metøl bør insteød (Students'- Researcher

Conversation, May, 5, 2003).

This conversation reveals that the students not only understood the material, but

they also identified their mistakes. In fact, they even coÍre forward to suggest how they

would improve their designs. For example, Kristofer says, if he is given another chance

to make the weather vane, he would use metal, instead of paper. And Rose tells that if she

ever gets a chance to do the anemometer again, she would definitely use solne heavier

material for it, because the pencil that she used was too light to withstand the impact of

the wind.

6.3.1.5 Weather Report

An assignment in this part of our study called for the application of students'

knowledge on weather to their day to day living. It specifically required them to make use

of the instruments they have designed, to measure the temperature, wind's velocity, its

direction, atmospheric pressure, and the various types of cloud formation. For this

assignment, the students were required to visit the Environment Canada Website and

record the meteorologists' latest report on similar weather conditions. The students also

used the website to record the next day's sky conditions as well as its high and low

temperature. In addition, they checked the satellite image maps to interpret the upcoming

weather. Then, with all the available data in hand, they wrote down the weather report

and weather related recommendations. Later they announced their report over the

intercom to the entire school. The following weather report (written verbatim), prepared
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by Tim's group, shows what this assignment was about. As you would notice, the

recommendations mostly revolved around what to wear to school, what to do after

school, and how to plan the weekend under certain weather condition.

Good mot'tting!

This is Prait"ie View School Weather reportfor April 29, 2003. The sþt is suluxy

and the temperature is currently seven degrees Celsius. The winds are blowing

f om the west at sevelx kilometers per hour. We can expect a high of 12 degrees

Celsius and ø low of minus four degrees Celsius. We do not expect to see rain

todalt. Tomoruow we can expect to see surxny skies witlz a high offifteen degrees

Celsius and the low of minus þur degrees Celsius. Our advicefor these weather

conditions is thqt it will be a good day for kiteflying. And, also wear shorts and a

T-shirt.

In 1997, Aikenhead reported that scientifically literate individuals should be able

to translate their knowledge of concepts, principles, and theories into their everyday 1ife,

so that anyone could understand and place news of the day about science in meaningful

context. Furthennore, a literate person should be able to continue to learn science

throughout their life without formal instruction (Arons, 1983). I believe this assignment

addressed the above two recornmendations. By writing the weather report, students

exhibited their ability to use pertinent instruments to measure the current weather

conditions. They also needed to demonstrate their ability to use the computer, and to
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graph the information on the board. Most importantly, they needed to interpret all the

data they have collected by themselves, and those obtained from the computer, to write

the weather report and provide the relevant recommendations. In other words, the

students needed to use the information to make valuable decisions, and to incorporate

science into their daily living. This assignment allowed students to be aware of the

accessibility of scientific information to general public, as well as the application of such

information in everyday occurrences like, whether we "travel to work, fly a kite, go to the

beach, or plan an ambush." Furthennore, as mentioned by Scott in the Conversation

Excerpt # 6.1, after completing this assigrunent, students reached a higher litetacy level.

Before this assignment, they were considered by Scott "semi literate."

6.3.1.6 Students' Conversations with Others

I was glad to notice, on many occasions, that students were making reference to

what they have studied in class. For example, when they interviewed their parents or

siblings (Chapter five) regarding their views on measuring weather, they seemed to be

knowledgeable enough to educate their family on the subject. In Conversatíon Excerpt #

5.5, Jessica corrects her mother by telling, it is not a bucket but a rain gauge, which is

used to measure precipitation. In another conversation excerp t (Conversation Excerpt #

5.6), wefind Emillio educating his mother on the various weather measuring instruments.

Emiltio does not find his mother's answer satisfactory, when she says," Some people can

smell that the rain is coming." So, he asks her whether she meant that the people could

sense the moisture in the air.Later in the conversations, when the mother mentions about

using a bucket to measure the weather (rain), Emillio coffects her by telling, "That is
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called the rain gauge." Here, by providing the scientific terms for the instruments, both

Jessica and Emillio not only educate their mothers, but they also reveal their interest and

knowledge of the subject. However, some students tend to be sarcastic when they heard

the responses from their parents during the interview. Consider the following

conversation between Hanna and her mother:

Conversation Excerpt # 6.5: Hantta interviewirtg her mother

Hanna: How do you tltink people measure weather?
Mother: Measure weatlter, Hm, Wat do you rnean by tltat?
Hanna: I am not talking about something like sticking the broom in the snow and

measuring ltow muclz it equals. I ant talking about something like how
people meÕsure weather with the thermometer. So, I am asking you to tell
me what kind of insttuments people use to measure weather with.

Mother: Thermometers, børonrcters. Just looking outside you catx tell what the

weqther is going to be like, on tlte concputer wøtching the weather
pøtterns. That is it.

Hanna; O.K. This is what I wanted to hear. Thank you (Mother-Student Interview,
April 16, 2003).

In this conversation, when Hanna's mother asks her to clarifu what she means by

her question, Hanna expects her mother to give her the "right answer," she wants

specifics. She tells her mother that she is not interested in anything like "sticking the

broom in the snow and measuring how much it equals." Hanna is serious, while she talks

about the professional instruments people use to measure weather. She is huppy when her

mother finally mentions the thermometer, barometer, and computer.

Kathy also showed evidence of learning the material when she interviewed her

cousin. Consider the following conversation:
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Conversation Excerpt # 6.6: Kathy intet-viewing her cousin

Kathy: How do you think people predict the weather?

Cousin: I think they go outside ønd feel the weøther and they experíntenî witlt the
big things, like big møcltínes.

Kathy: Do you think tltey use big mechønical instt'untents or home made
products?

Cousin: I think they use big mechanical insttutnents.

Kathy: Do you have an example?

Cousin: I tltink they use big computer.

Kathy: How do you tltink people rneasure tlrc weather?

Cousin: I tlùnk they use a big tlternxonxeter and take the temperature.

Kathy: How do you think people use the thermometer? Líke wltøt I meøn ís
. where they put tltis thermometer. Do tltey put ít in the øìr, or grøss, or do

they leøve ít somewhere. What do you think?

Cousin: I think they just stick it in the air.

Kathy: Wat about measuring the atnount of rain?

Cousin: I think they have a special instruntent that they cetl Ltse to see how much it
has rained.

Kathy: O, ít ís very good It is ølntost líke ø reøl tlúrtg. I øm intpressed with you.
So do you mayþs htow how people measure how fast wind is goirtg?

Cousin: Well, I thirtk they ltave a wínd trøcker and wlten tlrc wittd goes by it takes
speed.

Katlry: Ok, that is a really good guess. Good intagination (Student-Cousin
Interview, April 1 8, 2003).

In this conversation, Kathy asks her cousin to give her an example of a weather

forecasting instrument. Her request suggests that she is aware of different types of
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instruments that are used to measure weather. Then, when her cousin tells her that people

use thermometers to measure weather, Kathy wants to make sure that her cousin fully

understands how thermometers are used. So, Kathy asks her cousin to clarifu the answer.

Because her cousin is unable to provide specific answers, Kathy avoids questioning her

about other weather parameters. Instead, she puts forth the following question: "What

about measuring the amount of rain?" I wasn't surprised that Kathy asks about rain,

because Kathy's group was in charge of building the rain gauge. When her cousin tells

her that a special instrument is used to measure the rain, Kathy looks impressed. She even

sounds like an expert on rain gauge, when she says to her cousin, "O.K, it is very good.

It is almost like a real thing. I am impressed with you." Later, when Kathy questions

about the instrument that measures wind speed, her cousin mentions about a wind tracker,

instead of the anemometer we had built and used in class. However, Kathy acknowledges

that her cousin has got good imagination.

It was quite evident that group interactions enabled students to gain knowledge

and better their understanding of the unit. In the next conversation, Alek, Ian, Dorothy,

and Joey discuss the accuracy of a weather instruments - the weather vane. Consider the

following conversation:

Conversation Excetpt # 6.7: Group Conversation

Alek:

Ian:

I tltínk our weatlter wane is sort of accurate.

But ltsv have to sq) wlxy. I tltink that it is not øccurøte, because tltey søy

soutlt west and we søid wesL

Dorothy: O.K. so we lmve to make a decision.
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Iøn:

Alek:

Ian:

Alek:

Dorothy:

Ian:

Joey:

Scott:

So wltat is our decision then, and let's stick to two sentences' I think that

our weather wane was not vety øccurøte.

It is øctuølly pretty accurøte, riglú Joey.

LTe are pretty accurate? It does not make Sense. We cøn only søy thøt we

øre pretty øccurøte because our weøther vane is not high up, it is on the

ground and theirs is high up.

How do you spell accurate?

I will spell it outfor you.

What do you have Joey?

I wrote what you said. Pretty øccurøte becøuse it is ott the ground whíle

theírs ís high up.

The wind vane measures the utind direction right, Alek, Wat do you think

then, is it accurate or not?

Student: Oh, we think that the weøther vøne wøs pretty accurøte becøuse our

weøther vsne was on the ground and theírs is not, ønd tlteirs ís like itt
the øír (Group Conversation, May 12,2003).

In this conversation Alek is not sure whether the instrument was accurate or not.

Initially he thinks that it is pretty accurate. However, ian points out to hirn that it can not

be accurate because the meteorologists have estimated the south west direction of the

wind, while they said west. Alek is not convinced, so he seeks help from Joey and tries to

convince him that their weather vain is pretty accurate. But Joey is not sure either. So,

finally Ian decides to agïee with Alek, provided they take into consideration the fact that

the two instruments were positioned at different levels: their weather vane on the ground,

and the meteorologists' vane installed up in the air. At this point, Alek does not respond

to lan's comment. Instead, he asks the spelling for the word," accurate." However, when

Scott later asks him for his opinion, Alek recites what he has leamed from Ian'
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The above discussion reveals how important it is to give opportunities for the

students to interact and freely express their views. Curious to know whether the students

lully realized the benefits of group discussion, on May 13,2003,I asked several students

what they thought of group work. My conversation with Dorothy reveals how most of the

students viewed group discussions:

Conversation Excerpt # 6.8: Student - Researcher Conversation

Beata: Do you think that group work is important?

Dorotlty: Ulun, Yes.

Beata: Why is that?

Dorotlry: Uh, because when we - when groups work together then people learn
.lnore.

Beata: Uh htn.

Doroth¡t: Like wlten we did that clintøte orxe - the clinutte ønd weøther, we

didn't know which one was whiclt and so we agreed -finally we
agreed on sotne, and some people learned that this one doesn't
really in weather and this one goes in clitnate.

Beata; Do you prefer working in groups or do you prefer just working by

yourselJ?

Dorothy: Uhm, in groups.

Beata: In gr"ottps. Why is that?

Dorothy; (Jlun, because ít's a lot more fun and other people get to leant

from what you høve to say (Student-Researcher Conversation,
May 13,2003).

In the above Conversation Excerpd Dorothy suggests that group work is

important because people learn more while working in groups. She gives a specific

exarrple associated with the class discussion of weather versus climate. During that

discussion her group did not always agree whether the given items were related to climate
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or weathff. But, at the end they agreed, and like Alek, in the Cotwersation Excerpt # 6.7

above, people leamed from each other. Dorothy also says that she prefers working in

groups because it is fun and other people could learn from what she had to say.

6.3.2 The Development of the "How" of Science

In Chapter one, I theorized that the "how" notion of scientific literacy refers to

students' understandings of the NOS: 1) empirical (based on and/or derived from

observations of the natural world), 2) parlially based on lluman inf'erence. imagination

and creativity, 3) tentative (subject to change), 4) theory-laden (subjective), 5) socially

and culturally ernbedded, 6) developed through many methods (Abd-E1-Khalick &

Lederman, 2000; Lederman et a1.,2002, Schwartz & Lederman,2002). In Chapter five,

demonstrated how Scott modeled the NOS through the first three phases of the CKCM.

He presented the NOS by painting a sophisticated image of science practitioners, the

scientists. In his portrayal of the scientist, Scott made sure to point out that scientists are

open minded and creative, and because they do not have answers to all questions, they

share their findings with others. Scientific knowledge is thus tentative and limited. Scott

also made sure that his students understand the processes of science. Meeting with the

two meteorologists, Mr. Anderson and Mr. Stern further reinforced the contemporary

image of the scientist, Scott had presented to the class. These two scientists

acknowledged their inability to provide all the answers and the necessity of collaborating

with others, utilizing many methods, and continually participating in professional

development to keep up with the changes and advancements in their field. To assess
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students' understandings of the NOS, I analyze students-researcher conversations and

selected items of student's written work in the next two sections.

6.3.2.1 Students-Researcher Conversations

In Chapter five, I have presented how Scott portrayed the contemporary image of

scientists and the inquiries they conduct in their work. However, I was curious to know

how students picture these scientists. So, again, toward the end of our investigations, on

May,15,2003,I talked to a few students and asked thêm how they view scientists and

their work. Consider the following conversation:

Conversation Excerpt # 6.9 : Student-Reseat'cher Conversation

Beata: tJh hm. What about - what do you think scietttists do?

Nick: Meteorologists or other scientists?

Beata: Both.

Nick: I (inaudible) ftom other scientists, well meteorologists they kind of like -
this is on weatlter right?

. Beata: Uh lmt.

Nick: Okay, they just study weøther ønd møybe if they ltave tinte they go to
other schools ønd help tlte otlter kíds leørn, like on their projects or
something líke thøL Lìke shøring whøt they know. Andfor otlter
scientists I'd say studying new specimens ønd all thøt, møybe creøte

some tlúngs.

Beata: Like wltat?

Nick: A portiort or sotnething, ø potiort

Beata: A potion - whøt's potíott?
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Nick: Ulztn some kind of cltetnical or sornetlting.

Beata: 0, pollutíon.

Beata: Okay. So do you think thaî scientists are always correct?

Nick: No, with the educøted guesses I'd søy no.

Beata: No, so when they did that long-tenn and short-tenttforecast, ¡tss, ¡¡
showed that they were not correct when they were doing the long-term

forecast. Why do you think it miglú be?

Nick: Mayþs because they didn't put much effort into doing the educøted
guesses. Møybe they just didn't use the instruments.

Beata: Uh huh. Would you like to be a scientist?

Nick: Um, kind of yes and no.

Beata: Why?

Nick: Cøuse I'm øfrøid thøt like I'm ølways nervous before like I'nt
performing against with other people and if - like if I forget to søy

something I'll søy something wrong I migltt be entbawassed

Beata: About - ?

Nick: It's k¡nd of a yes and no tlùngs.

Beata: Okay. But why ltes? So that was a no, ¡t¿sl But why yes?

Nick: Because ít's interestíng ønd I said I høve experience.

Beata: You have experience? What kind of experience?

Nick: Uhtn, like things I alt'eady lorcw and like how to use those insttatnents
(Student-Researcher Conversation May | 5, 2003).

When I ask Nick in the above conversation to tell me what scientists do, he wants

me to be more specific and clarifu whether I am asking about meteorologists or other

scientists. I make myself clear and suggest to him that he can talk about both. He
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chooses to talk about meteorologists first and says that meteorologists just study weather,

and, if they have time, they go to schools to help kids learn, do their projects, and to

"share what they know." And for other scientists, he says that they are studying new

specimens and "maybe create some things." At this point, I ask him to be more specific

and tell me what kind of things. He specifìes that it might be something like a "potion". I

still am not sure what he means, so he explains that a "potion" is "some kind of chernical

or something." Then, I frgured out that he means pollution.

However, Nick was not sure, whether he wants to be a scientist or not. When

asked, he gives me the vague, 'yes" and "no" arguments. Because he is familiar with

various weather instruments now, and finds the work interesting, Nick thinks of

becoming a scientist. But, at the same time, because he gets nervous working in groups,

fearing he might forget to say something or say something wrong, he seems reluctant to

make that choice.

Nick's reference of scientists making educated guesses to predict the weather is

thereflectionof Scott'steaching. InConversationExcerpts#5.ll and#5.14, Scottuses

the same words. Even Mr. Anderson (the city meteorologist) and Johan Stern (the TV

weather anchor) used the exact words when they addressed the class. I am not surprised

when Nick repeated the same words, because he always did exactly what the teacher

expected him to do. Nick was not the only student, who mentioned about scientists

sharing the knowledge with others. The students' comments about scientists sharing the

scientific information with kids, fellow scientists and people in the community revealed

their understanding of collaborative nature of scientific work. I should commend Scott
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for promoting such positive attitude in students, by giving them opporhrnities to freely

discuss their views in their groups, and then demonstrating and executing it to be done in

the class in a friendly and professional manner.

6.3.2.2 Selected Items of Students' Written Work

My conversations with Scott, and his teaching documented in Chapters four and

five revealed Scott's determination of presenting the contemporary irnage of the scientist

to his students. Nevertheless, I was keen to know whether he succeeded in instilling that

irnage in his pupils'mind. So, the day before our trip to the Weather Office, we asked

our students to draw a picture of a scientist at work. In this exercise, we did the Draw- a-

Scientist Test (DAST), which has been found to be a useful as a research and teaching

tool (Barman,1997; Chambers, 1983; Rahm and Charbonneau, 1997; Rosenthal, 1993).

The students did not draw the image presented by McDuffie (2001), a nerd with

glasses, working in isolation with strange equipment. Their drawings looked like the one

below, done by Jane.

Figure 6.1 Sample student's drawing regarding an image of a scientist.
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In addition, we asked students to write down who and what they expect to see on

our field trip to the Weather Office. Sammy's description is the reflection of what most of

the students wrote. Consider his response (written verbatim): "l expect to see at the

weather ffice a lot of machines for weathet'. I would probably see meteorologists at tlte

weather ffice, and lots of types of maps wlmt they use. And also see nteteorologists

working on the computer to see how the weatlter is."

6.3.3 The Development of the "Why" of Science

In Chapter one, I theorized that the "why" aspect of scientific literacy reflects

students ability to make STSE connections. Science educators clairn that this skill makes

leaming more authentic, because developing connections places science within a larger

societal context (Hodson, i998; Martin Sexton & Gerlovich,2001; Tolman,2002).It
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allows students to see that today's society faces numerous problems and issues, which

require cooperative effort to be resolved (Hodson, 1998).

An important goal of STSE education is to provide opportunities for students to

acquire informed decision making skills (Pedretti,1997). Those decision making skills

are, in turn, associated with the developrnent of other capabilities, such as: identification

and in-depth understanding of the problem, framing questions, gathering and analyzing

data, sharing and evaluating findings, drawing possible solutions and suggestions, and

choosing and implementing actions (Ebenezer & Connor, 1998). Those skills, in turn, are

necessary for the citizens to be considered scientifically literate. Another irnportant goal

of the STSE education is to empower the students to take action in regard to a particular

societal issue. This action taking could be done through various means, such as:

education, letter and petition writing, posters, brochures, etc. (Ebenezer &. Connor, 1998).

To illustrate the STSE connections in the Weather unit, the Manitoba Curriculutn

Fratnework of Outcontes requires students to study natural disasters (Specific Learning

Outcome: 5-4-09). Scott and I decided to concentrate on flooding, an issue important to

the local society and environment. In Chapter five, section 5.4.2,I describe a lesson,

where the students were discussing the reasons for flooding and the precautionary

measures that needed to be taken in case of a possible flood situation. This activity, thus,

met the first goal of the STSE education, which is informed decision making. In section

5.4.2,1provided evidence for students' ability to make decisions to prepare themselves

for floods.
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To meet the second goal of the STSE education, this is action taking, our students

decided to educate the community by making posters and writing letters. In Chapter five,

section 5.4.2; I presented one of those posters (Figure l) to inform the school community

about the dangers of floods. Each of those posters included the following information: a)

the damage that floods can cause and the effect the floods can have on people's lives; b)

advice for the community on how they can be prepared in case of a possible flood.

In Chapter five, section 5.4.2,1 included Rose' letter, which revealed her

understanding of this issue, concern for the community, and her ability to offer good

advice. In Appendix H, I included another letter written by Sammy to Kindergarten class.

In his letter, Sammy is also able to give his younger friends good advice. He sounds

serious by telling them that "he is here to tell them about floods." He also warns them

that they have to be on the look out for floods because "they can kill you if you do not

know what to do." In his letter, Sammy sounds very knowledgeable when he tells the

younger kids how floods happen and how to prepare for a possible flood situation.

6.4 Students'Assessment of Their Own Learning

Many researchers advise that scientifically literate students are those who are

enthusiastic and independent learners (Aikenhead, 1994,1997; Hodson 2003; Pedretti,

1997). They are the ones, who have positive attitudes and display keen interest in

learning without formal instruction (Arons, 1983; Shamos, 1995). They are also the ones

who are responsible citizens, role models and action takers (Hodson, 2003). No doubt,

our sfudents demonstrated some of those characteristics. They displayed a positive
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attitude towards science, and demonstrated the ability to enquire about science and apply

it to other scenarios outside their classroom. They were curious, enthusiastic, and eager to

participate in all of the activities. They showed interest to share their knowledge and

educate the community. They displayed an overall positive attitude towards learning

science. At the end of our study, on May 15,2003,I talked to some of the students to find

out why they liked our study of the weather. Dorothy, for example, mentioned that she

liked science because it "was fun and she could do lots of experiments." Kathy too

expressed a similar view. Science was her "favorite subject because she had a chance to

do a lot of activities, more than before." Shane told me that he preferred the science class

to Physical Education, "because it was fun, interesting, and he got to do projects and use

all the instruments and go on the computer and buildingthat screen for the thermometer

was good." Bonny also considered science to be fun. Rose, even considers of becoming

an inventor one day. Sammy too says that he "wants to be a scientist himself." Joey says

he liked science, because he could try various methods and use a lot of different things.

"Doing experiments and the field trip was fun." says Emillio. And, Zoe admits that she

likes science, because she "was learning new things." At the end of our study, i also

asked the students to evaluate their own learning of science, and they all agreed on

"leaming lots." Dorothy summarized it jokingly by saying that if I want to see how much

they have leamed, I should have a look at the amount of paper she has stacked in her duo

tang. And, as she said, Dorothy surely had lots of papers in her duo tang.
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6.4 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, I concentrated on the last phase of the CKCM, known as the

Reflecting and Assessing. The purpose of the phase is to provide opporhrnities for the

teacher to reflect upon hislher practice and to evaluate students' knowledge. Through my

on-going dialogue with Scott, I was able to find out about his views on our effort to

develop scientific literacy. Scott believes that at the grade five level, students can only

acquire an understanding of the NOS "through experience." Scott's claim indicates that

he favors the implicit approach rather than the explicit one, when it comes to teaching

science.

Scott reflected that the CKCM was a big factor in students' scientific literacy

development. He believed that the model helped students develop a thorough

understanding of the material, rather than superficial one. The model helped students to

develop abstract thinking and, more importantly, it encouraged them to translate the

material into other contexts. Scott also pointed out that due to our effort, students attained

a positive attitude towards learning science. In fact, some students showed remarkable

interest and an ability to incorporate science into their lives outside the classroorn.

In this chapter, I also presented evidence for students' scientific literacy

developrnent in the three aspects of science, namely, the "what," "how", and "why" of

science. To assess students' understandings of the "what" of science, I evaluated their

understanding of the principles and concepts of the unit (Weather) and their ability to

apply that knowledge into their daily activities. To assess students' understandings of the
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"how" of science, I evaluated their understandings of the NOS. And, to assess students'

understandings of the "why" of science, I evaluated their ability to make the STSE

connections.
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Chapter 7

Summary, Discussion, and Implications

T.L Summary

A story of a teacher-researcher collaborative effort to develop scientific literacy of

grade five students in the context of a curricular unit on Weather has been narrated in this

thesis. This story begins in Chapter three where I described my own experiences as a

student, researcher, and elementary science teacher educator. Those experiences have

helped me realize the needs of the pre-service, and, consequently, beginning teachers

with respect to their preparation to teach science. For teachers to feel comfortable to

develop scientific literacy of their students, teachers need to be helped in developing a

deep understanding of the content knowledge of science (what), the nature(s) of science

(how), and the applications of science (why).

To help build capacity of a grade five teacher, Scott, in developing scientifìcally

literate students, I collaborated with him to plan and implement a curricular unit on

Weather. Our partnership followed an organic model of collaboration, in which we were

equal partners in every step of the project, and we were equally responsible for the

outcomes. For our mutual learning, collaboration between us thrived on sustained

dialogue. Our collaboration charactenzed the contemporary trends of professional

development, for it involved real practitioners working in an authentic classroom setting

with students over a long time to achieve a common goal.
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Our goal was to develop scientific literacy of the grade five students in an inner

city school in accordance with the conceptions proposed in Chapter one, which points to

three notions of scientific literacy: I ) the "what" of science, 2) lhe "how" of science, and

the "why" of science. The "what" of science refers to an understanding of the concepts,

principles, and theories. The "how' of science emphasizes how scientists conduct

scientific inquiries, referring to the NOS. The "why" of science refers to the abilify to

make science technology, society, and environment (STSE) connections.

To develop these three notions of scientificliteracy, Scott and i used a teaching

model known as the Common Knowledge Consttuction Model ICKCM] (Ebenezer &

Connor, 1998). The CKCM incorporates four interrelated worlds of meaning making:

students' world, the teachers' world, the curricular world, and the physical world. As the

title of the model indicàtes, its aim is to achieve a common understanding among these

four worlds of meaning making. The model consists of four interactive phases: 1)

Exploring and Categonzing,2) Constructing and Negotiating, 3) Translating and

Extending, and 4) Reflecting and Assessing.

This thesis narratés how Scott incorporated his ideas about science and scientists

into each of the four phases of the CKCM. For the Exploring and Categonzingphase,

Scott explored students' ideas about how people (l) predict weather, and (2) measure.

weather, and, in turn, students expiored parents' ideas of these concepts. Students' and

parents' ideas were separately categorized based on each ofthe foregoing concepts, and

then compared. For the Constructing and Negotiating phase, Scott taught several lessons

based on the phenomenography of weather from the NOS perspective. For the
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Translating and Extending phase, Scott enabled his students to apply their knowledge of

science into everyday contexts, which involved making connections among science,

technology, society, and environment (STSE). The STSE connection was discemed in

the construction of a weather instrument and the study of floods, an important societal

and environmental issue in Manitoba and other parts of the world. Finally, the Reflecting

and Assessing phase highlighted Scott's reflections about our efforts to develop scientific

literacy and the methods we used to assess students' scientific literacy development.

7.2 Answers to Questions and Discussion

In this section, I answer the five research questions guiding this study. Each

answer is supported with evidence from my in-depth, classroom-based study, and a

critical review of the literature.

Question l: Wat views of scientffic literacy does a gradefive teacher hold?

Scott's ideas about scientific literacy were discerned in our prior and during his teaching

dialogues. My prior instructional conversations with Scott revealed that he viewed a

scientifically literate student as someone who has: l) definite interest in the subject area,2)

vocabulary to support what one knows, and 3) willingness to explore and apply infonnation to

another setting (see Conversation Excerpt # 4.1). Scott argued that people couldn't be considered

literate in any subject area without being interested in it. No one would disagree with Scott that

interest in the subject is a very important factor in developing students' scientific literacy.

History of science clearly shows that scientists study about a particular area, because they are

interested in it. The aspect of "interest" is also a key elernent in Manitoba's vision for scientific
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literacy (Manitoba Education and Training, 2000). It is the interest in learning science that leads

to curiosity, creativity, and imagination. Interest is a key factor in the development of problem-

solving and decision-making abilities to become lifelong learner and to develop a sense of

wonder about the world. Science educators concur that an individual's interest in the subject is

crucial to the development of positive attitudes toward science (Carin & Bass, 2001;Ebenezer &

Connor, 1998; Martin, Sexton & Gerlovich;Tolman, 2002).

Scott's second characteristic ofa scientifically literate student referred to the

development of relevant vocabulary. Like Bruner (1986) and Lemke (1990), Scott emphasized

the importance of knowing the language of science to be able to actively and confidently

participate in science. However, Scott placed too much emphasis on the rote learning of

vocabulary, an approach he consistently argued for (see Conversation Excerpts #4.2, 4.3, and

4.4). Furtherrnore, he misinterpreted the curriculum, thinking that students need to memorize the

vocabulary at the beginning of the curricular unit before carrying out their investigations.

Science educators, however, claim that this approach is a reason that eventually turns off many

students from pursuing science in the future (Ebenezer & Connor, 1998; Peters & Gega, 2002).

The last characteristic of a scientifically literate student Scott shared with me, before he

started teaching the unit, was willingness to explore and apply knowledge to other contexts (see

Conversation Excerpts #4.I, 4.5). However, contrary to the beliefs of policy makers, scientists,

and science educators, Scott did not associate application with making STSE connections. He

only saw it as the ability to discover new applications for what has been leamed in class (see

Conversation Excerpts # 4.1, 4.5). Our Conversations # 4.6 and 4.7 revealed that Scott had the

belief that scientific way of thinking should help students succeed in their future endeavors.
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However, he associated this scientific way of thinking with the mythical step-by-step process,

known as the scientific method (McComas, 1996) [see Conversation Excerpt # 4.8].

Although Scott was under the impression that this step-by-step, laboratory

methodology was the route taken by most scientists (see Cotwet'satÌon Excerpt # 4.9),he

visualized a contemporary image of a scientist. He did not see a scientist as someone

carryingout experiment in the laboratory with an imposin g array of esoteric equipment

(Howe, 2002). He knew that this is a stereotypical image, and he urged people involved

in science education of young children to "do their best to build a different image of

what science is" (see Conversation Excerpt # 4.1I).He hirnself saw science as an

exciting and creative pursuit. And, as a teacher, he was determined to demonstrate to

students that all of them could participate in science and consider science for their careers

(see Conversation Excetpt # 4.1I). Tobias (1990), who argued that students are not

"durrb, but, they are different," would agree with Scott that presenting science as a

creative and interesting discipline can motivate many students to consider science in their

career plans.

When our study was well under way, on April 25, 2003,I again talked to Scott

about scientific literacy. The purpose of my on-going dialogue with Scott was to find out

if there were any changes in Scott's views on scientific literacy. This tirne, I wanted to

reflect about our efforts to develop scientific literacy in his students. Scott's views did not

change significantly. He still considered the ability to apply science into other contexts as

an important attribute of a scientifically literate individual (see Conversation Excerpt #

6.1). Consequently atthat stage of our study of weather, he thought of his students as
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"semi-literate" because they have not had many opporhrnities to "take the information

and apply it by themselves." If I apply Scott's reasoning about semi-literate versus

literate, these students would become literate after they had used their weather

instruments, written weather forecast, and reported it to the whole school.

Question 2: What are gradefive students' conceptions aboutweather? And how are

these dffirentfi"om their parents'?

As shown in Table 3.3 in Chapter three, Scott and I subdivided our investigations

of weather into three phases: l) Weather Forecasts: Different Ways of Predicting and

Measuring Weather, 2) Properties of Air and Clouds, 3) Weather and Climate (STSE).

To find out what kind of ideas our students had about predicting and measuring weather,

Scott asked them to respond, in writing, to the following two qùestions: l) How do you

think people predict weather? and2) How do you think people measure weather? I

grouped students' ideas to the first question into 4 teacher-made categories: Traditional

Knowledge, Technological Advan""r, rtupr, and Toys (see Table 5.1).

Table 5.2 shows the categories of students' ideas of how people measure weather.

The three major categories are: Instruments, Technological Advances, and Sensing the

Environment. The conversation between Sammy and his mother was the best reflection

of what parents thought about predicting and measuring weather (see Conversatiott

Excetpt # 5.3). Interestingly, parallel to the grade five-science curriculum, the mother

separated the different ways of predicting weather into traditional and scientific. To give

an example of the traditional ways of knowing, she recalled growing up on the farm and

observing the natural environment. For example, she told Sammy how she used to
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foretell weather by looking at the clouds. The fluffo and white ones were bringing sunny

and hot weather, while the "sun dogs" were an indicator of a very cold weather. To give

an example of the scientist way of predicting weather, Sam's mother talked about

meteorologists who "use computers and other high-tech equipment and certain types of

weather maps."

In terms of measuring weather, Sam's mother also separated the many different

possibilities into more "traditional ones," that she probably remembered from the farm,

and more "sophisticated ones," used by professionals. She said, for example, that people

could stick a yardstick into snow to measure the amount of snowfall. Or, people can use

anemometer to measure the wind velocity and barometers to measure the barometric

pressure in the air.

The most obvious difference between students' and parents' ideas about.

predicting weather (Table 5.3) was the fact that the parents were aware of the "old wise

tales" passed on from orr" g"nèrution to the other. For example, the parents talked about

predicting weather on the basis of animal behavior or aches and pains in the body.

Among students, only Kathy and Isabella mentioned animal and plant behavior.

As shown in Table 5.3, both students and parents believed in the observations of

the natural environment to predict weather. Students' beliefs, however, were more

general in comparison to those of their parents. For example, students told us that people

could look at the sky. Most of the parents, however, were more specific and talked about

the shape and color of the clouds, for example. Table 5.3 also shows that none of the
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parents included any toys in their predictions of weather. None of students, on the other

hand, associated their predictions of weather with cold and warïn air masses, while some

parents did.

Both students and their parents had similar ideas about measuring weather. As

seen in Table 5.4, most students and parents associated the measurements of weather with

instruments. The only difference within the Instrurnent category was that students were

able to name thermometer as the only one standard instrument that can be used to

measure weather. Parents also knew of barometers and anemometers. Both students and

parents knew of the measuring devices, which I labeled "No Name Instruments." Among

these, students listed measuring cups, a ruler to measure snow, and a bucket with a ruler.

The parents talked about a mill, buckets, something like a fan, and color changing

figurines.

There were only two parents whose ideas belonged to the second category of

Technological Advances. Bonny's mother talked about weather balloon, while Emillio's

mother mentioned that everything is computer based. Furthermore, there were three

students who talked about sensing the environment, while the parents did not put forth

any ideas belonging to this category.

Question 3: How does tlte teaclter develop scientific literacy when he íncotporates
sludents' conceptions of weather into tlte curriculutn?

The learning of the NOS may be implicit and/or explicit (Abd-El-Khalick &

Lederman, 1998). The understanding of the NOS may be implicitly facilitated through
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the teaching ofprocesses ofscience, science content course work, and doing science.

This approach, however, neglects the reflective components related to the NOS (Akerson

et a1., 2000). The understanding of the NOS may also be facilitated through teaching

explicit examples from the history and philosophy of science and/or specific instruction

directed at the various aspects of the NOS (Akerson et a1., 2000). Both implicit and

explicit approaches to the teaching of the NOS have been tested in the context of the

science methods courses. Recent literature, however, suggests that the explicit approach

is rnore effective in developing teachers' appropriate conceptions of the NOS (Abd-El-

Khalick & Lederman, 1998; Abd-El-Khalick et a1.,1998; Driver et a1.,1999).

Which approach did Scott choose to present the NOS? According to Scott, it was

impossible to teach science directly in a grade five classroom (see Conversatiott Excerpt

# 6.1). He believed that grade five students could only acquire the understanding of the

NOS "through experience." He pointed out that we were teaching science "indirectly."

These comments indicate that Scott believed in an implicit, rather than explicit approach

to teaching science. Some researchers would disagree with him in this regard. For

example, Abd-El-Khalick et al. (1998) and Driver et al. (1999) suggest that explicit

approach is more effective in helping leamers achieve adequate understandings of the

NOS. These authors and Lederman et al., 2001 claim that this understanding should not

coÍre as aby-product of teaching science. Likewise Abd-Bl-Khalick et al., (1998) report

that one cannot claim that he/she understands physiology of the respiratory system simply

by breathing air.
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Scott's approach to teaching science, though, was not entirely implicit. It is true

that he created many situations through which students could "experience" how scientists

conduct inquiries. For example, he allowed students to negotiate every major topic and/or

problem with their peers without stressing to them that this is one of the qualities of the

NOS. There were many situations; however, where he directly pointed it out to students

that our particular way of learning science resembles the methods scientists follow to

conduct their own investigations. For instance, during the process of designing weather

instruments (see Conversation Excerpt # 5.I5), he explicitly told students that if they

want to arrive at a mutual understanding, they need to carefully listen to everyone's

suggestions and negotiate with others in the group before deciding on the final design.

Thus, he emphasized the concept of sharing and collaboration among the scientists

(Machamer, 1998). In another conversation, Scott made it clear to students that "through

our weather training, we are learning to become scientists and to think about weather how

a scientist would." (see Conversation Excerpt # 5.8). These examples indicate that Scott

incorporated elements of both implicit and explicit approaches into his teaching.

Question 4z Wat aspects of scientific líteracy are evident when a class of grade Jìve

students studies a unit on Weather?

To answer question 4, I present evidence for the development of three aspects of

scientific literacy: the "what", the "how", and the "why" of science.

The What of science. The development of the understanding of concepts,

principles, and theories, in this case, the concepts of weather was shown by students'
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performance on the station-to-station test and written test, their class discussions, their

conversations with others, as well as their written work. For example, my conversations

with students indicated that they were understanding the material and gradually

developing a more sophisticated understanding of the concepts of weather. Conversation

Excetpt # 6.3, for instance, shows that students were able to acknowledge their earlier

understandings about predicting weather. In this conversation, Dorothy adrnitted that she

came to the understanding that people use computer and radar to predict weather, but not

a caÍ, as she has thought at the beginning of our investigations. In the same conversation,

Shane, Rose and lan were also able to tell their progress on the understanding of how

people predict and measure weather.

Furthermore, ffiy conversations with students (summarized in Table 6.1) clearly

showed that they themselves were aware of learning new ideas. Bonny acknowledged

that wind moves only from high pressure to low pressure, and Ian spoke of air having

friction. Timothy learned about the radar, and Dorothy learned how to protect herself

from tornadoes. Nick talked about friction, while listed various weather instruments.

Table 6.1 also demonstrates that these students were able to justifu the irnportance of

weather to people. They all agreed that knowing weather forecast is important to people,

because it helps them to plan their activities ahead of time and to protect them from

severe weather conditions. Students were also creative, when it came to listing the

occupations that rely on weather.
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Evidence of students'understanding of the "what" of science was also obvious in

their conversations with their teacher, siblings, parents, and with each other. For example,

when they interviewed their parents or siblings regarding their views on predicting and

measuring weather, they were knowledgeable enough to either educate their family on

the subject (see Conversation Excerpts # 5.5 # 5.6), or appreciate the "right" answers

given by the respondents (see Conversation Excerpt # 6.6). if not satisfied with the

answers, like Kathy,in Conversation Excerpt # 6.6, or Emillio, in Conversation Excerpt

# 5.ó students asked their parents for further clarification. Some of them, like Jessica and

Hanna (see Conversation Excetpts # 5.6, # 6.5) felt so knowledgeable that they allowed

themselves to be sarcastic when they heard the responses from their parents during the

interviews. Students' learning from each other was also obvious in-group conversations.

In Chapter six, I included one group conversation (see Conversation Excetpt # 6.7),

where Alek recited what he had learned from the conversation with his peers.

Scott and I were also involved in conversations with each other to reflect and

evaluate students' progress. I analyzed one such conversation in Chapter six (see

Conversation Excerpt # 6.2), where Scott talked about Joey. During our study of weather,

Joey started paying attention in class. Furthermore, he was able to apply the information

studied in class into other situations. Scott assured me in our conversations that Joey was

not the only student, who showed greater interest in science and school in general since

the beginning of our investigations. Scott mentioned that our study motivated students'

interest in science and helped thern.develop positive attitudes toward the subject. A
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positive attitude toward science, highly recommended by Arons (1983) was also evident

in my conversations with students.

Students also demonstrated the ability to use the knowledge, which according to

many authors is sign of scientific literac¡r development (Hazen & Trefil, 1991). Both the

station-to-station test and the written test demonstrated students' ability to draw
ì

conclusions, analyze data, make recommendations, and give advice to others.

Additionally, students developed skills to access the Environment Canada website and

analyze the satellite imagery to predict the upcorning weather (Question 1, station-to-

station test, discussed in Chapter six). They demonstrated the ability to identiff

professional weather instruments, and in line with Hodson's (1993) recommendations,

explained how they worked. In Chapter six (Question 2, station-to-station test), I

analyzed students' understandings of one of the suggested instruments, the radar.

However, I also observed their proficiency in regard to other weather instruments.

Although proud of weather instruments they designed by themselves, students

were able to recognize why their instruments were inaccurate and suggest necessary

improvements to weather instruments that they were designing, and specified why their

particular instruments did not work (see Conversation Excetpt # 6.4). Kristofer, for

exarnple, identified that if he had a chance to do weather vane again, he would use rnetal,

instead of paper. Rose suggested that heavier materials would also work better in case of

anemotneter.
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In addition to being able to analyze information and draw conclusions, students

also demonstrated the ability to use information to make informed decisions and give

advice to others, a skill highly recommended by educators (Aikenhead,1997; Ebenezer &

Connor, 1998; Pedretti, 1997) fsee Question 2 of the written test, discussed in Chapter

six]. For example, students were able to decide how they need to be prepared for possible

floods as well as give recommendations to others. Students also demonstrated the ability

to make simple decisions related to their everyday life, such as what to dress for a

particular day or what kind of activities to plan (see Question 3 of the written test,

discussed in Chapter six).

One of the biggest challenges for students and probably one of the greatest signs

of their scientific literacy development was the proficiency in making weather reports.

To do so, students were required to visit the Environment Canada Website and record the

meteorologists' latest report on weather conditions and interpret the data to write weather

report and make weather related recomlnendations, which were announced for two weeks

to the whole school. Later they announced their report, over the intercom to the entire

school. Through this assignrnent, students showed their ability to translate their

knowledge into everyday contexts (Aikenhead,1997). Furthermore, they demonstrated

their ability to interpret infonnation (CMEC, 1997; NRC, 1997).

I believe that the teacher and I developed the "what" of science at the grade five

level. The above examples and those presented in Chapters five and six, illustrate that

students developed an understanding of the concepts recomrnended by the grade five-
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science curriculum. More importantly, they were able to use those concepts in their lives

to make their own decisions as well as give advice to others.

The How of science. The development of the second notion of scientific literacy,

the "how" of science, was evident in Scott's modeling of the NOS through the first three

stages of the CKCM. In his teaching, Scott painted a contemporary image of scientists.

He emphas ized.thalscientists are open rninded and creative, that they do not have

answers to all questions, that they share their findings with others, and that scientific

knowledge is tentative and limited (see Conversation Excetpts # 5.11, 5.14). Scott also

made sure that his students understood the processes of science. To do that, he provided

many opportunities for students to experience how scientists conduct their inquiries. He

also allowed rnany opporlunities for students to negotiate their ideas with others in a

group setting. Furthermore, he made sure that students developed an ability to anaTyze

data, draw conclusions, ask questions, conduct investigations, evaluate available

information, and make informed decisions.

Scott's efforts of modeling the NOS were reflected in students' understandings.

Through my conversations with students, I found out that they were aware of the

collaborative nature of scientific work. Nick, for example pointed out that he would have

liked to become a scientist. However, he was nervous of the collaborative work that is

required of scientists (see Conversation Excerpt # 6.9). Students also infonned me about

scientists sharing information with others, which revealed their understanding of the

social nature of scientific work. The characteristics of the NOS were also evident in

students' written work (see section 6.4.2 in Chapter six).
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Which characteristics of the NOS, discussed in the first two chapters, have our

sfudents understood through our study of weather? I believe that through the lessons our

students experienced, they understood that science is partiall,v basecl on human

irnagination and creativity, tentative, socially and culturally embedded, empirical, and

developed through many methods. I also believe that students did not understand that

science is theory-laden (subjective), that there is a distinction between observation and

inference, and between scientific theories and laws.

The Why of science. The third aspect of scientific literacy refers to the "why" of

science or the ability of making the STSE connections. The purpose of ST education is to

understand the connections between science and technology (Ebenezer & Connor, 1998).

And, the goals of SE education include the development of the decision making and

action taking skills (Pedretti,1997; Hodson 1993, 1998).

In Chapter five, section 5.4.1, I described how our students combined their

knowledge of science and technology in the design of weather instrument. I also

emphasized that that students were able to evaluate their instruments and suggest how

they would improve their designs. In Chapter six (section 6.4),I outlined students' ability

to make decisions in regard to a pertinent societal issue of flooding. in terms of action

taking, our students decided to educate the community by making posters and writing

letters. In Chapter five, section 5.4.2,I presented one of those posters designed to inform

the school community about the dangers of floods. Each of those posters included two

pieces of information: a) the damage that floods can cause and the effect the floods can

have on people's lives; b) advice for the community on how they can be prepared in case
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of a possible flood. In Chapter five, section 5.4.2,I included a letter written by Rose,

which reveals her understanding of this issue, concern for the community, and ability to

give sound advice.

The Translating and Extending phase of the CKCM encourages teachers to

empower their students to make decisions and take actions in regard to pertinent societal

and environmental issues (Ebenezer & Connor, 1998). Science educators also advice that

if students receive adequate education in STSE issues, they will be better citizens, who

are concerned about their environment and the well being of their society (Aikenhead,

1997; Hodson, 1998; 2003).I believe that our study of the floods was a good introduction

to the life long learning and responsibility (see Chapter five, section 5.4.2).I reason that

Scott's story of his involvement in protecting the city from the flood of the century,

students' parents' involvement in helping others save their properties, and our class

activities helped students realizethat societal and environmental issues are everyone's

responsibility and that as students, they can participate in decision making and action

taking in regard to those issues.

Aikenhead (1992) claims that scientifically literate people should understand how

decisions are made at the local, provincial, and national government levels, and within

the private and individual sectors. These science educators believe that scientifically

literate individuals posses critical thinking skills, which allow them to: a) evaluate the

pros and cons of any scientific or technological development, b) examine potential

benefits and costs, and c) recognize the underlying political and societal forces, which
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drive the development and distribution of scientific and technological knowledge and

artifacts.

In light of these claims, a question might be, did Scott and I provide enough

opportunities for students to make decisions and take actions? More specifically, did we

make students awareof how decisions are made at the goverrìment levels, and allow them

to have a voice in making those decisions? The answer to this question is that we have

not. I wonder, however, if at this grade level students are competent enough to take such

action. But, with respect to the issue of flooding, we could have let students debate the

local issue of the flood way. For example, we could have encouraged students to utilize

the knowledge they learned to discuss the pros and cons of this initiative and ponder over

potential benefits and costs to the city of Winnipeg.

Question 5: What are the highlights of teacher-researcher collaboration in the contexÍ

of developing scientific literacy?

Based on the experience of teacher-researcher collaboration in this study, I would

like to recommend to others not to follow the traditional, exploitative nature of

classroom-based research described by Janesick (2004), where the researcher observes

and evaluates the teacher's knowledge and rnethods and then leaves the scene. I did not

act as though I had all the knowledge. I never diminished, devalued, or questioned the

teacher's expertise. To the contrary, i appreciated Scott's knowledge and treated our

collaboration with Hathaway's (1985) idea in mind, which emphasized that the

universities and schools are each other's own best resources. Scott on the other hand,
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opened the doors of his classroorn, was open to my ideas, and willing to devote tirne to

this project. Most importantly, he trusted me with the CKCM and was willing to use it as

the medium to teach the unit, or, more specifically, to develop scientific literacy of his

gradefive students. This thesis clearly illustrates our conceptual growth. It shows how we

pulled our strengths to merge theory and practice. I had the theoretical knowledge in

teacher education, which I have acquired through rny Ph.D. course work and my

university teaching experiences. Scott, on the other hand, as a representative of a public

school system, had the practical knowledge. Thus, as recommended by NRC (1996), we

created optimal collaborative learning situation in which the best sources of expertise are

linked to achieve common goal.

Many researchers embrace collaboration and they write about productive school-

university relationships (Ballone-Duran et a1.,2005; Bartolo & Palfff-Muhoray, 20011.

Caton, Brewer, & Brown, 200I; Haney, Czemiak, & Lumpe, 1996; Supovitz &. Turner,

2000;_Posnanski, 2002; Stein, 2001). Others, however, report that the development of a

relationship between university researchers and public school practitioners is problematic

at best (Ball, 1990; Connelly & Clandinin, 1990; Johnston, 1990). These researchers

claim that university researchers often treat schools simply as data collection sites, rather

than contexts for the mutual construction of knowledge with experienced practitioners.

Researchers act as if they have "the knowledge to improve the teaching practice if only

the teachers would accept it and integrate it into their teaching" (Johnston, 1990, p.I7$.

Furthermore, they devalue teachers'practical knowledge and treat them as objects tà be

sfudied.
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I believe that our collaboration was successful because I bridged my world as a

researcher with the world of a teacher by engaging in this teacher's professional life, not

as an external imparter of knowledge, but as a participant in a shared construction of

knowledge. Scott was an expert in his field; he had very good professional judgment on

educational issues, and was familiar with the rules and regulations of his school and

school divisions. Furthermore, he knew very well the capabilities and limitations of

students in his class and was able to make informed decisions. For example, as I have

already described in Chapter five (section 5.3.4), I was very uneasy di.rring our

preparation for the field trip to weather Office, while he, having greater professional

judgment, was very confident in his students' abilities to ask relevant questions.

There were many other situations where he had better judgrnent than I did. For

example, students needed some time to handle the interviews with their parents and Scott

was aware of that. At the beginning of this process, there were sorne glitches, for

example, Dorothy forgot to bring the recorder back to school. Shane forgot to interview

the parent. And, Peter did not know how to operate it. When all of this was happening, I

was convinced that this assignment is not going to work out. But, Scott suggested that we

just need to give them more time. Another time, I was not totally convinced in students'

ability to handle the mechanics of the station-to-station test. To Scott, it was 'Just a piece

of cake." He was right. After our field trip to weather Offìce, he felt that it was necessary

to summarizethe information that was presented to us in classroom setting. This was an

excellent idea and professional decision on Scott's part. This follow-up class (described

in Chapter 5, section 5.3.5) clearly illustrated that some students were still struggling with
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the information presented to them, and Scott's summary helped them understand the

information. These examples illustrate that Scott had good pedagogical content

knowledge (PCK). It refers to a teacher's unique knowledge of how to create learning

opportunities that make particular content more comprehensible to others (Shulman,

1987). Furthermore, as suggested by NRC (1996), Scott was able to use this knowledge

to make effective decisions.

I reasoned, and Scott actually agreed with me that the factors that helped him

develop this good understanding and judgment of his students were his own behavioral

and learning problems, as well as his drive to better himself. In one of our prior-

instructional interviews, on January 8, 2003, he mentioned that he "knows where a lot of

his students are coming from." He also explained to me that, as an undergraduate student,

he was eager to find out his own leaming style. As a result, "he was very talkative,

always had his hand up, always asking, trying to figure out where he fits," a process he

benefited from as a teacher.

Clift et al., (i990) advise that collaborators consist of practitioners and

researchers from diverse role groups, who carry with them preconceived notions of role

relationships and hierarchies. I think, and I hope that Scott would agree, that we were

equal partners in the process of planning and delivery of the unit and that there was no

clearly established hierarchy. It might be because of the simple fact that in our

partnership, I represented the university as a student, not as a professor. He, on the other

hand, took part in it as a confident professional working on his own territory, and

together we collaboratively developed a teaching unit, monitored the process, and
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evaluated students' conceptual development. if there were any hierarchy in the project, it

was we: teacher and researcher team versus my advisor. Both Scott and I were "novice"

in many aspects of this project and we often relied on my advisor's expert knowledge,

especially in regard to the CKCM. There were, however, certain behaviors displayed by

Scott that might indicate that I was in charge, that I had a "higher position" in Clift et al's

(1990) hierarchy system. For example, Scott always consulted with me, prior to giving

anything to students in writing. Although he prepared all of the handouts by himself, he

always e-mailed them to me for my final approval.

I believe that, out of Whitford et al's. (1989) three models of collaboration:

symbiotic, organic, and cooperative (described in Chapter one), our partnership was of

organic nature. In this model, both parties work together to fulfill the same goals, which

are carefully identified. Furthermore, in the organic model, the results are jointly owned

and both parties are equally involved in all endeavors. At the same time, however, there

are warnings that this type of collaboration is complex and is built with much time and

effort (Dixon & Ishler, 1992).In addition, in organic relationships, explicit attention to

the identification and development of common interests need to receive institutional

support necessary to sustain the collaboration.

Our model was of organic nature because our mutual purpose was to develop a

research study, monitor the process, and evaluate the results, all of which had scientific

literacy of students in mind. We both collaborated to implement the new instructional

design, the CKCM. Furthermore, we were both equally involved in every step of the

journey as well as equally responsible for the results. The result we were aiming for in
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this project was developing adequate level of scientific literacy in students. Additionally,

our activities received support from rny university as well as his school and school

division, which allowed us to complete such an elaborate project.

I can also identifu elements of Whitford et al's. (1989) symbiotic model of

collaboration, which is characterizedby reciprocity and mutual self-interest. In this type

of collaboration, the attitude is: " I will help you with your concerns or your problems if

you will help me with mine." In other words, both parties involved in this type of

collaboration are interested in gaining something out of it and fulfilling their own goals.

Although, I was genuinely interested in learning through this project and gaining

experience to benefit as a science educator and researcher, I was also interested in

achieving my goal, which was completion of my Ph.D. program. I wonder, then, which of

the two interests was stronger? Furthermore, it was very important to me to collect data in

that particular time because I made many arrangements in my professional and personal

life to do so.

What were Scott's personal and/or professional goals? Although it was never said,

I personally think that one of the reasons Scott agreed to this intense collaboration with

me was his interest in his professional growth. He was interested in having research

experience to stand out among other teachers, which would eventually help him achieve

his goal of becoming a school principal. As I narrated in Chapter three, he was a leader

and he wanted to take advantage of his leadership skills. But, he wanted to utilize his

leadership qualities as a principal, not as a teacher. In other words, Scott treated this

project as an excellent opporlunity to enrich his resume. What I admire about him,

though, was the fact that he was willing to grow to leadership through service.
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Would Scott's students develop scientific literacy if Scott and I were not

collaborating? I know that due to our collaboration, Scott used the CKCM to teach the

unit, and by doing so, he made a big step toward scientific literacy development. I am not

sure, however, whether he would have used the model if I were not there. Natalia, the

beginning teacher whom I described in Chapter three, did not use the model to teach the

grade seven. Scott told me that Mr. Sobolewski, the other grade five teacher,.from Scott's

school only used certain aspects of it. Scott explained that it was "because the model

requires the teachers to put a lot of thought and effort into planning, preparation a¡d

delivery of the unit." Scott had the opportunity chance to use the CKCM during his

teaching practicum, but he did not. I conclude, then, that he would not have used it if he

were not collaborating with me. But, after working with me, Scott had a better disposition

towards the model, and credited the model for his students' scientific literacy

development (see Conversation Excerpt # 6.1).

What were our specific roles in the development of scientific literacy of the grade

five students? Firstly, I approached Scott with a general design of the study and with a lot

of different ideas. He, on the other hand, helped me f,rne tune those ideas and evaluated

them in terms of practicality and difficulty. Finally, he implemented those in his

classroom. However, we were both learning from each other throughout the project. I

reason that students benefited greatly from my presence in their classroom. Scott would

not have had the time to design such a rich unit by hirnself and students would not have

the same experiences. Just to list a few examples: students would not have gone on the

field trip to weather Office or had guest speakers visiting their classroom. They would
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not have a chance to interview their parents about various aspects of weather. And, they

would not have had an opportunity to announce weather report to the whole school and

make relevant recommendations. Furthermore, they would not have had a cha¡ce to

negotiate their ideas, discuss their ideas in groups or experience in writing the station-to-

station test.

I asked Scott at the end of our collaboration, on May 16,2003,whether sfudents

would have developed scientific literacy, if we had a different approach. Specifically, I

asked if students would have developed scientific literacy, if we had followed Hands on

Science, which is an activity book that addresses each of the Specific Learning Outcomes

of the grade five science curriculum. Teachers, especially the beginners, often religiously

follow the book. Scott's response to my question was "that we would have missed

everything other than the content knowledge," which means that students would not have

had a chance to develop the "ho\¡/" and "why" of scientific knowledge. I reason, then,

that due to our collaboration those "how" and "why" issues gained greater importance in

his teaching. I would like to take some credit for the development of these two notions of

scientific literacy. When we were planning the unit, I told him that whatever we are

learning must have the "how" and "why" aspects. Scott took it seriously. So seriously

that students became aware of his new demand of explaining why and how things

happen. Recall the class conversation (see Conversation Excetpt # 5.16) in which one of

sfudents, Nick, complains about these "why" questions.

I also conclude that through our collaboration, Scott started practicing certain

teaching methods. For example, Scott was not fond of providing opporlunities for
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students to negotiate their ideas in small groups. I, however, strongly believed that this

approach would help students realize how scientists conduct their inquiries. Scott has not

practiced this strategy before. He even mentioned, during one of our planning sessions

that "it might be a challenge to them since students were only used to discuss their ideas

with a parlner." Holever, he was willing to implement this idea of mine, which ended up

being successful.

7.3 Implications and Recommendations

In this section, based on my experiences as the elementary science teacher

educator and findings of this project, I discuss teacher education and make

recommendations for teacher education and professional development.

7 .3.1 T eacher Education

How could educators help teachers gain a better understanding of the NOS and

the development of NOS in particular social contexts? And when does education in NOS

need to begin? There seems to be two schools of thought. Some scholars believe that

positive changes in teachers' views of the NOS ought to properly begin in teacher

preparation, by incorporating the NOS into the science methods courses (Driver et al.,

1997; Gopnik, 1996; Hagen & Kegler, 1994;Loving, l99l).

Other scholars, however, argue that it is best to explicitly develop sophisticated

views of the NOS in the context of the science content courses (Akerson, Abd-El-

Khalick, & Lederman,2000), which elementary pre-service teachers are required to take
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to fulfill the science requirements for their Bachelor of Education degree. Science

courses for elementary teachers are usually offered by specifrc science departments, and

educators usually put great emphasis on the content pertinent to a specific science

discipline without any or with very limited ernphasis on the NOS (Akerson et a1.,2000;,

Ballone-Duran, Czemiak, &Haney,2005). This supports the earlier argument that the

development of the adequate understandings of the NOS should occur in the context of

the science methods courses since it might be teachers' only opportunity to acquire this

type of knowledge before entering the classroom (Akerson et a1., 2000).

Is teachers' appropriate understanding of the NOS sufficient in an effort to

educate scientifically literate students? Lederman and his colleagues in a series of articles

suggest that it is not (Gess-Newsome & Lederman, |999;Lederrnan, Schwartz, Abd-El-

Khalick, & Bell, 2001; Schwartz & Lederman ,2002). These authors claim that teachers

need to develop a combination of subject matter knowledge, PCK relative to the NOS,

knowledge of the NOS, and intentions toward teaching the NOS in order to be proficient

in teaching science. It is logical to reason, then, that teachers should develop the required

knowledge during their university education and training. However, it does not seem to

be the case. Many researchers cnticize pre-service teachers' knowledge in each of these

domains. In terms of the subject matter knowledge, several studies indicate that during

their education, future teachers do not acquire sufficient knowledge in the subject matter

and as a result do not feel confident to teach science (Borko, Eisenhart, Brown, Underhill,

Jones &. Agard,1992; Coclvan & Jones, 1998).
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Knowledge of the subject matter or lack of such has an impact on teachers' PCK.

The PCK addresses two aspects, which are: 1) the knowledge of the topic-specific

instructional strategies to teach the subject matter and the 2) knowledge of learners and

their requirements for developing meaningful understandings (Zembal-Saul, Krajcik, &

Blumenfeld,2002). Research indicates, however, that pre-service teachers have

difficulties with the development of appropriate content specific representations (Borko

& Putnam, 1996).

Research also suggests that pre-service teachers have limited knowledge in the

second aspect of the PCK, which refers to the learners and classrooms (Civil,1992;

Grossman, 1991). The pre-service teachers have hard time anticipating what students

already know, what topics they find difficult, how they might respond to instruction, and

what questions they might ask. In other words, they have limited practical knowledge of

learners and classrooms and therefore tend to become overwhelmed by the complexities

of classroom contexts (Zembal-Saul et a1.,2002).

Experienced classroom teachers have the same problems as the ones listed above

for the pre-service teachers. For example, several experienced elementary teachers, in the

Jounml of Science Teacher Education, describe their journey to become better

elementary science teachers (Dickinson, Burns, Hagen, Locker, 1997). These teachers

reveal that they were reluctant to teach science because they felt inadequately prepared

and did not know enough science. They neither felt confident in their ability to be

effective science teachers nor saw the importance of becoming effective at teaching

science. Furthermore, they were under the impression that the most important skill to be
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developed in the elementary school is the ability to read and write. They did not see

science as helping their elementary students become literate.

What these teachers revealed further confirms the claims researcher makes about

teacher preparation to teach science. For instance, Schoenberger and Russel (1986)

report that elementary teachers consider science as a frill to be added only if other

subjects were finished and reviewed. In another study, Stefanich (1992) claims that 80o/o

of the instructional time is spent on science textbook reading. Similarly to Dickinson's

study, many researchers add that elementary teachers lack confidence in their abilities to

teach science due to their weak subject-matter knowledge (Garbett, 2003; Garbett &

Yourn, 2002; Kallery & Psillos, 2001; Levitt, 2001; Sanders & Morris, 2000; Watters,

Diezmann, Grieshaber, & Davies, 2001).

Garbett (2003) suggests that teachers' subject knowledge impacts their pedagogy,

specifically their ability to make new ideas and understandings accessible to young

learners and to ask meaningful and appropriate questions. For example, the less teachers

know the more often they dominate classroom discussions without eliciting any questions

from students (Carlson, 1991). Furthermore, such teachers plan the lessons around their

knowledge rather than taking into consideration the ideas offered by their students.

Science educators, however, suggest that children bring a whole array of ideas and

understandings into the classroom that should be recognized by the teacher and

incorporated into the lesson plans (Driver, Guesne, & Tiberghain, 1985; Ebenezer &.

Connor,1998).
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The above criticisms in regard to teachers' subject-matter knowledge and PCK as

well as those I presented earlier in Chapter one in regard to teachers' understandings of

the NOS or lack of such, suggest that universities do not adequately prepare teachers to

face the complexity of their occupation. This is an alarming problem, especially because

recent research studies indicate that a classroom teacher is the most important factor in

the achievement of any educational goal, scientific literacy included (Sanders,.1998 a, b).

As a solution to those criticisms, based on my research findings, I would like to

make the following three recommendations for teacher education and professional

development with the goal of scientific literacy development: 1) The NOS should be

taught in the science methods courses, 2) Universities need to offer science courses with

an aim to prepare future teachers to confidently teach the science content of K-8

curriculum, 3) Science educators should collaborate with beginning teachers to help them

translate the knowledge acquired at the university into their classroom practice.

7.3.1.1Recommendations for Teacher Education with Respect to NOS

I recommend to use the CKCM because it facilitates the developrnent of the five

foundations for scientific literacy, the NOS being one of them, recommended by the

Manitoba Education and Training (2000). Thus, it is suitable for beginning teachers who

are often struggling to meet the demands of their profession. The Manitoba five

foundations for scientific literacy, which are adapted from the Pan-Canadian Protocol

for Collaboration on Scltool Curuiculutn are: 1) NOS and Technology, 2) Science
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Technology, Society and Environment (STSE), 3) Scientific and Technological Skills and

Attitudes, 4) Essential Science Knowledge, 5) Unifying Concepts.

The goals of the f,rrst foundation, NO^S and Technology are well incorporated into

the first two phases of the CKCM. For example, the Exploring and Categonzingphase

allows students to learn that scientific activity involves predicting, interpreting, and

explaining natural and human-made phenomena. Since the aim of this phase is to

incorporate everyone's ideas, it allows students to see that accepted knowledge involves

many participants with diverse backgrounds and that there might be many explanations

for the same phenomenon. This phase also reveals important aspects of scientifìc

attitude. It shows that scientists must be open-minded, honest, non-dogmatic, and

respectful of the ideas proposed by others (McComas, 1996; Matthews, 1998). The

Constructing and Negotiating phase, on the other hand, allow students to see that learning

in science stems from curiosity, creativity, imagination, and intuition. Furthermore,

through this phase, students further realize that scientific knowledge is tentative, has

history, and is developed through many different methods.

The second foundation, Science, Tecltnology, Society and Envíronment (SZ^SE), is

best reflected in the third phase of the model, which is known as Translating and

Extending. In this phase students develop an understanding of the relationship among

science, technology, society, and environment. To be specific, as the title indicates, this

phase allows students to translate their science knowledge into technology, society, and

environment. Through this phase students learn that science and technology interact with
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and advance one another. They also have an opporlunity to see science in larger societal

and cultural context.

The third foundation, Scientific and Technological Skills and Attitudes, could be

incorporated into each of the phases of the model. The model allows students to develop

necessary skills for solving problems, for communicating ideas and results, for working

collaboratively, for appreciating the ideas and contributions of others, and for making

informed decisions and acting upon those decisions. Depending on the unit and the nature

of activities, the model facilitates the development of the fundamental scientific inquiry

skills, such as: questioning, obseruing, inferring, predicting, measuring, hypothesizing,

classifoing, designing experiments, collecting, analyzing, and interpreting data.

The fourth foundation, Essential Science Knowledge, is acquired in the

Constructing and Negotiating phase of the model where students construct and negotiate

knowledge of concepts in science and learn how to apply their understandings.

The last foundation, Unifying Concepts, includes the key ideas that underline and

extend science into areas such as mathematics, language arts, social studies, and art. The

uniffing concepts help students construct a holistic understanding of science and its role

in the society. Throughout all of the phases of the model students use their knowledge

acquired in other subjects to do rneasurements, graph results, interpret data, present and

argue their ideas, discuss related societal issues, and construct artifacts.
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7.3.1.2 Recommendations for Teacher Education with Respect to Science Content

Throughout this project and throughout my experiences as a science teacher

educator, I observed that the knowledge in the subject matter is as important as the

knowledge of the NOS (Gess-Newsome & Lederman,1999; Lederman et a1.,2001;

Schwartz & Lederman ,2002).In this study, I observed that the two beginning teachers,

Natalia and Scott, whom I came to know during -r tfr.O. studies, displayed avery

different aptitude for teaching science. Natalia wasn't prepared to teach the content of

science unit on Materials and Structures in grade seven. In other words, she wasn't ready

and did not feel confident to teach the "what" of science. She also did not portray the

"how" of science, despite the fact that the contemporary philosophy of science was

emphasized in her science methods course. Furthermore, she decided to finish the unit

after two weeks, while normally four to six weeks are required to finish the material of

any curricular unit. Scott, on the other hand, felt confident to teach the grade five

curricular unit on Weather and he did a good job teaching both the "what" and the "how"

of science.

Why was there such a difference in the quality of teaching between these two

teachers? These two teachers received the same training from the Faculty of Education at

the University of Manitoba. Natalia graduated in 2000, while Scott graduated one year

later. They both majored in elementary education and both were required to take six

credit hours in sciences to fulfiII the science requirement for their degree. By

coincidence, they both took the same course; which was the Earth Science from the

Geology Department at the University of Manitoba. Scott told me that he "chose
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geological science firstly because this course was most relevant to the elementary and

middle years science curriculum." Secondly, he chose geological science "because in his

first two years of university he was very unsure of the direction he wanted to take and

this course was recornmended to him by a friend, who had taken the course." Natalia took

the same course to fulfrll her science requirement and she gave me similar reasons to

justiff her choice of a course

I, however, strongly disagree with both Scott and Natalia. I think that a course in

geological science is irrelevant to the elementary and middle years science curriculum. In

my opinion, this course prepares future teachers to teach only two units of the elementary

and middle years curriculutn, which are Rocks and Minerals in grade four and Weather in

grade five and later on in grade seven. This course, however, is not useful for most of the

other K-8 curricular units. It was only by coincidence that Scott benefited from his choice

while teaching the unit on'Weather, while Natalia did not. He was open to my ideas,

conducted discussions, provided room for questioning, handle the material with ease,

because he felt competent and confident to guide students' questions. He often allowed

the discussion to be student driven, rather than dominating it, which is rare in classrooms

instructed by teachers, who have weak content knowledge (Carlson, 1991). The teaching

that went on in Scott's class, however, could have been different if he had taken a

different course. Like many pre-service teachers, he could have taken a course in botany,

rather than in geological science, to fulfiII his science requirement.

The fact that Natalia decided to finish the unit earlier indicates to me that she did

feel confident to teach it and did not have time to learn the material. Borko (2004) and
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Enchos and Riggs (1990) claim that lack of confidence in their ability is common among

teachers who major in elementary education. These researchers further explain that

teachers' lack of confidence in their ability to teach science is due to their weak subject-

matter knowledge, which was clearly evident in Natalia's case. The lack of confidence

usually backfires and, as a result, less time is spent on science, as compared to other

subjects (Czemiak & Lumpe, 1991). And, it indeed happened in Natalia's classroom. In

Chapter three, in section 3.2.2.1, I write about her decision to terminate science to

complete the curriculum of another subject. I reason, and she herself admitted that she did

not feel confident to teach it. In her exact words, "l felt unprepared, I felt that I did not

høve any htowledge in science, I did not htow what to teach. I felt that I was only one

hour ahead of students. I was even afi'aid of their questions. I was totally lost...I was

lookingforward to the professional days when I could meet other teachers and share

ideas.... " (Teacher-Researcher Interview June 20, 2002). To me, it was disturbing to hear

her make this comment. I am sure, though, that if she had taken a course that gave her an

overview of science, she would have felt prepared to handle the questions and her

teaching would have been different.

Neither Natalia nor Scott had the opporlunity to take a science course that would

prepare them to teach a wide spectrum of the K-8 science curriculum. Consequently, I

propose that pre-service teachers are advised and/or required to take a course that

explores science from an interdisciplinary perspective, with an aim to foster scientific

literacy and develop critical thinking skills. Such a course needs to draw topics from

biology, chernistry, geography and physics and these topics must be relevant to the
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Manitoba elementary and middle years science curriculum. Understanding of the NOS

should also be incorporated into the design of such courses.

The University of Wirrnipeg, for example, is taking steps to implement a

multidisciplinary science course, which is aimed at Education and Liberal Arts students

who want to learn a general science course at a qualitative level. It is a 6 credit hour

course. The title of this course is Science: A world view, andit intertwines elements of

Biology, Chemistry, Physics, and Earth Sciences. My experiences, research, and interest

in teacher education were instrumental in the implementation of this course. I am also

one of the educators, who have designed this course, and I am teaching parts of its

curriculum. I teach the biology and chemistry components, and my colleague, Vesna

Milosevich-Zdjelar, from the Department of Physics concentrates on physics and earth

sciences. Like myself, Randy Kobes, who is the head of the Physics Department, and

Annabelle Mays who is the dean of the Faculty of Education, also saw the need for this

interdisciplinary course and helped me to initiate it on campus. It starled as an

experimental course in the sunÌmer session of the 200212003 academic year.

We designed the course, keeping Manitoba's conceptions of scientific literacy in

mind. Through our course, sfudents, future teachers among them, have opportunities to

gain an understanding ofgeneral issues that affect their lives, such as rapid scientific and

technological innovations, the need for a sustainable envirorunent, economy, and society

and the presence of science and technology in daily life. Thus, the course places science

in the larger context of hurnankind and society. It stresses irnportant environmental issues
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and provide students with knowledge that allows them to make informed decisions in

regard to those issues.

The benefits of taking this course are twofold. Firstly students develop a general

understanding of science from a multidisciplinary perspective. This understanding, in

tum, allows them to be informed citizens and to use science in their everyday lives

(Durant, 1993;Hazen & Trefil, t99l). Our overall motto is to teach the intricate mixture

of facts, vocabulary, concepts, and history and philosophy to help our students

understand public issues. Secondly, those students who are aspiring to become teachers

are prepared to teach the Manitoba K-8 science curricula. I rnake this claim because the

course was initiated with this purpose in rrind and it incorporates most of the topics of

those curricula. Hence, this course stresses the "what" of science. Furthermore, both

Vesna and I incorporate history of science to our instruction, which helps our students

with an understanding of the NOS. Hence, this course does not neglect the "how" of

science. Specifically, we try to include short explicit examples to clariff and emphasize

each of the six characteristics of the NOS, discussed in chapter two. It needs to be

emphasized, however, that the aim of this course is to help our university students

understand the K-8 science content, rather than the philosophy of science. We assume

that the NOS is studied in detail in the science methods courses.

The course is gaining a great popularity. It started during the spring and summer

session of 200212003 academic year as an experimental course for students who are

seeking a Bachelor of Education degree from the University of Winnipeg. The course

was initially offered for exclusively for students who obtain their degree through the
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Winnipeg Education Center, which is affiliated with the University of Winnipeg. The

center is an urban institution offering higher education for mature students, who have

financial need and are often in difficult personal situations. Because of its popularity, the

dean of education pushed for the course to be offered for the university community at

large.fn2004l2005, our course was offered in the evening with an enrollment of 40

students. This year, 200512006, the course is being offered during the day with an

enrollment of 101 students.

To make the elementary teacher preparation programs effective, I propose an

approach similar to the one being tested at the University of Winnipeg. The assumption is

that ateacher graduating from the University of Winnipeg acquires the subject-matter

knowledge, with emphasis on the application of science and explicit instruction on the

NOS through the multidisciplinary course in science. It is also assumed that through the

science methods courses, the pre-service teachers gain further insights about the NOS so

they feel comfortable and proficient in the preparation of the scientifically literate

students. I also feel that it would be beneficial if the instructors involved in teaching the

science content courses also had knowledge in the pedagogy of teaching science. This

happened to be the case at the University of Winnipeg, where both Vesna and I are

certified teachers, and we both have experience in teaching science methods courses. I

have taught at both local universities, while Vesna has done it at the University of

Winnipeg. Furthermore, I believe that it would be ideal if the same instructor(s) were

teaching the science rnethods course and the science content course. I am presently

discussing this matter with the dean of the Faculty of Education.
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7 .3.1.3 Recommendations for Profes sional Development

One needs to realize that learning to teach is a life long process. It starts at the

university and continues in the form of professional development throughout teachers' in-

service lives (NRC,1996). Professional development for in-service teachers is seen by

many as the best approach for changing teaching practices (Haney, Czentiak, & Lumpe,

1996; Supo vitz &Tumer, 2ll};Posnanski, 2002).That change in the professional

development practices is seen, by the current reform effort, as important as change in

how science is taught (NRC, 1996). Natalia commented that she was unprepared, afraid

of students' questions, lost, and that she was looking forward to the professional days to

meet with the other teachers to share ideas. The professional days she was referring are

one-day workshops for in-service teachers, offered by her school division.

I postulate that our contemporary model of collaboration can serve as a prototype

for other school and university personnel who wish to combine forces in order to better

prepare teachers as well as researchers. The fact that our partnership was long term and

engaged the teacher as well as students in real teaching automatically gave it a

contemporary status, contrary to one-day workshops, which are considered traditional

(Darling-Harnmond & Mclaughlin, i995; NRC, 1996). Furthermore, it ailowed for the

development of both subject matter and pedagogical content knowledge (Cohen & Hill,

1998). Because of our on-going conversations, our partnership was of reflective nature.

In line with Yager's (2005) recommendations for a good professional developrnent, it

was thorough and the activities directly corresponded to the curriculum.
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Our partnership also reflected the recommendations of the NRC (1996). Actually,

it directly mirrored some of the professional development standards put forth by this

organízation. For example, Standard D (p.70) suggests that schools and higher education

institutions must enter into true collaboration. The same standard continues that

professional development activities should involve actual students, real curriculum, and

real.student work, which was the case in our situation. It also met the recommendation of

NRC (1996b) and other organizations, such as NSB (1999) and NSF (1996), which

advocate that practitioners from various fields should collaborate with public school

teachers to achieve excellence in science education.

One of the rules of a good professional prograln is to have teachers continue

implementing the ideas acquired through professional development into their teaching

(Harcombe ,2lll).Hence, it would be interesting to do a follow up study to see if, after

collaborating with me, Scott used the CKCM or the ideas that we have developed in his

teaching. Doing it, however, was impossible because after working with me, Scott was

offered a position as a high school computer specialist in the Red River School Division

(200312004 school year). A year after that, intrigued by the opportunities of associated

with web design, he pursued a one-year Certificate in Web Design at the Continuing

Education Division of the University of Winnipeg. To support himself during this

program, he chose to work as a substitute teacher. At the same time, he also started, on

part-time basis, a master's degree in the field of educational administration. He was, then,

well on his way of becoming a school principal.
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7.4 Recommendations for Future Research and Final Conclusions

As I continue my journey as a science educator, I would like to find out if the

recoÍtmendations i made with respect to teacher education significantly influence

teachers' understanding and classroom practice. I have realized that teaching about the

NOS within the context of the science methods course has a positive impact on classroom

practice. In order to portray the NOS to teachers and consequently their students, I used

the CKCM. In this study, however, the NOS was taught implicitly in the elementary

science methods course as well as gtade five classroom. In my future research, I would

like to find out what is an impact of explicit instruction about the NOS on pre-service

teachers' understanding of the NOS and their ability to incorporate the NOS into their

classroom practice.

In this study, Scott and I used the CKCM to develop scientific literacy of grade

five students. This undertaking was not difficult, because every grade five student can

contribute worthwhile ideas about weather. I also postulate that if we had used the

CKCM in grade seven to study the unit on Weather, we would have been even more

successful in our efforts to develop scientific literacy of students. Because of the spiral

nature of the Manitoba science curricula, the grade seven students would have retained

some of the knowledge they have acquired earlier, in grade five, for example. Hence,

grade seven students would have offered sophisticated ideas about weather to be

negotiated in the Constructing and Negotiating phase of the CKCM. I am wondering,

however, if the unit on Simple Machines, in grade three would provide a good ground for
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the implementation of the CKCM. Hence, in my future research, I would like to use to

CKCM in an earlier grade, such as grade one, for example.

Based on this study and my experiences, I have also concluded that elementary

teachers are not adequately prepared to teach the science content of the K-8 science

curriculum. Furthermore, to solve this problem, I recommended that universities need to

offer courses that approach science from multidisciplinary perspective and that all pre-

service teachers aspiring to teach either at the elementary or middle years level should be

required to take such courses to feel confident to teach the curriculum. I would like to

find out, however, what are the specific contributions of the multidisciplinary science

course, I have developed at the University of Winnipeg, to teachers' practice.

I have learned a lot from Scott, his students, and this research project in general. It

encouraged me to reflect on my own practice. Through this project I have learned how I

can improve my teaching of the NOS in the context of the science methods course as well

as biology in the context of the multidisciplinary science course. I would strongly

recommend our approach to novice professors, researchers and graduate students who are

interested in conducting their own research in the context of the classroom by working

with teachers and their students and, hence, being involved in authentic situations.

Furthermore, I would also recommend our approach to teachers who are interested in

their own conceptual and professional growth by collaborating with others.
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Appendices

APPendix A

Calendar of planning (prior teaching events)

December 18. 2002 Meeting with teacher (Scott) and principal (Anna Zahn)

Time: I hour (after school; 4:30)

Location: Prairie View School

Objectives:

A) to personally talk to the teacher and principal,

B) to talk about ethics

Notes:

I . None of the conversations were tape recorded since, at that time, I have

not received the ethics approval or the permission from the principal to

conduct the studY in her school.

January 8. 2003 l't interview with teacher (Scott)

Time: 2 hours (after school; 4:30)

Location: Prairie View School

Objectives:

A) to learn about Scott's background,

nj to talk about characteristics of an inner city school and his experiences in an

inner citY setting,

Notes: tape recorded interview

Jarnary 22.2003 2nd interview with the teacher (Scott) and l't and only interview with

the principal (Anna Zún)

Time: 2 hours (after school; 4:30) with Scott; t hour with Anna

Location: Prairie View School
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Objectives:

A) to discuss Scott's views about scientific literacy,

B) to learn about the nature of Middle Years students (scott),

cj to talk about characteristics of inner city school and students (Anna)

Notes: tape recorded interviews

February. 2003 Beata's research receives ethics approval

Proposal defense

March 11. 2003 Planning of the unit (P # 1)

Time: 2 hours (after school; 4:30) with Scott

Location: Prairie View School

Objectives:

A) to generallY Plan the unit

March26.2003 Letters and consent forms sent home by Scott

March 27 ^ 2003 Beata visits the school to talk to the students

Time: 0.5 hour

Objectives:

A) to explain the purpose of the study

B) to explain student's involvement in the study

C) to distribute letters and consent forms to the students

Notes: Ail students signed the consent forms at me presence. I got two questions:

1. How old are You? (Shane)

Z. If my mother did not sign, will I still be able to participate in your study

and go on field triPs? (Zoe)

March 30. 2003 Planning of the unit (P # 2)

Time: 4 hours; 10:00

Location: The University of Manitoba (spring break)
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Objectives:

A) to plan in detail the first component of the unit

March 31. 2003 Planning of the unit (P # 2)

Time: 3 hours; i0:00

Location: The University of Manitoba (spring break)

Objectives:

A) to finish planning the first component

April2. 2003 Planning of the unit (P # 2)

Time: 8 hours; 10:00

Location: The University of Manitoba (spring break)

Objectives:

April 2i. 2003 Planning of the unit (P # 3)

Time: 2 hours

Location:

Objectives

}/ray 4.2003 Planning of the unit (P # 4)

Time: 4 hours

Location:

Objectives:

A) to Plan the comPonent on climate

Mav 9. 2003 Planning of the unit (P #4)

Time: 2 hours

Location:
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Objectives:

Mav i3. 2003 Planning of the unit (P # 9)

Time: t hour

Location: Prairie View School

Mav 19.2003 Marking

Time: I hour

Location: The University of Manitoba

Total hours of planning: 28

Marking: t hour
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APPendix B

Ethics consent forms

March 26,2003

Parent consent form

Research project Title: Nature of scientific inquiry in a grade five science class.

Researcher: Beata Biemacka

Dear ParenlGuardian

This consent form, a copy of which wi1l be left with you for your records and

reference, is only part of the ptõ""s of informed consent. It should give you the basic

idea of what the research is about and what your child's participation wiil involve. If you

would like more detail about something mentioned here, or infonnation not included

here, you should feel free to ask. Please take time to read this carefully and to understand

the accompanying information.
I am a ph.D. student at the Faculty of Education, University of Manitoba and I

wish to conduct research in your child's science class. The title of my research project is:

Nature of scientific inquiry in a grade five science class. I have chosen Brooklands

School because the scienc! teacher, Mr. Lister, was a student of mine at the University of

Manitoba and I am interested in documenting how Mr. Lister translates the nature of

science which was addressed in his Elementary Science Curriculum and Instruction class

at the university into his classroom practice.

fo rufitt this project, I will be visiting your child's science class for 6 weeks,

starting on April l^,)OOE.In this research project, I will be audio-taping the dialogues

that wI11 take place between the teacher and the students and among the students

themselves. However, please be informed, that only those students who give consent will

be audio-taped. In addition, I would like to analyze written work done by your son or

daughter, for example: science notebook, science journal, science assignments and tests'

Thu-s, seiected piecès of your son's/daughter's work might be photocopied'

Since the scientific inquiry will be a natural part of the learning of science

concepts, I do not anticipate any disruptions to normal class routines. There will be no

class iime lost because ihe inquiry will be incorporated into the units of study as

recommended by the science curriculum documents'

During tire process of data collection, the information obtained from your

sorldaught.r *itl be available only to myself, my research supervisor, Dr. Jazlin

Ebenezer,and to the science teacher, Mr. Adam Lister. After the data have been collected

and, analyzed, I would like to use the excerpts of the audio-recordings and fragments of

your chiid's written work in rny Ph.D. dissertation. Hence, I wish to obtain permission

fro,¡ yo,, to use the excerpts of the audio-recordings and fragments of your child's
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written work in my ph.D. dissertation. Your child's name, though, will not be identified

in my dissertation. The audio-tapes taken in your child's classroom will be erased as soon

u. tt 
"y 

are transcribed for later ãnalysis. Also, the photocopies of your child's work will

be destroyed as soon as I am finished with analyzing them'

I would like to assure you that confidential records, such as: students' marks,

health records, and personal records will not be consuited for the purpose of this study'

Furthermore, I wouid like to emphasize that this study is looking very specifically at

curriculum and instruction, not student performance. Hence, I will not evaluate your

child's performance in the science class.

îhroughout the course of this project, a summary of study results as well as a

final summarll will be available to you, upon request, from me at the address provided in

this letter. please be informed that participation in this study is completely voluntary and

your decision will not affect yo.n Child's grades, class standing or access to any school

irogr*r. your child will also have the opporlunity to withdraw from this study at any

iitnã *¿ his/her withdrawal will not affect his/her class standing. To withdraw from the

study you or your child should inform the teacher, Mr. Adam Lister. After the teacher has

Ueen informed your child will no longer be audio-taped and his/her written work will not

be collected and analYzed'
your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your

satisfaction the information regarding participation in the research project and agree to

have your son/daughter particþate as a subject. In no way does this waive your legal

rights nor release the research"rr, ,ponrors, or involved institutions from their legal and

piofessional responsibilities. Your child is free to withdraw from the study at any time,

ànd/or refrain from answering any questions he/she prefers to omit, without prejudice or

consequence. your child's 
"*titrrr"d 

participation should be as informed as your initial

"orrr"nt, 
so you should feel free to ask for clarification or new information throughout

your child's oaiticipation. You may obtain further information eithor from me, Beata

Biernacka, . . -

the teacher, Mr. Adam Lister, at r

This research has been approved by the Education/Nursing Research Ethics

Board. if you have any concerns or complaints about this project vou mav contact any of
the above-mentioned p"rrorrt or the Human Ethics Secretariat ¡ A copy of this

consent form has been given to you to keep for your records and reference.

P arent' s/Guardian' s Signature Date

Researcher's Signafure
My address: Beata Biernacka
The University of Manitoba
230 Education Building
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3T 2N4
b.bi ernacka@uwinniPeg. ca

Date
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March 26,2003

Student consent form

Research Project Title: Nature of scientific inquiry in a grade five science class'

Researcher: Beata Biernacka

Dear Student,

This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and

reference, is only part of the process of informed consent. It should give you the basic

idea of what the research is about and what your participation will involve. If you would

like more detail about something mentioned here, or information not included here, you

should feel free to ask. Please take time to read this carefully and to understand the

accompanying information.-I 
am astudent at the University of Manitoba and I would like to do research in

your classroom. I have chosen your class because of your teacher, Mr. Adam Lister. He

was a student of mine at the University of Manitoba and I would like to observe how Mr.

Lister translates the information studied at the university into his classroom teaching.

Thus, I will come to your class and watch how you and your teacher do science activities

togetírer. I would listãn to your talks and take notes. I will also tape record you when you

do science activities together. In addition, I would like to read your science notebook,

science journal, and some of your science assignments and tests.

i1yory science class, the teacher will put all the students who wish to work with

me in separate groups, and I will audio- tape only these groups of students. I will then

listen to the audio tåpes and keep only the parts that are helpful to me for my study. I will

erase the rest of the ãudio-recordings taken in your classroom. After reading your science

notebook and your science assignments, I might ask you whether I can make a photocopy

of your written work, and give you back the original. But, I will not be upset with you if
yo' do not want to give -ã yonr work. When I am finished with this project, I will

ãestroy the copies .l wiil also ask you, your science teacher, and your parents/guardians

to let me write about the science you are doing in your classroom.

I would like to assure you that I will not have any access to your marks, health

records or personal records at any time during the study or after the study. In this study I

am only inierested in the curriculum and instruction, not your performance. Thus, I will

not evaluate you in your science class.

I will share what I learned in your science class with your science teacher- I will

also tell my supervisor, Dr. Ebenezer, at the university what you talked about in your

science clãss. f will also show her your written work, and let her listen to the tapes.

However, I will not use your name when I talk with her. Also, if I write anything in the

future about this study, your name will not be mentioned'

I would really like you to work with me in this science project. But, if you do not

want to show me your written work and allow me to audio tape you, neither I nor your

teacher will be upset with you. Your teacher will not take any marks off from your class

work just because you do not want to take part in this research project'
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If you decide to work with me but later change your mind, that is also OK- You

can stop it uny time, and no one wil1be anry with you. To withdraw from this project'

please inform'your teacher. After your teacher has been informed you will no longer be

ãudio taped and your work will not be copied and analyzed. And, if you do not agree to

take pari in this project, you will still take part in all science activities that your teacher

planned for you.
While I am doing this project, as well as when I finish this project, I can send you

something to read that will teli you about what I have found. If you wish to talk to me,

show youi work to me, and to allow me to take audio recordings of you, you need to sign

this paper and retum it to your teacher as soon as possible'- 
Before you sign this paper, I will come to your class and talk to you in class. At

that time, you can utk -" any questions you may have, and i will be happy to answer

them. If yáu have any questiãns before the project begins, during the project, or after the

project iÁ over, you can ask your parents/guardians, yolr science teacher, or myself' As

*"it yog and your parents/guardians may phone me at the university' You and your

pu."ntr/gu*dians may also call my supervisor, Dr. Ebenezer, at the university'
' 

Yory signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your

satisfaction the information regarding participation in the research project and agree to

participate as a subject. In no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the

i"r"u.ðh"rr, sponsors, or involved institutions from their legal and professional

responsibilitiås. yon are free to withdraw from the study at any time, and/or refrain from

answering any questions you prefer to omit, without prejudice or consequence' Your

continueà'particìpation súorrtd be as informed as your initial consent, so you should feel

free to ask for clárification or new information throughout your participation. You rnay

obtain further information either from me, Beata Biernacka, at , Lfiy

supervisor. Dr. .Iazlin Ebenezer, . or the teacher, Mr. Adam Lister, at

This research has been approved by the Educationll'{ursing Research Ethics

Board. If you have any concerns or complaints about this project you may contact any of

the above-mentioned p"rrorn or the Human Ethics Secretariat at ' A copy of this

consent form has been given to you to keep for your records and reference'

Student's Signature

Researcher' s Si gnature

My address: Beata Biernacka
The University of Manitoba
230 Education Building
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3T 2N4

Date

Date
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March 17,2003

Teacher consent form

Research project Title: Nature of scientific inquiry in a grade five science class.

Researcher : B eata Biernacka

Dear Mr. Lister,

This consent form, a copy of which wilt be left with you for your records and

reference, is only part of the process of informed consent. It should give you the basic

idea of what the research is about and what your participation will involve. If you would

like more detail about something mentioned here, or information not included here, you

should feel free to ask. Please take time to read this carefully and to understand the

accompanying infonnation.
As you ate awate,I am a Ph.D. student in the Faculty of Education at the

Universitytf Manitoba. I am writing to you because, as we discussed over the phone, I

am interested in conducting a research project with you and your science students.

Although we have alreadyialked about this project, i would like to provide you with

more information.
For this project, I would like to visit your grade five science class on daily basis

for a period of six weeks, starting on April 7th. I am interested in documenting how you

translate the nature of science addressed in your Science Curriculum and Instruction

class at the University of Manitoba into your classroom teaching. Hence, the science

class conversations happening in your classroom will be audio-taped. Howevet, please be

informed, that only thôse students who give consent will be audio-taped. In addition, I

would like to analyzeselected pieces of written work done by your students, for example:

science notebook, science journal, science assignments and tests. Thus, chosen pieces of

your students' work might be photocopied'

As we discussed earlier, this project would involve both of us planning the

science unit together and then you teaching it to your students. Since scientific inquiry is

a natural part olthe leaming of science concepts, I do not anticipate any disruptions to

normal class routines. Therã will be no class time lost because the inquiry will be

incorporated into the units of study as recommended by the science curriculum

documents.
During the process of data collection, the information obtained from you and your

students wili be u,ràilubl" only to myself and my research supervisor, Dr. Jazlin

Ebenezer. After the data have been collected and analyzed, I would like to use the

excerpts of the audio-recordings and fragments of your students' work in my Ph'D'

dissertation. Hence, I wish to obtain permission from you to use the excerpts of the

audio-regordings and fragments of your students' written work in my Ph'D. dissertation'

Neither your nor your students' names, however, will be identified in my dissertation.

The audio-tapes taken in your classroom will be erased as soon as they are transcribed for

later analysis. Also, the photocopies of your student's work will be destroyed as soon as

I am finished with analyzingtherr.
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I would like to assure you that confidential records, such as: students' marks,

health records, and personal records will not be consulted for the purpose of this study.

Furthermore, I would like to emphasize that this study is looking very specifically at

curriculum and instruction, not student performance. It is anticipated that the results of
this proposed study will contribute knowledge to the improvement of school scientific

inquiry. Classroom findings may be used by science teacher educators for curriculum

development and pedagogical decisions.
Throughout the course of this project, a summary of study results as well as a

final summary, will be available to you, upon request, from me at the address provided in
this letter. Please be informed that both yours and your students' participation in this

study is completely voluntary, and that both you and,your students will have a chance to

withdraw from this project at any time. If a student wants to withdraw from the study

he/she or his/her parent should inform you. After you have been infonned the student will
no longer be audio-taped and his/her written work will not be collected and analyzed. If
you would like to withdraw from the study you need to inform me.

Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your

satisfaction the information regarding participation in the research project and agtee to

participate as a subject. In no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the

researchers, sponsors, or involved institutions from their legal and professional

responsibilities. You are free to withdraw from the study at any time, and/or refrain from

answering any questions you prefer to omit, without prejudice or consequence. Your

continued participation should be as informed as your initial consent, so you should feel

free to ask for clarification or new information throughout your participation. You may

obtain further information either from me. Beata Biemacka, at or my

supervisor, Dr, .Tazlilr Ei:enezei, I .

This research has been approved by the Education/Nursing Research Ethics

Board. If you have any concems or complaints about this project you may contact any of
the above-mentioned persons or the Human Ethics Secretariat A copy of this

consent form has been given to you to keep for your records and reference.

Teacher's Signature Date

Researcher' s S ignature

My address: Beata Biernacka
The University of Manitoba
230 Education Building
Winnipeg, Manitoba

Date
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March 26,2003

Principal consent form

Research project Title: Nature of scientific inquiry in a grade five science class'

Researcher: Beata Biernacka

,Dear Ms Thiry,

This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and

reference, is only part of the prõ""s of informed consent. It should give you the basic idea

of what the research is about and what your participation will involve. If you would like

more detail about something mentioned here, or information not included here, you should

feel free to ask. please takeìime to read this carefully and to understand the accompanying

information.
I am a ph.D. student at the Faculty of Education, University of Manitoba. I am

writing to you because I am interested in conducting a research project with one of the

teache-rs, Mr. Adam Lister, and his grade five science students in your school. The title of

this project is: Nature of scientific inquiry in grade five science class. I am plaruring on

coilËcting data for six weeks, starting on April 7n,2OO3.l have chosen your school

because Mr. Lister was a student of mine at the University of Manitoba and I am

interested in documenting how Mr. Lister translates the nature of science which was

addressed in his Elementãry Science Curriculum and Instruction class at the university

into his classroom Practice.
To fulfill this project, I will visit grade five science class and document the

interactions and dialogues that will be taking place between Mr. Lister and his students

and among the students themselves. Consequently, the dialogues happening in the science

class will be audio-taped. Al1the students will be organized into small groups to conduct

scientific inquiry. Hôwever, only those students who have consented to participate in this

study will be audio-taped. In addition, I would like to analyze written work done by the

sfudLnts, for example: science notebook, science journal, selected science assignments and

tests. Thus, some óf tn" students' written work might be photocopied. However, I will
photocopy only the participating students' work and retum the original to them.- 

Si"ce the scièntific inquiry will be a natural part of the leaming of science

concepts, I do not anticipate any disruptions of normal class routines' There will be no

class iime lost because the inquiry will be incorporated into the unit of study as

recommended by the science õurriculum documents. It is anticipated that the results of this

proposed study will contribute knowledge to the improvement of school scientific inquiry.
^Clurrroo- 

findings may be used by science teacher educators for curriculum development

and pedagogical decisions'
I would like to assure you that confidential records, such as: students' marks,

health records, and personal records will not be consulted for the pu{pose of this study.
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Furthermore, I would like to emphasize that this study is looking very specifically al

curriculum and instruction, not student performance.

During the process oî data collection, the information obtained from the students

and their teacher will be available only to myself, the teacher, and my research

supervisor, Dr. Jazlin Ebenezer. After the data have been collected and analyzed,I would

like to use the excerpts of the audio-recordings and fragments of students' work in my
ph.D. dissertation. H"rr"", I wish to obtain permission from you to use the excerpts of the

audio-recordings and fragments of students' written work in my Ph.D. dissertation.

Neither teacher's nor students' names, however, will be identified in my dissertation.

The audio- tapes will be erased as soon as they are transcribed for later analysis. Also,

the photocopies of students' work will be destroyed as soon as I am fi.nished with

analyzing them.
Upon request, throughout the course of this project a¡d at the end, a summary of

study t"rrrltr as well as a final suTnmary, will be made available to you, students,

parents/guardians, teacher, and superintendent at the address provided in this letter.

Þl"ur" bè informed that both the students' and the teacher's participation in this study is

completely voluntary, and that they will have a chance to withdraw from this project at

uny ii-". If a student wants to withdraw from the study he/she or his/her parent should

inform the teacher. After the teacher has been informed the student will no longer be

audio-taped and his/her written work will not be collected and analyzed. If a teacher

wants to withdraw from the study he needs to inform me.

Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your

satisfaction the information regarding participation in the research project and agree to

participate as a subject. In no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the

i"r"u.óh"r., sponsors, or involved institutions from their legal and professional

responsibilitiãs. You are free to withdraw from the study at any time, and/or refrain from

answering any questions you prefer to omit, without prejudice or consequence. Your

continued participation should be as informed as your initial consent, so you should feel

free to ask for clarification or new information throughout your participation. You may

obtain fuither information either from me. Beata Riernacka, or my

supervisor, Dr. Jazlin Ebenezer, i
This research has been approved by the EducationÀ{ursing Research Ethics

Board. If you have any concerns or complaints about this project you may contact any of
the above-mentioned persons or the Human Ethics Secretariat at - A copy of this

consent form has been given to you to keep for your records and refèrence'

Principal's Signature Date

Researcher' s Signature

My address: Beata Biernacka
The University of Manitoba
230 Education Building
Winnipeg, MB R3T 2N4
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March 26,2003

Superintendent consent form

Research Project Title: Nature of scientific inquiry in a grade five science class.

Researcher: Beata Biernacka

Dear Mr. Weston,

This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and

reference, is only part of the process of informed consent. It should give you the basic

idea of what the research is about and what your participation will involve. If you would

like more detail about something mentioned here, or information not included here, you

should feel free to ask. Please take time to read this carefully and to understand the

accompanying information.-I 
am a Ph.D. student at the Faculty of Education, University of Manitoba. I am

writing to you because I am interested in conducting a research project in a grade five

science class at Brooklands School. The title of this project is: The nature of scientific

inquiry in a grade five science class. I am planning on collecting data for a period of six

*e"kr, starting on April 7th, 2003.I have chosen the school from your division because

the science teácher, Mr. Adam Lister, was a student of mine at the University of
Manitoba and I arn interested in documenting how Mr. Lister translates the nature of
science which was addressed in his Elementary Science Curriculum and Instruction class

at the university into his classroom practice.

To fulfill this project, i will observe grade five science class and document the

interactions and dialogues which will be taking place between Mr. Lister and his students

and among the students themselves. Consequently, the dialogues happening in the

science class will be audio-taped. All the students will be organized into small groups to

conduct scientific inquiry. However, only those students who have consented to

participate in this study will be audio-taped. In addition, I would like to analyze written

work done by the students, for example: science notebook, science journal, selected

science assignments and tests. Thus, some of the students' written work might be

photocopied. However, I will photocopy only the participating students' work and return

the original to them.
Since the scientific inquiry wiil be a natural part of the learning of science

concepts, I do not anticipate any disruptions to normal class routines. There will be no

class iime lost because the inquiry will be incorporated into the unit of study as

recommended by the science curriculun documents. I would like to assure you that

confidential records, such as: students' marks, health records, and personal records will
not be consulted for the purpose of this study. Furthermore, I would like to emphasize

that this study is looking very specifi cally at curriculum and instruction, not student

performance.
During the process of data collection, the infonnation obtained from the students

and their teacher will be available only to myself, the teacher, and my research
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supervisor, Dr. JazlinEbenezer. After the data have been collected and analyzed,I would

like to use the excerpts of the audio-recordings and fragments of students' work in my

Ph.D. dissertation. Hence, I wish to obtain permission from you to use the excerpts of the

audio-recordings and fragments of students' written work in my Ph.D. dissertation.

Neither teacher's nor students' names, however, will be identified in my dissertation.

The audio- tapes will be erased as soon as they are transcribed for later analysis. Also,

the photocopies of students' work will be destroyed as soon as I am finished with
analyzing them.

Upon request, throughout the course of this project and at the end, a summary of
study r"rrrlt. as well as a final suÍìmary, will be made available to you, students, teacher,

parents/guardians, and principal at the address provided in this letter. Please be infonned

ihut both the students' and the teacher's participation in this study is completely

voluntary, and that they will have a chance to withdraw from this project at any time. If a

student wants to withdraw from the study he/she or hislher parent should inform the

teacher. After the teacher has been informed the student will no longer be audio-taped

and his/trer written work will not be collected and analyzed. If a teacher wants to

withdraw from the study he needs to inform me.

It is anticipated that the results of this proposed study will contribute knowledge

to the improvement of school scientific inquiry. Classroom findings may be used by

science teacher educators for curriculum development and pedagogical decision making.

Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your

satisfaction the information regarding participation in the research project and agree to

participate as a subject. In no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the

i"r"urðh"tr, sponsors, or involved institutions from their legal and professional

responsibilifiès. You are free to withdraw from the study at any time, and/or refrain from

answering any questions you prefer to omit, without prejudice or consequence. Your

continued participation should be as informed as your initial consent, so you should feel

free to ask for clarification or new information throughout your participation. You may

obtain further information either from me, Beata Biernacka, i ,ormy
supervisor, Dr. Jazlin Ebenezer,

This research has been approved by the EducationÀ[ursing Research Ethics

Board. If you have any concerns or complaints about this project you may contact any of
the above-mentioned persons or the Human Ethics Secretariat at A copy of this

consent form has been given to you to keep for your records and reference'

Superintendent' s Signature Date

Researcher' s Signature

My address: Beata Biernacka
The University of Manitoba
230 Education Building
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3T 2N4
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Appendix C

Student-Parent interviews

Parents' ides on how people predict and measure weather

Conversation Excerpt 1: Ian interviewing his father

Ian: How do people predict the weather?

Father: O.K. whel it is really cloudy it wilt rain, and whett the geese are migrating the

weather
is going to be warm.

Ia,: How do you think people measure the weather? Like see how cold it is or how hot it

ts.

Father: They are usittg baronteter'

Ian: Thennometer?

Father: Yeah, therntonteter too, yes. Like the meteorologist

Ian: Yeah meteorologists. But, how do they do it? How do they figure it out?

Father: They høve tlte instrumenL

Ian: What is the insttannent?

Father: The insttument...(pauses). The natne I do not lmow'

Ian: Right but....

Fatlter: It will be like a thennomeler. They also have a ntap like a contputer nrøp.

Ian: And how do they figure out tlze weather by a map? Like whøt tlrc weather is goittg to

be

Father: They see in the computer ntap that there are the clouds ønd if ít is more cloudy

in Íhere
ít is goí1g to rain. I mean they see a dark cloud. Wten it is surtrty, there are the clouds

are so white like a snow white and ít will be sunlxy.
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Conversation Excerpt 2: Dorothy interviewing her mother

Dorothy: How do you think people predict weather?

Mother: By the aches in their bones. If their" bones ache it nxeans it is going to rain or

there is going to be a bad weather. The older the people get the worst aches in their

joints.

Dorothy: I do not hrcw what you are tølking about. But,...1, we do not htow about that.

Like can you make it better so I can understand you?

Mother: O well that is ltow older people predict weathet'if their joittts are hurting.

Dorothy: No how peoplefor news like news people how do they know if ít is gonna raitt

or not.

Mother: ooooo....O.K., O.K. I get it now. They have a weather channel where they go

and look on tlte map and they see dffirent weather patterns tltey see the wind, they see

dffirent pattents to winds and weatlter, and this is how they are able to tell what kind of
weather we are having todaY.

Dorothy: O.K. So, next I am gonna ask you how do you think that they Ineasure weather?

Like how long is it gonna rain.

Mother: Htn. I reølly do not htow. I think they can tell by the type of clouds thøt they

have up in the sb. I can not remember what types they are but, there is certain clouds

that there is more rain tltat comes out of tlrcm. Attd other clouds there is not that muclt

rain. So they are able to predict just by the type of cloud and how much rain they are

gonna get.

Dorothy: O.K.

Conversation Excerpt 3: Timothy interviewing his parents

Timothy: Well how do you nxeasure weather?

Father: Well, we rneesure weather by tlte thermometer we have outside our garage.

Otltetwise we go by what tlze newspaper and the T.V. tells us'

Timotlry: Motn, How do you predict weatlter?

Mother: Well, a lot of tintes when there is a red slry at night tlrcre is an old saying that

red slry at night sailors delight that means that there is going to be a vety niece dalt tlte

next day or a lot of times when the sþ is redfirst thing in the monting it meatts that tlrcre
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is rough weatlter coming our way. So that is one way how we predict tlte weather.

AnothTr way, you htow, your grandpa tends to say that his bones are cold or his bones

are aching. So, that is the way people usually predict bad weather or datnp weather' But,

there are also other wqts [6 pt'sdict weather'

Timothy: So that was my mom and dad predicting and measuring weather. Thank you

and have a niece day.

Conversation Excerpt 4: Jessica interviewing her mother

Jessica: Mom, how do you think people predict weøther?

Mother: Well, I think people predict weather by ...well depends who it is. There is a lot of
old wise tales where lilr"¡o, ínstance growing up on thefann when the cows all huddle

together there is gotuxa be a stonn. It can become really, really calm where everything

,iu*, to be quiet, no wind or whatever and there is gotuxa be a stonn. I just look at the

clouds and if they look bød there is gonna snow or something depending on the color of
the cloud and everything. There is your meteorologists they do all theit'satellite images,

and that is how they predict it. They can't see the directíon of the wind, the clouds and the

highs and tlte lows. Tltey htow what they are looking at, I do not, and the weatlter

channel predicts it for me. So that is all I have to say about that one'

Jessica: Well, ltow do you think people nleasure weather?

Mother: Thelt look outside ønd see how much røin wøs in ø bucket. I do not know.

Jessica: That is exactly it, tlrc rain gauge.

Mother: Look I do not know that is how I rneasure it. Look outside the next day and see

how much did it slow. It snowedþur inches. I do not htow how the1t, they lzave their

special equipment to measure it.

Jessica: Insfiannents

Mother: Be technical

Jessica: What that ís what they are called insttuments.

Mother: O.K. Wat else do you need to htow.

Jessica: That is iÍ.

Mother: O.K. we are done I do not like being recorded here'
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Conversation Excerpt 5: Yolanta interviewing her mother

Yolanta: How do people predict weather?

Mother: Some people read Fattnet"s Almattac'

Yolanta: How people tneasure weather?

Mother: I do not htow

Yolanta: You do not. Please tnotn, I need this for school

Mother: Some people predict the weather by where they live. If you are in the south, it is

going to be warmer thett rf you live in the north'

Yolanta: Do you htow an)¡thing about measuring?

Mother: No, I do noÍ.

Conversation Excerpt 6: Sammy interviewing his mother

Sammy: How do people predict the weather?

Mother: I really do not like being recorded here but, for you Satruny I will do it and I will

give it my besishot. People predict weather in møny dffirent ways. lVhen I was a little

þirl growilg up on thefarm in Saskatchewan my parents ntade us look at the weather.
"My 

motherfoi u*ontplá looked at the clouds, tf they were certain shape, then the weather

wiuld be sLnny onl hot. These clouds were usually fl"ffy and white looking' If they were

sort of rainbows on each side of the sun, tltey were called sun dogs and in the winter they

woulã rnectn a vety cold weather. If the anímals were seen storing away food, it would

mean that Ìt will be a very early winter. In the spring if the birds retunted earlier, tltey

evetyone htew that the sprittg is just around the corner. Other people who suffer fi"om

ørtht"¡tts can predict the t"ain-and snow by the pain ønd discontþrt in their joints. And,

people who predict the weatherfor living are called the meteorologists. They use
-computers 

ànd other high+ech eqaípment and certain types of weøther luøps 
to predict

stotlms. Weatlter can changefi'ont hour to hour depending on wlrcre you live, no one can

accurøtely predíct weathel, all the time. Today we have a prediction at ourfirtger tips by

going on linn or wøtching a weøther channel, we cart get it in the matter of seconds.

leclùology has conte a long way since I was a little gitl'

Satnntlt: And how do you Inelsure tlte weather?

Mother: In terms of measuring the weather, people can use a dffirent types a gages' For

example, ø yørd siíck could be stack into the snow to Ineasure the atnouttt of snow fall.
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An anemonrcter could be used to measure the wind velocity, somefantters ltave a mill
that tells them the wind direction. There are thermonxeters to measure how hot it is.

Almost every house høs one inside and out. Weather stations use børometers to measure

the børometric pressure in the air. There øre certain figurines that change colors for
rain, sun, but they are not vety reliable, etc.

Conversation Excerpt 7: Peter interviewing his mother

Peter: How do people predict the weather?

Mother: Tltey use the radør, søtellite, they watch TVfor the weather infonnation. They

can look outside, if it is cloudy, sunny, windy, iust by going outsíde'

Peter: And, how people Ineasure the weatlzer?

Mother: They use sotne sort of device. Like in the old døys, they used to do a rain bucket

to htow the atnount of snow or røin. Now there are more sophistícøted thíngs to track

weøther.

Conversation Excerpt 8: Joey interviewing his mother

Joey: How people predict the weather?

Mother: I have no idea how the weather is measured. You mean snow and rain.

Joey: Ya stuff like tl:tat.

Mother: I tlzink they use some sort of measuring thing when precipitatiottfalls itt it they

htow how much it was snowirtg.

Conversation Excerpt 9: Kathy intervielving her cousin

Kathy: How do you think people predict the weather?

Cousin: I think they just go outside and feel how the weather is going to be like? I thittk

they use computers ønd stuff like big things.

Kathy: Do you thing that they use big instruments or just home ntade products?

Cousin: I think that they use big ltome made instruments.

Katlry: Do you have att example, lilce atry example at all?

Cousil: I think that satellites send ùtformøtiott to the contputers ønd stffi
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Køthy: Very good Do you høve any other ideas'

Cousin: No

conversation Excerpt 10: Kathy intentiewing snother cousin

Køtlzy: How do you think people predict the weather?

Cousil. I think thelt go outside øndfeel the weather attd they experimettt with the big

things, líke big machínes.

Kathy: Do you think they use big mechanical insttumettts or home made products?

Cousin: I think they use big mechanical insttuments.

Kathy: Do you have att examPle?

Cousin: I think they use btg computer-

Kathy: How do you think people measure the weather'

Cousin: I think they use a big therntometer attd take the temperature.

Kathy: How do you think people use the thermometer? Líke what I meatt is where they

put this thennometer. Do-they put it in the air, or grass, or do they leave it somewhere'

Wat do you think.

Cousin: I think they just stick it itt the air'

Kathy: What about measuring the atnount of rain?

Cousil: I think they have a special instrument that they cnn use to see how much it has

rained.

Katlry: O, it is very good. It is almost like a real thing. I am impressed with you' So do

you maybe htow how people tneasure lrcwfast wind is going?

Cousin: Well, I think they ltave a wind tracker and when the wind goes b1t it takes speed.

Kathy: Ok, tltat is a really good guess. Good imaginatiort'

conversation Excerpt l1: Anthony intentiewing his motlter

Anthony: How do you think people predict the weatlter?
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Mother: It depends on the day. If the day is windy, and cloudy, we can expect to have a

thunderstorm. This is how I predict it'

Anthony: How people measut"e weather?

Mother: They measure the ternperature. The weather møn have the insttuments' On the

suruxy day, they have degrees Celsius. If it is 25 degrees, it is goittg to be quite wann'

And, tf it is 45 degrees, it is goirtg to be vety warm'

conversation Excerp t 12: Matthew interviewing his brother

Matthew: How do you people predict the weather?

Brother: They are meteorologists and they go and check what the weather is going to be

like and thett whett they øre done, they go and post if on the computer' And people can go

and check on the computer weather chanel.com. If peopte do not have computers' they

can check on T.V.

Matthew: How people measure weather?

Brother: Tltey use thermometer, burometer, and ønemonteter'

conversation Excerpt 13: Emillio inte.rviewing his mother

Emillio: How do people predict weather?

Mother: Sorne people can smell that the rain is coming?

Emillio: Like the moisture you mean.

Mother: And they can ølso predict if it is going to be a long shower or not' And does not

rain ín one spot. Sometimes it rains itt dffirent spots, especially here in Manitoba'

Emillio: Ya. Do you lotow ltow people tneasure weatlter?

Mother: Just like what I told you. Sotnetimes they use these practícøl items, like a

bucket. They put it outside and measure'

Etnillio: That is called the raítt gauge mom'

Mother: Yes, the ratn gauge. And, the¡t will use sorÌxe kind of wind.

Emillio: That is called anemonxeter nxom'
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Mother: Something like øfan. And they put thetn up on the trees and stuff.

Emillio: That is called tlte weatlzer wana

Motlter: Ald tltey see the ltorizon, and they can only predict not be very sure. Like they

have a special gødget not even iTthe city, but, also on the outskirts.

Etnillio: So what you øre saying is that they use a special kind of insttatnent, like a

thermometer

Mother: I do not hrcw the names of those things

Etnillio: Ya, I understand, I lcnow some. So what you at"e saying is that tlte meteorologists

predict ít blt usirtg comPuter.

Mother: Ya, it is computer based now ønd the special insttument is sending it to the

computer.

Emillio: So you are saying that meteot'ologists measLffe weather with dffirent
insfiaments

Mother: Yes, even as simple as tlxe weather wane or buckets to put outside, maybe three

or four of thern in dffirent areas and maybe the bucket that has nxore watet" will have

more rain in the at"ea. Or the one that has nothing at all must be sunny. So I thínk thøt is

nxy generations knowledge. Thank you.

Emillio: Thønkyou.

Conversation Excerpt 14: Hanna interviewing her mother

Hanna: How do )¡ou think people predict the weather?

Mother: People who predict the weatlter on T.V look at the weøther, they can see a

weøther fr.ortt coming from dffirent country or diffirent province. They can kind of
predict that if will be coming this way or something like that-

Hanna: How do you thinkpeople measure weather?

Mother: Measure weather, Htn, Wat do you n'tean,by that?

Hanna: I ant not talking about sontething like stiching the broom itt the snow dnd

measuring ltow much it equals. I am talking about something like how people measure

weather witlt the thermometer. So, I ant øsking you to tell me what kind of insttuments

people use to measut"e weatlter with.
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Mother: Thernrometers, børonreters. Just lookittg outside you can tell what the weather

is going to be like, on the computer watching the weøther pøtterns. That is it'

Hannq: O.K. ThankYou.

conversation Excerpt 15: Isabella interviewing her mother

Isabella: How do you think people predict the weøther?

Mother: I think people pyedict the weather by wøtching T.V. radio, computers, dørk

clouds nxeans that it is going to rsin.

Isabella: How do you think people measure the weather?

Mother: They use thermometer, børometer, and they look outside, high temperature attd

low temperature.

Conversation Excerpt 16: Alek interviewing his father

How come they have satellite weather maps?

How come there is such a thing as a weather gage?

What do they mean bY humiditY?

Wat do they mean bY visibílitY?

Wat does a baronteter do?

Alek: Do you believe infolklore?

Father: yes, I do believe in it to a degree. Like red sþ at night sailors delight, red sþ in

the monting sailors take warning means that the storm is coming.

Alek: How come the weather stations are rtot alwøys right when they predict the

weather?

Føther: Because it ís not øn øbsolute scíence predictìng the weuther, that ís why it is

called predictirtg.

Conversation Excerpt 17: Rose interviewing her father

Rose: How do you thittk people predict weatlter?
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Father: By using a thermonteter and they also revíew the weøther of the pøst year on the

same day.

Rose: How do you think people measure the weather?

Father: People Ineasure the weather through a barometer'

Conversation Excerpt 18: Bonny interviewing her mother

Bonny:

Mother: Satellite imagery, Doppler radar, maps,

Bonrry: people measure the weather by sending the balloons up attd weather statiott

which medsures the humidity, wind speed and precipitøtion.

conversation Excerpt 19: Kristofer interviewing his mother

Kr"istofer:
Mother: Satellite, radar, watch T.V. Looking outside to see if it is cloudlt, sunny, and

windy.

Kristofer: Some sort of device. In the old says, they used a rsin bucket to see how

much snow or rainfelL Now there are more sophisticated things.
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APPendix D

Aboriginal legend

Mr. Birdie: He is telling another story about the same little guy, "chakapish" means

midget okay, Chakapish. I wiil tell you a little bit about thit glry because he lived a long

time"ago. He had *urry, many events, many things happened to him over time, so I will

oniy tjl you a little bit about him. Now Legends are stories, they make up stories, they

don't reaily happen, but they make up these stories. we know they are not true but it is

nice to listen to them anywáy Legends it happened sometimes in real. The stories tell us

to obey, obey your pur"rrtr, obey your grandparents. They made up the stories and little

guy, túe midgåt. Sometimes I mean he did not listen and he had to be rescued by his

Jiriát. I am gãing to speak to you about just this one guy and his sister. At one time they

had two parãnts, ttreyiived inthe wilderness and their parents were young and they were

very happy together, and there was a little girl first and then the little one' The little girl

*u. uUó"i+ yéu6 o1d when the boy was born and he used to be known as "Chakapish".

So when he was about 5 years old his parents were kiiled by the, by the giants. There

were bad giants on their ánd they came out and killed their parents. They ran away, the

sister and the little boy, they escaped to hide, so they hid and they survived and lived on

their own in the wilderness. The sister who was 8 year old, she had lessons she had

leamed from her mother how to live, how to do things and she knew how to take care of

the little boy. So they lived in the wilderness by themselves away from the giants who

scared them away. And so because they are by themselves, they were protected by the

great spirit, god, you know god,

O.C. Mr. Birdie points at the ceiling/sky.

Mr. Birdie: God, he protected them. No many how dangerous it was in the wilderness

they always knew u iittl" girl who looked after the little boy was given all the knowledge

uná i*". ,trenglh to lookãfter the little boy. Many years later the sister became to be a

lady and the little boy remained 5year old, the size of a 5 year old but he was 15, 18 and

then a young man, but he remained small and he behaved like a little boy, too'

Sometimes he didn't listen to his sister when his sister said don't do that. And he said

O.K. sister I won't do that and then he goes and he would do all of that and get in

trouble, and then he would call his sister to help him, to come and save him, and it

happens all the time. There was this one day, he just walked into the wilderness he found

ui*g"lake and, a pond, you know, and the river that runs out of it and he started to

wonder if there were any-fish in it and if they are big, and he wondered what kind of fish
'they were. So he went back to tell his sister that he saw a lake with fish and he didn't

knów what kind of fish. So his sister says don't you ever go into that lake because that

lake is very bad and the fish there are big and they will swallow you. So, he said ok, ok

sister I promise, but he was very curious to know how big there were so he went back to

the lake. In the morning, turned right there. So when he got there he was wondering how

he was going to get those frsh to jump. So he had this tittle ball and he started throwing it

in there andih" fittt started jumping up and a big splash came up and a giant fish had
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jumped and finally it pops up and he decided he should swim with the fish even though

h",¡¡u, told not to. So, he jumped right in. As he was swimming, he was teasing the fish,

he said here fishy, fishy, come and swallow me. He was teasing the fish even though his

sister did not approve. Then all of a sudden the big fish came up, big splash and he was

swallowed, the whole body went right in. And he called for his sister to save him. Sister I

have been swallowed by a fish. At the same time, his sister was sitting at home, she could

hear her brother yelling for help. So, she started walking towards the lake and then she

made a hook with bait and she throws it towards the fish and she tried three times and

finally the fish grabs it. Then, she started pulling and pulling and the big fish came to the

shore. Then, she took a big knife and started cutting the fish. As she was cutting, she

heard a voice: do not cut me, do not cut me, hi, hi, hi. By this time the sister is very mad.,

Why did you have to go to the lake. I told you not to go to the lake and she was very rnad.

Why did you have to do it? I am sorry, I promise I will not do it again. Promise. Promise.

So úe *ur u"ry shameful and they went home againthat night. But, he forget and he went

into trouble again and the sister had to rescue him again. So that is the end of this story

okay, about the fish. But the story goes on for l5 sections, O.K. I can sit here the whole

day to tell you about it. There are five other stories like that so they call them legends.

We listen to those stories againand again and we memorized them and that is why I am

able to tell you this story again.'sometimes we told the stories to each other, of course we

forget. And this is what I have done I remembered those stories so now I travel places

with those stories.
I go to the big cities and talk to the little children like you. Sometimes they sit around me.

Sómetimes they are really good and sometimes they fight with each other so I stop for a

while and they listen again. Sometimes I put the kids to sleep. But this is what the stories

are supposed to do they are supposed to calm you down and to relax you and take your

mind ió another time and place that happened a long time ago. So, our stories are like

books, iike a history book or any other book, our stories are like that. Because our people,

our people long time ago when I was young, they did not live in the cities, they did not

üveìn tãwns. They lived in wilderness and every day they moved to learn something

new, and they did not carry the books so we had our grandparents' stories. O.K. stop for a

while. At least for a while.

Scott: Sure

O.C. Mr. Birdie pauses for a while after finishing the story about "Chakapish"

Mr. Birdie: O.K. If you want to ask questions that is fine with me.

Shane: How strong was this little guy?

Mr. Birdie: Chakapish

Shane:

Danny:

In the story, he, he is very strong.

Are sorne of the legends true?
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Mr. Birdie: Not really, just part of them they make them sound so ridiculously untrue that

is for you to laugh, and some part it is true. They made them that way so we

could listen to them. We did not have anything like you, like radio or music.

All we had are our grandparents to listen to them. Our entertainment, we did

not have anYthing

Hanna: What language do You sPeak?

Mr. Birdie: That language that you heard is the Cree language' I speak just two

languages.

Shane: What was the name of that boY?

Mr. Birdie: The boy in the story I just told you? That Chakapish, Chakapish story.
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Appendix E

\teather
station-to-s tation test

Nlame

Mark
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Station 1
Q_uestions

1) What weather saying do you know that this picture represents?

2) Do you believe in Folklore? Explain why or why not

Stationz

Ouestions

I ) on this webpage you can see that scientists have take pictures of weathcr. what

instrument did they use to qet these photographs?

?) Look at horv the wealher is moving in the picture. what kind of weather do you

expecl here in Winnipeg in the near future?
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Station 3
Questions

I) Name the weather instrument that you see in the drawing'

2) Explain how this instrument work using pictures and words'

Station 4
Ouestions

1)

2)
3)

4)

What is the name of this weather instrument?

What does this instrument measu¡e?

Whar is the cunent reading on this instrument?

There are three things you must do to ge{ an accurate reading when using this

insmrment. Name i of them.

Station 5
Ouestions

WÏat is the name of this weather instrument?

What does this instrument measure?

\l'hat is the current reading on this insrument?

;;;1;¿1" the Beaufort"Scale, what would the wind speed be in Km/hr?

1)

2)

3)
4)
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Station 6
Questions

1) What is the name of this weather instrument?

2) What does this inst¡ument measure?

;j Utr.t is the current reading on this instrument?

StationT
Questions

1 ) Looking at the bottle, what do you predict will happen if you blow into the

balloon?

2) Explain why this will happen. (Use words and drawings)

Questions

1) lilhat do you believe would happen to this balloon if you leave it in a freezer?

2) Explai¡ why this will happen. (Use words and drawings)

Station I
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Station 9
Ouestions

1) What is the name of t'he typt of cloud in the picture?

2) When you see these clouds in the sky' what kind olweather can you expect?

Station 10
Questions

1) What is the current temPerature?

Zj Wl'tutdirection is the *ind coming from?

3) What is the wind sPeed? -

¿) Wttu, does the forecast predict for tomorrow's weathe¡?

Station 11
Questions

l) What is tfre name of this structu¡e?

2) What is this lructure used for?

3) \t{hy is it important to use this structure?
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Station 12
Ouestions

1) After |ooking at the chart provided at the statioq do you believe that long-term

weather forecasts a¡e accurate? Explain why or why not.

3) why do you thinli there is such a difference belween what scientists predicted for

this day, and what they actually meæured?

Station 13
Questions

l) Explain what is happening in this diagram and why it is happening

2) Whar kind of weather would you expect when this happens?
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Station

tVhat do you call a scientist who snrdies weather?

One major part ofa scientist'sjob is to share what they have found in their

s¡udies. Give 3 ways that scientists share the information that they collect about

weather.

T4

r)
2)
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Station 15
Q_uestions

i) Horv do people measure and predict weather? Use pictures and drawìngs

(Give as many ideas as You can!!!!)

How People MeasureHow People Fredict
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Appendix F

Long answer test

Science Test
Our Study of Weathet

Name

1) How did the work of Sir Francis Beaufort help us to better understand

weather? (1 mark)

2) Why do you think that the measurements that we took with our' 
weather instruments were different from those that scientists took?

(1 marþ

3) How do floods form, and what should people do to prepare for a

possible flood?
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4) Look at the weather forecast below.

How would you dress for this day? Why? (1 mark)

What advice would you give to people so that they can plan their day out

for this day? (1 mark)

5) Are scientists always correct? Give examples to support youl answer'

(2 marks)
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6) Explain the difference between weather and climate. Give one

example of each. (2 marks)

7) Eachplace on the globe on the next page has a different climate.

Explain what the climate would be like would be for each place and

why. ( 2 marks for each one)

a) Winnip.g, Manitoba, Canada

What is the climate like here?

Why is it like this (What causes this change in climate)?

b) Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

What is the climate like here?

Why is it like this (What causes this change in climate)?
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c) Peurto Plata, Dominican Republic

What is the climate like here?

Why is it like this (What causes this change in climate)?

8) How do you think working in groups has improved your learning and

understanding in science?
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Appendix G

Weather instrument brochure

Weather Instrument Brochure
X"-.t

For this assignment you must draw and label your instrument in the
box below, and then provide step by step instructions on how to use it.

hÀe-ehheq-

r}a¡e

ixq.t

tu
È'l
)+ Þr'\se\.
'!Ì 'i e!

",]'Fef, 
P\eS<

,tr.tfKe{-

+.â
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Mv Design Journal

Write a detailed descrþtion about how you and your group made your
instrument from beglnning to end. (Include research and planning)

"â

i ¡r.ù" u¡.ç¡rlar

What did you learn about weather, through building this instrument?

å\s{" du,ø*

.{o *qk ârseste r\
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My TVeather Instrument

ra

o$ l\rt f.+ÐerÞlqÌ*.A$+er r*oq mrrKe ti'r¿s u"tn c^.

fulpr-\ anÀ r¡urK Ucn*rn= N Ë,rEqç +.r5F ,5ørt!rr.,
".\:. r¡\\ò'.

beqÀ-on lø¡ o$ t\n{ eça<q{ on thg+eÈc¡I$}a*.n{ou

¡rrf å"ire--s-ls*r¡I r¿ittt r-hr"--trrEsr*nå the- tar\orr. top
ofùe-ber^À. A$ter-5o!¡. $rn\.:n ti"¡' ç-utìtt tl*pio-
furqr,. llrS Êl{?rr¡) qnÀìfi{o ll.e sccsEÇ qnL lul Ttep"-

ùr 1fi" afç6¿.i* ;ltrCtìU-.e la,', T t¿ Éla r¡ ... t1 -
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Appendix H

Letter to a Kindergarten Class (by Sammy)

You¡ letter must be wrinen iike an actual ietter, because the teacher in that

room wiil choose the best letter to read to their class as a lesson.

ird<r ,ft,r
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